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PREFACE
The Natural Heritage Inventory of Lehigh and Northampton Counties, Pennsylvania – Update 2013 is a
document compiled and written by the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) of the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy (WPC). It builds on the original Natural Areas Inventory of Lehigh and
Northampton Counties completed in 1999 by the Pennsylvania Science Office of The Nature Conservancy.
The two counties of Lehigh and Northampton are collectively referred to as the Lehigh Valley throughout this
document, and individually by each county name. This document contains information on the locations of
rare, threatened, and endangered species and of the highest quality natural communities in the two counties; it
is not an inventory of all open space. It is intended as a conservation tool and should in no way be treated or
used as a field guide. Accompanying each site description are general management recommendations that
would help to ensure the protection and continued existence of these natural communities, and species of
concern. The recommendations are based on the biological needs of these elements (communities and
species). The recommendations are strictly those of WPC and do not necessarily reflect the policies of the
state or the policies of the counties or townships for which the report was prepared.
Implementation of the recommendations is up to the discretion of the landowners. However, cooperative
efforts to protect the highest quality natural features
through the development of site-specific
Natural Heritage Inventories and Environmental Review
management plans are greatly encouraged.
The results presented in this report represent a snapshot in
Landowners working on the management of, or site
time, highlighting the sensitive natural areas within Lehigh
plans for, specific areas described in this document
and Northampton counties. The sites in the Lehigh and
are encouraged to contact the PNHP for further
Northampton Counties Natural Heritage Inventory have
information.
been identified to help guide land use and county planning.
The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program is
responsible for collecting, tracking, and interpreting
the information regarding the Commonwealth’s
biological diversity. County Natural Heritage
Inventories (CNHIs) are an important part of the
work of PNHP. Since 1989, PNHP has conducted
county inventories as a means to both gather new
information about natural resources and to pass this
information along to those responsible for making
decisions about the resources in the counties. This
County Natural Heritage Inventory focuses on the
best examples of living ecological resources in the
Lehigh Valley. The counties must address historic,
cultural, educational, water supply, agricultural and
scenic resources through other projects and
programs.

The Lehigh Valley Natural Heritage Inventory is a
planning tool, but is not a substitute for environmental
review, as information is constantly being updated as
natural resources are both destroyed and discovered.
Applicants for building permits and Planning
Commissions can conduct free, online, environmental
reviews to inform them of project-specific potential
conflicts with sensitive natural resources. Environmental
reviews can be conducted by visiting the Pennsylvania
Natural Heritage Program’s website, at
http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/. If conflicts are
noted during the environmental review process, the
applicant is informed of the steps to take to minimize
negative effects on the counties’ sensitive natural
resources. If additional information on species of concern
becomes available during environmental review, the
review may be reconsidered by the jurisdictional agency.

Particular species names, common and scientific, are
provided in coordination with the appropriate jurisdictional
Although the inventory was conducted using a
agency. Some species are especially vulnerable to
tested and proven methodology, it is best viewed as
disturbance or unauthorized collection and are therefore not
an interim report on the counties’ natural heritage.
identified in the text of this report at the request of the
agencies, in order to provide some measure of protection.
Further investigations likely will uncover
Plants and terrestrial invertebrates are under the jurisdiction of
previously unidentified areas of significance. More
the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
in-depth investigations of sites listed in this report
Resources (DCNR). Mammals and birds are under the
could reveal features of further or greater
jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC).
significance than have been documented. Likewise,
Aquatic animals, reptiles, and amphibians are under the
as land use patterns in the counties change, species
jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
(PFBC).
_____________________________________________________________________________
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may be lost, changing the significance of already documented sites. We encourage additional inventory work
across the region to further the efforts begun with this study. Keep in mind that the data informing this report
is dynamic and constantly changing, therefore it will be necessary to update this report periodically to
accommodate new information.
Consider this inventory as an invitation for the people of the Lehigh Valley to explore and discuss their
natural heritage and to learn about and participate in the conservation of the living ecological resources of the
counties. Ultimately, it will be up to the landowners, residents, and officials of Lehigh and Northampton
counties to determine how to use this information. Several potential applications for the information within
the County Natural Heritage Inventory for a number of user groups follow:
Planners and Government Staff: Typically, the planning office in a county coordinates with PNHP to
administer county inventory projects. Often, the inventories are used in conjunction with other resource
information (agricultural areas, slope and soil overlays, floodplain maps, etc.) for review of various projects,
and for comprehensive planning. The Natural Heritage Areas (NHAs) identified in this report may be
included under various categories of zoning such as conservation areas, forest zones, parks, greenways, or
agricultural security areas. There are many possibilities to provide for the conservation of NHAs within the
context of public amenities, recreational opportunities, and resource management.
County, State and Federal Agencies: In many counties, Natural Heritage Areas lie within or include state
or federal lands. Agencies such as the Pennsylvania Game Commission, the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry,
and the Army Corps of Engineers can use the inventory to understand the resource. Agencies can also learn
the requirements of the individual plant, animal, or community elements, and the general approach that
protection could assume. County Conservation Districts may use the inventories to focus attention on
resources (e.g., high diversity streams or wetlands), and as a reference for encouraging good management
practices.
Environmental and Development Consultants: Environmental consultants are called upon to plan for a
multitude of development projects including road construction, housing developments, commercial
enterprises, and infrastructure expansion. Design of these projects requires that impacted resources be known
and understood. Decisions made with inadequate information can lead to substantial and costly delays. By
using data provided on the biological resources (including rare, threatened, or endangered plants and animals)
provided in this CNHI, consultants can identify potential conflicts long before establishing footprints,
developing detailed plans, and applying for permits. This allows projects to adapt early on when flexibility is
at a maximum.
Environmental consultants are increasingly called upon to produce resource plans (e.g., River Conservation
Plans) that must integrate a variety of biological, physical, and social information. County Inventories can
help define watershed-level resources and priorities for conservation, and therefore are often used as the
framework for these plans.
Developers: Utilizing this inventory allows developers to consider options that not only protect key
resources, but also add value to projects. Incorporating greenspace, wetlands, and forest buffers into various
kinds of development can attract homeowners and businesses that desire to have natural amenities nearby.
Just as parks have traditionally raised property values, so too can natural areas. County Natural Heritage
Inventories can suggest areas where development and conservation can complement one another.
Educators: Curricula in primary, secondary, and college level classes often focus on biological science at the
chemical or microbiological level; field sciences do not always receive the attention that they require. Local
natural areas can provide unique opportunities for students to witness, first-hand, the organisms and natural
communities that are critical to maintaining biological diversity. By developing curriculum for Environment
and Ecology Academic Standards around Natural Heritage Areas, educators can show students where and
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why local and regional diversity occurs, and why it is significant. With proper permission and guidance,
students can increase their understanding of Natural Heritage Areas by establishing research or monitoring
projects.
Conservation Organizations: Organizations that have a mission related to the conservation of biological
diversity can turn to the inventory as a source of prioritized places in the counties. Such a reference can help
guide internal planning and define the essential resources that can be the focus of protection efforts. Land
trusts and conservancies throughout Pennsylvania have made use of the inventories to do just this sort of
planning and prioritization, and are now engaged in conservation efforts on highly significant sites in
individual counties and regions.
Statewide Coverage: The information depicted in this report will be integrated into the PNHP “Statewide
County Natural Heritage Inventory Map”, a web-based application of all existing PA CNHI information
(http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/cnhi/cnhi.htm ).
The areas highlighted in the CNHIs representing sensitive natural features within each county have been
merged into a single layer to provide a seamless statewide coverage. This statewide layer of existing CNHI
sites allows for a landscape level review of the sensitive ecological features of the state.
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The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program
The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) is a
partnership between the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy (WPC), the Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR), the
Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC), and the
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC).
Founded in 1982, PNHP is part of a network of Natural
Heritage Programs that utilizes common methodology
developed by Heritage Programs and The Nature
Conservancy, and refined through NatureServe – the
organization that represents the network of Natural
Heritage Programs (see the box at right).
PNHP collects and stores location and baseline ecological
information about rare plants, rare animals, unique plant
communities, significant habitats, and geologic features
in Pennsylvania. Currently, the PNHP database is
Pennsylvania's chief storehouse of such information with
over 20,000 detailed digital occurrence records. Though
not a regulatory organization, as part of its function
PNHP provides expert input on species impacted by
projects that require permits as issued by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP). Although data from PNHP feed into the
environmental review tool known as the Pennsylvania
Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI), the process of
environmental review is housed within DCNR.

The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program
NatureServe, the natural heritage network, was
originally founded by The Nature Conservancy in the
early 1970s, with the first program established in
South Carolina in 1974. The concept was to create a
federation of programs in all 50 U.S. states, using a
common database and data management
methodology to document the extent of biodiversity
throughout the country, with an emphasis on rare and
threatened species and natural communities. Many
programs were established with state environmental
protection or natural resource agencies, while some
are housed in universities. Pennsylvania’s
partnership with three agencies and a non-profit is
unique among the programs.
Over time the heritage network has expanded
throughout Canada and 12 Latin American countries.
In 1994, the Association for Biodiversity Information
(ABI) was founded to more closely coordinate
activities of the network, and ABI transformed into
NatureServe in 2001 as The Nature Conservancy
transferred administration of the network to
NatureServe.
All programs in the heritage network use a common
data management system outlined on these pages,
based on the original concepts of elements, element
occurrences, and rarity ranks. Today, the
NatureServe network stands as the most
comprehensive source of information on the
locations and status of biodiversity and natural
communities throughout the western hemisphere.

As part of the information maintained by PNHP, a
system of global ranks and state ranks is used to describe
the relative degree of rarity for species and
natural communities. This system is especially useful
in understanding how imperiled a resource is throughout
its range, as well as understanding the rarity of resources
that do not have official state status, such as invertebrate
animals and natural communities. A summary of global and state ranks can be found in the methods section.
PNHP is valuable for its ability to supply technically sound data that can be applied to natural resource
decisions. Information on the occurrences of elements of special concern (species and natural communities)
gathered from museums, universities, colleges, and recent fieldwork by professionals throughout the state is
used by PNHP to identify the areas of highest natural integrity and significance in Lehigh and Northampton
counties.

The Lehigh and Northampton Counties Natural Heritage Inventory (CNHI) report presents the known
outstanding natural features in the two counties. The CNHI provides maps of the best natural communities
(habitats) and all the known locations of animal and plant species of concern (endangered, threatened, or rare)
in the two counties. A written description and a summary table of each of the sites, including quality and
degree of rarity are included.
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INTRODUCTION
This project is a comprehensive update to the earlier Lehigh and Northampton Counties Natural Areas
Inventory project of 1999 and the subsequent data review update of 2005. This current project was
initiated to update the documentation of previously known species of concern (those considered at risk of
local or global extinction), to identify additional habitats supporting species of concern, and to provide
conservation recommendations to help ensure their continued survival within the region. The ability of a
community to fulfill its vision for the future depends on its capacity to assemble information that will
enable it to act effectively and wisely. Since 1989, County Natural Heritage Inventories (CNHIs) have
served as a way to both gather and pass along new and existing information to those responsible for land
use decisions, as well as to all residents who wish to know more about the natural heritage of their county.
The Lehigh and Northampton Counties Natural Heritage Inventory focuses on the best examples of living
ecological resources in the counties. The Western Pennsylvania Conservancy (WPC) served as the
principal investigator, prepared the report, and created the maps for this study. The Pennsylvania Natural
Heritage Program (PNHP), of which WPC is a partner, is responsible for collecting, tracking, and
interpreting information regarding the Commonwealth’s biological diversity.
A healthy natural environment is essential to human health and sustenance. A healthy environment
provides clean air and water; supports fish, game and agriculture; and furnishes renewable sources of
materials for countless aspects of our livelihoods and economy. In addition to these direct services, a
clean and healthy environment plays a central role in our quality of life, whether through its aesthetic
value (found in forested ridges, mountain streams and encounters with wildlife), or in the opportunities it
provides for exploration, recreation, and education. Finally, a healthy natural environment supports
economic growth by adding to the region’s attractiveness as a location for new business enterprises, and
provides the basis for the recreation, tourism, and forestry industries, all of which have the potential for
long-term sustainability. Fully functional ecosystems are the key indicators of a healthy environment and
working to maintain ecosystems is essential to the long-term sustainability of our economies.
Planning for long-term sustainability can maintain open space, including natural environments and the
plants and animals associated with them. Using this Natural Heritage Inventory as a conservation tool
can steer development away from environmentally sensitive areas, creating a needed balance between
economic growth and the conservation of natural resources. It is important that county and municipal
governments, the public, developers and planners know the location of such environmentally sensitive
areas in order to maintain and protect these areas. Knowing where these areas are located can help
prevent potential land use conflicts, and help focus conservation efforts and limited funds on the most
vulnerable areas. The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program, in cooperation with the Lehigh Valley
Planning Commission, has undertaken this project to provide a document and maps that will aid in the
identification of these important areas.
The Lehigh and Northampton Counties Natural Heritage Inventory (CNHI) – Update 2013 represents the
known outstanding natural features, including plants, animals, and natural communities in Lehigh and
Northampton counties. The inventory provides maps of the best natural communities (habitats) and the
locations of animal and plant species of concern (rare, threatened, and endangered) in the Lehigh Valley.
These maps do not pinpoint the exact location of the species of concern but rather represent a
conservation zone that is critical to the preservation of the site (core habitat), and a zone of potential
impacts within the site’s watershed (supporting landscape) where applicable. A written description
including threats and disturbances, conservation recommendations, and a summary table of the species of
concern, including degree of rarity, last-observed date, and quality rank accompany each map. Potential
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threats and stresses, and suggestions for protection of the rare communities, plants, or animals at the site
are included in the individual site descriptions.
The information and maps presented in this report provide a useful guide for planning residential and
commercial developments, recreational parks or trails, for conserving natural areas, and for setting
priorities for the preservation of the most vulnerable natural areas. All of the sites in this report were
evaluated for their importance in protecting biological diversity on a state and local level, but many also
have scenic value, provide water quality protection, and are potential sites for low-impact passive
recreation, nature observation, and/or environmental education.
The Lehigh and Northampton Counties Natural Heritage Inventory – Update 2013 will be made available
to each municipality through the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission. The Natural Heritage Inventory is
a conservation tool that will aid in the creation of municipal and county comprehensive plans. Its
emphasis on biological diversity should inform County and regional open space plans already underway,
or updates to those plans already completed. The Lehigh Valley, its municipalities, land trusts, and other
organizations can also use the Natural Heritage Inventory to identify potential protection projects that
may be eligible for funding through state or community grant programs.
Landowners will also find this inventory useful in managing and planning for the use of their land; it
gives them the opportunity to explore alternatives that will provide for their needs and still protect the
species and habitats that occur on their land. For example, the Forest Stewardship Program, coordinated
by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resource’s Bureau of Forestry, assists
landowners in creating management plans. These plans incorporate landowner objectives (e.g. wildlife or
timber management). Other programs include the USDA’s Forest Legacy Program and the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Land Preservation Program. Land managers may wish to
consult with this report and the environmental review tool found on the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage
Program’s website (www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us) in an effort to avoid potential conflicts in areas with
species of concern and/or identify ways of enhancing or protecting these resources.
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Lehigh and Northampton CNHI Update Changes
The Lehigh and Northampton CNHI 2013 Update report is meant to replace the original Lehigh &
Northampton County Natural Areas Inventory that was completed in 1999. The original 1999 report was
based on two years of field work supplemented by existing data to inform the report. In 2005 a “desktop
update” of the 1999 report was conducted to refresh the data in the report. No field work was completed
specifically for the 2005 update, rather it relied on recently reported data to inform the update report. The
2013 update followed the basic model of the original 1999 project with two years of field work and existing
data in the PNHP database to inform the 2013 Update report.
Natural Heritage Area (NHA) Name Changes
The 1999 and 2005 Lehigh & Northampton projects were referred to as County Natural Areas Inventories
(CNAIs). We now refer to these projects as County Natural Heritage Inventories (CNHIs), to better reflect the
name of the parent organization, the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP). All of the sites of
ecological significance are referred to as Natural Heritage Areas (NHAs).
Changes in number of significant ecological features and shape of NHA mapping
The natural resources of the Lehigh Valley are in constant flux. As habitats and land use patterns change, so
do the species that occupy them. Periodic updates to the Lehigh and Northampton Counties Natural Heritage
Inventory will be necessary to reflect these changes. The Natural Heritage Areas depicted in this report in
many cases differ significantly from the two previous reports. There are several reasons why this has
occurred.
• The primary cause for changes in shapes of Natural Heritage Areas is the use of a different protocol
for mapping the species of concern. The sites developed in past reports were drawn by different
biologists at different times for many different species using best professional judgment. This often
resulted in vast discrepancies between sites drawn for the same species by different biologists. In
order to achieve a more standardized approach to NHA depiction, the PA Natural Heritage Program
has developed a more formulaic method for drawing areas of concern around each species present at
any one location. This approach includes representing “core habitat’ and “supporting landscape”
separately rather than combined as in previous reports. Please see Figure 4, page 26 for a
representation of “Core Habitat” and “Supporting Landscape”.
• Some species documented in the previous report, through additional fieldwork across the state, have
been found to be more common than previously thought and have been delisted, and are no longer
considered to be species of concern. If an area documented in the previous report only contained a
species of concern that has since been delisted, it would no longer be represented in this report, which
focuses on those species considered to be at risk of global extinction or local extirpation.
• Several areas that were in close proximity to each other have been combined into one NHA.
• Some large sites have been split into smaller, more discrete NHAs.
• Some areas were enlarged if additional fieldwork expanded the known extent of a population of
species of concern at a location.
• Some areas were eliminated if the habitat at the location was considered no longer able to support the
species formerly documented at the location. This may have resulted from significant changes to, or
destruction of, the suitable habitat.
• Some areas have been documented differently due to species sensitivity issues and are now
represented by the watershed-level Supporting Landscape only. This is done to avoid pinpointing the
locations of species that are vulnerable to illegal collection.
• Former “Locally Significant” areas were not considered in this report as NHAs are currently only
developed for locations supporting species of conern.
• Former “Significant Geologic Features” were not considered for this report as they are not living
resources.
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•

Many new NHAs have been added for several reasons:
o New field work resulted in the documentation of new locations for species of concern.
o Species formerly not tracked have been added to the species of concern list due to declines in
known populations (e.g. wood turtle).
o Use of a longer time frame from which to draw data. The past cutoff date beyond which
records were not considered for these reports was 1980. Now employed is a “rolling window”
of 50 years to more closely reflect what is considered in the Environmental Review process.
For the date of this report, 2013, the cutoff date is 1963.
o Some entire groups of organisms were not previously considered for reports and now are (e.g.
dragonflies). The PNHP previously lacked sufficient taxonomic expertise, or comprehensive
species distribution data, to consider groups of organisms which are now included in the
report.

Document layout
The 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Counties NAI was organized by USGS quadrangle. The 2013 Update is
organized alphabetically by NHA name, with only one site depicted on each map. The scale of each map is
based on the relative scale of the NHA.
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Biodiversity in Pennsylvania
An ecosystem is the complex of interconnected living organisms inhabiting a particular area or unit of space,
together with their environment and all their interrelationships and relationships with the environment
(Ostroumov 2002). All the parts of an ecosystem are interconnected, the survival of any species or the
continuation of a given natural process depends upon the system as a whole, and in turn, these species and
processes contribute to maintaining the system. An important consideration in assessing ecosystem health is
the concept of biodiversity. Biodiversity can be defined as the full variety of life that occurs in a given place,
and is measured at several scales: genetic diversity, species, natural communities, and landscapes.
Genetic diversity refers to the variation in genetic makeup between individuals and populations of organisms
and provides a species with the ability to adapt successfully to environmental changes. In order to conserve
genetic diversity, it is important to maintain natural patterns of gene flow through the migration of individual
plants and animals across the landscape and the dispersal of pollen and seeds among populations (Thorne et
al. 1996). Individual species play a role in sustaining ecosystem processes such as nutrient cycling,
decomposition, and plant productivity; declines in native species diversity alter these processes (Naeem et al.
1999).
A natural community is an interactive assemblage of plant and animal species that share a common
environment and occur together repeatedly on the landscape, such as a red maple swamp (Massachusetts
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs 2001). Each type of natural community represents habitat for a
different assemblage of species, hence identification and stewardship of the full range of native community
types is needed to meet the challenge of conserving habitat for all species.
From an ecological perspective, a landscape is a large area of land that includes a mosaic of natural
community types and a variety of habitats for many species (Massachusetts Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs 2001). At this scale, it is important to consider whether communities and habitats are
isolated or connected by corridors of natural landscape traversable by wildlife, and whether the size of a
natural landscape is sufficient to support viable populations and ecosystems. Because the living and nonliving elements of an ecosystem are interconnected and interdependent, it is essential to conserve native
biodiversity at all of these scales, from genes through landscapes, if ecosystems are to continue functioning.
Pennsylvania’s natural heritage is rich in biodiversity and the Commonwealth includes many examples of
high quality natural communities and large expanses of natural landscapes. Over 20,000 species are known to
occur in the state, and the extensive tracts of forest in the northern and central parts of the state represent a
large portion of the remaining areas of suitable habitat in the mid-Atlantic region for many forest-dependent
species of birds and mammals. Unfortunately, biodiversity and ecosystem health are seriously threatened in
many parts of the state by pollution and habitat loss. Of all the animals and vascular plants that have been
documented in the state, more than one in ten are imperiled; 156 have been lost entirely since European
settlement and 351 are threatened or endangered (Pennsylvania 21st Century Environment Commission 1998).
Many of these species are imperiled because available habitat has been reduced and/or degraded.
Fifty-six percent of Pennsylvania’s wetlands have been lost or substantially degraded by filling, draining, or
conversion to ponds (Dahl 1990). According to the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP), sixty percent of those Pennsylvania lakes that have thus far been assessed for biological health are
listed as impaired. Of 83,000 miles of streams in Pennsylvania, almost 70,000 miles has been assessed for
water quality. From this, nearly 11,000 miles have been designated as impaired due to abandoned mine
discharges, acid precipitation, and agricultural and urban runoff (PA DEP 2004). The species that depend on
these habitats are correspondingly under threat: 58 percent of threatened or endangered plant species are
wetland or aquatic species; 13 percent of Pennsylvania’s 200 native fish species have been lost, while an
additional 23 percent are imperiled. Among freshwater mussels, one of the most globally imperiled groups of
organisms, 18 of Pennsylvania’s 67 native species are extirpated (meaning locally extinct) and another 22 are
imperiled (Goodrich et al. 2003).
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Prior to European settlement, over ninety percent of Pennsylvania’s land area was forested. Today, sixty
percent of the state is still forested, but much of this forest is fragmented by roads, utility rights-of-way,
agriculture, and development. Only forty-two percent is interior forest habitat; meaning that some of the
species that depend upon interior forest habitat are in decline (Goodrich et al. 2003). In addition to habitat
fragmentation, forest pests, acid precipitation (which causes nutrient leaching and stunted growth), over
browsing by deer and invasive species also threaten forest ecosystem health.
The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Biological Survey
(PABS) assesses the conservation status of species of vascular plants, vertebrates, and a few of the
invertebrate groups native to Pennsylvania. While Pennsylvania hosts a diversity of other life forms, such as
mosses, lichens and fungi, and most insects, too little information is known of these species to assess their
conservation status at this time. Without information about all of the species, it is possible to protect at least
some rare species by conserving rare natural communities. Species tend to occur in specific habitats or
natural communities, and by conserving examples of all natural community types we will also conserve many
of the associated species, whether or not we even know what those species are. Thus, the natural community
approach is a coarse filter for broad scale biodiversity protection, while the fine filter approach is used for
those individual species for which it is feasible.
The goals of this report are to identify areas important in sustaining biodiversity at the species, natural
community, and landscape levels and to provide that information to more fully inform land use decisions.
County Natural Heritage Inventories (CNHIs) identify areas in the state that support Pennsylvania’s rare,
threatened, or endangered species as well as natural communities that are considered to be rare in the state or
exceptional examples of the more common community types. A description of each area’s natural features
and recommendations for maintaining their viability are provided. Also, in an effort to provide information
focused on planning for biodiversity conservation, this report includes species and natural community fact
sheets, references, and links to information on invasive exotic species, and information from other
conservation planning efforts such as the Pennsylvania Audubon’s Important Bird Area project. Together,
with the other land use information, this report can help guide the planning and land management necessary to
maintain the ecosystems on which our natural heritage depends.
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Lehigh Valley Overview
Lehigh and Northampton counties (the
Lehigh Valley) are situated in the eastcentral part of Pennsylvania, an area rich
in historical, scenic, and natural
resources. The combined 726 square
miles of the two counties contain a mix of
forest, agriculture, industry, small towns,
suburbs, and urban areas. The majority of
the population lives in the heavily
developed Allentown, Bethlehem, and
Easton corridor, while much of the rest of
the two counties has a comparatively low
population density. Recent growth has
largely been influenced by the Lehigh
Valley’s desirability as a place to live and
work as well as by its close proximity to
the larger urban centers of Philadelphia
and New York.
The scenic rural character which still dominates much of the Lehigh Valley is made up of a patchwork of
natural and human-dominated habitats including agricultural fields, pastures, forests, rivers, streams, and
ponds. The extensive forests of Blue Mountain and the many miles of rivers and streams are regularly used
for a wide spectrum of recreational activities such as hunting, fishing, hiking, and bird watching.
The Lehigh Valley area has often been the subject of biological scrutiny, with several high profile naturalists
calling this home over the centuries. The Rev. Thomas C. Porter, Professor of Botany at Lafayette College
(1866-1896) wrote the “Flora of Pennsylvania,” which was published after his death in 1901. Harold Pretz
published a “Flora of Lehigh County” in 1911, and Dr. Robert Schaeffer, Professor of Biology at Muhlenberg
College (1954-1983) published “The Vascular Flora of Northampton County” in 1949. We are provided with
a good glimpse of the past landscapes of the Lehigh Valley through the work of these early naturalists.
This region is rich with limestone bedrock bordered to the north by the Kittatinny Ridge, known here as Blue
Mountain. Thick deposits of Wisconsonian glacial till define the landscape of the northeastern corner of
Northampton County resulting in a diversity of unusual habitats. The Lehigh Valley floor has long been
prized for cultivation, and had also been an industrial hub of the country with steel production and other
manufacturing in Allentown and Bethlehem.
The valley has seen dramatic development pressure in the past few decades, with suburban and rural
development replacing farmland. In addition, changes in farming practices, natural succession, and the spread
of exotic invasive species of plants have dramatically altered habitats throughout the region. Attempts to
locate formerly documented populations of species of concern have proven particularly frustrating.
Springtime surveys for the plant spreading globe flower (Trollius laxus) where it had formerly been observed
proved unsuccessful despite return visits. We tentatively attribute the loss of the species from these locations
to natural succession, which over time replaced open habitats with closed canopy habitats that are unfavorable
to this plant species.
While attempts to locate species of concern occasionally met with disappointment, the opposite was also true.
Populations of the wetland shrub swamp dog hobble (Leucothoe racemosa) are thriving at several previously
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documented locations for the species and several new populations were identified during the surveys.
Similarly, populations of nodding trillium (Trillium cernuum) were documented at a number of new locations
in the Lehigh Valley. The region has many vernal pool and seep natural communities, especially along the toe
slope of Blue Mountain. In all, over 100 individual occurrences of 43 different species of concern and six
types of high quality natural communities were documented during these field surveys. Information gathered
during new field surveys was combined with existing data on the rare species of the Lehigh Valley to prepare
this report.
The climate, geology, topography, and soils have been important in the development of the plant communities
(forests, wetlands, etc.) as well as other natural features (e.g., streams and geologic features) in the Lehigh Valley.
Both natural and human disturbances have played an important role in the development and alteration of those
plant communities, causing the extirpation of some species and the introduction of others. These combined
factors provide the framework for locating and identifying exemplary natural communities and species of concern
within the counties. A brief overview of the physiography, geology, soils, and vegetation of the counties provides
the background for the natural areas inventory methodology and the findings presented in this report.
Physiography and Geology
Physiographic Provinces are classified by the characteristic landscapes and distinctive geologic formations that
comprise each province. Physiography relates in part to a region's topography and climate, two factors that
significantly influence the soil development, hydrology, and land use patterns of an area. Bedrock type also
influences soil formation and hydrology. Therefore, both physiography and geology are important to the patterns
of plant community distribution, which is in turn important to animal distribution (see Vegetation). Certain plant
communities and species might be expected to occur within some provinces but not in others due to differences in
climate, soils, and moisture regime. Physiographic and geologic information used in the development of the
inventory has come from a variety of sources, including Geyer and Bolles (1979 and 1987), Berg et al. (1981),
The Atlas of Pennsylvania (Cuff et al. 1989), The Geologic Map of Pennsylvania (Socolow 1980), Glacial
Deposits of Pennsylvania (Socolow 1981), and Physiographic Provinces of Pennsylvania (Berg et al. 1989).
Lehigh and Northampton counties contain parts of three Physiographic Provinces: the Ridge and Valley Province,
the New England Province, and the Piedmont Province (Berg et al. 1989). Each of these provinces have
characteristic rock formations and topography (Geyer and Bolles 1979). The Ridge and Valley Province,
containing most of the land in the counties, is characterized by long ridges of sandstone and other resistant rocks,
alternating with valleys of limestone or shale. Blue Mountain (also known as Kittatinny Ridge), along the
northern edge of the counties, is part of the Appalachian Mountain Section of this Province. Immediately to the
south is the Great Valley Section, underlain by softer shales, siltstones, and limestones.
South of the Great Valley in both counties lies the New England Province, Reading Prong Section. The steep hills
south of the Lehigh River in Northampton County are underlain by metamorphic and igneous rocks characteristic
of this Section. The Piedmont Province, Gettysburg-Newark Section, occupies a narrow band along the southern
margin of Lehigh County. This Section has steep-sided ridges of diabase and rolling hills underlain by
conglomerates, sandstones, and shales. Diabase is a hard igneous rock, high in base minerals. Soils weathered
from diabase are unusually high in cations and may support unusual plant species.
The landscape of Lehigh and Northampton counties has also been shaped by past glacial advances. The last
glacial advance, the Wisconsonian, left behind thick deposits of unsorted material called till, creating a diversity
of unusual habitats in the northeastern corner of Northampton County. Thinner till deposits of the earlier Illinoian
glacial advance are found over most of Northampton County and much of Lehigh County. Glacial meltwater
deposits of sand and gravel occur on some terraces adjacent to the Delaware River in Northampton County.
Some of these gravel deposits have been quarried.
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Vegetation
The vegetation of the Lehigh Valley reflects the environmental conditions (geology, topography, soils, climate)
and the disturbance history, both natural and anthropogenic. The two counties are located in the original OakChestnut Forest Region (Braun 1950). The American chestnut (Castanea dentata) was once a dominant feature
of the Oak-Chestnut Forest, but was virtually eliminated with the introduction to North America of the chestnut
blight fungus (Endothia parasitica) in 1904. Today the forest of this region is more aptly classified as
Appalachian Oak Forest (Bailey 1980) or Mixed Oak Forest (Monk et al. 1990), dominated by white oak
(Quercus alba), red oak (Q. rubra), scarlet oak (Q. coccinea), and black oak (Q. velutina), often mixed with tulip
poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera), red maple (Acer rubrum), and/or American beech (Fagus grandifolia), and
ericaceous shrubs. It occurs mainly on the slopes and tops of the mountain ridges that make up the northern
boundaries of the two counties. Fragmented blocks of the forest are also found on some of the steeper slopes and
ridges in the southern part of both counties including South Mountain and Lehigh Mountain.
The lower slopes of Blue Mountain and other forested hills within the region are dominated by some mixture of
oak, tulip poplar, black birch (Betula lenta), and red maple, with varying amounts of American beech, and
hickory (Carya spp.). Tulip poplar was a minor component of presettlement forests but is now dominant on many
sites. Tulip poplar often becomes the dominant tree after logging, seeding in on the openings and then growing
more quickly than other trees. As the forest matures, however, shade-tolerant species such as red oak replace tulip
poplar because it does not regenerate easily under a closed canopy (Tryon 1980). South Mountain is more mesic
and less exposed than Blue Mountain. Much of the regrowth on South Mountain is covered by forests of tulip
poplar, oaks, and hickories, with viburnums (Viburnum spp.) common in the understory. These mesic forests
tend to have a good diversity of herbaceous species including wildflowers, ferns, and sedges. Invasive species
such as honeysuckles (Lonicera japonica, L. morrowii, L. tatarica), Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii), and
garlic mustard (Alliaria officinalis) are very common in disturbed areas or in close proximity to development.
Several notable variations in the typical "Mixed Oak Forest" composition (Monk et al. 1990) occur with
variations in soil, drainage, and topography. Drier ridge tops with shallow nutrient poor soils are characterized by
chestnut oak (Quercus montana), and black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) with red maple, sassafras (Sassafras albidum),
and other oaks as associates, with an understory of ericaceous shrubs including blueberries (Vaccinium spp.),
huckleberries (Gaylussacia spp.), and mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia). These forests are most common on the
highest elevations of Blue Mountain, but they are also found in the southern parts of the counties on some upper
slopes and ridges. Another variant occurs along some of the stream corridors and adjacent north-facing slopes of
the region and is dominated by hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) with an understory of Rhododendron
(Rhododendron maximum) and witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana). These hemlock associations have a
depauperate herbaceous layer which is often limited to several species of fern and sedges.
Wetlands
Wetlands provide essential habitat for many plant and animal species. The type of wetland at a given location
depends on soil type, disturbance, and length and duration of flooding. Lehigh and Northampton counties each
have a variety of wetland community types. Forested swamp communities are found in areas where a relatively
stable, high water table produces saturated soils. Bear Swamp (Stroudsburg Quad) is a good example of a
forested swamp community. Common tree species in the Lehigh Valley’s forested swamps include red maple,
black ash (Fraxinus nigra), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), hemlock, and black gum (Nyssa sylvatica).
Winterberry (Ilex verticillata) and highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) are common shrubs, and the
groundcover is often dominated by sphagnum mosses, sedges (Carex spp.), skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus
foetidus) and ferns including cinnamon fern (Osmunda cinnamomea) and sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis).
Floodplain forests occur along rivers and streams in low-lying areas. These locations are periodically inundated
by flood waters of spring runoff or runoff from intense storm events. In Lehigh and Northampton counties these
forests are characterized by a canopy containing some combination of silver maple (Acer saccharinum), sycamore
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(Platanus occidentalis), river birch (Betula nigra), black willow (Salix nigra), green ash (Fraxinus pensylvanica),
American elm (Ulmus americana), and box-elder (Acer negundo). Shrubs and vines common to these forests
include spicebush, ninebark (Physocarpus opulifolius), silky dogwood (Cornus amomum), Virginia creeper
(Parthenocissus quinquefolia), and poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans). Floodplain forest communities,
especially along the Delaware River, receive severe disturbances from flood waters including erosion and
scouring by water, ice, and debris and/or deposition of massive quantities of sediments and debris. Species with
adaptations or tolerance for these kinds of conditions are most likely to thrive here.
Floodplains on smaller waterways receive less intense disturbances but are still periodically flooded, which limits
the kinds of vegetation that can occur on them. Pin oak (Quercus palustris), swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor),
silver maple, red maple, ash, sycamore, and black walnut are frequent on the wetter bottomland soils associated
with smaller creeks. Understories include spicebush (Lindera benzoin), nettles (Urtica dioica), cut-leaved
coneflower (Rudbeckia laciniata), wing stem (Verbesina alternifolia), jewelweed (Impatiens capensis) and many
other wildflowers. In addition, floodplain forests also serve as a protective buffer against erosion and flood
damage along many of the area’s creeks.
Graminoid marshes are wetlands dominated by grass-like plants such as cattail (Typha latifolia), sedges, and
grasses. These wetlands may be found in association with streams or in areas with ground water seepages.
Large graminoid marshes are uncommon in the Lehigh Valley.
Seepage swamps are relatively small forested or shrub-dominated wetlands found on lower slopes where water
emerges at the surface in a diffuse flow. They may be dominated by red maple with hemlock and yellow birch as
associates, and an understory of rhododendron, swamp azalea (Rhododendron viscosum), spicebush, and/or
highbush blueberry. Common herbs in these seepage wetlands include skunk cabbage, violets (Viola spp.),
manna grass (Glyceria spp.), sedges, and ferns.
An unusual type of wetland found in northeastern Northampton County is the calcareous fen natural community.
Fens are wetlands influenced by alkaline (high pH) groundwater, typically associated with limestone bedrock.
Fens may be dominated by either shrubs or herbaceous vegetation, and often support rare species due to their
unique chemistry (see Mt. Bethel Fens NHA, page 357).
Also found at several locations in the two counties are areas of vernal pools. Vernal pools are topographic
depressions where water collects in the spring but typically dries up by mid or late summer. These can be
important breeding areas for amphibians, as well as potential habitat for rare plant species.
Because wetlands are relatively uncommon in Lehigh and Northampton counties, they are important refugia for
plants as well as important habitat for nesting and migrating birds. Many other animals groups such as
amphibians, reptiles, odonates, and lepidopterans also depend on specific wetland habitats for all or a portion of
their life cycles.
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Disturbance
Natural Disturbances
Natural disturbances, such as fire and flooding, can actually benefit certain natural communities and species.
Periodic fires are needed to maintain grassland openings, allow new growth of the characteristic species, and
keep out other successional species. Floodplain forests benefit from the periodic scouring and deposition of
sediments as streams overtop their banks. At the same time, streamside wetland communities retain excess
water, thus reducing the scale of downstream flooding.
Another natural disturbance (exacerbated by human mismanagement), over-browsing by deer, can have
detrimental effects on natural communities and species (Rhoads and Klein 1993; Latham et al. 2005).
Excessive deer browse can remove the understory of some forests and halt regeneration of new growth of the
canopy and understory by preferential feeding. Deer feeding preferences can have a direct effect on rare
plants and severely decrease essential habitat for other animal species. Over-browsing can result in a lack of
forest regeneration, a reduction in the diversity and density of forest understory, a decrease in songbird
diversity and direct loss of rare plants (Yahner 1995). Private landowners can be encouraged to control deer
populations by allowing hunting on their lands.
Historically, beavers occupied the streams in most of Pennsylvania. Disturbances caused by beaver can be
both beneficial and detrimental to wetland habitats within the state. On one hand, thinning the canopy and
flooding by beavers eventually creates open wetland meadows upon which many unique species rely. On the
other hand, damming by beavers alters habitats to a degree that renders the sites no longer suitable for some
species. For example, peatlands support an array of rare plants and animals, but flooding by beaver can
degrade these communities until they no longer support the uniquely adapted species. Beaver activity in the
long term is critical to the cyclic pattern of wetland disturbance, but in the short term, beaver activity can
threaten the integrity of now rare wetland habitats and jeopardize many of the unique species that inhabit
these natural communities. This creates difficulty in assessing how beavers should be managed. The longterm benefit of habitat creation must be weighed against the potential short-term threat to the existing plants
and animals. In certain situations, beaver removal is preferred and implementation of management practices
with regard to beaver must be considered on a case-by-case basis. In the Lehigh Valley, it may be necessary
to consider how the absence of beavers is affecting wetland succession across the landscape.
Invasive Species
The introduction of non-native species into Pennsylvania began with the initial European settlement in the
17th century (Thompson 2002) and continues today. Plants and animals have been deliberately introduced for
a variety of purposes including food sources, erosion control, landscaping, and game for hunting and fishing.
Other species have been accidentally introduced as ‘stowaways’ through increases in global trade and
transportation. These introductions have had drastic effects on Pennsylvania’s biodiversity over time. For
example, over 37% of the plant species now found in the Commonwealth did not occur here during the first
period of European settlement (Thompson 2002).
Invasive Plants
Invasive plants reproduce rapidly, spread quickly over the landscape, and have few, if any, natural controls
such as herbivores and diseases to keep them in check (Table 1, page 14). Invasive plants share a number of
characteristics that allow them to spread rapidly and make them difficult to remove or control:
1) Spreading aggressively by runners or rhizomes;
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2) Producing large numbers of seeds that survive to germinate;
3) Dispersing seeds away from the parent plant through various means such as wind, water, wildlife,
and people.

Aggressive invasive plants
can also transform a diverse
small-scale ecosystem, such
as a wetland or meadow, into
a monoculture of a single
species, drastically reducing
the overall plant richness of
an area and limiting its
ecological value. The
decrease in plant biodiversity
can, in turn, impact the
mammals, birds, and insects
in an area, as the invasive
plants do not provide the
same food and cover value as
the natural native plant
species did (Swearingen et
al., 2002).
Control methods for these
Wild Chervil (Anthriscus sylvestris) is an invasive plant that has spread rapidly
invasive species can range
along many roadsides in the Lehigh Valley. Mowing before these plants flower
from hand pulling to
could help to reduce their prevalence in the region.
mechanical methods (e.g.,
mowing) to herbicides. A variety of tools have been developed for control of several of these species (e.g.,
the WeedWrench and the Honeysuckle Popper). Control with herbicide should only be performed by
individuals with proper training and licensing by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture. When
working in sensitive habitats such as wetlands, a “wetland-safe” herbicide should be used to avoid indirect
effects on other organisms.
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Invasive plants are capable of displacing native plants from natural communities, especially those with rare,
vulnerable, or limited populations. This initial impact is worsened by the tendency for native wildlife to
prefer native species over invasive species for food. In some cases, a switch to the invasive plant food supply
may affect the physiology of the prey species. For example, many invasive shrubs, such as nonnative bush
honeysuckles (Lonicera spp.), provide fruits that native birds find attractive, yet these fruits do not provide
the nutrition and high-fat content the birds need in their diets (Swearingen et al. 2002).

photo source: PNHP

It should be noted that several popular herbicides have severe adverse effects on amphibians and reptiles and
should not be used in or around wetlands under any circumstances. Also, different invasive species present
on a site may require a different technique or suite of techniques for effective control. Generally speaking,
control efforts should be concentrated before these species disperse their seed for the year. Specific control
methods for many invasive species can be found at: http://www.invasive.org/eastern/. Other invasive plants
that pose emerging threats to native flora and fauna have been observed in the area. For example, zebra grass
or Chinese silvergrass or Japanese plumegrass (Miscanthus sinensis), a widely planted ornamental grass, has
been observed extensively spreading along roadsides and into natural areas in the region.
.

Plants introduced for the landscape trade often escape their intended setting
to the point of becoming invasive species that threaten native ecosystems.
Japanese plumegrass (Miscanthus sinensis) has been spreading along
roadways and utility corridors in the region and represents an early stage
invasion in need of immediate corrective action.
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Table 1: Invasive plant species found or with colonization potential in the Lehigh Valley.

Species
Bamboo (Pseudosasa spp.)
Japanese plumegrass (Miscanthus sinensis)
Common reed (Phragmites australis)
European alder (Alnus glutinosa)
Japanese angelica-tree (Aralia elata)
Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii)
Paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera)
Butterfly bush (Buddleja sp.)
Burning bush (Euonymus alatus)
Privet (Ligustrum spp.)
White mulberry (Morus alba)
Mock-orange (Philadelphus sp.)
Bradford pear (Pyrus calleryana)
Jetbead (Rhodotypos scandens)
Wineberry (Rubus phoenicolasius)
Japanese Spiraea (Spiraea japonica)
Sapphire-berry (Symplocos paniculata)
Garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata)
Chervil (Anthriscus sylvestris)
Crown vetch (Coronilla varia)
Japanese stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum)
Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus ficaria)

Description and Threat
These large grasses spread through runners and wind-blown seeds.
They are highly invasive and quickly form large monocultures that
offer little habitat to native species.

Many of these commonly used landscape shrubs have escaped from
cultivation to form dense thickets that displace native woody and
herbaceous plants.

These increasingly common invasive herbs are spreading through
natural areas throughout the region often forming large patches that can
prevent native species regeneration.

Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria)
Japanese and giant knotweed
(Polygonum cuspidatum and P. sachalinense)

These fast-growing exotics displace natural vegetation, greatly alter
natural ecosystems, and degrade riparian systems throughout the
state. Once established in a wetland these species are difficult to
eradicate and will displace native species.

Five-leaved Akebia (Akebia quinata)
Porcelain berry (Ampelopsis brevipedunculata)
Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus)
Wintercreeper (Euonymus fortunei)
English ivy (Hedera helix)
Japanese hops (Humulus japonicus)
Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)
Pachysandra (Pachysandra terminalis)
Periwinkle (Vinca minor)
Exotic wisterias (Wisteria sinensis & W. floribunda)

These perennial vines cover and out-compete native vegetation as
well as girdle trees by twining up them. They are noted for
devastating unmanaged tree and shrub planting by smothering the
plants and often form an impenetrable barrier along forest and
stream edges. Additionally, Japanese hops and English ivy are noted
for causing skin rashes.

Mile-a-minute (Polygonum perfoliatum)

An annual vine that invades open and disturbed areas and scrambles
over native vegetation, smothering them.

Autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata)
Non-native bush honeysuckles
(Lonicera tatarica, L. morrowii,
L. maackii, and L. xylosteum),
Glossy buckthorn (Rhamnus Frangula)
Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora)

Found in a variety of environments from wetlands to uplands. These
compete with native plants for moisture, nutrients, and pollinators.
Fruits do not provide high-energy food for migrating birds.

Non-native viburnums
(Viburnum plicatum, V. sieboldii, V. dilatatum)

Shrubs or small trees that supplant native viburnum species.
Commonly used in landscaping, the berries of viburnums attract
birds allowing quick and widespread invasion.

Norway maple (Acer platanoides)
Sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus)
Tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus altissima)
Princess tree (Paulownia tomentosa)
Amur corktree (Phellodendron amurense)
Bird cherry (Prunus avium)
Siberian elm (Ulmus pumila)

These fast growing introduced trees are still sold as ornamental trees.
They have spread throughout Pennsylvania invading many rich
upland woodlands and are commonly found along roadsides.
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Invasive Animal Species
In addition to invasive plants, Pennsylvania is now home to several exotic species of animals including
mammals, birds, fish, and reptiles along with a suite of invertebrates, fungi, and bacteria (Table 2, below).
These species can directly threaten populations of native animals through direct competition or predation.
Other invasive exotic animals can alter habitats and ecosystems by changing plant cover or diversity. Some
of these invasive animals, such as the Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus), are all too common pests of our homes
and developed areas.
Chestnut blight (Cryphonectria parasitica), a fungus, was probably introduced to North America from
infected nursery stock from China in the 1890s. First detected in New York City in 1904, it has all but wiped
out the American chestnut (Castanea dentata) from Maine to Alabama to the Mississippi River. American
Table 2: Invasive animal species found or with colonization potential in the Lehigh Valley.

Species

Description and Threat

Found in extremely high densities along major tributaries and rivers, this species is directly
Asian clam (Corbicula fluminea)
competing with native mussels for food and habitat.
This species of turtle, native much further south in the United States, competes directly with
Red-eared slider (Trachemys scripta)
native turtles for basking and nesting sites.
Introduced as a food fish, this species is now found anywhere with warm, slow-moving water.
Common carp (Cyprinus carpio)
As a bottom feeder it greatly increases turbidity and mobilizes large amounts of sediment.
European starling (Sturnus vulgaris) Competing directly with native cavity-nesting birds, this species also causes severe crop damage.
A voracious herbivore, this species was introduced to control weeds in eutrophied lakes.
Grass carp
However, it now causes significant damage to native wetland vegetation that is important for
(Ctenopharyngodon idella)
reducing nutrients in water-bodies.
Emerald Ash Borer
Feeding preferentially on ash trees (Fraxinus spp.) this insect pest is expected to severely
(Agrilus planipennis)
decrease the prevalence of ash trees throughout the state.
Hemlock woolly adelgid
Often called simply HWA, this species is causing severe damage to eastern hemlock (Tsuga
(Adelges tsugae)
canadensis) killing up to 90% of infected trees, thus greatly modifying ecosystems.
House cats, both domestic and feral, can individually kill several small animals each day.
House cat (Felis silvestris)
Summed among the great number of house cats out-of-doors this adds up to billions of small
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals each year in the United States.
Ubiquitous throughout the world, this species carries many diseases, competes directly with
House mouse (Mus musculus)
many native species, and can cause significant damage to crops and structures.
Generally found any place humans are, this species can cause crop damage, but mainly
House sparrow (Passer domesticus)
competes with small, native cavity nesting birds.
Multicolored Asian ladybird beetle Preying on native insects and invading houses each winter, this species was likely introduced
(Harmonia axyridis)
in an attempt to control non-native aphids.
While considered pretty by some, this European invader causes significant damage to wetland
Mute swan (Cygnus olor)
vegetation that it “grubs” out during feeding. Additionally, it is fiercely competitive and will
exclude all other native waterfowl from its nesting territory to the point of killing intruders.
Generally a pest of human infrastructure, the Norway rat is also found around rivers and other water
Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus)
systems. Known as a carrier for many diseases, this species is a threat anywhere it occurs.
Rock dove / European pigeon
Generally found around human structures, this species can cause crop damage, is a known
(Columba livia)
carrier for several serious human diseases, and causes a general mess where it nests and roosts.
Found in many of our streams, this recent invader is displacing native crayfish, reducing fish
Rusty crayfish (Orconectes rusticus)
populations by feeding on young fish, and generally disrupting aquatic systems.
Native to the Mississippi watershed, this species was introduced to the Delaware River
Flathead catfish (Pylodictis olivaris) watershed for sport fishing. An efficient and voracious predator, flathead catfish are known
to reach over 100 lbs allowing them to prey upon almost any native species of fish.
Prized as a food species in Asia, this species was recently introduced to the East Coast and
Snakehead (Channa spp.)
has quickly taken root. It is currently found in several ponds in the Philadelphia area.
Zebra mussel
Introduced from dumped ballast water, this species must be watched for given its disastrous
(Dreissena
polymorpha)
effects on ecosystems and economies.
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photo source: Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station Archive

chestnut once comprised one-fourth to onehalf of eastern U.S. forests, and was prized as
a food for humans, livestock, and wildlife
and for its beautiful and durable wood.
Today, only stump sprouts from killed trees
remain and the canopy composition has been
filled by the chestnut’s associate species of
oaks and hickories.

Another introduced tree-killing species is the
hemlock woolly adelgid (Adelges tsugae).
This is a small aphid-like insect that feeds on
the leaves of eastern hemlock trees (Tsuga
canadensis). Infestations of the woolly
adelgid appear as whitish fluffy clumps of
Hemlock woolly adelgid infestation along a hemlock branch.
feeding adults and eggs along the underside
of the branch tips of the hemlock. Hemlock decline and mortality typically occurs within four to ten years of
initial infestation. The adelgid can cause up to 90% mortality in eastern hemlocks, which are important for
shading trout streams, and provide habitat for about 90 species of birds and mammals, some exclusively.
Several control options are currently being tested, but these have met with very limited success. It is currently
distributed from Maine to Georgia and can be found in most of the counties in Pennsylvania (DCNR 2007d).
The gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) has caused extensive defoliation of forests in the northeast. This
European moth was intentionally introduced to the U.S. in 1869 as part of a failed commercial silk production
venture. Its main impact is that it defoliates trees, concentrating on oak species, but opportunistically eating
almost any type of plant. This defoliation can result in a reduction in the growth rate and eventual death of
afflicted trees.

photo source: M. C. Barnhart
http://unionid.missouristate.edu/

The European starling (Sturnus vulgaris) is an exotic bird species established to North America in the late
1890s and it has since spread throughout the US. In addition to competing with native bird species for food
and space, large flocks of this species destroy fields of crops. The house sparrow (Passer domesticus) was
introduced to several places in the United States in the late 1800’s and has since become ubiquitous with
human settlement. In addition to causing crop damage, house sparrows will kill native adult cavity nesting
birds and their young and smash unattended eggs. The house sparrow is partially responsible for a decline of
eastern bluebirds (Sialia sialis) in the United States.
Several invasive animal species are spreading throughout the streams, rivers, and lakes of Pennsylvania, but
in many cases the impact of these species remains
unknown. The zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha)
was accidentally introduced to the Great Lakes in the
1980’s and has been spreading in Pennsylvania’s
waters. This mussel poses a great threat to industry,
recreation, and native fish and mussel species and
should be controlled wherever it occurs. Another nonnative bivalve, the Asian clam (Corbicula fluminea),
has spread throughout most of Pennsylvania’s
waterways including the Schuylkill, Delaware, and
their tributaries. Of greatest concern to biodiversity is
the capacity of the clam to alter the ecology of aquatic
systems, making it less hospitable to the native
assemblage of freshwater mussels, fish, invertebrates,
and plants. Another aquatic species found in the
Fatmucket (Lampsilis siliquoidea) covered in
region, the rusty crayfish (Orconectes rusticus), has
zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha)
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been transplanted from its native range in the Midwestern United States to many of Pennsylvania’s
watersheds in the form of live fishing bait even though it is prohibited from transport by the state. Potentially,
rusty crayfish can reproduce in large numbers and reduce lake and stream vegetation, depriving native fish
and their prey of cover and food. Their size and aggressive nature keep many fish species from feeding on
them. Rusty crayfish may also reduce native crayfish, freshwater mussels, and reptile and amphibian
populations by out-competing them for food and habitat or by preying directly on young individuals.
An additional threat in urban areas is large flocks of resident Canada goose (Branta canadensis). These
flocks have lost the incentive to migrate due to human modification to the environment that have suppressed
the number of predators, create open water year round, and provide a constant supply of food. These large
flocks can do significant damage to native vegetation (both aquatic and terrestrial) and contribute to nutrient
loading of lake, rivers, and lawns. Large resident populations of waterfowl may also become repositories for
pathogens, which they continually reintroduce into the environment.
Overall Invasive Recommendations
The prevalence of invasive species within the Lehigh Valley presents a significant hurdle to the
reestablishment of native plants and animals. Additionally, new invasive species continue to be introduced,
further degrading natural habitat and displacing native species. This continuous disturbance from invasive
species mandates their active management for any native vegetation restoration plan to be successful.
The region has many areas managed for native vegetation, but these sites are threatened by invasive species.
Successful control of invasive species is a time-, labor-, and resource-intensive process, but it is also
necessary for native areas to survive. Prevention or control during the early stages of an infestation is the best
strategy. In areas where invasive plants are well established, multiple control strategies and follow-up
treatments may be necessary. After the infestation has been eliminated, regular “maintenance” of the site to
prevent a new infestation may also be needed. Specific treatment depends on the target species' biological
characteristics and population size. Invasive plants can be controlled using biological, mechanical, or
chemical methods.
The following are presented as ways to deal with invasive species in the region:
• Natural Heritage Areas in this report can serve as useful high conservation value “focus areas” for the
control of invasive species.
• Many education resources exist regarding invasive exotic species. Regional groups such as the MidAtlantic Exotic Pest Plant Council (http://www.ma-eppc.org/) can help with funding opportunities and
educational outreach on invasive species.
• Weed warrior programs can be used to educate the public on the identity and consequences of invasive
species and involve them in the removal of invasive species. Urban Weed Warrior programs have been
initiated in large cities around the world as partnerships between private non-profit organization, city
governments, and the people.
• Pennsylvania has a Noxious Weed law that prevents the propagation, sale, or transport of several weed
species within the Commonwealth
(http://www.agriculture.state.pa.us/agriculture/lib/agriculture/plantindustryfiles/NoxiousWeedLawSum
mary.pdf). Most of the 13 species that are currently listed are agricultural weeds that rarely threaten
natural areas; however several are invasive in non-agricultural settings. The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission maintains a list of aquatic nuisance species that are prohibited from possession, sale, barter,
or distribution within the Commonwealth (http://www.fish.state.pa.us/ais.htm). This list includes the
zebra mussel and the rusty crayfish among others. See table 3 for the complete list of prohibited species.
After intensive removal of invasive species, restoration of natural habitats through replanting with native
species is often needed. Nurseries, landscape architects, and horticultural professionals can assist with native
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plant restoration. Complete eradication of invasive non-native plants from a site may not be completely
achieved, but it is possible to reduce infestations within native plant communities to a level which can be
routinely maintained. Control of invasive plants is critical to the long-term protection of Pennsylvania's
natural areas and rare species. An excellent resource for information on Pennsylvania’s native horticulture
friendly plants can be found at: http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/wildplant/native.aspx.

Additional references on invasive plant species and using
native plant species in plantings include two Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
publications:

Table 3: Noxious Species List for Pennsylvania.

Possession, propagation, transport, barter, and/or sale
of these species is prohibited in Pennsylvania.
Common Name


http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/wildplant/invasive.aspx
http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/wildplant/native.aspx

Scientific Name

Plants
Bull or spear thistle
Cirsium vulgare
Canadian thistle
Cirsium arvense
Giant hogweed
Heracleum mantegazzianum
Goatsrue
Galega officinalis
Jimsonweed
Datura stramonium
Johnson grass
Sorghum halepense
Kudzu-vine
Pueraria lobata
Marijuana
Cannabis sativa
Mile-a-minute
Polygonum perfoliatum
Multiflora rose
Rosa multiflora
Musk or nodding thistle
Carduus nutans
Purple loosestrife
Lythrum salicaria
Shattercane
Sorghum bicolor
Fish
Bighead carp
Hypophtalmichtys nobilis
Black carp
Mylopharyngodon piceus
European rudd
Scardinius erythrophthalmus
Round goby
Neogobius melanostomus
Ruffe
Gymnocephalus cernuus
Silver carp
Hypophtalmichtys molitrix
Snakehead
Channa spp.
Tubenose goby
Proterothinus marmoratus
Invertebrates
Quagga mussel
Dreissena bugensis
Rusty crayfish
Orconectes rusticus
Zebra mussel
Dreissena polymorpha
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Landscape-scale Conservation
A number of studies have looked at the effects of roads and other linear features on the landscape.
Ecological impacts of these fragmenting features include: 1) direct mortality of wildlife from vehicles; 2)
disruption of wildlife dispersal; 3) habitat fragmentation and loss; 4) imposition of edge effects; 5) spread of
exotic invasive species; and 6) alteration of the chemical environment.
Forest Fragmentation
Prior to European settlement, forest covered more than 90 percent of Pennsylvania (Goodrich et al., 2003).
Today, 62 percent of the state is forested, comprising an area of over 17 million acres (Figure 1a; Goodrich
et al., 2003; Myers et al., 2000). Figure 1b shows the division of these forests by major fragmenting
features such as interstate highways and major rivers; however, much of this forest exists as relatively small
islands isolated by surrounding linear features such as roads, utility rights-of-way, all-terrain vehicle trails,
snowmobile trails, railroads, and patches of non-forested lands. Figure 1c shows forested areas greater than
1000 acres that remain after fragmentation by interstates and highways, state and local roads, public forest
roads, utility rights-of-way, and active railroads. These forest blocks represent potential contiguous habitat
for animals sensitive to all scales of fragmenting features, such as amphibians and interior forest birds.
Roads
Roads, wide trails, and grass corridors can also function as barriers restricting the movements of
invertebrates and amphibians. Populations of microhabitat-specific species, like land snails and
salamanders that generally require moist habitats, may be isolated by inhospitable, dry corridors (Williams,
1995; Blaustein et al., 1994). Roads can be a significant source of mortality for a variety of animals.
Amphibians may be especially vulnerable to road-kill because their life histories often involve
inconspicuous individuals migrating between wetland and upland habitats. One study conducted in
southeastern Pennsylvania documented over 100 road-killed salamanders and frogs on a single one-mile
stretch of road during one rainy night during the spring breeding season (Goodrich et al., 2003).
Large and mid-sized mammals are particularly susceptible to vehicle collisions on secondary roads, while
birds and small mammals are most vulnerable on wider, high-speed highways (Forman and Alexander,
1998). In Upper St. Clair Township, Pennsylvania, over a recent four year period, white-tailed deer
mortality due to road-kills was approximately four times higher than mortality due to hunting (Upper St.
Clair Township Department of Deer Management, 2005). Bobcat (Lynx rufus) road-kills reported in
Pennsylvania between 1985 and 2000 totaled 637 (Goodrich et al., 2003) when there was no legal bobcat
trapping before 2000.
Animals may also alter their behavior in the presence of a road. One study found that small forest
mammals (such as the eastern chipmunk, the eastern gray squirrel, and the deer mouse) were reluctant to
venture onto road surfaces where the distance between forest margins exceeded 65.6 feet (Oxley et al.,
1974). The same study concluded that a four lane, divided highway might be as effective a barrier to the
dispersal of small forest mammals as a body of freshwater twice as wide. A study conducted in North
Carolina found that black bears shift their home ranges away from areas with high road densities (Brody
and Pelton, 1989). Traffic noise has been shown to interfere with songbird vocal communication, which
affects their territorial behavior and their mating success (Seiler, 2001). Some forest butterflies, such as the
West Virginia white (Pieris virginiensis), will not cross non-forested habitats; its current rarity may be a
function of habitat fragmentation and isolation (Williams, 1995). Consequences of the isolation of
populations include reduced genetic diversity and reduced breeding success, which may ultimately result in
local extinctions (Seiler, 2001)
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Fragmentation of contiguous forested landscapes into smaller, isolated tracts has an effect on plant and
animal distribution and community composition. When a large piece of forest tract is fragmented, or split
into pieces, the resulting forest islands may lack some of the habitats that existed in the original tract, or
may be smaller than the minimum area required by a given species (Lynch and Whigham, 1984). For
example, the Louisiana waterthrush (Seiurus motacilla) is rarely found in small woodlots because they
require upland forest streams within their territory and most small woodlots lack this necessary component
(Robbins, 1980; Robinson, et al., 1995). Area-sensitive species such as the northern goshawk (Accipiter
gentilis), barred owl (Strix varia), bobcat, and timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus) require interior forest
areas in excess of 6,000 acres to accommodate breeding and foraging territories (Ciszek, 2002; Mazur and
James, 2000; Squires and Reynolds, 1997).

Figure 1: Forest Blocks of PA
Forest and wetland areas of
Pennsylvania shown at varying
scales of fragmentation due to
human-created linear landscape
features (Lehigh & Northampton
Counties outlinedb in red).
A. Forest and wetland areas in
Pennsylvania derived from the
National Land Cover Data Set
for Pennsylvania (USGS 2003).
B. Forest and wetland areas
greater than 1000 acres,
fragmented by interstate, US,
and state highways. Roads of
this magnitude function as a
barrier to all animals. These
habitat blocks represent potential
contiguous habitat for animals
relatively insensitive to smallerscale fragmenting features, such
as black bear and white-tailed
deer.
C. Forest and wetland areas
greater than 1000 acres,
fragmented by interstate, US,
and state highways, state and
local roads, public forest roads,
and active railroads. These
habitat blocks represent potential
contiguous habitat for animals
sensitive to all scales of
fragmenting features, such as
forest interior birds and
amphibians.
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Figure 2: Forest Blocks of the Lehigh Valley

Edge forest is composed of a zone of altered microclimate and contrasting community structure distinct
from the interior or core forest (Matlack, 1993). Along with a reduction in total forested area, forest
fragmentation creates a suite of edge effects which can extend 1,000 feet into the remaining fragment
(Forman and Deblinger, 2000). Edge effects include increased light intensity, reduced depth of the leaflitter layer, altered plant and insect abundance, reduced numbers of macroinvertebrates, and fewer species
of macroinvertebrates (Haskell, 2000; Watkins et al., 2003; Yahner, 2000). The macroinvertebrates in the
leaf litter are significant for the pivotal role they play in energy and nutrient cycling; these
macroinvertebrates also provide food source for salamanders and ground-feeding birds (Voshell, 2002).
Additionally, a number of studies have shown that the nesting success of forest-interior songbirds is lower
near forest edges than in the interior, due to increased densities of nest predators and brooding parasites.
Not only do roads fragment forests, but roads can also act as corridors for dispersal of invasive plants and
toxic chemicals, and pollute nearby aquatic systems (Forman and Alexander, 1998; Trombulak and Frissell,
2000; Watkins et al., 2003; Williams, 1995). Vehicles can transport exotic plant seeds into previously uninfested areas, while road construction and maintenance operations provide sites for seed germination and
seedling establishment (Schmidt, 1989; Trombulak and Frissell, 2000). Road traffic and maintenance of
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rights-of-way also contribute to the introduction of at least six different kinds of chemicals to the
environment: heavy metals, salt, organic pollutants, ozone, nutrients, and herbicides (Forman and
Alexander, 1998; Trombulak and Frissell, 2000). Heavy metals such as lead, aluminum, and iron
contaminate soils, plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates up to 656 feet from roads (Trombulak and Frissell,
2000). Deicing salts alter the soil’s chemical composition (including the pH), which affects plant growth
(Forman and Alexander, 1998; Trombulak and Frissell, 2000). Airborne sodium chloride from
snowplowing may cause leaf injury to trees up to almost 400 feet from a road (Forman and Alexander,
1998). Organic pollutants such as dioxins and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are present in higher
concentrations along roads, and hydrocarbons may accumulate in aquatic ecosystems near roads. Storm
runoff from roads, particularly where roads abut or cross water bodies, results in the transport of nutrients
and sediments into aquatic ecosystems. Drifting or misused herbicides applied to roadsides and utility
rights-of-ways to control woody plant growth may damage forest edge and interior plant species or directly
kill rare plants (Williams, 1995).
Humans function as ecosystem engineers, altering the landscape around us to suit our needs. Some species
benefit from human-induced changes, such as birds that inhabit the early successional and edge habitats
created by utility corridors, or disturbance-adapted plants that colonize roadsides; however, as is more often
the case, species with specific habitat requirements suffer declines when faced with human encroachment.
Given the pervasiveness of human influence throughout the northeastern United States, the ecological
importance of large areas of relatively pristine habitat cannot be overestimated. Not only are they potential
habitat for a number of sensitive species, but they are also important for the maintenance of vital ecosystem
processes and services such as nutrient cycling, pollination, predator-prey interactions and natural
disturbances regimes. Additionally, large forested areas also serve to filter and regulate the flows of
streams within watersheds, and store large quantities of carbon as biomass.
Using Forest Patches in Land Use Planning
Where is the best place, ecologically, to situate any given land use, such as a new housing development,
road, shopping center, farm, or nature reserve? Although the answer to this question probably depends
largely on place specific variables such as slope or distance to existing development, landscape ecology
can offer a useful answer, which can then be adapted to the planning and design questions at hand. Four
“indispensable patterns” of natural land cover must be maintained in order to protect native species and
natural processes:
Large natural patches – Large patches are the only way to protect interior species and species with large
home ranges. Large patches also allow natural disturbances, such as wind throws of trees, to not affect
all of the land at once, thus, allowing several successional stages to be represented at any given time.
Vegetated riparian corridors – Naturally vegetated corridors are essential for protecting many aquatic
species, including fish, mussels, and amphibians.
Connectivity between large patches – The landscape must provide functional connectivity for species of
conservation interest—that is, linkages that these species can use for movement through their home
range, migration, and dispersal into new sites. Functionality will most likely be served by wide
continuous corridors, but stepping stones of suitable habitat may allow movement across less suitable
habitat types.
Remnant natural areas in human-dominated landscapes – Within agricultural and urban landscapes,
three types of natural remnants should be protected (in descending priority):
• Areas of high conservation value, such as rare species habitat;
• Landscape types that provide essential ecosystem services (e.g. wetlands that provide water
infiltration);
• Remnants of the former natural land cover that provide edge species habitat and human access to
nature.
These principles are considered indispensable because it is beyond our ability to replace the functions
that they provide. Used together, these patterns form the basis of the coarse-filter/fine-filter approach to
conservation.
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Stream Reach Quality Assessment
Note: the following project description is adapted from Classifying Lotic Systems for Conservation:
Project Methods and Results of the Pennsylvania Aquatic Community Classification Project (2007a)
and User’s manual and data guide to the Pennsylvania Aquatic Community Classification (2007b).
Stream reaches in Lehigh and Northampton counties were extracted from the Aquatic Community Classification
dataset and separated into two size classes based on watershed sizes: Small (1 to 10 mi2) and Medium to Large
(>11mi2). The Small stream size class designates tributaries to the major streams in the two counties. The Medium
to Large class includes the primary tributaries to the Delaware River and Lehigh River. The two separate size
classes are used in analyses such as this so that comparisons can be made within similar systems; for example,
headwater streams often face different threats than large rivers, data from these two types of systems generally are
not comparable.
Eight GIS-derived Landcover Variables were used to select the classes of conservation status in all Lehigh and
Northampton counties’ streams, excluding the mainstem Delaware River and Lehigh River:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Percent Riparian Agriculture
Percent Riparian Urbanization
Percent Riparian Undeveloped (combined forested area, wetlands, etc.)
Percent Total Upstream Agriculture
Percent Total Upstream Urbanization
Percent Total Upstream Undeveloped
Number of Upstream Road Crossings
Number of Upstream Point Sources

These data were compiled then statistically normalized for each size class of stream, which allows all data to be
combined without outlying data point disproportionately influencing the results. Arcsine-square root
transformations were done for the “percent” data types, as this method is standard for transforming data
representing proportions. The road-stream crossings and point source data were normalized using log(x+1)
transformations. The data were then calculated as follows, using the letters listed above for notation here:
- Stream Score = ((C + F)*3) - (A + B + D + E + G + H)
The Percent “undeveloped” data were multiplied by 3 to ensure they counted equally to the data measuring
disturbance. The Stream Scores were then sorted highest to lowest (best to worst quality) and the associated
quartiles were assigned to each stream reach from the 3 different size classes. The quartiles represent four
categories of potential conservation status:
- First Quartile:
- Second Quartile:
- Third Quartile:
- Fourth Quartile:

Highest Conservation Priority (best potential quality)
Secondary Conservation Priority (second-best potential quality)
Secondary Restoration Priority (second-worst potential quality)
Highest Restoration Priority (worst potential quality)

See Figure 3 below for results of analysis:

References
• Walsh, M., J. Deeds and B. Nightingale. 2007a. Classifying lotic systems for conservation: project methods and results of the Pennsylvania Aquatic
Community Classification Project. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program.

• Walsh, M. C., J. Deeds and B. Nightingale. 2007b. User’s manual and data guide to the Pennsylvania Aquatic Community Classification.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program, Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.
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Figure 3: Lehigh Valley Stream Reach Assessment
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METHODS
County Natural Heritage Inventories (CNHIs) are approaching completion for all counties in Pennsylvania.
Comprehensive updates to CNHIs, including this update to the Lehigh Valley (Lehigh & Northampton
Counties) CNHI, have been completed or are in progress for several counties. The methods used in the
CNHIs follow established Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program data collection and management
procedures, which are based on NatureServe methodology. CNHI content and focus is based on formats
originated in Michigan (Reese et al. 1988), and Pennsylvania (Davis et al. 1990). The four stages of
development for Natural Heritage Inventories are
1) site selection based on existing data, map, and aerial photo interpretation, recommendations from
local experts and aerial reconnaissance;
2) biological ground surveys;
3) mapping of Natural Heritage Areas; and
4) development of Natural Heritage Area descriptions.
Site Selection
Inventory site selection is guided by information from a variety of sources. A review of the Pennsylvania
Natural Heritage Program database determined what locations were previously known for species of
concern and important natural communities in the Lehigh Valley. General information from other sources
such as soil maps, geologic maps, earlier field studies, and published materials on the natural history of the
area was reviewed to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the natural environment and areas of
significance.
Through a wide range of outreach efforts, inquiries into sites of potential significance were directed to a
wide range of individuals with significant knowledge and expert understanding of the local flora and fauna,
from amateur naturalists to professional biologists. Academic and research institutions (e.g., Morris
Arboretum), as well as state and federal agencies that steward natural resources (e.g., Pennsylvania Game
Commission, DCNR Bureau of Forestry) were contacted to obtain information and recommendations.
Aerial photographs were reviewed to identify sites for ground surveys. The initial study of aerial photos
revealed large-scale natural features (e.g., contiguous forest, wetlands), disturbances (e.g., utility line rightsof-way, surface mines, timbered areas), and a variety of other easily interpretable features. National
Wetland Inventory data, compiled by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was used to locate wetlands of
potential ecological significance within the study area.
Ground Surveys
Ground surveys were arranged with willing landowners for areas identified as potential inventory sites.
Ecologists and biologists conducted these field-based surveys throughout the Lehigh Valley from 2011
through 2012. After obtaining permission from landholders, surveys were conducted on as many sites as
possible during the field seasons. On select sites, where a substantial amount of current information was
available from reliable sources, no new field survey work was performed.
Sites were examined to evaluate the condition and quality of the habitat, and to identify the species and
natural communities present. The observed flora and fauna, level of disturbance, approximate age of forest
community, and local threats were among the most important data recorded for each site. Field survey
forms were completed for each site, and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) were used to map features of
interest. If a plant species of concern was recorded, and the population was of sufficient size and vigor, a
voucher specimen was collected to be archived in an accredited museum herbarium (e.g., the Carnegie
Museum of Natural History, the State Museum, and the Academy of Natural Sciences).
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Mapping of Natural Heritage Areas (NHAs)
A Natural Heritage Area (NHA) is an area containing one or more plant or animal species of concern at
state or federal levels, exemplary natural communities, or exceptional native biological diversity. NHAs
include both the immediate habitat and surrounding lands important in the support of these elements. They
are mapped according to their sensitivity to human activities, with designations of Core Habitat and
Supporting Landscape areas. The sensitivity of each designation varies significantly according to the
particular plant, animal or natural community habitat that the area represents and is discussed in detail in
each NHAs Site Description.
Core Habitat – areas representing critical habitat that cannot absorb significant levels of
activity without substantial negative impacts to elements of concern.
Supporting Landscape – areas directly connected to Core Habitat that maintain vital
ecological processes and/or secondary habitat that may be able to withstand some lower
level of activity without substantial negative impacts to elements of concern.

Figure 4: Core Habitat and Supporting Landscape
Data obtained on species of concern and natural communities during the field work for this inventory was
combined with existing data on species of concern and exemplary natural communities in the PNHP
database back to 50 years before present and summarized. Plant and animal nomenclatures follow those
adopted by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey. Natural community descriptions follow Zimmerman et al.
(2012), which is a revision of Fike (1999). All sites with rare species and/or natural communities were
selected for inclusion in Natural Heritage Areas (NHAs; see definition below). Sites with exemplary natural
communities or exceptional native diversity were also selected for inclusion, even though they may not
contain specific rare elements.
Spatial data on the elements of concern were compiled in a Geographic Information System (ESRI ArcGIS
10). Boundaries defining Core Habitat and Supporting Landscapes for each species or community of
concern were delineated using PNHP specifications for Conservation Planning Polygons (CPPs) for the
elements of concern. These specifications are based on scientific literature and expert knowledge for
individual species or animal assemblages and may incorporate physical factors (e.g., slope, aspect,
hydrology); ecological factors (e.g., species composition, disturbance regime); or input provided by
jurisdictional government agencies. Core Habitat and Supporting Landscapes for each NHA are then
delineated based on the CPPs. NHAs may represent a combination of CPPs for multiple species and
populations or they may represent critical habitat defined by a CPP for just one element of biodiversity.
NHAs are mapped without regard to political boundaries, and can extend across property boundaries onto
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un-surveyed lands. NHA boundaries vary in size and extent depending on the physical characteristics of a
given site and the ecological requirements of its unique natural elements. For instance, two Core Habitat
wetlands of exactly the same size occurring in the same region may require Supporting Landscape areas of
very different size and shape to support their functions if one receives mostly ground water and the other
receives mostly surface water, or if one supports a plant species of concern, while the other supports a bird
species of concern. Each NHA is then assigned a significance rank based on its importance and contribution
to biological diversity and ecological integrity across the state (Table 4 on page 30). These ranks can be
used to help prioritize future conservation efforts.

Site Descriptions
A description outlining the conservation priorities, threats and stresses, and conservation recommendations
is presented for each site. Each site description includes a table listing the species tracked by PNHP
documented at that site. This table includes the species common and scientific names. A species listed as a
“Sensitive Species of Concern” is unnamed by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its
protection, due to factors such as illegal collection, intentional destruction, or potential to be disturbed by
people. Additional information noted in the table includes PNHP element ranks, State Status, quality rank
and the last year this species was officially observed (see below). Site descriptions are designed to be shared
with interested individuals and potential users, and are available to the public via the PNHP website at
http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/cnhi/cnhi.htm.

Conservation Rank and Status Definitions
PNHP Element Ranks
Determining which species and ecosystems are thriving and which are rare or declining is crucial for
targeting conservation efforts toward elements of biodiversity in greatest need. NatureServe and its member
programs use a suite of factors to assess the conservation status of plant and animal species, as well as
ecological communities and systems. These assessments lead to the designation of a PNHP element rank.
For species, these ranks provide an estimate of extinction risk, while for ecological communities and
systems they provide an estimate of the risk of elimination. The decisions regarding PNHP rank and status
are made by a state-recognized panel of experts of the Pennsylvania Biological Survey, following
NatureServe guidelines.
The PNHP element rank of each species or ecosystem is identified by a number from 1 to 5, preceded by a
letter reflecting the appropriate geographic scale of the assessment (G = Global and S = Subnational). The
numbers have the following meaning:
1 = Critically Imperiled: at very high risk of extinction due to extreme rarity (often 5 or fewer
populations), very steep declines, or other factors.
2 = Imperiled: at high risk of extinction or elimination due to very restricted range, very few
populations, steep declines, or other factors.
3 = Vulnerable: at moderate risk of extinction or elimination due to a restricted range, relatively few
populations, recent and widespread declines, or other factors.
4 = Apparently Secure: uncommon but not rare; some cause for long-term concern due to declines or
other factors.
5 = Secure: common; widespread and abundant.
For example, G1 would indicate that a species is critically imperiled across its entire range (i.e., globally).
In this example, the species as a whole is regarded as being at very high risk of extinction. A rank of S3
would indicate the species is vulnerable and at moderate risk within a particular state or province, even
though it may be more secure elsewhere.
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Species and ecosystems are designated with either an "X" (presumed extinct or extirpated) if there is no
expectation that they still survive, or an "H" (possibly extinct or extirpated) if they are known only from
historical records but there is a chance they may still exist. Other variants and qualifiers are used to add
information or indicate any range of uncertainty. Additional information regarding PNHP element rank
definitions, as well as complete descriptions of ranks and qualifiers can be found at
http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx
or http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/ranking.htm.
PNHP typically tracks all species ranked S1-S3 in Pennsylvania. Some less-rare species are also tracked if
they are thought to be of conservation interest, while some species (e.g., many invertebrates) that are likely
in the S1-S3 ranges are not yet tracked due to a lack of scientific information.
Federal and State Status
Federally listed species are under the jurisdiction of the US Fish and Wildlife Service and have the
following status definition:
• LE = Listed Endangered: a species which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant
portion of its range.
• LT = Listed Threatened: any species which is likely to become an endangered species within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
The three state jurisdictional agencies (DCNR, PGC, PFBC) each have slightly different definitions that
define status ranks of species under their jurisdiction. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, the
following general definitions are used to indicate the degree of rarity of each species.
• PE = Pennsylvania Endangered: species in imminent danger of extinction or extirpation throughout
their range in Pennsylvania if the deleterious factors affecting them continue to operate.
• PT = Pennsylvania Threatened: species that may become endangered within the foreseeable future
throughout their range in Pennsylvania unless the casual factors affecting the organism are abated.
• N = No Status – no current legal status, but the species is under study for listing consideration in the
future.
Please refer to http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx for a precise and expanded list of
Federal and State Status definitions.
Quality Ranks
Each population of a species of concern is assigned a quality rank, based on the estimated probability that it
will persist over time. The most commonly assigned ranks are summarized below:
• A: Excellent Viability – very likely to persist for 20-30 years in current condition or better.
• B: Good Viability – likely to persist for 20-30 years in current condition or better.
• C: Fair Viability – persistence uncertain, or decline in condition likely over 20-30 years.
• D: Poor Viability – very high risk of extirpation.
• E: Verified Extant – recently verified as still existing, but without enough information to estimate
viability.
• H: Historical – recent field information is lacking, but might still be present
• F: Failed to Find – recent field surveys have failed to locate the species, but habitat still exists and
there is a possibility of persistence.
• X: Extirpated – surveys demonstrate persuasively that the species is no longer present.
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Combination ranks (such as AB or CD) are used to indicate a range of uncertainty associated with a
population’s viability. Please refer to http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm for expanded
definitions and application of quality ranks.

Species of Special Concerns List & Factsheets
PNHP inventories and maintains a list of ecologically significant species and communities throughout the
state, known as the Species of Special Concern list. This list represents the most up-to-date, accurate
scientific information available, with current nomenclature, and is found online at
http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Species.aspx .
A link to a species factsheet or profile is provided for each species listed. These factsheets can be
downloaded or printed. Factsheets may be authored by one or more of the following four agencies:
• Pennsylvania Game Commission
• Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program
• NatureServe Explorer
• US Fish and Wildlife Service Species Profile
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Natural Heritage Areas
The Natural Heritage Areas identified for this project are depicted in the site index map on page 36. Detailed
maps and descriptions of each of the Lehigh Valley’s Natural Heritage Areas follow in alphabetical order. The
description of each Natural Heritage Area includes natural qualities of the site, potential threats, and
recommendations for protection.
Plant and animal species nomenclature follows that adopted by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey. Natural
community descriptions follow Fike (1999) and Zimmerman et al. (2012).

Summary Table Conventions
A summary table containing the folowing information is provided at the beginning of each site description.
• A categorical designation of a site's relative significance is listed after the site name. Table 7 (page 46)
summarizes sites by significance category. Definitions of the significance categories are outlined below.
• Listed under each site name are any species of concern and state-significant natural communities that have
been documented within the area.
o Some species perceived to be highly vulnerable to intentional disturbance are referred to as “Sensitive
Species of Concern” rather than by their species name, as required by the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection.
o The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) ranks, and current legal status (detailed in
Appendix II, page 558), are listed for each community and species.

Site Significance Ranks
Each Natural Heritage Area is assigned a significance rank that represents the site’s biodiversity importance.
Ranks are calculated by a score that represents the PNHP Element Ranks of each species present at the site,
weighted by the Quality ranks for those populations. These scores are summed for each site to produce an overall
site score. These scores were used to guide the ranking of the site by expert review. Site scores are assigned
categorical ranks (see Table 4, below) based on score thresholds and criteria defined by PNHP biologists.
Table 4: Natural Heritage Area Significance Ranks
Ranks
Description
Sites which have global importance for biological diversity and Pennsylvania has a
primary role to maintain (i.e. most of the known occurrences are within Pennsylvania).
Global
Sites in this category generally contain one or more occurrences of species of global
concern (e.g. G2 and G1) or large concentrations of species of lower significance.
Sites which have regional importance for biological diversity and these Pennsylvania sites
are important for maintaining representation of those species in the greater Northeast
Regional
/mid-Atlantic region. Sites in this category generally contain one or more occurrences of
species of global concern (e.g., G3) or concentrations of species of lower significance.
Sites which are important for the biological diversity and ecological integrity at the state
scale. Sites have occurrences of elements of concern with lower ranks (G and S rank see
State
above), smaller populations or extent, or generally lower biodiversity scores than Global
or Regional ranked areas.
Sites which have importance to biological diversity at the county scale, but are not, as yet,
known to contain species of concern or state significant natural communities, or contain
only records of species of concern considered “Historical”. Often recognized because of
Local
their relative size, undisturbed character, or proximity to areas of known significance,
these sites may be targeted with future surveys.

Ranks of the sites may change (up or down) as new occurrences of species are discovered at a site or the
population is confirmed extirpated. Sites are not currently ranked on protection status, management need, or other
factors. However, PNHP biologists are currently working on methodologies that will assess these factors.
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INVENTORY RESULTS
To update this County Natural Heritage Inventory, the ecologists, zoologists, and botanists of the
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program, and partner organizations, have explored the natural resources of
the Lehigh Valley. This work represents an organized effort to inventory the biodiversity present throughout
Lehigh and Northampton counties. Some of the earliest survey work in this area was completed by botanists
and other naturalists during the early part of the 19th century. These earlier naturalists provided records
that, whenever possible, have been updated in this report. In the surveys conducted for this inventory,
researchers have not only identified rare and endangered plants and animals, but also many common
species, for which no formal records previously existed in museum and agency records.
This inventory of rare species has resulted in the designation of 123 Natural Heritage Areas in the Lehigh
Valley as mapped on the Site Index map on page 36. Brief site descriptions and their significance ranks are
presented in Table 6, page 37.
These Natural Heritage Areas are based on the locations of 325 individual occurrences of 111 species of
concern and 8 types of high quality natural communities. These include:
2 Mammals
7 Birds
7 Reptiles
4 Amphibians
4 Mussels
1 Dragonfly
5 Butterflies
2 Moths
79 Plants
8 Natural Community types
The list of species of concern documented in this report and their global and state rarity ranks is in Table 5, page 32.
Several of these species are considered of global conservation concern (Bog turtle, Wood Turtle, Flypoison
Borer Moth, Eared False-foxglove, Variable Sedge, Northeastern Bulrush, and Spreading Globeflower).
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Table 5: Species and Natural Communities of Conservation Concern in the Lehigh Valley.
1

(See Conservation Rank and Status Definitions on page 27, or Appendix II, page 558.)
Scientific name
Common name
Global
State
Mammals
Myotis septentrionalis
Neotoma magister
Birds
Ardea herodias
Circus cyaneus
Falco peregrinus
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Pandion haliaetus
Porzana carolina
Rallus limicola
Reptiles
Agkistrodon contortrix
Carphophis amoenus amoenus
Clemmys guttata
Crotalus horridus
Glyptemys insculpta
Glyptemys muhlenbergii
Thamnophis sauritus
Amphibians
Ambystoma laterale
Ambystoma opacum
Hemidactylium scutatum
Scaphiopus holbrookii
Mussels
Alasmidonta undulata
Alasmidonta varicosa
Anodonta implicata
Lampsilis cariosa
Dragonflies
Gomphus abbreviatus
Butterflies
Euphydryas phaeton
Euphyes conspicuus
Hesperia leonardus
Poanes massasoit
Satyrium titus
Moths
Caradrina meralis
Papaipema sp. 1
Plants
Agalinis auriculata
Ageratina aromatica
Alisma triviale
Amaranthus cannabinus
Arabis hirsuta
Asplenium ruta-muraria
Bartonia paniculata
Bidens discoidea
Bromus kalmii

1

Rank

Rank

State Status
(Proposed)

Northern Myotis
Allegheny Woodrat

G4
G3G4

S1
S3

N (CR)
PT (PT)

Great Blue Heron
Northern Harrier
Peregrine Falcon
Bald Eagle
Osprey
Sora
Virginia Rail

G5
G5
G4
G5
G5
G5
G5

S3S4B,S4N
S2B,S4N
S1B,S1N
S3B
S3B
S3B
S3B

N (N)
PT (PT)
PE (PE)
PT (PT)
PT (PT)
N (CR)
N (N)

Copperhead
Eastern Worm Snake
Spotted Turtle
Timber Rattlesnake
Wood Turtle
Bog Turtle
Eastern Ribbon Snake

G5
G5T5
G5
G4
G3
G3
G5

S3S4
S3
S3
S3S4
S3S4
S2
S3

N (N)
N (N)
N (N)
PC (CA)
N (N)
PE (PE)
N (N)

Blue-spotted Salamander
Marbled Salamander
Four-toed Salamander
Eastern Spadefoot

G5
G5
G5
G5

S1
S3S4
S4
S1

PE (PE)
N (N)
N (N)
PE (PE)

Triangle Floater
Brook Floater
Alewife Floater
Yellow Lampmussel

G4
G3
G5
G3G4

S3S4
S2
S3S4
S3S4

N (N)
N (PE)
N (CU)
N (CU)

Spine-crowned Clubtail

G3G4

S2

N (N)

Baltimore
Black Dash
Leonard's Skipper
Mulberry Wing
Coral Hairstreak

G4
G4
G4
G4
G4G5

S3
S3
S3
S2
S3

N (N)
N (N)
N (N)
N (N)
N (N)

Flypoison Borer Moth

G4
G2G3

S1
S2

N (N)
N (N)

G3
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5

S1
S3
S1
S3
S1
SNR
S3
S3
S2

PE (PE)
N (PR)
PE (PE)
PR (PR)
TU (PE)
N (SP)
N (PR)
N (PR)
N (PT)

1

Eared False-foxglove
Small White-snakeroot
Northern Water-plantain
Waterhemp Ragweed
Western Hairy Rock-cress
Screw-stem
Small Beggar-ticks
Brome Grass

1
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Scientific name

Common name

Global

Plants (continued)
Campanula rotundifolia
Carex buxbaumii
Carex eburnea
Carex flava
Carex longii
Carex polymorpha
Carex prairea
Carex shortiana
Carex sprengelii
Carex sterilis
Carex tetanica
Castilleja coccinea
Conioselinum chinense
Cuscuta campestris
Cuscuta compacta
Cyperus schweinitzii
Cypripedium parviflorum var.
parviflorum
Cystopteris tennesseensis
Dicentra eximia
Dirca palustris
Dryopteris clintoniana
Eleocharis compressa
Eleocharis intermedia
Ellisia nyctelea
Eriophorum viridicarinatum
Erythronium albidum
Hybanthus concolor
Hydrastis canadensis
Juncus arcticus var. littoralis
Juncus dichotomus
Juncus torreyi
Lathyrus venosus
Lemna valdiviana
Leucothoe racemosa
Liatris scariosa
Lobelia kalmii
Lythrum alatum
Myriophyllum sibiricum
Myriophyllum verticillatum
Orontium aquaticum
Packera obovata
Panax quinquefolius
Panicum flexile
Parnassia glauca
Phaseolus polystachios
Potamogeton illinoensis
Potamogeton pulcher
Potentilla arguta
Prenanthes serpentaria
Prunus pumila var. depressa
Ranunculus aquatilis var. diffusus
Rhynchospora capillacea

Brown Sedge
Ebony Sedge
Yellow Sedge
Long's Sedge
Variable Sedge
Prairie Sedge
Sedge
Sedge
Sterile Sedge
A Sedge
Scarlet Indian-paintbrush
Hemlock-parsley
Dodder
Dodder
Schweinitz's Flatsedge
Southern Small Yellow Lady'sslipper
Bladder Fern
Wild Bleeding-hearts
Leatherwood
Clinton's Wood Fern
Flat-stemmed Spike-rush
Matted Spike-rush
Ellisia
Thin-leaved Cotton-grass
White Trout-lily
Green Violet
Golden-seal
Baltic Rush
Forked Rush
Torrey's Rush
Veiny Pea
Pale Duckweed
Swamp Dog-hobble
Round-head Gayfeather
Brook Lobelia
Winged-loosestrife
Northern Water-milfoil
Whorled Water-milfoil
Golden Club
Roundleaf Groundsel
Wild Ginseng
Wiry Witchgrass
Carolina Grass-of-Parnassus
Wild Kidney Bean
Illinois Pondweed
Spotted Pondweed
Lion's-foot
Riverine Sand Cherry
White Water-crowfoot
Capillary Beaked-rush

1

State

Rank

Rank

State Status
(Proposed)

G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G3
G5
G5
G5
G4
G4G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5

SNR
S3
S1
S2
S2S3
S2
S2
S3
S3
S1
S2
S2
S1
S2
S2
S2

N (SP)
TU (PR)
PE (PE)
PT (PT)
TU (PT)
PE (PT)
PT (PT)
N (PR)
N (PR)
PT (PE)
PT (PT)
TU (PT)
PE (PE)
N (PT)
N (PT)
PR (PR)

G5T3T5
G5
G4
G4
G5
G4
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G4
G5T5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5?
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G3G4
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5T5
G5T5
G4

S1S2
S1
S1
SNR
S2
S1
S2
S2
S2
S3
SNR
S4
S2
S1
S3
S2
S4
S2S3
S2
S1
S1
S1
S1
S4
SNR
S4
S2S3
S2
S1S2
S4
S1
SNR
S3
S1
S3
S1

N (PV)
N (PE)
PE (PE)
N (SP)
N (PT)
PE (PE)
PT (PT)
PT (PT)
PT (PT)
N (TU)
N (SP)
PV (PV)
PT (PT)
PE (PE)
PT (PR)
N (PE)
PX (WATCH)
TU (PT)
N (PT)
PE (PE)
TU (PE)
PE (PE)
PE (PE)
PR (SP)
N (SP)
PV (PV)
TU (PT)
PE (PE)
N (PE)
TU (SP)
PE (PE)
N (SP)
N (PT)
N (PE)
N (PR)
PE (PE)

1

1
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Scientific name

Common name

Global

Plants (continued)
Rosa virginiana
Salix candida
Salix serissima
Saxifraga micranthidifolia
Scirpus ancistrochaetus
Scirpus pedicellatus
Scleria verticillata
Solidago speciosa var. speciosa
Solidago uliginosa
Spiranthes lucida
Symphyotrichum ericoides
Trillium cernuum
Triphora trianthophora
Trollius laxus
Viburnum trilobum
Wolffia borealis
Woodwardia areolata
Natural Communities
Herbaceous vernal pond
Riverside ice scour community
Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage
forest seep
Red maple - black ash palustrine
forest
Poison sumac - red-cedar bayberry fen
Calcareous opening/cliff
Birch (black-gum) rocky slope
woodland
Dry oak - heath woodland

Virginia Rose
Hoary Willow
Autumn Willow
Lettuce Saxifrage
Northeastern Bulrush
Stalked Bulrush
Whorled Nutrush
Showy Goldenrod
Bog Goldenrod
Shining Ladies'-tresses
White Heath Aster
Nodding Pogonia
Spreading Globeflower
Highbush-cranberry
Dotted Water-meal
Netted Chainfern
Herbaceous vernal pond
Riverside ice scour community
Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage
forest seep
Red maple - black ash palustrine
forest
Poison sumac - red-cedar bayberry fen
Calcareous opening/cliff
Birch (black-gum) rocky slope
woodland
Dry oak - heath woodland

1

State

Rank

Rank

State Status
(Proposed)

G5
G5
G4
G5
G3
G4
G5
G5T5?
G4G5
G5
G5
G5
G3G4
G3
G5T5
G5
G5

S1
S1
S2
S4
S3
S1
S1
S2
S2
S3
S3
S2
SH
S1
S1S2
S4
S2

TU (TU)
PT (PE)
PT (PT)
TU (SP)
PE (PT)
PT (PT)
PE (PE)
N (PT)
N (PT)
N (PT)
TU (PT)
N (PT)
PE (PE)
PE (PE)
TU (PT)
TU (SP)
N (PT)

GNR
GNR

S3S4
S1S2

N (N)
N (N)

GNR

S4S5

N (N)

GNR

S2S3

N (N)

GNR
GNR

S1
S2

N (N)
N (N)

GNR
GNR

S2
S3

N (N)
N (N)

1

1

1

(See Conservation Rank and Status Definitions on page 27, or Appendix II, page 558.)
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Table 6: NHA Index arranged by Map ID.
Map
ID

Site Name

A

Ontelaunee Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

B

Indian Creek
Watershed

C

Hokendauqua Creek
Watershed

Brief Description

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Lehigh: Lynn, Heidelberg
& partly in Berks Co.

Regional

381

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Allen,
Lehigh, Moore

Regional

245

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Allen, East
Allen, Lehigh, Moore,
Northampton Twp.

Regional

237

Regional

119

Regional

341

Northampton: Bushkill,
Easton, Forks, Lower
Nazareth, Moore,
Nazareth, Palmer,
Plainfield, Stockertown,
Tatamy, Upper Nazareth,
Wilson
Northampton: Bangor,
East Bangor, Lower
Mount Bethel, Pen Argyl,
Plainfield, Roseto, Upper
Mount Bethel, Washington
& partly in Monroe Co.

D

Bushkill Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

E

Martins Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

F

Delaware RiverJacoby Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Portland,
Upper Mount Bethel

Regional

163

G

Delaware RiverAllegheny Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel, Portland,
Upper Mount Bethel,
Washington

Regional

155

H

Delaware RiverOughoughton Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel, Upper
Mount Bethel, Washington

Regional

167

I

Delaware River-Frys
Run Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Easton,
Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.

Regional

159

J

Cooks Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Regional

139

K

Saucon Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Regional

461

L

Unami Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Regional

513

Lehigh: Upper Saucon
Northampton: Lower
Saucon, Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.
Lehigh: Coopersburg,
Lower Milford, Salisbury,
Upper Milford, Upper
Saucon
Northampton:
Bethlehem, Hellertown,
Lower Saucon, Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.
Lehigh: Lower Milford
& partly in Bucks Co.
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Map
ID

Site Name

M

Hosensack Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

N

Perkiomen CreekSwamp Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

O

Little Lehigh CreekSwabia Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

P

Mill Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

1

Blue Mountain
House Vernal Pools

2

Kittatinny Ridge West Penn Pike

3

Nestle Vernal Pools

4

Kittatinny Ridge Andreas

5

Jordan Creek
Headwaters Vernal
Pools

6

Jordan Valley Marsh

7

Bake Oven Knob

8

Reservoir Road
Vernal Pools

9

Lehigh Furnace Gap

10

West Lehigh River
Kittatinny Slope

Brief Description

An isolated wetland occurs on the crest of the
expansively forested Blue Mountain. This
habitat supports a sensitive species of concern.
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue
Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of
forested habitat. Broken only occasionally by
roads, structures and rock outcrops, the
ridgeline provides habitat for an insect species of
concern.
A series of seeps, springs and vernal pools occur
in this forested habitat.
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue
Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of
forested habitat. Broken only occasionally by
roads, structures and rock outcrops, the
ridgeline provides habitat for a mammal species
of concern.
Scattered seeps, springs and vernal pools occur
within a mostly forested area on the south-facing
toe slope of Blue Mountain.
The floodplain of Jordan Creek at this location
includes low lying forest and wet fallow, or
infrequently mowed fields, that support a plant
species of concern.
A Birch (black-gum) Rocky Slope Woodland
Natural Community at this location is
characterized by prominent bedrock outcrops
which are flanked by large sandstone boulders.
Patches of stunted trees form a partially open
canopy.
A series of vernal ponds occur among the nearly
unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes of Blue
Mountain.
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue
Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of
forested habitat. Broken only occasionally by
roads, structures and rock outcrops, the
ridgeline provides habitat for two species of
concern.
The south-facing forested slopes and the
ridgeline of Blue Mountain at this location
provide habitat for several species of concern.

County:
Municipalities
Lehigh: Lower Macungie,
Lower Milford, Upper
Milford
& partly in Montgomery
Co.
Lehigh: Upper Milford
& partly in Berks &
Montgomery Cos.
Lehigh: Alburtis, Lower
Macungie, Macungie,
Upper Macungie, Upper
Milford
& partly in Berks Co.

Rank

Page #

Regional

241

Regional

397

Regional

317

Regional

345

Lehigh: Lynn
& partly in Schuylkill Co.

State

103

Lehigh: Lynn
& partly in Schuylkill Co.

State

269

Lehigh: Lynn

State

375

Lehigh: Heidelberg, Lynn
& partly in Schuylkill &
Carbon Cos.

Local

265

Lehigh: Heidelberg, Lynn

State

253

Lehigh: Heidelberg

State

257

Lehigh: Heidelberg
& partly in Carbon Co.

State

67

Lehigh: Heidelberg

State

425

Lehigh: Heidelberg,
Washington
& partly in Carbon Co.

State

289

Lehigh: Washington
& partly in Carbon Co.

State

533

Lehigh: Weisenberg
& partly in Berks Co.
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Map
ID

Site Name

11

Rextown Ponds

12

Rextown Quarry

13

New York TunnelBed Bug Cave

14

Walnutport Canal
North

15

Walnutport Canal
South

16

Rockdale Cliffs

17

Treichlers Slope

18

Laurys Station
Floodplain

19

Clearview Road
Riverbank

20

Hokendauqua Creek
South

21

Little Gap

22

Neffs Ponds

23

Slatefield Wetlands

24

Blue Mountain at
Delps

25

Smith Gap Vernal
Pools

Brief Description
A small woodlot mostly surrounded by
agricultural fields and residential development
harbors a series of vernal pools that support a
species of concern.
The base of a large slag pile on muddy soil
enriched by limy slate provides appropriate
habitat for a plant species of concern at an
abandoned slate quarry.
A cave provides suitable habitat for a species of
concern during a part of its lifecycle.
The floodplain of the Lehigh River and the still,
or slow moving pools associated with remnants
of the old Lehigh Canal locks and dams system
provide habitat for two plant species of concern.
The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal
includes a series of still water and slow moving
pools, marshes and shrub swamps along the
banks of the Lehigh River that have provided
habitat for autumn willow, a plant species of
concern.
Sparsely vegetated vertical cliffs provide habitat
for ebony sedge, a plant species of concern.
A steep, forested south-facing slope at a bend in
the Lehigh River supports wild kidney bean, a
plant species of concern.
The narrow forested floodplain of this section of
the Lehigh River provides suitable nesting
habitat for Ospreys, a bird species of concern.
The adjacent river and its tributaries provide the
Ospreys with fishing opportunities.
This narrow riparian zone of the Lehigh River
has a few small floodplain scour areas, which
provide habitat for several plant species of
concern.
Wooded areas along the riparian corridor of
Hokendauqua Creek provide suitable nesting
habitat for a sensitive species of concern.
A utility ROW and a road cross Blue Mountain
at Little Gap to provide early successional
habitat for a plant species of concern.
A series of vernal ponds occur among the nearly
unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes of Blue
Mountain. These pools provide habitat for a
plant species of concern.
A series of vernal ponds, forested wetlands,
springs and seeps occur along the base of the
nearly unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes
of Blue Mountain. Golden club, a plant species of
concern, occurs here.
The ridgeline and adjacent forested slopes of
Blue Mountain provide habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
A series of vernal pools, seeps and springs occurs
scattered across this section of the toe slope of
Blue Mountain and provides part of the
headwater recharge area of Hokendauqua
Creek.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton:
Washington

State

429

Lehigh: Washington

State

433

Lehigh: Slatington

State

379

Lehigh: Washington
Northampton: Lehigh,
Walnutport

State

517

Northampton: Lehigh

Local

521

Lehigh: North Whitehall

State

449

Northampton: Lehigh

State

505

Lehigh: Allen
Northampton: North
Whitehall

State

281

Lehigh: North Whitehall

State

131

Northampton: Allen

State

233

Northampton: Lehigh

State

313

Northampton: Lehigh

State

371

Northampton: Lehigh,
Moore

State

477

Northampton: Moore
& partly in Carbon &
Monroe Cos.

State

95

Northampton: Moore

State

481
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Map
ID

Site Name

26

Ridge Road Wetlands

27

Benders Drive
Vernal Pools

28

Bushkill Creek

29

Knechts Vernal Pools

30

Blue Mountain at
Katellen

31

Rismiller Vernal
Pools

32

Keller Woods

33

Jacobsburg State
Park

34

Gall Farm

35

Wind Gap Wetlands

36

Big Offset Barren

37

Waltz Creek
Floodplain

38

Greenwalk Creek

39

Roseto Ponds

40

Slatebelt Wetlands

Brief Description
The south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain
contains scattered vernal pools, seeps, and shrub
swamps in a matrix of dry oak - heath forest.
These habitats support a sensitive species of
concern.
Forested habitat at this site supports several
seasonal pool wetlands.
The floodplain of Bushkill Creek includes a
matrix of various wetland habitats associated
with the network of streams feeding into
Bushkill Creek. These habitats support three
butterfly species of concern.
A gently sloping forested area near the base of
Blue Mountain includes at least twelve vernal
pools.
The ridgeline and adjacent forested slopes of
Blue Mountain provide habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
This forested site contains several herbaceous
seasonal pond wetlands which provide breeding
habitat for a variety of amphibians and a
population of swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species
of concern.
A series of springs and seeps occur in this
relatively flat, forested habitat that supports a
sensitive species of concern.
Jacobsburg State Park consists mostly of
forested land, but also includes shale rock
outcrops, a riparian zone along the Bushkill
Creek and small open meadow habitats. The
habitats support a species of concern.
The floodplain of Little Bushkill Creek has a
mixture of narrow woodlots and wider fallow
fields as buffers to the creek from the adjacent
active agricultural fields. The vegetated riparian
corridor provides suitable habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
Wetlands and moist forest in a small woodlot
bounded by development provide habitat for
swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species of concern.
A broad forested plateau on the crest of Blue
Mountain supports a plant species of concern.
The wide floodplain of Waltz Creek and few
small seeps emanating from the adjacent
forested hill provide habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
A variety of wetland habitats occur within a
mostly forested context along and adjacent to
Greenwalk Creek. The variety of habitats
supports a diversity of species of concern.
A woodlot on the edge of urban and suburban
development contains a series of vernal pools.
This shrub-dominated wetland in an
increasingly developed context may have been
altered or augmented by past excavation.
Swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species of concern,
occurs along the shoreline.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Moore

State

437

Northampton: Moore

State

83

Northampton: Bushkill,
Moore

State

115

Northampton: Bushkill

State

273

Northampton: Bushkill,
Moore
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

99

Northampton: Bushkill

State

441

Northampton: Bushkill

State

261

Northampton: Bushkill

State

249

Northampton: Plainfield
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

215

Northampton: Plainfield,
Wind Gap

State

541

Northampton: Plainfield
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

91

Northampton:
Washington

State

525

Northampton:
Washington

State

227

Northampton: Bangor,
Roseto, Washington

State

453

Northampton: Roseto,
Washington

State

473
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Map
ID

Site Name

41

Angle Swamp

42

Roseto Wetlands

43

West Fork Martins
Creek Pools

44

Polly Acres Swamp

45

Little Offset Swamp

46

Fox Gap Seeps

47

Fox Gap Vernal Pools

48

Persimmon Lane
Vernal Pools

49

Quaker Plain Road
Meadow

50

Bear Swamp
Powerline

51

Bear Swamp

52

East Bangor
Wetlands

53

Oughoughton Creek
Headwaters

54

School Road Swamp

55

Lohman Wetlands

56

Lonely Lane
Meadows

Brief Description
A large shrub swamp with pockets of open
marsh and clumps of trees supports a shrub
species of concern.
The small wetlands scattered throughout this
area include seeps, springs, shrub swamps and
vernal ponds. Swamp dog hobble, a shrub
species of concern, is scattered throughout this
area.
A series of shrub swamps, vernal pools, seeps
and springs occur scattered across this section of
the forested toe slope of Blue Mountain.
A thick swamp forest at the base of Blue
Mountain supports swamp dog-hobble, a shrub
species of concern.
A large ridge-top shrub swamp at this location
provides habitat for swamp dog-hobble, a shrub
species of concern.
A series of seeps and springs in the forested
headwaters of East Fork Martins Creek support
a species of concern.
A series of shrub swamps, vernal pools, seeps
and springs occur scattered across this section of
the toe slope of Blue Mountain. The habitat
supports a plant species of concern.
Numerous vernal pools are scattered in a
forested area along the base of Blue Mountain.
An open wet meadow and swampy woods along a
small tributary to East Fork Martins Creek
provide suitable habitat for a plant species of
concern.
Early successional wet meadow habitats along
and adjacent to a utility ROW provide suitable
habitat for a plant species of concern.
The floodplain of East Fork Martins Creek
widens considerably at this location where the
floodplain becomes a large Red maple - black ash
palustrine forest. The habitat also supports a
sensitive species of concern.
A dammed wetland includes an open water lake
on the downstream end, marshy edges and shrub
swamp and forested swamp on the upstream
end. These habitats support two species of
concern.
Extensive forested seeps at the headwaters of
Oughoughton Creek support a sensitive species
of concern.
This wetland is a mosaic of forested swamp and
emergent marsh. Two bird species of concern
and a plant species of concern occur in these
wetlands.
Scattered limestone-influenced fens, wet
meadows, shrub swamps and swamp forests
supporting numerous species of concern occur
within a matrix of active agriculture, rural
residential and suburban development.
Open wet meadows and swampy woods along a
small headwaters tributary to Jacoby Creek
provide habitat for a butterfly species of concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton:
Washington

State

59

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel, Washington

State

457

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

529

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

405

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

325

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

Local

199

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

203

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

401

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

417

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

79

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

75

Northampton: East
Bangor, Upper Mount
Bethel

State

179

Northampton:
Washington

State

385

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

469

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

Regional

329

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

333
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Map
ID

Site Name

57

Laurel Hill Wetlands

58

Totts Gap Swamp

59

Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools

60

Fox Gap Overlook

61

Totts Gap

62

Delaware River
Water Gap

63

Arrow Island

64

Delaware River In
Northampton County

65

Mount Bethel Fens

66

Potomac Street
Wetlands

67

Portland Power Plant

68

Mount Jack
Limestone Outcrop

69

Foul Rift

70

Oughoughton Creek
Power Plant

Brief Description
The headwater recharge area for Jacoby Creek is
a forested swamp that supports a plant species
of concern.
A series of large shrub swamps, vernal pools,
seeps and springs occurs scattered across this
section of the toe slope of Blue Mountain and
provides habitat for swamp dog-hobble, a shrub
species of concern.
This gently sloping forested area is peppered
with many vernal pools, seeps, springs and
shrub swamps. It is one of the larger
concentrations of vernal ponds known in
Pennsylvania and supports several species of
concern.
Grassy glades in bedrock outcrop openings along
the ridgeline of Blue Mountain provide habitat
for Leonard's skipper, a butterfly species of
concern.
Rocky outcrop openings and a thin forest canopy
on the ridge-top provide habitat for three plant
species of concern.
A dry oak – heath woodland natural community
occurs along an expanse of exposed bedrock
outcrops and adjacent loose talus slopes. This
habitat supports a population of Allegheny
woodrat, a mammal species of concern.
An island and adjacent shallow, swift flowing
river provide habitat for several plant species of
concern.
The Delaware River is the only undammed
major river on the east coast. This section of the
river provides habitat for many species of
aquatic organisms including six species of
concern.
Mt. Bethel Fens is a complex of rare community
types supporting numerous species of concern.
Forested and shrub swamp wetlands at the
headwater recharge area of Allegheny Creek
supports a sensitive species of concern.
Wooded areas and man-made structures along
the Delaware River provide suitable nesting
habitat for Ospreys, a bird species of concern.
This habitat also supports two additional species
of concern.
Steep bedrock slopes flanking the shoreline of
the Delaware River give way to exposed and
scoured bedrock in the riverbed. Each of these
features is considered an important natural
community at this site and supports several plant
species of concern.
Steep, exposed and eroded limestone bedrock
outcrops along the western bank of the Delaware
River support a good example of a Calcareous
Opening/Cliff Natural Community and two plant
species of concern.
Man-made structures at an electrical generating
facility along the Delaware River provide
suitable nesting habitat for two bird species of
concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

277

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

501

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

349

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

195

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

497

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

151

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

63

Regional

147

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

Global

357

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

413

Northampton: Portland,
Upper Mount Bethel

State

409

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

363

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel

State

191

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel

State

389

Northampton: Easton,
Forks, Lower Mount
Bethel, Portland, Upper
Mount Bethel, Williams
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Map
ID

Site Name

71

Delaware Shore Near
Keifer Island

An island in the Delaware River and a peninsula
of alluvial sand and gravel deposits along its
shoreline provide habitat for a plant species of
concern.

72

Broadway Road
Fields

Sandy, wet soils in an agricultural setting
provide habitat for a sensitive species of concern.

Brief Description

The crest of a north-facing limestone bedrock
outcrop in the City of Easton hosts a
characteristic assemblage of plants with a
calcareous affinity including several species of
concern.
A rocky forested hill, mostly surrounded by
development, supports a sensitive species of
concern.
This scoured island habitat in the Delaware
River supports a Big Bluestem – Indian-grass
River Grassland natural community and a plant
species of concern.
This scour impacted island in the Delaware
River supports populations of two plant species
of concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel

State

171

Northampton: Forks

State

107

Northampton: Easton

State

183

Northampton: Williams

State

353

Northampton: Williams

State

537

Northampton: Williams

State

421

73

Easton Bluff

74

Morgan Hill

75

Whippoorwill Island

76

Raubs Island

77

Coffeetown Woods

Forest and fallow fields on a hill overlooking the
Delaware River support two species of concern.

Northampton: Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

134

78

Granite Hill Vernal
Pools

A small woodlot in an agricultural and rural
residential context contains several vernal pools.

Northampton: Lower
Saucon, Williams

State

223

79

Granite Hill Slope

Northampton: Lower
Saucon

State

219

80

Lehigh Slopes

Northampton: Lower
Saucon, Williams

State

305

81

Bull Run

Northampton:
Bethlehem, Lower Saucon

State

111

82

Focht Hill Vernal
Pools

Northampton: Lower
Saucon

State

187

83

Banko Vernal Pools

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Berks Co.

State

71

84

Springtown Hill

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

485

85

Springtown Marsh

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

489

86

Saucon Creek
Wetlands

Northampton:
Bethlehem, Hellertown,
Lower Saucon

State

465

Granite Hill is a steep, rocky forested hill
supporting a Birch (black-gum) Rocky Slope
Woodland Natural Community.
Hemmed in by the Lehigh River, highways and a
quarry, this disturbed forested area has
scattered bedrock outcrops on a steep northfacing slope which support two species of
concern.
This gently sloping forested hillside contains
several seeps which contribute to Bull Run. This
habitat supports several species of concern.
The north facing slope of Swoveberg Hill has a
mature forest canopy with numerous seeps and
several seasonal pools and wetlands supporting
several species of concern.
Rocky upland forest on gneiss bedrock grades
into a low, wet, successional forest which is part
of the headwaters of an unnamed tributary of
Cooks Creek. Several vernal pools occur within
the forested habitat.
A small stream with numerous seeps and small
wetlands occurs on the south-facing forested
slope of Kohlberg Hill, and supports a plant
species of concern.
A small Prairie sedge - spotted joe-pye-weed
marsh natural community occurs in a landscape
dominated by agriculture and rural residences.
This habitat supports two plant species of
concern.
Wetlands along the floodplain of the Saucon
Creek west of Hellertown host several plant
species of concern.
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Map
ID

Site Name

87

Lehigh River Laubach Island

88

Dutch Springs

89

Bethlehem Steel
Building

Brief Description
The floodplain of the Lehigh River and part of
the old Lehigh Canal locks and dams system
provide habitat for three plant species of
concern.
Wooded areas along the riparian corridor of
Monocacy Creek and adjacent areas provide
suitable nesting habitat for a sensitive species of
concern.
The ledges of the tall former industrial building
provide suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine
Falcons.
The north-facing forested slope of Lehigh
Mountain and the adjacent Lehigh River and its
floodplain provide a variety of habitats for
several plant species of concern

County:
Municipalities
Northampton: Bethlehem
City, Bethlehem Twp,
Freemansburg, Lower
Saucon

Rank

Page #

Local

297

Northampton: Bethlehem
City, Bethlehem Twp,
Hanover, Lower Nazareth

State

175

Northampton: Bethlehem
City

State

87

Local

293

Local

285

Lehigh: Upper Saucon

State

207

Lehigh: Upper Saucon

State

393

Lehigh: Lower Milford,
Upper Saucon

State

309

Lehigh: Allentown,
Salisbury

State

445

Lehigh: Allentown

State

57

Lehigh: Catasauqua,
Hanover, Whitehall

Local

301

Lehigh: Catasauqua,
Hanover

Local

123

Lehigh: Whitehall

State

211

Lehigh: Allentown,
Bethlehem City, Fountain
Hill, Salisbury
Northampton: Bethlehem
City
Lehigh: Fountain Hill,
Salisbury
Northampton: Lower
Saucon

90

Lehigh Mountain

91

Lechauweki Springs
Park

92

Friedensville Quarry

93

Passer Road
Woodlands

94

Limeport Wetlands

95

Robert Rodale
Reserve

96

Allentown Eighth
Street Bridge-PPL
Office Building

97

Lehigh River Pool

98

Catasauqua Fields

99

Fullerton Forest

100

Crackersport Road
Wetlands

These wetlands support winged-loosestrife and
swamp dog-hobble, two plant species of concern.

Lehigh: South Whitehall

State

143

Trexler Hollow

Steep, crumbly, exposed shale cliffs, slopes and
road cuts along the Jordan Creek support
scattered populations of two plant species of
concern.

Lehigh: Lowhill, North
Whitehall

State

509

101

This wooded, north-facing slope has provided
habitat for a plant species of concern.
Two small, early successional fields within an
abandoned zinc quarry provide suitable habitat
for a globally significant plant species of concern.
A small early successional woodlot and the edges
of a railroad embankment provide habitat for
Virginia rose, a shrub species of concern.
Open wet meadows, forested wetlands and other
wetland habitats along the floodplain of the
Saucon Creek headwaters provide suitable
habitat for a butterfly species of concern.
Forested habitat at the Robert Rodale Reserve
supports a Skunk cabbage - Golden saxifrage
Forest Seep wetland community and populations
of three plant species of concern.
The Eighth Street Bridge over the Little Lehigh
Creek and ledges on the PPL General Office
Building in the City of Allentown provide
suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine Falcons.
The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal has a
series of still water, and slow moving pools along
the banks of the Lehigh River that provide
habitat for three plant species of concern.
A small tributary to the Catasauqua Creek and
an old railroad grade pass through open
cultivated fields and pastures at the end of the
Lehigh Valley International Airport runways.
This habitat historically supported a plant
species of concern.
The Jordan Creek makes several sharp bends
through a small wooded area on the outskirts of
Allentown. The adjacent cave system and the
above ground woodlot both support species of
concern.
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Map
ID

Site Name

102

Little Lehigh
Grasslands

103

The Jungle

104

Lower Macungie
Road Wetlands

105

Mountain Road Seep

106

Church View Woods

107

Zionsville Forest

Brief Description
A landscape dominated by active agriculture
with row crops, hay fields and some fallow areas
provides habitat for two sensitive species of
concern.
A small woodlot on the western edge of
Trexlertown includes the wide floodplain of a
confluence of small streams and large springs.
This habitat supports a sensitive species of
concern.
Riparian wetlands at this site support a
population of the matted spike-rush, a plant
species of concern.
The north facing slope has several large forested
seeps and supports a sensitive species of
concern.
A small woodlot adjacent to Churchview County
Park has several small springs and seeps that
support a species of concern.
The low lying, wet woods at the base of Carl Hill
support white trout lily, a plant species of
concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Lehigh: Lower Macungie
& partly in Berks Co.

State

321

Lehigh: Lower Macungie,
Upper Macungie

State

493

Lehigh: Lower Macungie

State

337

Lehigh: Lower Macungie

State

367

Lehigh: Upper Milford

State

127

Lehigh: Upper Milford

State

545
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Table 7: NHA Index arranged by NHA Significance Rank.
Map
ID

Site Name

Brief Description

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Mt. Bethel Fens is a complex of rare community
types supporting numerous species of concern.

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

Global

357

Regional

119

Regional

139

Northampton: Easton,
Forks, Lower Mount
Bethel, Portland, Upper
Mount Bethel, Williams

Regional

147

Global Significance
65

Mount Bethel Fens
Regional Significance

Northampton: Bushkill,
Easton, Forks, Lower
Nazareth, Moore,
Nazareth, Palmer,
Plainfield, Stockertown,
Tatamy, Upper Nazareth,
Wilson
Lehigh: Upper Saucon
Northampton: Lower
Saucon, Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.

D

Bushkill Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

J

Cooks Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

64

Delaware River In
Northampton County

The Delaware River is the only undammed
major river on the east coast. This section of the
river provides habitat for many species of
aquatic organisms including six species of
concern.

G

Delaware RiverAllegheny Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel, Portland,
Upper Mount Bethel,
Washington

Regional

155

I

Delaware River-Frys
Run Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Easton,
Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.

Regional

159

F

Delaware RiverJacoby Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Portland,
Upper Mount Bethel

Regional

163

H

Delaware RiverOughoughton Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel, Upper
Mount Bethel, Washington

Regional

167

C

Hokendauqua Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Allen, East
Allen, Lehigh, Moore,
Northampton

Regional

237

M

Hosensack Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Lehigh: Lower Macungie,
Lower Milford, Upper
Milford
& partly in Montgomery
Co.

Regional

241

B

Indian Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Allen,
Lehigh, Moore

Regional

245

O

Little Lehigh CreekSwabia Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Lehigh: Alburtis, Lower
Macungie, Macungie,
Upper Macungie, Upper
Milford
& partly in Berks Co.

Regional

317
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Map
ID

Site Name

55

Lohman Wetlands

Brief Description
Scattered limestone-influenced fens, wet
meadows, shrub swamps and swamp forests
supporting numerous species of concern occur
within a matrix of active agriculture, rural
residential and suburban development.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

Regional

329

Regional

341

E

Martins Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Northampton: Bangor,
East Bangor, Lower
Mount Bethel, Pen Argyl,
Plainfield, Roseto, Upper
Mount Bethel, Washington
& partly in Monroe Co.

P

Mill Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Lehigh: Weisenberg
& partly in Berks Co.

Regional

345

A

Ontelaunee Creek
Watershed

Lehigh: Lynn, Heidelberg
& partly in Berks Co.

Regional

381

N

Perkiomen CreekSwamp Creek
Watershed

Regional

397

K

Saucon Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Regional

461

L

Unami Creek
Watershed

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Regional

513

Lehigh: Allentown

State

57

Northampton:
Washington

State

59

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

63

Lehigh: Heidelberg
& partly in Carbon Co.

State

67

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Berks Co.

State

71

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

75

Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.
Wetlands and riparian zones within this subwatershed scale area support a sensitive species
of concern.

Lehigh: Upper Milford
& partly in Berks &
Montgomery Cos.
Lehigh: Coopersburg,
Lower Milford, Salisbury,
Upper Milford, Upper
Saucon
Northampton:
Bethlehem, Hellertown,
Lower Saucon, Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.
Lehigh: Lower Milford
& partly in Bucks Co.

State Significance
96

Allentown Eighth
Street Bridge-PPL
Office Building

41

Angle Swamp

63

Arrow Island

7

Bake Oven Knob

83

Banko Vernal Pools

51

Bear Swamp

The Eighth Street Bridge over the Little Lehigh
Creek and ledges on the PPL General Office
Building in the City of Allentown provide
suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine Falcons.
A large shrub swamp with pockets of open
marsh and clumps of trees supports a shrub
species of concern.
An island and adjacent shallow, swift flowing
river provide habitat for several plant species of
concern.
A Birch (black-gum) Rocky Slope Woodland
Natural Community at this location is
characterized by prominent bedrock outcrops
which are flanked by large sandstone boulders.
Patches of stunted trees form a partially open
canopy.
Rocky upland forest on gneiss bedrock grades
into a low, wet, successional forest which is part
of the headwaters of an unnamed tributary of
Cooks Creek. Several vernal pools occur within
the forested habitat.
The floodplain of East Fork Martins Creek
widens considerably at this location where the
floodplain becomes a large Red maple - black ash
palustrine forest. The habitat also supports a
sensitive species of concern.
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Map
ID

Site Name

50

Bear Swamp
Powerline

27

Benders Drive
Vernal Pools

89

Bethlehem Steel
Building

36

Big Offset Barren

24

Blue Mountain at
Delps

30

Blue Mountain at
Katellen

1

Blue Mountain
House Vernal Pools

72

Broadway Road
Fields

81

Bull Run

28

Bushkill Creek

106

Church View Woods

19

Clearview Road
Riverbank

77

Coffeetown Woods

100

Crackersport Road
Wetlands

62

Delaware River
Water Gap

71

Delaware Shore Near
Keifer Island

88

Dutch Springs

52

East Bangor
Wetlands

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

79

Northampton: Moore

State

83

Northampton: Bethlehem
City

State

87

Northampton: Plainfield
& partly in Monroe Co.
Northampton: Moore
& partly in Carbon &
Monroe Cos.
Northampton: Bushkill,
Moore
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

91

State

95

State

99

Lehigh: Lynn
& partly in Schuylkill Co.

State

103

Northampton: Forks

State

107

Northampton: Bethlehem
Twp, Lower Saucon

State

111

Northampton: Bushkill,
Moore

State

115

Lehigh: Upper Milford
Twp

State

127

Lehigh: North Whitehall

State

131

Forest and fallow fields on a hill overlooking the
Delaware River support two species of concern.

Northampton: Williams
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

134

These wetlands support winged-loosestrife and
swamp dog-hobble, two plant species of concern.

Lehigh: South Whitehall

State

143

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

151

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel

State

171

Northampton: Bethlehem
City, Bethlehem Twp,
Hanover, Lower Nazareth

State

175

Northampton: East
Bangor, Upper Mount
Bethel

State

179

Brief Description
Early successional wet meadow habitats along
and adjacent to a utility ROW provide suitable
habitat for a plant species of concern.
Forested habitat at this site supports several
seasonal pool wetlands.
The ledges of the tall former industrial building
provide suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine
Falcons.
A broad forested plateau on the crest of Blue
Mountain supports a plant species of concern.
The ridgeline and adjacent forested slopes of
Blue Mountain provide habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
The ridgeline and adjacent forested slopes of
Blue Mountain provide habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
An isolated wetland occurs on the crest of the
expansively forested Blue Mountain. This
habitat supports a sensitive species of concern.
Sandy, wet soils in an agricultural setting
provide habitat for a sensitive species of concern.
This gently sloping forested hillside contains
several seeps which contribute to Bull Run. This
habitat supports several species of concern.
The floodplain of Bushkill Creek includes a
matrix of various wetland habitats associated
with the network of streams feeding into
Bushkill Creek. These habitats support three
butterfly species of concern.
A small woodlot adjacent to Churchview County
Park has several small springs and seeps that
support a species of concern.
This narrow riparian zone of the Lehigh River
has a few small floodplain scour areas, which
provide habitat for several plant species of
concern.

A dry oak – heath woodland natural community
occurs along an expanse of exposed bedrock
outcrops and adjacent loose talus slopes. This
habitat supports a population of Allegheny
woodrat, a mammal species of concern.
An island in the Delaware River and a peninsula
of alluvial sand and gravel deposits along its
shoreline provide habitat for a plant species of
concern.
Wooded areas along the riparian corridor of
Monocacy Creek and adjacent areas provide
suitable nesting habitat for a sensitive species of
concern.
A dammed wetland includes an open water lake
on the downstream end, marshy edges and shrub
swamp and forested swamp on the upstream
end. These habitats support two species of
concern.
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Map
ID

Site Name

73

Easton Bluff

82

Focht Hill Vernal
Pools

69

Foul Rift

60

Fox Gap Overlook

47

Fox Gap Vernal Pools

92

Friedensville Quarry

99

Fullerton Forest

34

Gall Farm

79

Granite Hill Slope

78

Granite Hill Vernal
Pools

38

Greenwalk Creek

20

Hokendauqua Creek
South

33

Jacobsburg State
Park

5

Jordan Creek
Headwaters Vernal
Pools

Brief Description
The crest of a north-facing limestone bedrock
outcrop in the City of Easton hosts a
characteristic assemblage of plants with a
calcareous affinity including several species of
concern.
The north facing slope of Swoveberg Hill has a
mature forest canopy with numerous seeps and
several seasonal pools and wetlands supporting
several species of concern.
Steep, exposed and eroded limestone bedrock
outcrops along the western bank of the Delaware
River support a good example of a Calcareous
Opening/Cliff Natural Community and two plant
species of concern.
Grassy glades in bedrock outcrop openings along
the ridgeline of Blue Mountain provide habitat
for Leonard's skipper, a butterfly species of
concern.
A series of shrub swamps, vernal pools, seeps
and springs occur scattered across this section of
the toe slope of Blue Mountain. The habitat
supports a plant species of concern.
Two small, early successional fields within an
abandoned zinc quarry provide suitable habitat
for a globally significant plant species of concern.
The Jordan Creek makes several sharp bends
through a small wooded area on the outskirts of
Allentown. The adjacent cave system and the
above ground woodlot both support species of
concern.
The floodplain of Little Bushkill Creek has a
mixture of narrow woodlots and wider fallow
fields as buffers to the creek from the adjacent
active agricultural fields. The vegetated riparian
corridor provides suitable habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
Granite Hill is a steep, rocky forested hill
supporting a Birch (black-gum) Rocky Slope
Woodland Natural Community.
A small woodlot in an agricultural and rural
residential context contains several vernal pools.
A variety of wetland habitats occur within a
mostly forested context along and adjacent to
Greenwalk Creek. The variety of habitats
supports a diversity of species of concern.
Wooded areas along the riparian corridor of
Hokendauqua Creek provide suitable nesting
habitat for a sensitive species of concern.
Jacobsburg State Park consists mostly of
forested land, but also includes shale rock
outcrops, a riparian zone along the Bushkill
Creek and small open meadow habitats. The
habitats support a species of concern.
Scattered seeps, springs and vernal pools occur
within a mostly forested area on the south-facing
toe slope of Blue Mountain.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Easton

State

183

Northampton: Lower
Saucon

State

187

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel Twp

State

191

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

195

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

203

Lehigh: Upper Saucon

State

207

Lehigh: Whitehall

State

211

Northampton: Plainfield
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

215

Northampton: Lower
Saucon

State

219

Northampton: Lower
Saucon, Williams

State

223

Northampton:
Washington

State

227

Northampton: Allen

State

233

Northampton: Bushkill

State

249

Lehigh: Heidelberg, Lynn

State

253
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Map
ID

Site Name

6

Jordan Valley Marsh

32

Keller Woods

2

Kittatinny Ridge West Penn Pike

29

Knechts Vernal Pools

57

Laurel Hill Wetlands

18

Laurys Station
Floodplain

9

Lehigh Furnace Gap

80

Lehigh Slopes

94

Limeport Wetlands

21

Little Gap

102

Little Lehigh
Grasslands

45

Little Offset Swamp

56

Lonely Lane
Meadows

104

Lower Macungie
Road Wetlands

Brief Description
The floodplain of Jordan Creek at this location
includes low lying forest and wet fallow, or
infrequently mowed fields, that support a plant
species of concern.
A series of springs and seeps occur in this
relatively flat, forested habitat that supports a
sensitive species of concern.
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue
Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of
forested habitat. Broken only occasionally by
roads, structures and rock outcrops, the
ridgeline provides habitat for an insect species of
concern.
A gently sloping forested area near the base of
Blue Mountain includes at least twelve vernal
pools.
The headwater recharge area for Jacoby Creek is
a forested swamp that supports a plant species
of concern.
The narrow forested floodplain of this section of
the Lehigh River provides suitable nesting
habitat for Ospreys, a bird species of concern.
The adjacent river and its tributaries provide the
Ospreys with fishing opportunities.
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue
Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of
forested habitat. Broken only occasionally by
roads, structures and rock outcrops, the
ridgeline provides habitat for two species of
concern.
Hemmed in by the Lehigh River, highways and a
quarry, this disturbed forested area has
scattered bedrock outcrops on a steep northfacing slope which support two species of
concern.
Open wet meadows, forested wetlands and other
wetland habitats along the floodplain of the
Saucon Creek headwaters provide suitable
habitat for a butterfly species of concern.
A utility ROW and a road cross Blue Mountain
at Little Gap to provide early successional
habitat for a plant species of concern.
A landscape dominated by active agriculture
with row crops, hay fields and some fallow areas
provides habitat for two sensitive species of
concern.
A large ridge-top shrub swamp at this location
provides habitat for swamp dog-hobble, a shrub
species of concern.
Open wet meadows and swampy woods along a
small headwaters tributary to Jacoby Creek
provide habitat for a butterfly species of concern.
Riparian wetlands at this site support a
population of the matted spike-rush, a plant
species of concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Lehigh: Heidelberg

State

257

Northampton: Bushkill

State

261

Lehigh: Lynn
& partly in Schuylkill Co.

State

269

Northampton: Bushkill

State

273

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

277

Lehigh: Allen
Northampton: North
Whitehall

State

281

Lehigh: Heidelberg,
Washington
& partly in Carbon Co.

State

289

Northampton: Lower
Saucon, Williams

State

305

Lehigh: Lower Milford,
Upper Saucon

State

309

Northampton: Lehigh

State

313

Lehigh: Lower Macungie
& partly in Berks Co.

State

321

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

State

325

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

333

Lehigh: Lower Macungie

State

337
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Map
ID

Site Name

59

Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools

74

Morgan Hill

68

Mount Jack
Limestone Outcrop

105

Mountain Road Seep

22

Neffs Ponds

3

Nestle Vernal Pools

13

New York TunnelBed Bug Cave

53

Oughoughton Creek
Headwaters

70

Oughoughton Creek
Power Plant

93

Passer Road
Woodlands

48

Persimmon Lane
Vernal Pools

44

Polly Acres Swamp

67

Portland Power Plant

66

Potomac Street
Wetlands

49

Quaker Plain Road
Meadow

76

Raubs Island

8

Reservoir Road
Vernal Pools

Brief Description
This gently sloping forested area is peppered
with many vernal pools, seeps, springs and
shrub swamps. It is one of the larger
concentrations of vernal ponds known in
Pennsylvania and supports several species of
concern.
A rocky forested hill, mostly surrounded by
development, supports a sensitive species of
concern.
Steep bedrock slopes flanking the shoreline of
the Delaware River give way to exposed and
scoured bedrock in the riverbed. Each of these
features is considered an important natural
community at this site and supports several plant
species of concern.
The north facing slope has several large forested
seeps and supports a sensitive species of
concern.
A series of vernal ponds occur among the nearly
unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes of Blue
Mountain. These pools provide habitat for a
plant species of concern.
A series of seeps, springs and vernal pools occur
in this forested habitat.
A cave provides suitable habitat for a species of
concern during a part of its lifecycle.
Extensive forested seeps at the headwaters of
Oughoughton Creek support a sensitive species
of concern.
Man-made structures at an electrical generating
facility along the Delaware River provide
suitable nesting habitat for two bird species of
concern.
A small early successional woodlot and the edges
of a railroad embankment provide habitat for
Virginia rose, a shrub species of concern.
Numerous vernal pools are scattered in a
forested area along the base of Blue Mountain.
A thick swamp forest at the base of Blue
Mountain supports swamp dog-hobble, a shrub
species of concern.
Wooded areas and man-made structures along
the Delaware River provide suitable nesting
habitat for Ospreys, a bird species of concern.
This habitat also supports two additional species
of concern.
Forested and shrub swamp wetlands at the
headwater recharge area of Allegheny Creek
supports a sensitive species of concern.
An open wet meadow and swampy woods along a
small tributary to East Fork Martins Creek
provide suitable habitat for a plant species of
concern.
This scour impacted island in the Delaware
River supports populations of two plant species
of concern.
A series of vernal ponds occur among the nearly
unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes of Blue
Mountain.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

349

Northampton: Williams

State

353

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

363

Lehigh: Lower Macungie

State

367

Northampton: Lehigh

State

371

Lehigh: Lynn

State

375

Lehigh: Slatington

State

379

Northampton:
Washington

State

385

Northampton: Lower
Mount Bethel

State

389

Lehigh: Upper Saucon

State

393

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

401

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

405

Northampton: Portland,
Upper Mount Bethel

State

409

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

413

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

417

Northampton: Williams

State

421

Lehigh: Heidelberg

State

425
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Map
ID

Site Name

11

Rextown Ponds

12

Rextown Quarry

26

Ridge Road Wetlands

31

Rismiller Vernal
Pools

95

Robert Rodale
Reserve

16

Rockdale Cliffs

39

Roseto Ponds

42

Roseto Wetlands

86

Saucon Creek
Wetlands

54

School Road Swamp

40

Slatebelt Wetlands

23

Slatefield Wetlands

25

Smith Gap Vernal
Pools

84

Springtown Hill

Brief Description
A small woodlot mostly surrounded by
agricultural fields and residential development
harbors a series of vernal pools that support a
species of concern.
The base of a large slag pile on muddy soil
enriched by limy slate provides appropriate
habitat for a plant species of concern at an
abandoned slate quarry.
The south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain
contains scattered vernal pools, seeps, and shrub
swamps in a matrix of dry oak - heath forest.
These habitats support a sensitive species of
concern.
This forested site contains several herbaceous
seasonal pond wetlands which provide breeding
habitat for a variety of amphibians and a
population of swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species
of concern.
Forested habitat at the Robert Rodale Reserve
supports a Skunk cabbage - Golden saxifrage
Forest Seep wetland community and populations
of three plant species of concern.
Sparsely vegetated vertical cliffs provide habitat
for ebony sedge, a plant species of concern.
A woodlot on the edge of urban and suburban
development contains a series of vernal pools.
The small wetlands scattered throughout this
area include seeps, springs, shrub swamps and
vernal ponds. Swamp dog hobble, a shrub
species of concern, is scattered throughout this
area.
Wetlands along the floodplain of the Saucon
Creek west of Hellertown host several plant
species of concern.
This wetland is a mosaic of forested swamp and
emergent marsh. Two bird species of concern
and a plant species of concern occur in these
wetlands.
This shrub-dominated wetland in an
increasingly developed context may have been
altered or augmented by past excavation.
Swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species of concern,
occurs along the shoreline.
A series of vernal ponds, forested wetlands,
springs and seeps occur along the base of the
nearly unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes
of Blue Mountain. Golden club, a plant species of
concern, occurs here.
A series of vernal pools, seeps and springs occurs
scattered across this section of the toe slope of
Blue Mountain and provides part of the
headwater recharge area of Hokendauqua
Creek.
A small stream with numerous seeps and small
wetlands occurs on the south-facing forested
slope of Kohlberg Hill, and supports a plant
species of concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton:
Washington

State

429

Lehigh: Washington

State

433

Northampton: Moore

State

437

Northampton: Bushkill

State

441

Lehigh: Allentown,
Salisbury

State

445

Lehigh: North Whitehall

State

449

Northampton: Bangor,
Roseto, Washington

State

453

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel,
Washington

State

457

Northampton: Bethlehem
City, Hellertown, Lower
Saucon

State

465

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

469

Northampton: Roseto,
Washington

State

473

Northampton: Lehigh,
Moore

State

477

Northampton: Moore

State

481

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

485
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Map
ID

Site Name

85

Springtown Marsh

103

The Jungle

61

Totts Gap

58

Totts Gap Swamp

17

Treichlers Slope

101

Trexler Hollow

14

Walnutport Canal
North

37

Waltz Creek
Floodplain

43

West Fork Martins
Creek Pools

10

West Lehigh River
Kittatinny Slope

75

Whippoorwill Island

35

Wind Gap Wetlands

107

Zionsville Forest

Brief Description
A small Prairie sedge - spotted joe-pye-weed
marsh natural community occurs in a landscape
dominated by agriculture and rural residences.
This habitat supports two plant species of
concern.
A small woodlot on the western edge of
Trexlertown includes the wide floodplain of a
confluence of small streams and large springs.
This habitat supports a sensitive species of
concern.
Rocky outcrop openings and a thin forest canopy
on the ridge-top provide habitat for three plant
species of concern.
A series of large shrub swamps, vernal pools,
seeps and springs occur scattered across this
section of the toe slope of Blue Mountain and
provide habitat for swamp dog-hobble, a shrub
species of concern.
A steep, forested south-facing slope at a bend in
the Lehigh River supports wild kidney bean, a
plant species of concern.
Steep, crumbly, exposed shale cliffs, slopes and
road cuts along the Jordan Creek support
scattered populations of two plant species of
concern.
The floodplain of the Lehigh River and the still,
or slow moving pools associated with remnants
of the old Lehigh Canal locks and dams system
provide habitat for two plant species of concern.
The wide floodplain of Waltz Creek and few
small seeps emanating from the adjacent
forested hill provide habitat for a sensitive
species of concern.
A series of shrub swamps, vernal pools, seeps
and springs occur scattered across this section of
the forested toe slope of Blue Mountain.
The south-facing forested slopes and the
ridgeline of Blue Mountain at this location
provide habitat for several species of concern.
This scoured island habitat in the Delaware
River supports a Big Bluestem – Indian-grass
River Grassland natural community and a plant
species of concern.
Wetlands and moist forest in a small woodlot
bounded by development provide habitat for
swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species of concern.
The low lying, wet woods at the base of Carl Hill
support white trout lily, a plant species of
concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

489

Lehigh: Lower Macungie,
Upper Macungie

State

493

Northampton: Lower
Saucon
& partly in Bucks Co.

State

497

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

501

Northampton: Lehigh

State

505

Lehigh: Lowhill, North
Whitehall

State

509

Lehigh: Washington
Northampton: Lehigh,
Walnutport

State

517

Northampton:
Washington

State

525

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel

State

529

Lehigh: Washington
& partly in Carbon Co.

State

533

Northampton: Williams

State

537

Northampton: Plainfield,
Wind Gap

State

541

Lehigh: Upper Milford

State

545

Lehigh: Catasauqua,
Hanover

Local

123

Northampton: Upper
Mount Bethel
& partly in Monroe Co.

Local

199

Local Significance

98

Catasauqua Fields

46

Fox Gap Seeps

A small tributary to the Catasauqua Creek and
an old railroad grade pass through open
cultivated fields and pastures at the end of the
Lehigh Valley International Airport runways.
This habitat historically supported a plant
species of concern.
A series of seeps and springs in the forested
headwaters of East Fork Martins Creek support
a species of concern.
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Map
ID

Site Name

4

Kittatinny Ridge Andreas

91

Lechauweki Springs
Park

90

Lehigh Mountain

87

Lehigh River Laubach Island

97

Lehigh River Pool

15

Walnutport Canal
South

Brief Description
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue
Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of
forested habitat. Broken only occasionally by
roads, structures and rock outcrops, the
ridgeline provides habitat for a mammal species
of concern.
This wooded, north-facing slope has provided
habitat for a plant species of concern.
The north-facing forested slope of Lehigh
Mountain and the adjacent Lehigh River and its
floodplain provide a variety of habitats for
several plant species of concern
The floodplain of the Lehigh River and part of
the old Lehigh Canal locks and dams system
provide habitat for three plant species of
concern.
The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal has a
series of still water, and slow moving pools along
the banks of the Lehigh River that provide
habitat for three plant species of concern.
The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal
includes a series of still water and slow moving
pools, marshes and shrub swamps along the
banks of the Lehigh River that have provided
habitat for autumn willow, a plant species of
concern.

County:
Municipalities

Rank

Page #

Lehigh: Heidelberg, Lynn
& partly in Schuylkill &
Carbon Cos.

Local

265

Local

285

Local

293

Local

297

Lehigh: Catasauqua,
Hanover, Whitehall

Local

301

Northampton: Lehigh

Local

521

Lehigh: Fountain Hill,
Salisbury
Northampton: Lower
Saucon
Lehigh: Allentown,
Bethlehem City, Fountain
Hill, Salisbury
Northampton: Bethlehem
City
Northampton: Bethlehem
City, Bethlehem Twp,
Freemansburg, Lower
Saucon
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NATURAL HERITAGE AREAS OF LEHIGH AND NORTHAMPTON COUNTIES

Red maple – black ash palustrine forest in Bear Swamp, Northampton County.
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Allentown Eighth Street Bridge - PPL Office Building NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global
State
G4

S1B,S1N

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PE (PE)

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: A tall office building and a bridge over the Little Lehigh Creek in downtown Allentown City are the
focal areas for this Natural Heritage Area.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Allentown City
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek, Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The Eighth Street Bridge over the Little Lehigh Creek and ledges on the PPL General Office
Building in the City of Allentown provide suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine Falcons. The surrounding city
provides the falcons with ample bird hunting opportunities.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Peregrine Falcons require a combination of large open areas for hunting and tall, inaccessible ledges for
nesting. They rarely are found in forested areas without these features. Ledges can either be natural cliffs
or human-made structures that have similar structural characteristics. At this location, the Peregrines are
using the bridge as its nest site, while hunting for prey, frequently up to several kilometers away. There is
potential for collisions with structures and automobiles in these urban settings.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The City of Allentown has long been the site of commercial, industrial, and residential activity.
o Current –
o While providing suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine Falcons, the urban context provides ample
opportunity for collisions with structures and cars as it hunts for prey. Young inexperienced birds
are particularly susceptible to accidents.
o Other potential hazards to Peregrines persisting and successfully reproducing at this site include
nest disturbance and predation, environmental toxins, and diseases.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain proper nesting habitat at the site. Suitable nesting portions of the old building may begin to
deteriorate in time and may need to be stabilized or augmented with platforms or boxes.
o Coordinate routine building maintenance activities to avoid critical nesting periods.
o Avoid the use of poisons to control pigeons and other pest bird populations within two kilometers of the
nest.
o Alert potential passersby of the possibility of young fledglings becoming grounded after an unsuccessful
flight attempt. Unharmed birds may be able to be returned to the nest.
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Angle Swamp NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2012

CD

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

2012

C

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond
Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lays approximately midway between Bangor and Pen Argyl adjacent to the
Slate Belt Rehabilitation Center and is roughly bounded by Bangort Junction Road on the north and west,
Eisenhouer Boulevard on the east, and Slate Belt Boulevard on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “Angle Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “Angle
Swamp”
Description: This site is a large shrub swamp with pockets of open marsh and clumps of trees. Most of the site has
well-defined pit and mound microtopography, with the pits containing unvegetated pools of water and the mounds
supporting a thicket of trees, tall shrubs and wetland vegetation.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are small isolated wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year, usually during
the late fall through early spring. Most vernal pools dry completely during the summer. Because vernal
pools typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered
important amphibian breeding habitat. While the pools are essential for breeding and early development
of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians.
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries. This wetland was evident in historical aerial photos
from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) within a mostly forested context. This wetland has
likely been altered by excavation or damming in the past.
o Current –
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o

o

o

Rapid suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the periphery of
the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and
infrastructure and increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate
watershed. Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek
system with little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream
flooding and erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution. Runoff from
these sources has significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and
other pollutants than runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
Invasive species of plants are well established throughout the area. The wetland invader common
reed (Phragmites australis) is well established in the wetland and can dramatically alter the
wetland habitat by rapid colonization.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the native plant understory
and vertical stratification are greatly reduced.

Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining or filling the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the
naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Maintain the current hydrologic regime to ensure the integrity of the wetland habitat and species of
concern at this site. The wetland habitat at this location will likely persist as long as the hydrology of the
site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the wetland. Maintain and enhance the vegetated buffer
around the wetland to help slow and filter the flow of runoff from adjacent developed areas.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, multiflora rose, and the wetland invader,
common reed. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is
much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Arrow Island NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Riverine Sand Cherry (Prunus pumila var. depressa)

G5T5

S1

N (PR)

1997

B

White Water-crowfoot
(Ranunculus aquatilis var. diffusus)

G5T5

S3

N (PR)

1997

E

G5

S3

TU (PT)

2012

A

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

White Heath Aster (Symphyotrichum ericoides)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is associated with a large island in the Delaware River just downstream of the
Delaware Water Gap.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Portland
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Jacoby Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “Arrow Island”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “Arrow
Island”
Description: An island and adjacent shallow, swift flowing river provide habitat for several plant species of concern.
The island is heavily scoured by ice and floodwaters. The vegetation consists of dense patches of stunted sycamore
(Platanus occidentalis) and ash (Fraxinus spp.) interspersed with large openings. The open areas have prairie
grasses such as big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) and switch grass (Panicum virgatum), low shrubs such as
willow (Salix spp.) and grape (Vitis spp.), and areas of bare sand and cobbles.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Riverine Sand Cherry ranges from New Brunswick to Ontario and south into New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Pennsylvania, it represents a northerly species and has been documented
historically in a number of widespread counties along the major rivers, but appears to be most frequent
along the Delaware River. The species grows on islands and shores that are subjected to annual natural
events such as flooding and ice scouring. The viability of populations of Riverine Sand Cherry and its
habitat may be enhanced by maintaining the natural hydrology and natural vegetation of the river shorelines
and islands and particularly in controlling invasive species.
o White Water-crowfoot is a submerged aquatic plant with finely dissected leaves. Small white flowers are
held above the water surface. In Pennsylvania, this plant can be found in lakes, ponds, rivers and streams at
scattered locations around the state. Degradation of water quality could negatively impact populations of
this species.
o White Heath Aster ranges from Quebec south to Virginia and west to Manitoba and Arizona. In
Pennsylvania, this species can be found on calcareous cliffs and outcrops at scattered locations, but
primarily along the Delaware River. Prevent destruction or modification of bedrock outcrops where this
species occurs.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The shoreline of the river has been modified and altered by roads, railroads, agriculture and
development while the island has remained relatively undisturbed except by natural processes
which help to maintain the preferred habitat conditions of the species of concern.
o Current –
o Development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off, sedimentation
and pollution.
o Invasive species of plants pose the greatest current threat to the plant species of concern that
occur on this island. Disturbed habitats such as these are particularly prone to invasion by
aggressive and invasive plants. Large areas of the island are thickly colonized by a myriad of
invasive plants.
o Sand and gravel quarrying of the riverbed could eliminate the habitat for the species of concern.
o Catastrophic flood events can have a severe impact even on the species adapted to more typical
flood conditions.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by the plant species of
concern.
o Discourage shoreline development.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established on the island. Removal of invasive plants in the immediately
vicinity of the species of concern can help these populations compete for space against much more
aggressive species. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the
rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control
will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Bake Oven Knob NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Birch (black-gum) rocky slope woodland

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S2

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2006

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles the Lehigh – Carbon County line, on State Game Lands #217 just
north of Bake Oven Road.
o Municipalities:
o Carbon County: East Penn Township
o Lehigh County: Heidelberg Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Lehighton, Slatedale
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lizard Creek, Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Bake Oven Knob”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Bake Oven
Knob”
Description: This site is characterized by prominent bedrock outcrops which are flanked by large sandstone boulders.
Patches of stunted trees including red maple (Acer rubrum), sweet birch (Betula lenta), chestnut oak (Quercus
montana), and scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea) form a partially open canopy. Mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia) and
huckleberry (Gaylussacia baccata) are common shrubs. Herbs and several species of ferns grow in areas among
the rocks where soil has accumulated. The adjacent forested area is relatively large, most of which is interior
forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or
utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly
influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create
much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are
essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and
Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o A “Birch/Black Gun Rocky Slope Woodland” Natural Community occurs on the crest and upper slopes of
the hill. A woodland differs from a forest in that the canopy is typically thin with between 10% and 60%
cover. The stony aspect of the slope limits the ability of trees to dominate the site. This community type
most often occurs on talus, scree or other rocky slopes. Although most typical of slopes, it may also occur
on benches, ridgetops, or boulderfields. Birch, usually Betula lenta (sweet birch) or less commonly B.
papyrifera (paper birch), B. populifolia (gray birch), or B. alleghaniensis (yellow birch), is nearly always
present. Either birch or Nyssa sylvatica (black-gum) may be dominant (Fike 1999). Natural succession
will likely be prevented by the stony character of the hill, but development or fragmentation of the hill
with roads or utility infrastructure could limit the natural community’s viability.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos taken in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show the entire hill as forested (or
woodland), in much the same manner as it is today, suggesting that though the forest was likely
cut for timber and fuel several times since colonial days, the forest has remained relatively intact
for at least 100 years, and some individual tress could be much older.
o Bake Oven Road was cut over the mountain sometime prior to 1939.
o Current –
o A quarry operates on the south-facing slope of Blue Mountain. Its access road and activities
fragment an otherwise contiguous forest.
o Invasive non-native species of plants are present on the road edges and have begun to colonize
parts of the forest interior, especially following access roads and trails.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources. Furthermore, deer prefer higher quality food leaving poorer, less diverse
species to mature and dominant the overstory.
Conservation Actions:
o Conserve the forested (woodland) canopy of the hill. Avoid fragmenting the habitat with additional roads,
residences or utility infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive species
removal. Allow the forest and woodland to approach older growth conditions.
o Restrict building activity on slopes greater than 25%.
o Only a few invasive plant species were noted from past surveys of this area. Priority habitat management
at this location should be to regularly monitor for and eradicate pioneer populations of invasive species to
keep this habitat in good condition. Invasive species may dominate the borders of roadways, trails, former
clearcuts, and along the lower slopes of the hill.
o Reduce the deer herd density.

References:
Fike, J. 1999. Terrestrial & Palustrine Plant Communities of Pennsylvania. PA Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,
The Nature Conservancy, Western PA Conservancy. 87 pp.
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Banko Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S3S4

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2006

AB

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: Straddling the Northampton – Bucks County line this Natural Heritage Area is roughly 1 mile northeast
of Springtown, Bucks County.
o Municipalities:
o Bucks County: Springfield Township
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cooks Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Hellertown Reservoir Area Vernals”
Description: Rocky upland forest on gneiss bedrock grades into a low, wet, successional forest which is part of
the headwaters of an unnamed tributary of Cooks Creek. Currently the site is used for rural residential and is
surrounded by low density rural residential land use. Several vernal pools occur within the forested habitat.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools typically
dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important amphibian
breeding habitat.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that much of the currently forested area was forested at that time
within a landscape dominated by active agriculture. Though the forest was likely selectively cut
for fuel wood and timber several times since colonial times, much of the existing forest has been
standing for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the pool for upland
habitats once mating is completed. The young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully
before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults in the surrounding forest. The vernal pools
can provide ideal breeding habitat for amphibians, but this small woodlot may not have sufficient
suitable habitat for adult amphibians during the rest of the year.
o Some formerly agricultural fields on the periphery of the woodlot have reverted to forest, while
other fields have been converted to suburban development.
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o
o

Utility rights-of-way flank the woodlot of both the north and south sides, further fragmenting the
small forested habitat.
The woodlot lies near the crest of a drainage divide, so most of the runoff from adjacent roads,
agricultural fields and suburban development drains away from the wood lot containing the
vernal pools. However, alteration of the local hydrology and runoff from adjacent areas can
impact the vernal pool community.

Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site
is unaltered by draining or filling the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the
naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from development and
agriculture should also be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal pool
habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides,
herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005). Currently
much of the surrounding area is in active agricultural fields. Allowing the fields adjacent to the woodlot to
revert to forested habitat could help the long term viability of this habitat to support amphibian
populations.
o Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with
invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with
agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and
will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Bear Swamp NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Red maple - black ash palustrine forest

C

GNR

S2S3

N (N)

2011

BC

Sensitive Species of Concern3

S

---

---

---

2012

E

PNHP Rank1

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes the floodplain of East Fork Martins Creek at North Bangor. It is
roughly bounded by Lake Minsi Drive on the north, Ridge Road on the south, and Fox Gap road on the west. It
includes part of Bear Swamp County Park.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “Martin's
Creek Watershed”, “Minsi Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Red maple - black ash palustrine forests are

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: The floodplain of East Fork Martins
Creek widens considerably between Minsi Lake and
Fox Gap Road. The widest portion of the floodplain
becomes a large Red maple - black ash palustrine
forest. Red maple (Acer rubrum), black ash (Fraxinus
nigra), and yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis) are
dominant tree species with some hemlock (Tsuga
canadensis) and swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor)
also present. The understory has a high percentage
cover of spicebush (Lindera benzoin) with a few
scattered copses of highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
corymbosum) and rhododendron (Rhododendron
maximum). The herb layer is lush with marsh marigold
(Caltha palustris), sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis),
false hellebore (Veratrum viride), skunk cabbage
(Symplocarpus foetidus), golden saxifrage
(Chrysosplenium americanum), and violets (Viola spp.)
all being common in wet hollows, with cinnamon fern
(Osmunda cinnamomea) and various sedges (Carex
spp.) growing on raised hummocks.
Red maple - black ash palustrine forest in Bear Swamp.
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palustrine forests enriched by groundwater, varying from circumneutral to calcareous. The substrate can
be muck or mineral soil with or without a thin layer of organic matter. Calciphiles are often present.
Alteration of the current hydrological regime is a major threat to this community and can lead to habitat
destruction and/or shifts in community function and dynamics. Clearing and development of adjacent land
can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off and pollution, sedimentation, and insolation/thermal
pollution. Invasive plant species can be common in this community. Ash mortality resulting from the
emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) is a major concern (Eichelberger, 2011).
o The sensitive species of concern at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection. This species tends to inhabit areas where it is difficult for predators to get to the
nests, often located in tall trees along floodplains or on islands. The main threat to the rare species
occurring at this site would be a reduction in aquatic prey items as a result of a decrease in water quality
within the foraging area. The tall trees in these areas should be left intact to maintain nesting habitat for
the species of concern. Measures to maintain and improve the water quality along East Fork Martins
Creek and its tributaries would help protect the prey food used by the species of concern found at this site.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the surrounding area had been removed and converted to
agricultural or other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in
place. Aerial photographs from 1939 show that much of the currently forested area was forested
then within a landscape dominated by active agriculture. This large floodplain wetland has
remained an intact feature in the landscape, likely due to the difficulty of converting it to other
uses. Remnants of drainage channels are evidence of past attempts to drain the area. Though the
forest was likely selectively cut for fuel wood and timber several times since European
colonization, much of the existing floodplain forest has been standing for over 100 years and
individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o There is a relatively wide forested buffer surrounding much of the floodplain forest, though active
agricultural fields, roads and residences dominate beyond that, which drain into the forested
floodplain. Runoff from agricultural and residential areas can have significantly higher levels of
sediment, nutrients and chemicals than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o A utility ROW crosses through the upper portion of this area. A very unselective approach to
vegetation management has been applied along the ROW. The entire ROW was recently sprayed
with herbicide resulting in a wide, denuded corridor.
o Roadsides, utility corridors, floodplains, and forest/field edges are particularly susceptible to
colonization by invasive species of plants are well established in these areas.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the current hydrologic regime help ensure the integrity of the floodplain habitat and the aquatic
foodchain. The stormwater runoff from development and agriculture should be considered a potential
source of significant contamination for the creek and its floodplain habitat. Stormwater management
measures such as the creation of detention basins or vegetated swales should be implemented to decrease
the unfiltered flow into the creek. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be
undertaken within half a mile of springs and seeps without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers
and groundwater flows. Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some
cases aquifers may be contiguous over large areas.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
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o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Aggressive invasive plant species can

have a significant impact on the available habitat for native species. The edge habitats associated with
roadways, residences utility corridors, and agricultural fields are particularly susceptible to weedy plant
invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Invasive species
removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as Norway maple,
Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose and the wetland invader, common reed. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.
o Utility ROW vegetation management should be conducted with a more selective approach. Target
invasive species, such as common reed, for eradication in addition to tall woody species that may
eventually interfere with powerline transmission. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for
sensitive wetland habitats.

References:
Eichelberger, B. 2011. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. Red Maple – Black Ash Palustrine Forest Factsheet. Available
from: http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Community.aspx?=16022 Date Accessed: May 01, 2013
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Bear Swamp Powerline NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G4

S1

PT (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Stalked Bulrush (Scirpus pedicellatus)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2011

D

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles Lake Minsi Drive, partly within Bear Swamp County Park.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake
Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
Description: Early successional wet meadow habitats along and adjacent to a utility ROW provide suitable habitat
for a plant species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Stalked bulrush occurs from Newfoundland south to Kentucky, and west to Ontario and Missouri. In
Pennsylvania, which is near the southern limit of its range, it has been documented occasionally in alluvial
wetlands and stream valleys, mostly in the northwestern part of the state. Identification of this species from
its close relative, wool-grass (Scirpus cyperinus) can be difficult due to hybridization. Potential threats to
this species include hydrologic alteration, natural succession, deer browse, and at this location, utility ROW
maintenance activities.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was a mixture of open agricultural fields
and woodlots. The area outlined in this Natural Heritage Area was, in 1939, mostly agricultural
cropland and pasture with wooded hedgerows.
o A railroad bed and several roads were constructed through the area.
o Current –
o Most of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to early successional forest and fallow fields. Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the
disturbed conditions associated with former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and
field/forest edges and are strongly established in the area. Some portions of the area are extremely
infested with a tangle of multiflora rose and other invasive species of plants.
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o

The clearing maintained along the utility ROW helps to preserve the open canopy conditions
favorable for stalked bulrush, but vegetation management along the ROW can decimate the
population.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Maintain open wet meadow habitats along and adjacent to utility ROWs. The population of stalked
bulrush is known to occur along the utility ROW where succession has been kept in check by ROW
maintenance. Create “no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the rights-of-way to avoid
unintentional destruction of the species of concern or its habitat. Indiscriminate use of herbicides as
rights-of-way defoliants is not appropriate. A smarter, more selective use of vegetation controls is
required in these areas that contain both invasive species and species of concern.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Superficially, stalked bulrush closely resembles
the more common wool-grass.

An earlier fruiting time and solitary spikelets
distinguish stalked bulrush from wool-grass.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Benders Drive Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S3S4

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2012

CD

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: At the base of Blue Mountain, just east of the crossroads of Benders Junction. This site is roughly
bounded by Ridge Road on the east, Benders Road to the west, and a utility ROW to the south.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: This wooded area contains several vernal pools that form part of a larger chain of small isolated
vernal ponds, seeps, springs and shrub swamps that are scattered along the south-facing toe slope of Blue
Mountain. Small clusters of white pines and hemlocks occur in a forest dominated by oaks, red maple and black
birch. Wide, shallow areas of saturated muck soil are referred to as seeps, where groundwater meets the surface
and diffuses through the soil. These areas are dominated by skunk cabbage and a good diversity of other
wetland plants.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. The young amphibians progress to adulthood,
hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults in the surrounding forest.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photographs from 1937 show that much of the currently forested area was forested in 1937
within a landscape dominated by active agriculture at the base of the forested Blue Mountain.
Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel wood and timber several times since colonial
times, much of the existing forest has been standing for over 100 years and individual trees could
be much older.
o Current –
o A utility ROW severs the vernal pool community from additional suitable forested habitat on the
southeast side of the ROW. Vegetation management of the ROW that includes the use of
herbicides can have a significant impact on the adjacent vernal pools and other wetland habitats.
o Agricultural fields and scattered rural residences separate the vernal pool community from
additional pools to the north.
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o

o

The woodlot lies near the base of Blue Mountain, so most of the runoff entering the vernal pools
has been filtered by the expanse of the forested slopes. However, alteration of the local hydrology
and runoff from adjacent areas can impact the vernal pool community.
Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked
with invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats
associated with agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to
weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management.

Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site
is unaltered by draining or filling the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the
naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from roads and agriculture
should also be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal pool habitat.
Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides
and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005). Active
agricultural fields adjacent to the woodlot containing the vernal pools could be allowed to revert to
forested habitats to improve the forested buffer around the pools. New residences and infrastructure
should be set back 1000 feet from vernal pools.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Invasive species
are well established along roadways, field edges and utility corridors and have begun to colonize parts of
the forest interior. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and
autumn olive) can be most effective as they spread rapidly, shading out the ground to prevent growth of
tree seedlings and a diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for
immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than
to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by
individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive
species monitoring and control will be necessary

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Bethlehem Steel Building NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global
State
G4

S1B,S1N

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PE (PE)

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes part of the former Bethlehem Steel Plant along the Lehigh
River that has since been redeveloped as the Sands Casino in Bethlehem City.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bethlehem City
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: An old industrial building along the banks of the Lehigh River is surrounded by a recently
constructed casino as part of a brownfield redevelopment effort. The ledges of the tall former industrial
building provide suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine Falcons.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Peregrine Falcons require a combination of large open areas for hunting and tall, inaccessible ledges
for nesting. They rarely are found in forested areas without these features. Ledges can either be
natural cliffs or human-made structures that have similar structural characteristics. At this location,
the Peregrines are using ledges on a tall building as its nest site, while hunting for prey, frequently up
to several kilometers away. There is potential for collisions with structures and automobiles in these
urban settings.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The shoreline of the Lehigh River between Bethlehem and Allentown has long been the site
of heavy industrial activity. The banks and floodplain have been modified over the past two
centuries to accommodate the manufacturing and transportation of goods and materials.
o Current –
o While providing suitable nesting habitat for Peregrine Falcons, the urban context provides
ample opportunity for collisions with structures and cars as it hunts for prey. Young
inexperienced birds are particularly susceptible to accidents.
o Other potential hazards to Peregrines persisting and successfully reproducing at this site include
nest disturbance and predation, environmental toxins, and diseases.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain proper nesting habitat at the site. Suitable nesting portions of the old building may begin to
deteriorate in time and may need to be stabilized or augmented with platforms or boxes.
o Coordinate routine building maintenance activities to avoid critical nesting periods.
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o Avoid the use of poisons to control pigeons and other pest bird populations with two kilometers of the
nest.
o Alert potential passersby of the possibility of young fledglings becoming grounded after an
unsuccessful flight attempt. Unharmed birds may be able to be returned to the nest.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1.
NatureServe, Arlington, Virginia. Available http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Big Offset Barren NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G3

S2

PE (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Variable Sedge (Carex polymorpha)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2011

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the boundary between Northampton and Monroe Counties on the
crest of Blue Mountain overlooking Pen Argyl.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Hamilton Township
o Northampton County: Plainfield Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Saylorsburg, Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Aquashicola Creek, Little Bushkill Creek, Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Big Offset Barren”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Big Offset
Barren”
Description: A broad forested plateau on the crest of Blue Mountain supports a plant species of concern.
The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of forested habitat
along the northern boundary of the Lehigh Valley. Broken only occasionally by roads and structures, Blue
Mountain provides habitat and an essential travel corridor for many species. The dominant dry oak – heath
forest is occasionally interrupted by bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas that provide some habitat diversity
to the ridgeline. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior forest, which is forest
that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way.
The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge
effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different
habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat
for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Variable sedge is a globally rare species that occurs in eastern North America from Maine to Virginia and is
centered in the Pocono region of Pennsylvania, where it can be found in moist open woods and barrens. The
species can proliferate vegetatively by rhizomes and does so to form large clonal patches in closed canopy
habitats, where it seldom forms fruits. Variable sedge is more likely to fruit in more open, sunny habitats
such as thin forests, blowdowns, roadsides and disturbed ground. This species can apparently persist after a
fire and its viability may even be enhanced by such habitat disturbance, by reducing overhead competition.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber
and fuel several times since European colonization, much of the forest has been standing for over
100 years and individual trees could be much older. Aerial photos from 1939 indicate this portion
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of the ridgeline may have experienced a recent fire at that time as the forest appears to be
dominated by large swaths of low shrubs and early successional growth. Fires were often
intentionally set in the past to promote regeneration of berry patches.
o Current –
o An access road and the Appalachian Trail pass through the otherwise contiguous forest.
o Invasive species of plants are likely present along the access road and trail and may have begun to
colonize portions of the forest interior.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer can be a serious threat to the overall understory plant
diversity. An overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the
understory and vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates
habitat for some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other
wildlife due to reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Discourage development of the mountain top. Disturbances to this large forested area such as limited
logging or fire may actually expand the habitat options for variable sedge, but large scale development of
the mountain top would certainly diminish the habitat available for the species.
o Habitat management by small patch controlled burns may help to maintain the thin canopy or open sunny
conditions favorable for variable sedge to set fruit. Otherwise, the sedge will likely persist by vegetative
reproduction under the full canopy.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Blue Mountain at Delps NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa
---

Last Seen

Quality2

2011

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs primarily on State Game Lands #168 along the ridgeline and
adjacent forested slopes of Blue Mountain north of Delps.
o Municipalities:
o Carbon County: Lower Towamensing
o Monroe County: Eldred Township
o Northampton County: Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Aquashicola Creek, Hokendauqua Creek, Indian Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The ridgeline and adjacent forested slopes of Blue Mountain provide habitat for a sensitive species of
concern. Broken infrequently by roads and structures, this section of the ridgeline provides habitat and an
essential travel corridor for many species. Though cut several times for fuel and lumber since European
colonization, the forested expanse of the mountain has remained relatively undisturbed. The forested area
includes many acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening
such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the
forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind
and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions.
Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Wormeating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern documented at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional
agency overseeing its protection. This species has been declining over most parts of its range. At this
location, canopy closure over open rocky habitats can diminish the suitable habitat for this species. While a
more open canopy around rocky outcrops is preferred, logging should be restricted to the winter months.
Other than specific habitat management, avoid fragmenting the forested area with additional roads,
structures and utility infrastructure.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. Small rocky outcrop openings can be seen
along the ridgeline in historical aerial photos taken in 1938, which also show no other noticeable
fragmenting features such as roads or utility corridors.
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o Current –
o A single utility corridor currently fragments part of the forested expanse.
o Occasional timbering operations and a recreational trail allow the introduction and spread of
invasive species of plants.
Conservation Actions:
o Avoid fragmenting the habitat with additional roads, buildings and utility corridors.
o Active management to prevent canopy closure over rocky habitats conducted in the winter months could
help improve the habitat options for this species, otherwise, allow the forest to reach and maintain mature
conditions.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Blue Mountain at Katellen NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa
---

Last Seen

Quality2

2007

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs primarily on State Game Lands #168 along the ridgeline and
adjacent forested slopes of Blue Mountain northeast of Katellen.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Eldred Township, Ross Township
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township, Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown, Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Aquashicola Creek, Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Knechts Ponds”,
“Rismiller Woods”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Bushkill Creek
Watershed”, “Rismiller Woods”
Description: The ridgeline and adjacent forested slopes of Blue Mountain provide habitat for a sensitive species of
concern. Broken infrequently by roads and utility corridors, this section of the ridgeline provides habitat and an
essential travel corridor for many species. Though cut several times for fuel and lumber since European
colonization, the forested expanse of the mountain has remained relatively undisturbed. The forested area
includes many acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening
such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the
forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind
and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions.
Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Wormeating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern documented at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional
agency overseeing its protection. This species has been declining over most parts of its range. At this
location, canopy closure over open rocky habitats can diminish the suitable habitat for this species. While a
more open canopy around rocky outcrops is preferred, logging should be restricted to the winter months.
Other than specific habitat management, avoid fragmenting the forested area with additional roads,
structures and utility infrastructure.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. Historical aerial photos from 1938 show a
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single utility corridor and a rail line passing through this forested area by that time. Small rocky
outcrop openings can also be seen along the ridgeline.
o Current –
o Occasional timbering operations, an access lane, and a recreational trail allow the introduction
and spread of invasive species of plants.
Conservation Actions:
o Avoid fragmenting the habitat with additional roads, buildings and utility corridors.
o Active management to prevent canopy closure over rocky habitats conducted in the winter months could
help improve the habitat options for this species, otherwise, allow the forest to reach and maintain mature
conditions.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Blue Mountain House Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern 3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2008

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs at the crest of Blue Mountain on State Game Lands #217 along the
Lehigh/Schuylkill County boundary.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lynn Township
o Schuylkill County: West Penn Township
o USGS Quadrangles: New Tripoli
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lizard Creek, Ontelaunee Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: An isolated wetland occurs on the crest of the expansively forested Blue Mountain. Clearings for
game food plots and dirt access lanes fragment an otherwise intact forested ridgeline landscape. Despite these
incursions, this area still supports a large contiguous area of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100
meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the
forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased
levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those
found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling
birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o This sensitive species of concern is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency overseeing its
protection. The species uses seasonal wetlands as it primary habitat. Degradation and destruction of these
habitats and natural succession can lead to a decline of this species. Conservation measures that protect
groundwater and surface water sources from activities that can disrupt the natural hydrology of the area
can help maintain the viability of habitats supporting this species. Generous undisturbed forested buffers
around wetlands can help provide the isolation from events that could impair the wetland habitat.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering of the past several centuries.
o Current –
o Clearings for game food plots and a dirt access lane surround the wetland habitat and fragment an
otherwise intact forested ridgeline.
o Invasive species of plants are established along the access road and along the field/forest edges
and have begun to invade the forest interior.
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o

Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.

Conservation Actions:
o The wetlands at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining or filling the pools, or disruption of the surface or groundwater hydrology.
Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of
the pools. The storm water runoff from roads and agriculture should also be considered a potential source
of significant contamination for the vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly
higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through
a natural habitat.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the surrounding forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Broadway Road Fields NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2008

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs north of Easton and is roughly bounded by Padula Road on the
north, Route 611 on the east, Newlins Road on the south and Richmond Road on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Forks Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Easton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek, Delaware River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A landscape dominated by active agriculture with row crops, hay fields and some fallow areas is
interspersed with remnants of scattered shallow temporary pools that fill during strong seasonal storms. A
species of concern utilizes both wetland habitats and open agricultural fields for aspects of its lifecycle.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The Sensitive species of concern documented at this location is not named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency overseeing its protection. This species uses temporary wetlands for breeding, and can
potentially breed at any time of year that these wetlands are filled with water. The loose sandy soils in this
area provide a good substrate for these animals to dig their burrows. They can travel at least 1500 feet
between burrows and breeding grounds. Both types of habitat, and corridors between them, are needed to
ensure the survival of this species at this location. Threats to this species include traffic mortality,
hydrological changes, exposure to biocidal chemicals, changes in land use patterns, and changing
agricultural practices. These slow-moving animals are at risk from traffic as they travel between their
burrows and breeding pools, and are often killed as they cross roads in the area.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1938 show that the surrounding area was dominated by active agricultural
fields and pasture separated by narrow hedgerows.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in recent
years, replacing farmland, woodlots and natural habitat in the surrounding area, especially on the
northern edge of Easton. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the environment,
but urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure. Increasing
amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of
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o

creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact
the regional groundwater and surface water.
Quarries operate in the vicinity, and extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow in
nearby areas can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the
wetlands.

Conservation Actions:
o Preserve agricultural lands in this area. A mixture of row crops, hay and fallow fields can help maintain
suitable habitat for the species of concern documented at this location.
o Preserve the natural hydrologic patterns of the area. The temporary pool habitats at this location will
likely persist as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered. Water flows easily through the sandy soil
here, and any changes to the water table in the area (such as from draining or increased water withdrawal)
could affect the small wetlands and temporary pools in the area.
o The sensitive species of concern cannot burrow through dense vegetation such as turf, therefore
residential development should be discouraged in the core habitat, and conversion of agricultural land that
is currently in row crops to pasture or hayfield should be avoided.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Bull Run NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seep

C

GNR

S4S5

N

2011

AB

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

--

--

--

2011

AB

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

--

--

--

1998

D

G5

S2

PT (PT)

2000

C

Ellisia (Ellisia nyctelea)

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Description: This gently sloping forested hillside
contains several seeps which contribute to Bull
Run at the base of the slope that then meets the
Lehigh River. The forested hillside includes a
relatively diverse and richly forested habitat,
caves and the shoreline of the river. The
dominant tree species include sugar maple
(Acer saccharum), red oak (Quercus rubra) and
tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera). Many of the
canopy trees are quite impressive in girth and
suggest a habitat that has had only limited
recent disturbance. The forested area includes
nearly 200 acres of interior forest, which is
considered forest at least 100 meters in from the
edge of any opening such as a field, road,
railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area
between the forest edge and 100 meters into the
forest is considered highly influenced by edge
effects, such as increased levels of light, noise,

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the south bank of the Lehigh River. It is roughly bounded by
the Lehigh River on the north, Redington Road on the east, Apple Butter Road on the south and the Bethlehem
landfill on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Nazareth
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Redington
Cave”, “Steel City Slopes”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Bull
Run”, “Redington Cave”, “Steel City Slopes”

Parts of the forest of Bull Run have good structural and
species diversity. Trees of all age classes and a diverse native
shrub and herbaceous layer reflect a lack of recent disturbance
to this part of the forest.
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temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest
conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet
Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seeps are where groundwater meets the surface and diffuses
through the soil to form a wide, shallow area of muck soil, often dominated by skunk cabbage. Typically
the community is over-topped by trees and shrubs from the surrounding forest, although large examples
will be open. Herbaceous species are strongly dominant and tend to be relatively diverse, especially
where there is greater mineral enrichment. Bedrock disruptions such as drilling or mining in nearby areas
can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage (McPherson, 2011).
o The “sensitive species of concern A”, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the forested areas as its primary habitat. Fragmentation of the forest canopy
could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and fragmentation.
Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth.
o The “sensitive species of concern B”, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses caves and mine openings during part of its lifecycle. Species that inhabit
the cave system are sensitive to even minor disturbance to the water quality and cave environment.
Streams and surface runoff enter sinkholes and caves, bypassing natural filtration through soil and
sediment. In addition, the porous carbonate bedrock typical of karst topography allows solid and liquid
wastes to seep into caves and groundwater. Blasting or other activities that disrupt bedrock within the
core areas may damage the structure of the cave, potentially making it unusable by the species of concern.
Deforestation on the surface causes changes in hydrology and increased sedimentation in caves.
Alteration of cave entranceways such as vegetation removal and structural changes, such as closure, can
affect climatic conditions in the cave, including airflow, temperature, and humidity. Cave entrances
should be buffered from disturbance by at least 160 meters (525 feet).
o Ellisia is a small spring annual herb that grows on damp, shady stream banks with rich alluvial soils and
sometimes in disturbed ground. The habitats that ellisia depends on are highly influenced by flooding
events. Alteration of the natural flood cycle, dam building, increased erosion, and clearing of floodplain
forests all affect the quality of suitable habitat. Populations are also threatened by loss of habitat from
development and displacement by invasive plants. Protection of ellisia will require maintenance of known
populations and preservation of rich, shaded stream bank communities. This may include sustaining
appropriate hydrology, removal of invasive plants, and establishment of buffers that can moderate the
effects of scouring events and run-off.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos taken of the area in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that much of what
is forested now was forested then. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel several
times since colonial days, much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years. The forest
likely contains individual trees that are much older.
o Parts of what is forest now was at that time cleared and modified, perhaps partly for agriculture,
but also for a quarry operation adjacent to the Lehigh River.
o The landscape surrounding the forested hillside was dominated by active agriculture.
o A road and railroad were constructed along the Lehigh River prior to 1939.
o Current –
o The construction of Interstate 78 fragmented the eastern portion of the forested hill.
o A utility ROW divided the contiguous forested habitat into two smaller pieces of interior forest.
o The integrity of the cave habitat can be threatened by disturbance during the months of November
through April. The most common form of disturbance is human traffic. Blasting or other activities
that disrupt bedrock within the core areas may damage the structure of the cave, potentially making
it unusable by the species of concern.
o Some of the formerly cleared and modified lands have since reverted to early successional forest.
Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked
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o

with invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats
associated with roads, utility corridors, agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are
particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach
to invasive plant management.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Cave entrances should be buffered from disturbance by at least 160 meters (525 feet). Blasting and other
activities that will affect the bedrock should be avoided within this area so as not to damage the cave.
During the months of November through April, foot traffic or other disturbances in the cave or near its
mouth should be avoided.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Invasive species
are well established along roadways, field edges and utility corridors and have begun to colonize parts of
the forest interior. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and
autumn olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings
and a diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
References:
McPherson, J. 2011. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. Skunk-cabbage – Golden Saxifrage Seep Factsheet. Available
from: http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Community.aspx?=16013 Date Accessed: May 01, 2013
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Bushkill Creek NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

Baltimore Checkerspot
(Euphydryas phaeton)

G4

S3

N

2012

AC

Black Dash (Euphyes conspicuus)

G4

S3

N

2012

AC

Mulberry Wing (Poanes massasoit)

G4

S2

N

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Description: The floodplain of Bushkill Creek includes a
matrix of various habitats including wet meadow, marsh,
shrub swamp, swamp forest, seeps, oxbow meanders and
vernal pools associated with the network of streams feeding
into Bushkill Creek. Each habitat contributes to the whole
complex of the floodplain community. The riparian zone of
the floodplain is dynamic, with seasonal flooding and scour
events followed by periods of drying and shallow water.
Wetlands within the floodplain provide habitat for three
butterfly species of concern. Historically, wetlands likely
existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a
spring or where the floodplain widened. Most of these
wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm
ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some
A Baltimore Checkerspot and a bumblebee share
remain or have recovered from a cessation of these
nectar on a swamp milkweed.
activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the
backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Bushkill Creek watershed.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This site includes the floodplain of the Bushkill Creek and its tributaries between Bushkill Center Road
at Copella on the northwest to Clearfield Road on the southeast.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township, Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown, Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Moorestown
Wetland”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Bushkill Creek Watershed”

Species of Concern Considerations:
o The Baltimore Checkerspot is a large brightly colored butterfly that uses the wetland plant turtlehead
(Chelone glabra) as its primary larval host plant. Forested and open wetlands and any moist fallow
meadow can provide essential breeding and nectaring habitat for the species. A high concentration of deer
can have a significant impact on the larval host plant of the Baltimore Checkerspot.
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o The Black Dash is a smaller skipper butterfly that is associated with wet meadows and fresh-water marshes.
Presence of swamp milk-weed is a good indicator for the preferred habitat of this species. Larval host plants
are sedges (Carex spp).
o The Mulberry Wing is another smaller skipper butterfly that is associated with wet meadows, open
freshwater marshes, shrub swamps and swamp forests dominated by tussock sedge (Carex stricta). The
larval host plant includes sedges (Carex spp.)

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this Natural Heritage Area was
cleared of most of its original forest cover and the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the
expansion of intensive agriculture that was prevalent
in the Lehigh Valley. Many streams in the area were
cultivated right to the banks of the stream, allowing
sediment and nutrients to flow directly into
waterways.
o Several milldams were active along Bushkill Creek as
at Haynes Mill. Milldams frequently trapped many
tons of sediment behind them, altering the
topography of the floodplain in the process. When the
dams were breached, the streams frequently cut a
deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the Bushkill Creek floodplain
remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter
and Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photographs from 1939 show that many
portions of the floodplain that are forested or in
natural vegetation now were forested then. Though
Ragged fringed orchid (Platanthera
the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel wood and lacera) is a relatively common plant in
timber several times since colonial times, much of the PA that is among the rich diversity of
plants in wetland habitats of the Bushkill
existing forest has been standing for over 100 years
Creek floodplain.
and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o Though some former agricultural lands have reverted to natural habitats, suburban housing
developments have begun to replace many of the agricultural fields on the periphery of the Bushkill
Creek floodplain. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the environment, but
urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure.
o The surface waters of the Bushkill Creek, its associated floodplain and wetlands can be
significantly impacted by surrounding land use decisions. Runoff from roads, buildings, and other
impervious surfaces as well as from agricultural fields should be considered a potential source of
significant contamination. Runoff from these sources can have significantly higher temperatures
and levels of pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Stormwater management
measures such as creation of detention basins and rain gardens should be implemented for large
impervious surfaces.
o Exotic Species – The natural disturbance of seasonal flooding in conjunction with agricultural
clearing creates ideal conditions for many introduced species of plants. Consequently, the creek
floodplain is prone to invasion from a large number of invasive species.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the floodplain of the Bushkill Creek as an expansive wetlands complex, composed of multiple
types of open and forested wetlands.
o Keep new residences and infrastructure well set back from the floodplain.
o Conserve forested steep slope habitats adjacent to the floodplain.
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o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology within the

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

area. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of maintenance, the removal of
such ponds should be explored, in order to recreate the natural flows of the landscape.
o Careful determination is needed to avoid planting trees in floodplains that contain herbaceous wetlands.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely primarily upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should take into consideration the
preservation of open and shrubby saturated ground and direct buffer plantings upslope from the wetlands.
o Expansion of native vegetation along the creeks and streams will provide greater connectivity between
and among the adjacent natural habitats, providing a corridor for animal and plant movement while
providing an increased buffer from storm water and agricultural runoff.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately restore
the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography should be
where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

Poison sumac (Toxicodendron vernix) is a native shrub that can
be found along the Bushkill Creek floodplain and can indicate a
slightly elevated pH, in association with calcareous groundwater.
Habitats containing poison sumac often have other interesting
calcium loving species.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Bushkill Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

S

Sensitive Species of Concern3

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

1998

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Bushkill Creek. It includes part of Blue Mountain to its crest on the north and includes all of the area draining
into Bushkill Creek to its confluence with the Delaware River at Easton.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township, Easton City, Forks Township, Lower Nazareth Township,
Moore Township, Nazareth Borough, Palmer Township, Plainfield Township, Stockertown Borough,
Tatamy Borough, Upper Nazareth Township, Wilson Borough,
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Easton, Kunkletown, Nazareth, Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Binney and
Smith Woods”, “Easton Bluff”, “Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center”, “Knechts Ponds”,
Moorestown Wetland”, and “Rismiller Woods”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Binney
and Smith Woods”, “Bushkill Creek Watershed”, “Easton Bluff”, “Jacobsburg Environmental Education
Center”, and “Rismiller Woods”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The landscape and landuse patterns change dramatically from north to south in the Bushkill Creek
watershed. In the north, the headwaters feeding the creek emerge from the slopes of the expansively forested
Blue Mountain. At the toe slopes of the mountain they enter an area that is largely dominated by agriculture, but
which in some areas is quickly being converted to suburban development. The city of Easton and its associated
suburbs dominate the southeast corner of the watershed. Natural habitats that sustain the sensitive species of
concern documented within the watershed occur along the floodplain of the creek, associated wetlands and
tributaries. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or
where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or
farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of
these activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat
type in the Bushkill Creek watershed. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain also provide part of an important
regional migratory corridor connecting to other habitats outside of the county.
Species of Concern Considerations:
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o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and the wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture and the burgeoning
towns of Easton and Nazareth. A network of roads and railroads was developed between points of
interest.
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a framework
for a natural habitat corridor. Other streams though this area were cultivated or grazed right to
their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Quarry operations were opened, primarily in the vicinity of Nazareth.
o Current –
o Urban, suburban and rural residential development and its associated infrastructure have
increased rapidly in the area, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat. Increasing amounts
of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks,
streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the
regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree cover. Unfortunately,
some of the areas that now have tree cover are areas that had been open, wet sedge meadows,
which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Bushkill Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland
complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and
closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which
the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the sensitive species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to
act as a buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of some of the wetlands in this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix
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of open canopied wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they
should be allowed to modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). The
wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs to maintain wetland openings. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain
has been restored, light grazing or infrequent mowing can be effective tools to maintain these soggy
meadows in their preferred condition.
o Because the sensitive species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats,
programs that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be
avoided in any existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist along the stream. Instead,
these programs may be better suited beyond the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Catasauqua Fields NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Schweinitz's Flatsedge (Cyperus schweinitzii)

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S2

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PR (PR)

1973

H

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the eastern edge of the Borough of Catasauqua. It is roughly
bounded by Walnut Street on the north, Race Street on the south and 14th Street on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Catasauqua Borough, Hanover Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Catasauqua
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Catasauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A small tributary to the Catasauqua Creek and an old railroad grade passes through open cultivated
fields and pastures at the end of the Lehigh Valley International Airport runways. Vegetated riparian buffers of
trees and shrubs flank most of the stream through the open fields.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Schweinitz's flatsedge occurs primarily in central North America from Quebec and Alberta to Texas and
Arizona. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in a few scattered locations in the south east and northwest in sand
flats and dunes and also along railroad grades. At this location, Schweinitz’s flatsedge was documented
along the old railroad grade south of Catasauqua in 1969. Additional surveys for this species at this
location are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The area was cleared of its natural vegetation and converted to agricultural uses several hundred
years ago. A railroad was constructed through the area, which may have helped enhance the
environmental needs for Schweinitz’s flatsedge.
o Current –
o Suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the periphery of the core
habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and infrastructure and
increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate watershed.
Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek system with
little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream flooding and
erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution. Runoff from these sources
has significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
o Much of the area adjacent to the former railroad grade has been allowed to revert to early
successional forest. While this helps to buffer the adjacent creek from surface runoff from
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o

adjacent agricultural fields, suburbs the airport and other impervious surfaces, Schweinitz’s
flatsedge may require areas of open canopied conditions to remain viable.
Small woodlots, forest/field edges, roadsides, riparian zones and other periodically disturbed
habitats are particularly susceptible to colonization by invasive species of plants and are likely
well established in this area.

Conservation Actions:
o Maintain early successional habitats where they currently exist along the old railroad grade by
periodically removing woody vegetation and invasive plant species. The species of concern known to
occur at this location is adapted to open, disturbed habitats, so the habitat disturbances noted above may
in some cases actually help provide the preferred habitat for this species.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Church View Woods NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is located just north of Zionsville adjacent to Churchview Park. It is roughly
bounded by Church View Road on the north and east, and Kohler Road on the southeast.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Upper Milford Township
o USGS Quadrangles: East Greenville
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Hosensack Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None

Element of Concern
Considerations:
o The sensitive species of
concern, which is not
named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection,
uses the forested areas as its A seep among diabase boulders in Church View Woods NHA.
primary habitat.
Fragmentation of the forest canopy could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this
location. These woodlands may be detrimentally altered by changes to the natural hydrology,
encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and habitat fragmentation. Fragmentation can
have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating buffers around
fragmented habitat and removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations and encourage new
population growth.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: A small woodlot
adjacent to Churchview County
Park has several small springs
and seeps that collect into small
rivulets and swampy
depressions under a maturing
red oak – mixed hardwood
forest canopy with scattered
pockets of diabase boulders.
Invasive species of plants are
prevalent in the understory.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that much of the currently
forested area within this small woodlot was forested then, suggesting that though the forest was
likely cut for lumber and fuel several times since colonial days, much of the forest has been
standing for over 100 years. The forest likely contains individual trees that are much older.
o The surrounding landscape was mostly cleared and converted to agricultural uses interspersed
with scattered woodlots.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in recent
years, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat in the area surrounding this Natural Heritage
Area, especially along primary roads. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the
environment, but urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure.
Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source
pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can
also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for
domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to
support wetlands.
o Some of the formerly cleared agricultural fields of this area have since been allowed to revert to
early successional forest. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have
succeeded to forest, small woodlots are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced species of
plants. Consequently, invasive species of plants are well established along the roads and field /
forest edge as well as parts of the interior of this woodlot.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species.
Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as
Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be
coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual
invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
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Clearview Road Riverbank NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Baltic Rush (Juncus arcticus var. littoralis)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

G5T5

S2

PT (PT)

1997

C

Veiny Pea (Lathyrus venosus)

G5

S2

N (PE)

1964

H

Virginia Rose (Rosa virginiana)

G5

S1

TU (TU)

1997

B

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Lehigh River south of Laurys Station.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: North Whitehall
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Clearview Road
Riverbank Site”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Clearview Road
Riverbank Site”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Baltic rush has a circumboreal
distribution, occurring in both
Eurasia and North America,
where it occurs in most states
except the south. In
Pennsylvania, it occurs in a few
Bedrock riverbed outcrops are seasonally scoured by flooding and ice
flow to create pockets of habitat diversity along the floodplain of the
scattered locations around the
Lehigh River.
state in calcareous swamps and
shores. This species has not been documented at this location since 1997 and additional surveys for this
species at this location are recommended.
o Veiny pea ranges from southern Quebec and New York south to Georgia and west to North Dakota and
Texas. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in scattered location around the state along sandy or rocky shores,

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: The banks of the Lehigh
River at this location are squeezed
tightly between the river on one side,
and a road and the former railroad
bed, now used as a hiking and biking
trail on the other. The narrow
riparian zone has a few small
floodplain scour areas where cobble
and sand collect among the exposed
bedrock of the riverbed.
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wooded slopes and railroad banks. This species has not been documented at this location since 1964 and
additional surveys for this species at this location are recommended.
o Virginia rose ranges from Newfoundland to Virginia and irregularly to Missouri. In

Pennsylvania, it occurs in scattered locations around the state in pastures, old fields, open roads
and roadsides. This species has not been documented at this location since 1997 and additional surveys
for this species at this location are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape surrounding the Lehigh River was cleared of its original vegetation and converted
to agricultural uses many years ago.
o A road and railroad were constructed along the Lehigh River prior to 1939.
o Current –
o The banks of the Lehigh River at this location are mostly wooded, but with strong components of
introduced and invasive species. Invasive species can out compete native species in many locations
and convert a biologically diverse habitat into a monoculture of a few cosmopolitan species.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by the plant species of
concern.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Invasive species
are well established along roadways, field edges and utility corridors and have begun to colonize parts of
the forest interior. Removal of invasive shrubs such as multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), Japanese
barberry (Berberis thunbergii), bush honeysuckles (Lonicera maackii and L. morrowii), alder buckthorn
(Rhamnus Frangula), autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata), and the wetland invader, purple loosestrife
(Lythrum salicaria), can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, prevent the growth of other
species and prevent the formation of a diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive
plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be
coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual
invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Coffeetown Woods NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Coral Hairstreak (Satyrium titus)

G4G5

S3

N

2007

E

Showy Goldenrod (Solidago speciosa var. speciosa)

G5T5?

S2

N (PT)

1997

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in parentheses
is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs in the wooded uplands along the Delaware River between
Coffeetown in Northampton County and Riegelsville in Bucks County.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Williams Township
o Bucks County: Durham Township, Riegelsville Borough
o USGS Quadrangles: Rieglesville
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Mariton
Uplands”, “Mariton Slopes”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Frys
Run Watershed”
Description: Steep rocky outcrops along the Delaware River rise from the edge of the river to the top of Bougher
Hill. Though fragmented by roads, fallow agricultural fields and a utility ROW, this forested area still contains
roughly 90 acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such
as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest
is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and
dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior
forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating
Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
The steep forested slopes and shaded escarpments facing the Delaware River consist of many vertical rock
faces interspersed with narrow ravines. These cool heavily shaded outcrops are good habitat for numerous fern
species as well as spring wildflowers. Rhododendron (Rhododendron maximum) is very common on these slopes
and extends in dense thickets far upslope. The steepest portion of the slopes are dominated by red oak (Quercus
rubra), chestnut oak (Quercus montana), sweet birch (Betula lenta), and red maple (Acer rubrum) with scattered
stands of hemlock (Tsuga canadensis). The forest on the crest of the slope is less diverse with large tulip poplar
(Liriodendron tulipifera) dominating the canopy. Wildflowers are abundant on the upper slope, but exotic species
such as garlic mustard (Alliaria officinalis), wineberry (Rubus phoenicolasius), and Japanese honeysuckle
(Lonicera japonica) are also common. Overall this site includes numerous habitat types and is an asset to the
biological diversity of the greater Delaware River corridor. Much of this site occurs on the grounds of the Mariton
Wildlife Sanctuary and Wilderness Trust.
Species of Concern Considerations:
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o The Coral Hairstreak (Satyrium titus) is a butterfly that utilizes variety of habitats from forest, through
shrubland to old field habitats. The primary host plants for its developing caterpillars are cherry trees, but
it will also use plums, though they are much less common in the environment.
o Showy Goldenrod (Solidago speciosa var. speciosa) can occur in moist meadows, thickets, rocky woods
and roadsides. At this location it occurs along a partially shaded path between fields through fairly mature
forest. The population of this species at this location has been nurtured by staff at the Mariton Wildlife
Sanctuary and Wilderness Trust.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that much of Bougher Hill was
forested then, though portions of what is forested now was at that time in active agricultural
fields. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel several times since colonial days,
much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years. The forest likely contains individual
trees that are much older.
o Current –
o Some of the agricultural fields of this area in 1939 have since been allowed to revert to forest.
Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have succeeded to forest, these
patches of forest are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced species of plants.
Reforestation is a labor intensive effort that requires long term monitoring and maintenance to
avoid infestation by invasive species of plants.
o A utility ROW was cut through the habitat sometime after 1939, fragmenting the forest to create
two smaller pieces of interior forest habitat.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive nonnative species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasives much faster than would be the case without deer, even where
herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain early successional habitats where they currently exist by periodically removing woody
vegetation and invasive plant species. Both of the species of concern known to occur at this location are
partially adapted to open, disturbed habitats, so the habitat disturbances noted above may in some cases
actually help provide the preferred habitat for these two species. The open fallow fields near the crest of
Bougher Hill are actively maintained as open meadows by infrequent mowing, which prevents woody
species from closing over the herbaceous habitat. The meadows provide native wildflower nectar sources
for the adult Coral Hairstreak, and potential room for expansion of the Showy Goldenrod population.
Continuation of infrequent mowing will help to preserve habitat for these two species.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
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o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to

deer herbivory.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Cooks Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2011

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Cooks Creek. It occurs primarily in Bucks County, but partially straddles the Northampton and Lehigh County
boundaries. It includes all of the area draining into Cooks Creek from its headwaters near Gruversville, to its
confluence with the Delaware River at Durham Furnace.
o Municipalities:
o Bucks County: Durham Township, Haycock Township, Richland Township, Springfield Township
o Lehigh County: Upper Saucon Township,
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township, Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown, Riegelsville, Quakertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cooks Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Springtown Marsh” and “Hellertown Reservoir Area Vernals”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Cooks Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by agricultural activities.
The relatively flat topography of the region, while being conducive to agriculture, also allows water to pool in
low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where
water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were
drained or dammed to create fields or farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain
or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the
backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Cooks Creek watershed. Several relatively large patches of
forest were apparent in 1939 air photos. Though the trees were likely cut for fuel and lumber several times since
colonial days, many of the forest patches remain intact.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and the wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of agriculture. Alteration of historic drainage
patterns may have resulted in either excessive water or insufficient water in some of the wetlands.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other streams though this area were cultivated right to
their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Though the watershed is still largely dominated by agricultural uses, rural and suburban
residential development has increased in the area, replacing some farmland, forests and natural
habitat. Many agricultural fields that were apparent in 1939 air photos have since reverted to early
successional forest.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the area before modern agricultural practices worked to minimize
those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands that are more
suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly direct water
downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices were compatible
with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Cooks Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the sensitive species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to
act as a buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural, residential and commercial sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally
flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
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o

o

o

trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Crackersport Road Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
1

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

2012

C

Winged Loosestrife (Lythrum alatum)

G5

S1

TU (PE)

2005

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles I-476 (the PA Turnpike Northeast Extension) just north of Route 22.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: South Whitehall Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown West
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek, Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Crackersport Ponds”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Crackersport
Ponds”
Description: Small isolated woodlots dominated by early successional forest contain scattered vernal pools and other
wetland openings. The surrounding landscape contains former agricultural fields that are fragmented by major
highways and are rapidly converting to industrial, commercial and suburban development. Two plant species of
concern manage to persist in these fragmented habitats.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous southeastern
counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds and streams. The
viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced by establishing buffers
around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural hydrology surrounding
wetlands.
o Winged loosestrife occurs from Maine to Florida and as far west as Montana and Texas. In Pennsylvania, it is
known primarily from the southeastern part of the state, and a few other occurrences scattered across the state.
It’s a plant of wetland habitats such as swamps, wet meadows, marshy shorelines and ditches. The viability of
known populations of winged loosestrife and its habitat may be enhanced by establishing buffers around
wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or other
uses over the past several centuries. A patchwork of variously aged woodlots within a landscape
dominated by active agriculture is evident in historical aerial photos from 1939
(http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/).
o Current –
o Rapid development of the area has followed the construction of several primary roadways through the
area. Suburban and commercial development has occurred within, adjacent to, and on the periphery of
the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and infrastructure and
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o
o

increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate watershed. Stormwater
runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek system with little opportunity
to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream flooding and erosion and is a potentially
significant non-point source of pollution. Runoff from these sources has significantly higher levels of
sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through natural
vegetation.
Invasive species of plants are well established throughout the area.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the native plant understory and
vertical stratification are greatly reduced.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the natural communities and species of
concern at this site. Extraction of bedrock and glacial deposits or disruption to groundwater flow from activities
such as drilling or mining in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns
of the groundwater that feeds the seepage. The wetland habitats at this location will likely persist as long as the
hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas
can adversely affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal
pool habitat.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species.
Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as Norway
maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants
for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to
try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and
control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to deer
herbivory.

Seasonal wetland with deep muck soils supports
swamp dog-hobble.

Swamp dog-hobble is a shrub related to blueberries.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe, Arlington,
Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of Pennsylvania
Press, Philadelphia.
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Delaware River in Northampton County NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

2001

E

Triangle Floater (Alasmidonta undulata)

G4

S2S3

N (N)

2001

E

Alewife Floater (Anodonta implicata)

G5

S3S4

N (CU)

2001

E

Yellow Lampmussel (Lampsilis cariosa)

G3G4

S3S4

N (CU)

1997

E

Spine-crowned Clubtail (Gomphus abbreviatus)

G3G4

S2

N (N)

1994

E

G5

S4

TU (SP)

1965

H

G5T5

S3

N (PR)

1997

E

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Illinois Pondweed (Potamogeton illinoensis)
Whitewater Crowfoot
(Ranunculus aquatilis var. diffusus)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes the entire Delaware River along the eastern boundary of
Northampton County.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Easton City, Forks Township, Lower Mount Bethel Township, Portland
Borough, Upper Mount Bethel Township, Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Belvidere, Easton, Portland, Riegelsville
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Arrow Island”,
“Delaware River Water Gap”, “Delaware Shore Near Keifer Island”, “Eastern Industries Quarry”, “Foul
Rift”, “Frost Hollow Overlook”, “Frys Run Watershed”, “Getters Island”, “Mount Jack Limestone
Outcrop”, “Old Sow Island”, “Oughouton Creek near Delaware River”, “Portland Power Plant Site”,
“Raubs Island”, “Raubsville Lock 22-23 Delaware River”, “Whippoorwill Island”, “Williams Quarry”
Description: The Delaware River is the only undammed major river on the east coast. This section of the river
provides habitat for many species of aquatic organisms including six species of concern. The dynamic nature of
its seasonal flooding cycle of periodic high and low water events, combined with the effects of seasonal ice
scour, results in naturally disturbed habitats along its floodplain. Swift moving, cobble strewn sections of the
river are interspersed with slow moving sections with finer riverbed substrate. Back channels and inlets form
slow water areas with deep silt that have been colonized by aquatic vegetation. Larger islands have well
established forested floodplains on the highest portions of the islands, which are typically dominated by silver
maple, sycamore, box elder and ash. But the leading, upstream edges of the islands, and creek deltas are the
areas subject to the most intensive scouring, and are not easily colonized by woody plants. These areas are
typically dominated by grasses and herbs in a loose cobble-sand substrate.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The Delaware River remains the
only undammed large river on the
east coast despite a past proposal to
construct at dam at the Delaware
Water Gap. The shoreline of the
river had been modified and altered
by roads, railroads, towns, industry
and agriculture, impacting the river
with increased sedimentation, and
chemical and effluent pollution.
o Current –
o The Delaware River is free flowing,
without dams to reduce the natural
Swift, shallow sections of the river have large cobble substrate.
seasonal dynamics of flood and ice
scour. These natural disturbances help to maintain the open character of the floodplain and scour
zones, but also provide conditions favorable for the establishment of invasive species of plants.
The habitat of the stream-dependent species can be considerably impacted from nearby land use
decisions. The river floodplain is crowded in many locations by a variety of roads, railroads,
agricultural fields, towns, residences, power plants, quarries and other development activities.
Unvegetated riparian corridors occur along some sections of the tributaries within the watershed.
o Tributary streams on the Pennsylvania side of the river are all designated as attaining water
quality standards by the DEP 305b protocol, while portions of the mainstem of the Delaware
River are designated as non-attaining due to mercury and PCB contamination from unknown
sources.
o Many impervious surfaces of the surrounding areas, such as roads, parking lots and roof tops
channel rain water directly into the waterways, taking numerous non-point source pollutants with
them. Storm water runoff through developed areas can be a significant source of chemical,
sediment and thermal pollutants for the waterways, which can severely impact water quality and
the food chain of the river.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the free flowing and seasonally fluctuating river water levels by avoiding the construction of
dams on the river.
o Discourage shoreline development. Any future riverfront development should be setback a minimum of
100 feet from the river’s floodplain. As older buildings within the floodplain become unusable, the area
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern documented at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional
agency overseeing its protection. This species has experienced significant declines in population size
throughout most of its range. Across its limited range in eastern North America, this species has been
affected by general pollution, low dissolved oxygen levels, siltation, wastewater runoff, impoundment of
rivers, and biological collection. Maintain and improve water quality of the Delaware River and its
tributaries to conserve the habitat requirements of this species.
o The triangle floater, alewife floater and yellow lampmussel are freshwater mussel species of concern
documented at various locations in this section of the Delaware River. Each has a range restricted to the
rivers and larger streams of eastern North America. These species have experienced population declines due
to reduction in water quality and impoundment of rivers and streams. Maintain and improve water quality
of the Delaware River and its tributaries to conserve the habitat requirements of this species.
o Illinois pondweed and whitewater crowfoot are aquatic plant species of concern that have been documented
at several locations within this section of the river, growing submerged in the water, rooted in the sand and
cobble covered riverbed. The continuation of these plant species of concern at this location depends largely
on maintaining the water quality of this section of the river.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

they occupy should be converted to riverfront riparian buffer to help improve future water quality. In
essence, human buildings and infrastructure should retreat from the river’s edge to preserve and improve
the quality of the water and habitat for all species including human communities.
o Conservation efforts should focus on protecting and improving the quality of the surface water for both
the local human community as well as for the habitat for the various species of concern associated with
the river. Preserve and restore floodplain habitats along the creek’s edge to slow and filter runoff before it
enters the aquatic system. Preserve and improve water quality of the river by providing vegetated buffers
along tributaries and along the river shoreline. Detention basins and rain gardens can be incorporated into
borough infrastructure to allow stormwater to be filtered before entering the waterways. Upgrade any
outdated combined sewer and storm systems to avoid effluent discharge during storm events. Create
porous surface parking areas to allow stormwater to seep into the ground rather than to runoff directly
into waterways.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Removal of invasive plants in the immediate vicinity of the plant species of concern can help
these populations compete for space against much more aggressive species. Invasive species management
should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present.
Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o

Thick growths of riverweed (Podostemum ceratophyllum) adhere to submerged
rocks in the Delaware River, indicating high water quality in swift flowing
sections of the river. These miniature submerged forests provide valuable
habitat for numerous aquatic species that form part of the food chain of the
river.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Delaware River Water Gap NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3

N (N)

2006

B

G3G4

S3

PT (PT)

1993

E

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Dry oak - heath woodland
Allegheny Woodrat (Neotoma magister)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the ridgeline and south-facing slope of Blue Mountain where it
meets the Delaware River north of Slateford.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Delaware Water Gap
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Portland, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Delaware River Water
Gap”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Delaware River
Water Gap”
Description: A dry oak – heath woodland natural community occurs along an expanse of exposed bedrock
outcrops and adjacent loose talus slopes. This habitat supports a population of Allegheny woodrats, a mammal
species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Dry oak – heath woodland natural community occurs on exposed, dry, rocky acidic soils and is typified
by a thin canopy of stunted trees, usually between 10% and 60% cover. Shrubs usually do not dominate
the understory. Dominant trees include chestnut oak (Quercus montana), scarlet oak (Q. coccinea), black
oak (Q. velutina), black-gum (Nyssa sylvatica), sassafras (Sassafras albidum), sweet birch (Betula lenta),
gray birch (Betula populifolia), and red maple (Acer rubrum). Natural succession will likely be prevented
by the stony character of the hill, but development or fragmentation of the hill with roads or utility
infrastructure could limit the natural community’s viability.
o Distribution of the Allegheny woodrat is primarily along the Appalachian Mountains from New York to
Georgia and west to Indiana. It typically inhabits caves, cliff faces, boulder piles and talus slopes. Nests
composed of shredded plant fibers are found in dry cave entrances, along narrow ledges and in rock
crevices. This species feeds on nuts, seeds, bark, grasses, fruits and berries. They are nocturnal and a
relatively shy species that is often found by locating food cashes and latrines. This species has declined
rapidly in Pennsylvania to unknown causes, but is likely the result of a combination of factors. Evidence
of the woodrat was last observed at this location in 1993. The population at this location may be very
small or no longer present. Although there have been no recent successful surveys for this species in Lehigh
or Northampton counties there have been casual observations by some area residents that suggest it still
persists here. Additional surveys for this species at this location are recommended.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
past lumbering over the last several centuries. A band of large rocky outcrop openings can be
seen along the ridgeline in historical aerial photos taken in 1938.
o Current –
o In the absence of wildfires, active management of open areas may be necessary to prevent the
succession of this habitat to a closed canopy forest, though the stony nature of the site will likely
preclude this need.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
clearcuts, roadsides, and trails and are likely well established in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced.
Conservation Actions:
o Bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas will likely maintain open conditions, which are preferable for the
woodrats using these habitats.
o Conserve the forested (woodland) canopy of the hill. Avoid fragmenting the habitat with additional roads,
residences or utility infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive species
removal.
o Only a few invasive plant species were noted from past surveys of this area. Priority habitat management
at this location should be to regularly monitor for and eradicate pioneer populations of invasive species to
keep this habitat in good condition. Invasive species may dominate the borders of roadways, trails, former
clearcuts, and along the lower slopes of the hill.
o Reduce the deer herd density.

References:
Fike, J. 1999. Terrestrial & Palustrine Plant Communities of Pennsylvania. PA Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,
The Nature Conservancy, Western PA Conservancy. 87 pp.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Delaware River-Allegheny Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2007

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire Pennsylvania portion of the HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit
Code) subwatershed of Delaware River-Pequest River Watershed. It includes all of the land between Portland
and Riverton that drains west from Pennsylvania directly into the Delaware River.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Mount Bethel Township, Portland Borough, Upper Mount Bethel
Township, Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Belvidere, Portland, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Pequest River Watershed
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Mount Jack
Limestone Outcrop”, “Portland Power Plant Site”, “School Road Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Mount
Jack Limestone Outcrop”, “Portland Power Plant Site”, “School Road Swamp”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Delaware River-Allegheny Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by
agricultural activities. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a
spring or seep, or where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed
to create fields or farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered
from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a
restoration of this habitat type in the watershed.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds were
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created to provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds were
built where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands.
These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve
little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many portions of streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other portions of streams though this area were
cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or
natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the
non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning
septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive
groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant
impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of the watershed, its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied
wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to
modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and suburban sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
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o

o

o

o

o

Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Delaware River-Frys Run Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2006

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the Pennsylvania portion of the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit
Code) subwatershed of Delaware River-Frys Run Watershed. It includes all of the land that drains from the west
directly into the Delaware River between Easton in the north and Riegelsville on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Bucks County: Durham Township, Riegelsville Borough
o Northampton County: Easton City, Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Easton, Hellertown, Nazareth, Riegelsville
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Frys Run Watershed
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Hexenkopf
Rock”, Hexenkopf Slopes”, “Hexenkopf Wetlands”, “Mariton Slopes”, “Old Sow Island”, “Raubs
Island”, “Whippoorwill Island”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Frys
Run Watershed”, “Morgan Hill”, “Old Sow Island”, “Raubs Island”, “Raubsville Lock 22-23 Delaware
River”, “Whippoorwill Island”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Delaware River-Frys Run watershed includes relatively flat areas dominated by agriculture
interspersed with hills covered in relatively large, intact tracts of forest. The steeper slopes of Hexenkopf Hill,
Bougher Hill, Christines Hill, Elephant Rock and Morgan Hill have largely remained forested, while the
intervening valleys and plateaus had been converted to agricultural and residential uses. Though the trees were
likely cut for fuel and lumber several times since colonial days, many of the forest patches remain intact.
Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or seep, or where
the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm
ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these
activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in
the watershed.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
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to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain herbaceous wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture.
o Milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons of
sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many portions of streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other portions of streams though this area were
cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or
natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the
non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning
septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive
groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant
impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Some formerly agricultural fields have reverted to early successional forest, while other fields
have been converted to suburban development. Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to
forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with invasive species of plants that can rapidly
populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant
invasion.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of creeks within the watershed and their associated wetlands as a wetland
complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and
closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which
the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied
wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to
modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
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o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient

application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and suburban sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Delaware River-Jacoby Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2008

A

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire Pennsylvania portion of the HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit
Code) subwatershed of Delaware River-Paulins Kill. It includes all of the land between Delaware Water Gap
and Portland that drains from the west directly into the Delaware River.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Portland Borough, Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Portland, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Paulins Kill
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Arrow Island”,
“Delaware River Water Gap”, “East Johnsonville Swamp”, “Five Points Wetlands”, “Getz Swamp”,
“Lake Poco”, “Lohman Fen”, “Lohman Swamp”, “Mount Bethel Fens”, “Raesly Woods”, “Totts Gap”,
“Totts Gap Swamp”.
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Arrow
Island”, “Delaware River Water Gap”, “Lake Poco”, “Lohman Wetlands”, “Mount Bethel Fens”,
“Portland Power Plant Site”, “Raesly Woods”, “Totts Gap”, “Totts Gap Swamp”.
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: Delaware River-Jacoby Creek watershed includes part of the south facing slopes of Blue Mountain at
the Delaware Water Gap. The northern part of the watershed is predominately forested and gradually transitions
to agricultural use in the southwestern portion of the watershed. The northern half of the watershed includes an
area that was at the southern terminus of the Wisconsonian glacial event. Glacial sand and gravel deposits occur
in an area of relatively flat topography, which allows water to pool in low lying areas, creating many wetlands
of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a seep
or spring, or where the floodplain widened considerably. Many of these wetlands were drained or dammed to
create fields or farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered
from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a
restoration of this habitat type in the watershed. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain also provide part of an
important regional migratory corridor connecting to other habitats outside of the county.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
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marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most of the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture.
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of many streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams through this area were cultivated
right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Numerous open pit quarries were operating in the area, occasionally disturbing important natural
habitats and potentially altering historic drainage patterns in the watershed.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded in recent years,
replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat especially along primary roads. Increasing
amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of
creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact
the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
o Many quarries still operate in the area. Open water ponds occur in flooded quarry pits.
Disruptions to bedrock or glacial deposits and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter
the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage wetlands. Alteration of historic
drainage patterns may have resulted in some cases excessive water, and in others, insufficient
water in the wetlands. Both high and low water levels can detrimentally impact the wetland
communities present.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the wet areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open
wet sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the area before modern agricultural practices worked to minimize
those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands that are more
suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly direct water
downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices were compatible
with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of the watershed and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wet habitats with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
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buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and residential sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Creation of additional farm and residential ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing
hydrology within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm and residential ponds
deteriorate and are in need of maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in
order to recreate the natural flows of the landscape.
o Because the sensitive species of concern noted from this site rely on open canopied habitats,
programs that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be
avoided in any existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed.
Instead, these programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within
this watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2007

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on part of the Pennsylvania portion of the HUC 12 (Hydrologic
Unit Code) subwatershed of Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek. It includes all of the land that drains from the
west directly into the Delaware River between Riverton and Martins Creek.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Mount Bethel Township, Upper Mount Bethel Township, Washington
Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Belvidere, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek (part of)
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Delaware
Shore Near Keifer Island”, “East Bangor Wetland Complex”, “Eastern Industries Quarry”, “Foul Rift”,
“Oughouton Creek Powerhouse Site”, “School Road Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Delaware Shore Near Keifer Island”, “East Bangor Wetland Complex”, “Eastern Industries Quarry”, “Foul
Rift”, “Oughouton Creek near Delaware River”, “School Road Swamp”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Delaware River- Oughoughton Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated
by agricultural activities. There are numerous wetlands of a variety of types within this watershed. Historically,
wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or seep, or where the
floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm
ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but many remain or have recovered from a cessation of these
activities. These wetlands should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the
watershed.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds were
created to provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds were
built where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands.
These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve
little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many portions of streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other portions of streams though this area were
cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or
natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the
non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning
septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive
groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant
impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Some formerly agricultural fields have reverted to early successional forest, while other fields
have been converted to suburban development. Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to
forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with invasive species of plants that can rapidly
populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, wetlands and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to
weedy plant invasion.
o An oil/gas fired power plant operates on the banks of the Delaware River.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of the watershed, its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland
complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands
and closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire
landscape in which the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means
by which species are able to colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are
needed for species to relocate from one wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and
the habitats between them is critical to ensuring the species of concern are able to survive. Native
vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a buffer against disturbances and to help
exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid allowing woody species to encroach
on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers could help to improve the
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integrity of this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied wetland complexes. At
this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to modify and restore
some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and suburban sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Delaware Shore Near Keifer Island NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

G5

S3B

PT (PT)

2010

C

G5T5

S1

N (PE)

2012

CD

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
Riverine Sand Cherry
(Prunus pumila var depressa)

Taxa Global

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans,
Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A
legal status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs in and along the Delaware River, upstream from the confluence of
Martins Creek.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes parts of “Delaware Shore Near
Keifer Island”, “Eastern Industries Quarry”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes parts of “Delaware Shore
Near Keifer Island”, “Eastern Industries Quarry”, “Oughouton Creek near Delaware River”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o The Osprey is a distinctive bird of prey most
often seen around open water. Ospreys inhabit
every continent but Antarctica, nesting in trees,
snags, and ever-increasing man-made structures
located near high quality fresh- or saltwater
fishing grounds. Like the Bald Eagle, the Osprey Small patches of riverine sand cherry occur scattered
suffered a significant population decline linked
among scoured cobble and stands of native grasses.
to the use of organochlorine pesticides. With
the cessation of DDT use in the US Osprey populations have begun to recover. Nesting in both “wild” and
highly urban environments, the habitat requirements for Osprey are quality fishing grounds near a suitable

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: An island in the Delaware River and a
peninsula of alluvial sand and gravel deposits along its
shoreline provide habitat for a plant species of concern.
An Osprey nest also occurs along the shoreline of the
river here. The area is periodically scoured by
floodwaters and ice. The upstream end of the
peninsula consists of patches of stunted trees mixed
with openings of native grasses and herbs. The plant of
concern is dependent upon disturbance by the river to
maintain openings and prevent succession to forest.
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nesting platform. Measures to maintain and improve the water quality of the Delaware River and its
tributaries would help safeguard the aquatic food chain which supports the Osprey.
o Riverine Sand Cherry ranges from New Brunswick to Ontario and south into New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Pennsylvania, it represents a northerly species and has been documented
historically in a number of widespread counties along the major rivers, but appears to be most frequent
along the Delaware River. The species grows on islands and shores that are subjected to annual natural
events such as flooding and ice scouring. The viability of populations of Riverine Sand Cherry and its
habitat may be enhanced by maintaining the natural hydrology and natural vegetation of the river shorelines
and islands and particularly in controlling invasive species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The shoreline of the river had been modified and altered by roads, railroads, and agriculture,
while the island has remained relatively undisturbed except by natural processes which help to
maintain the preferred habitat conditions of the species of concern.
o Current –
o A large quarry operates adjacent to the river’s edge. Quarrying of the shoreline of the river could
eliminate the habitat for the plant species of concern.
o Shoreline development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off,
sedimentation and pollution.
o Invasive species of plants pose the greatest current threat to the plant species of concern that
occurs in this river scour habitat. Disturbed habitats such as these are particularly prone to
invasion by aggressive and invasive plants. Large areas of the island and adjacent peninsula are
thickly colonized by a myriad of invasive plants.
o Catastrophic flood events can have a severe impact even on the species adapted to more typical
flood conditions.
Conservation Actions:
o Osprey populations can be supported by the construction of nesting platforms and protection of breeding
and fishing habitat and actions to preserve and improve water quality to support the aquatic food chain.
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by the plant species of
concern.
o Discourage shoreline development and expansion of the quarry operation in the direction of the river
shoreline.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established on the island. Removal of invasive plants in the immediately
vicinity of the plant species of concern can help these populations compete for space against much more
aggressive species. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the
rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control
will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Dutch Springs NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Monocacy Creek just east of Hanoverville.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bethlehem City, Bethlehem Township, Hanover Township, Lower Nazareth
Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Catasauqua, Nazareth
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Monocacy Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: Wooded areas along the riparian corridor of Monocacy Creek and adjacent areas provide suitable
nesting habitat for a sensitive species of concern. Lakes, rivers and streams in the surrounding landscape
provide prey foraging habitat.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern known from this site, (which is not named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency overseeing its protection), utilizes nesting habitat along Monocacy Creek, but also
has a large foraging habitat that likely includes many of the lakes, creeks and rivers in the area. In
addition to nesting habitat, a suitable prey base of primarily fish is important to sustain a population of
this species. Consequently efforts to preserve and improve surface water quality in the area will help to
maintain the prey source necessary.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this Natural Heritage Area was cleared of most of its original forest cover
and the wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture that
was prevalent in the Lehigh Valley. Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of
many streams and creeks, though flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally
vegetated floodplains, providing a framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams
through this area were cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water
quality protection or natural habitat. Some previously cultivated lands have since reverted to early
successional and small woodlot habitats.
o Current –
o Suburban and commercial development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in
recent years, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat especially along primary roads.
Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source
pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can
also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for
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domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to
support wetlands.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve and improve the water quality of the watershed to help provide a continued and increased food
chain. Restore and expand vegetated riparian buffers along all tributaries of the watershed. All tributaries
within the watershed can help improve water quality by decreasing unfiltered runoff from non-point
sources of pollution. The rainwater runoff from agricultural fields, pastures, roads and residences should
be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the watershed. Runoff from these
sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Restoration of vegetated stream buffers along the Monocacy
Creek and its tributaries will help increase the quality of the habitat and food source for the species of
concern while improving water conditions for the entire watershed and downstream users.
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East Bangor Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

2012

E

G5

S3B

N (N)

1996

E

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3
Virginia Rail (Rallus limicola)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area extends from just west of Stier Station to the dam in East Bangor. It
is roughly bounded by Lakewood Drive on the north, Johnsonville Road on the east, Route 512 on the south,
and North Broad Street on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: East Bangor Township, Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “East Bangor
Wetland Complex”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “East
Bangor Wetland Complex”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: A dammed wetland includes an open water lake on the downstream end, marshy edges and shrub
swamp and forested swamp on the upstream end. The variety of vegetation cover types and the interfaces between
them are good habitat for a wide diversity of animals including numerous bird, reptile, amphibian, insect, and
mammal species. The site has a history of disturbance which includes the dam which creates the impoundment
and the rail line which bisects parts of the swamp along its southern edge. How much of the swamp is natural and
how much is a result of human activities is uncertain. Despite the disturbances this wetland complex still contains
an extensive amount of good habitat. An effort should be made to keep the outflow at the dam open so the
upstream wetlands are not subjected to unnatural flooding. Some of the habitat has been degraded by unnatural
flooding which if persistent will kill or stunt many wetland plant species. This site is partly managed by the PA
Fish and Boat Commission.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection. This species tends to inhabit areas where it is difficult for predators to get to the
nests, often located in tall trees along floodplains or on islands. The main threat to the rare species
occurring at this site would be a reduction in aquatic prey items as a result of a decrease in water quality
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within the foraging area. The tall trees in these areas should be left intact to maintain nesting habitat for
the species of concern. Measures to maintain and improve the water quality along East Fork Martins
Creek and its tributaries would help protect the prey food used by the species of concern found at this site.
o The Virginia Rail prefers early-successional marshlands and the cattail edges of large marsh complexes
with little standing-dead vegetation to impede movement. Threats to the habitat of this species include
destruction of existing marsh habitat through draining, filling, flooding, and development; invasion of
wetland habitats by non-native species; and the succession of existing marsh wetland habitat to shrub
swamp and swamp forest. To provide suitable habitat for this species, existing marshlands must be
protected from modification or destruction. Additionally, appropriate wetlands should be managed to
maintain early-successional marsh habitat composed of native wetland species to provide for adequate
nesting and foraging habitat.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photos from 1939 show a large marsh wetland system in an agriculturally dominated landscape
context, with limited buffers between cultivated fields and the wetland.
o Quarry operations on the southern end of the wetland altered the outflow of the creek issuing
from the wetland.
o A railroad bed was constructed along the southern edge of the wetland.
o Current –
o A dam was created at the out flow of the wetland, resulting in flooded, open water lake-like
conditions for the lower part of the wetland, submerging much of the marsh complex. The upper
part of the wetland retains a remnant of dense shrub swamp and floodplain forest vegetation.
o Much of the surrounding agricultural fields have since reverted to early successional forest.
Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked
with invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats
associated with roadsides, utility corridors, floodplains, field/forest edges, and residential
neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained
and targeted approach to invasive plant management.
o Scattered residences have replaced some of the former agricultural fields adjacent to the wetland.
The surface waters of the wetland can be significantly impacted by surrounding land use decisions.
Runoff from roads, buildings, and other impervious surfaces as well as from agricultural fields
should be considered a potential source of significant contamination. Runoff from these sources can
have significantly higher temperatures and levels of pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural
habitat.
o
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain and improve the water quality of the wetland to help ensure the integrity of the aquatic habitat
and foodchain. Stormwater management measures such as the creation of detention basins or vegetated
swales should be implemented to decrease the unfiltered flow into the creek.
o Maintain and enhance wide, undisturbed forested buffers around the wetland edge. Keep new residences
and infrastructure well set back from the wetland edge.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Aggressive invasive plant species can
have a significant impact on the available habitat for native species. The edge habitats associated with
roadways, residences utility corridors, and agricultural fields are particularly susceptible to weedy plant
invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Invasive species
removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as Norway maple,
Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose and the wetland invader, common reed. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.
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Easton Bluff NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Wall-rue Spleenwort (Asplenium ruta-muraria)

G5

SNR

N (SP)

2012

E

American Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia)

G5

SNR

N (SP)

2012

E

Ebony Sedge (Carex eburnea)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

2012

BC

Roundleaf Groundsel (Packera obovata)

G5

SNR

N (SP)

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is in the City of Easton adjacent to the Easton Public Library on Church
Street.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Easton City
o USGS Quadrangles: Easton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Easton Bluff”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Easton Bluff”
Description: The crest of a north-facing limestone bedrock outcrop in the City of Easton hosts a characteristic
assemblage of plants with a calcareous affinity. Invasive species of plants dominate much of the outcrop, but a
good diversity of native limestone-loving plants persists in some of the steepest areas.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Wall-rue spleenwort is a small fern that ranges from New Brunswick to Georgia and west to Ontario and
Arkansas. In Pennsylvania it occurs primarily in the southeast and south central portion of the state on
shaded calcareous cliffs.
o American harebell is widely distributed across North America except for much of the southeast.

In Pennsylvania it occurs infrequently in the eastern and central portions of the state on dry,
rocky slopes and cliffs.
o Ebony sedge is widely distributed in the more northern and cooler portions of North America. It is
known from several scattered locations in the northern or mountain counties in Pennsylvania. The species
grows in a variety of habitats in its range, but in Pennsylvania it is typically found on cliffs, outcrops,
steep slopes and banks, often on northerly exposures, that are composed of limestone or calcareous rock.
o Roundleaf groundsel ranges from southern New England to Florida and west to Michigan and

New Mexico. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in moist fields, woods and calcareous slopes at scattered
locations throughout the state.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The establishment of the City of Easton resulted in the removal or modification of most of the
original vegetation where Bushkill Creek and the Lehigh River enter the Delaware River. Isolated
pockets of vegetation remained where it was too steep or stony to be easily converted to other
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uses. This steep outcrop along the Bushkill Creek is one of the places that has persisted with some
of its characteristic flora intact.
o A road cut at the base of the hill removed a portion of the outcrop.
o Current –
o Invasive species of plants are the primary threat to the habitat that supports the species of concern at
this location. The near dominance of invasive species on the outcrop threatens the long term
viability of these species at this location. The nearly vertical aspect of the outcrop may have helped
to prevent the complete domination of the habitat by introduced species. Both the top of the hill and
the base of the hill are dominated by invasive species including Norway maple (Acer platanoides),
tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus altissima), Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), European barberry,
privet (Ligustrum sp.), English ivy (Hedera helix), and amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii).
o Dumping of yard waste and debris along the top of the outcrop likely contributes to the spread of
invasive species at this location.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Aggressive invasive plant management is recommended to avoid the further degradation of the habitat
and potential loss of species of concern at this location. Care must be taken to avoid inadvertently
destroying populations of native species and species of concern. Invasive species management should be
coordinated by individuals familiar with both the native species and invasive species present at the site.
Cut Norway maple trees and other invasive shrubs along the crest and base of the hill. Favor the
recolonization of the hill by native species present, like basswood (Tilia americana), chinquapin oak
(Quercus muhlenbergii), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), slippery elm (Ulmus rubra), and hop-hornbeam
(Ostrya virginiana).
o Discontinue dumping of yard waste and debris along the crest of the hill.

A past road cut exposed bedrock on a portion of the hill.

Small patches of ebony sedge form a turf on rock ledges and
crevices, where other plants can also grab ahold of the outcrop.

References:
Kartesz, J.T.. 2013, and continuously updated. The Biota of North America Program (BONAP). North American Plant Atlas.
(http://www.bonap.org/napa.html). Chapel Hill, N.C. [maps generated from Kartesz, J.T. 2013. Floristic Synthesis of North
America, Version 1.0. Biota of North America Program (BONAP). (in press)].
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Focht Hill Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond
3

Sensitive Species of Concern A

Sensitive Species of Concern B3
3

Sensitive Species of Concern C

Sensitive Species of Concern D3

Taxa

C
S
S
S
S

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S3S4

N

2012

B

---

---

---

2000

A

---

---

---

2000

A

---

---

---

2000

AB

---

---

---

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Description: The north facing slope of
Swoveberg Hill has a mature forest
canopy with numerous seeps and several
seasonal pools and wetlands. The entire
hill is almost completely forested and
contains over 150 acres of interior forest,
which is forest that is at least 100 meters
from the edge of any opening such as a
field, road, railroad or utility rights-ofway. The area between the forest edge and
100 meters into the forest is considered
highly influenced by edge effects, such as
increased levels of light, noise,
temperature, wind and dryness which
create much different habitat conditions
than those found in interior forest
conditions. Interior forest conditions are
Forested seeps dominated by skunk cabbage contribute
essential habitat for interior forest
groundwater to Silver Creek at the base of Swoveburg Hill.
dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers,
Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
The seeps and springs coalesce into rivulets that feed into Silver Creek at the base of the hill.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the north facing slope of Swoveburg Hill and is roughly bounded
by Wassergass Road on the north, Lower Saucon Road on the east, Silver Creek Road on the south and a utility
ROW on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or part of “Focht Hill
Vernals”
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Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools.
o Four sensitive species of concern also occur within the forested slope. These species utilize the forest and
the wetlands as their primary habitats. Generous undisturbed forested buffers around wetlands will help
isolate the wetlands from external disturbances. Preservation of the forest canopy and removal of invasive
species of plants can help maintain the forest habitat supporting species of concern.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o There have been very few disturbances to this area. Historical air photos from 1939
(http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show Swoveberg Hill as completely forested at that time.
Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel wood and timber several times since the
colonial era, much of the existing forest has been standing for over 100 years and individual trees
could be much older. Near the base of the slope, some of the forest was cleared for agricultural
fields. At some point, a man-made pond was created about halfway up the slope. It’s possible that
creation of this pond modified an existing wetland.
o Current –
o A utility ROW cuts through the northeast corner of the site.
o Residences have mostly replaced the agricultural fields at the base of the slope and have begun to
creep up the forested slope itself.
o Invasive species of plants are prevalent in parts of the forest.
Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely
affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the
vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients,
pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
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as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
Kartesz, J.T.. 2013, and continuously updated. The Biota of North America Program (BONAP). North American Plant Atlas.
(http://www.bonap.org/napa.html). Chapel Hill, N.C. [maps generated from Kartesz, J.T. 2013. Floristic Synthesis of North
America, Version 1.0. Biota of North America Program (BONAP). (in press)].
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Foul Rift NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed) Last Seen Quality2

Taxa

Global

State

C

GNR

S2

N (N)

2012

C

American Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia)

G5

SNR

N (SP)

2012

AC

White Heath Aster (Symphyotrichum ericoides)

G5

S3

TU (PT)

2012

A

Calcareous Opening/Cliff Natural Community

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the western shore of the Delaware River just north of the
Martins Creek electric generating facility.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Belvidere
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Foul Rift”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Foul Rift”
Description: Steep, exposed and eroded limestone bedrock outcrops along the western bank of the Delaware River
support a good quality example of a Calcareous Opening/Cliff Natural Community. The south end of the site
consists of high vertical cliffs that rise out of the Delaware River while the north end is an eroded sloping bank of
limestone based bedrock. The adjacent uplands are forested and the adjacent stretch of the river includes a series of
strong riffles and turbulent rapids. Cracks and crevices in the exposed bedrock support a unique suite of plant
species which are adapted to surviving on the exposed high pH substrate. The calcareous cliff community will
likely persist indefinitely at this location as long as the bedrock remains in place and invasive species do not
completely dominate the habitat. Unfortunately, invasive species of plants are well established in the area,
crowding out and displacing native species.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Calcareous opening/cliff natural community occurs on calcareous cliffs, out-crops, and rocky slopes. There
is generally some degree of shading from the surrounding forest or woodland community or from the land
form itself. Species composition varies with the amount of moisture, shade and exposure.
o American Harebell ranges from Newfoundland south to North Carolina and west to Alaska and California,
but skips the south and south central portion of North America. In Pennsylvania, it occurs infrequently on
dry, rocky slopes and cliffs in scattered locations primarily in the eastern and central portions of the state.
Prevent destruction or modification of bedrock outcrops where this species occurs.
o White Heath Aster ranges from Quebec south to Virginia and west to Manitoba and Arizona. In
Pennsylvania, this species can be found on calcareous cliffs and outcrops at scattered locations, primarily
along the Delaware River. Prevent destruction or modification of bedrock outcrops where this species
occurs.
Habitat Disturbances:
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o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1937 show that much of the currently forested area was forested in 1937 within
a landscape dominated by active agriculture. Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel
wood and timber several times since colonial times, much of the existing forest has been standing
for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o The calcareous cliff community will likely persist indefinitely at this location as long as the
bedrock remains in place and invasive species do not completely dominate the habitat.
Unfortunately, invasive species of plants are well established in the area, crowding out and
displacing native species.
o A quarry operates on the western edge of this Natural Heritage Area, extracting some of the same
limestone bedrock of which the calcareous cliff community is composed.
o An electric power plant operates downstream of the Fowl Rift area.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Suppress and control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody
species such as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose in close
proximity to the cliff community. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. An additional finer level of invasive species eradication could be
conducted by hand cutting invasive species from the cliff face. Invasive species management should be
coordinated by individuals familiar with the native species as well as the invasive species present.
Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Preserve the wide forested buffer that is present along this section of the river to help maintain the integrity
of this site. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive species removal. Allow the forest to
approach older growth conditions.
o Avoid expanding quarry operations in the direction of the cliff outcrop community.

Exposed and weathered bedrock outcrops along the river’s
edge support an interesting suite of plants adapted to these
conditions.

American harebell is one plant that has adapted to exploit the
small accumulations of soil in rock crevices and ledges of the
cliff face.

References:
Fike, J. 1999. Terrestrial & Palustrine Plant Communities of Pennsylvania. PA Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,
The Nature Conservancy, Western PA Conservancy. 87 pp.
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Fox Gap Overlook NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G4

S3

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Leonard's Skipper (Hesperia leonardus)

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain just east of Fox Gap.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe: Stroud Township
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas
Inventory reference: Includes part of “Minsi
Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas
Inventory Update reference: Includes part of
“Minsi Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Leonard’s skipper ranges across much of
eastern and central USA and southern Canada.
Primarily a species of grasslands, of which its
larva depend on as a food source, it is more
common in the central prairie states and
Ontario. In Pennsylvania, it has been
documented at a few locations scattered around
the state. Population trends have been declining
for this species across its natural range, mostly
attributed to the loss of grasslands, pasture and
other open, dry, grassy habitats. At this
location, scattered grassy openings and
woodland glades likely provide the suitable
habitat for this species. Active management,
such as the use of prescribed fire, may be
beneficial in maintaining these areas or in
creating additional habitat along the ridgeline.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: Grassy glades in bedrock outcrop
openings along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain
provide habitat for Leonard’s skipper, a butterfly
species of concern.

A series of small, dry, grassy openings along the ridgeline
at Fox Gap provide habitat for Leonard’s skipper, a
butterfly species of concern.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. A regular pattern of forest patch regrowth
indicates past logging harvests. Small rocky outcrop openings can be seen along the ridgeline in
historical aerial photos taken in 1938.
o Current –
o Communication towers and an access road occur along part of the ridgeline.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with clearcuts,
roadsides and utility corridors and are well established in these parts of the forest.
o Suppression of wild fire has allowed trees to form a closed canopy over some of the former rocky
openings, decreasing the available habitat for the species of concern.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o In the absence of wildfires, active management of open areas may be necessary to prevent their
succession to closed canopy habitats. The use of prescribed fire may be beneficial in maintaining these
areas or in creating additional habitat along the ridgeline.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Fox Gap Seeps NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just northwest of North Bangor and is roughly bounded by Fox Gap
Road on the northwest, and Persimmon Lane on the southeast.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Hamilton Township
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cherry Creek, Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake
Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
Description: A series of seeps and springs in the forested headwaters of East Fork Martins Creek support a species
of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern documented at this location is not named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency overseeing its protection. This species utilize the moist riparian zones of seeps,
streams and the adjacent uplands as its primary habitats. Fragmentation of the forest canopy could
decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by changes to the natural hydrology, encroachment of invasive species, overbrowsing by deer, and habitat fragmentation. Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and
promote invasive species growth. Preserving and expanding forested buffers around suitable habitat and
removal of invasive species will help to maintain population of this species and encourage new
population growth.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that most of this area was forested at that time, with a few
agricultural clearings on the periphery of the Natural Heritage Area.
o Current –
o Most of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to forest. Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with
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o

o

former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in
the area.
Though the area is still largely dominated by forest, rural and suburban development and its
associated infrastructure has increased in the area, replacing some farmland, forests and natural
habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point
source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic
systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water.
Several utility ROWs were cut through the area, fragmenting the forested habitat and providing
an avenue for invasive species.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Forested seeps in this area are dominated by skunk cabbage and a
variety of the other wetlands species.
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Fox Gap Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2011

BC

G5

S2

N (PT)

2012

AC

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond
Clinton's Wood Fern (Dryopteris clintoniana)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain at Fox Gap.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Fox Gap Pond”, “Minsi
Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Fox Gap Pond”,
“Minsi Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
Description: A series of shrub swamps, vernal pools, seeps and springs occur scattered across this section of the
toe slope of Blue Mountain. The vernal pools are part of a large complex of natural ponds spread across the toe
slope of Blue Mountain. Seeps and this location provide suitable habitat for a population of Clinton’s wood
fern, a plant species of concern. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior forest,
which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility
rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced
by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much
different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential
habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools. A few pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent area.
Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along the
toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the larger amphibian
community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect the whole
population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic conditions
can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
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o Clinton’s wood fern has a range from eastern Canada south to the Middle Atlantic States and the Great
Lakes states. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically in numerous widespread counties, but
recently documented locations have been primarily in the northwestern part of the state. It grows in
swampy woodlands. The viability of the known populations of Clinton’s wood fern and its habitat may be
enhanced by creating buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cut for lumber and fuel more than once over
the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial photographs
from 1939 show variously aged woodlots, suggesting a pattern of past timber harvest. Also
scattered among the forested habitat were several clearings for farmsteads, with open fields
surrounded by forest.
o A road and two utility ROWs were cut over the mountain at this location, fragmenting the
forested landscape and providing an avenue for invasive species.
o Current –
o Most of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to forest. Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with
former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides, utility corridors, and field/forest edges and are
well established in the area.
o Residential development has begun to replace agricultural fields along the base of Blue Mountain,
with scattered residences occurring on the upper slopes as well.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Vernal pools that have open canopies, shallow basins and dry slowly often have lush vegetation, while those with closed
canopies, deep basins, or dry more quickly are often merely wet forested depressions marked by areas of dead, blackened
leaves with an outline of sphagnum moss indicating the ponds’ high water level.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
Kartesz, J.T.. 2013, and continuously updated. The Biota of North America Program (BONAP). North American Plant Atlas.
(http://www.bonap.org/napa.html). Chapel Hill, N.C. [maps generated from Kartesz, J.T. 2013. Floristic Synthesis of North
America, Version 1.0. Biota of North America Program (BONAP). (in press)].
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Friedensville Quarry NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Eared False-foxglove (Agalinis auriculata)

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G3

S1

PA Legal
Status
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PE (PE)

2013

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on formerly quarried land just east of the Penn State-Lehigh Valley
Campus, roughly bounded by Center Valley Parkway on the north, Saucon Creek Road on the west, Saucon
Valley Road on the south and Old Bethlehem Pike on the east.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Upper Saucon Township,
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Friedensville Quarry
Site”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Friedensville
Quarry Site”
Description: Two small, early successional fields within an abandoned zinc quarry provide suitable habitat for a
plant species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o A detailed recovery plan for the eared false-foxglove was completed in 2012. Please refer to this report
for a more detailed account of this species and its habitat management recommendations (Rhoads et al,
2012). Eared False-foxglove is an annual hemiparasitic plant of early successional habitats, primarily of
the Midwestern prairies, but also has had scattered, infrequent occurrences in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Maryland and Virginia. In Pennsylvania, it was historically documented at a very few locations in
several southeastern counties and at a single location in Fulton County. Only two of these known historic
locations have been successfully located in recent decades, one in Lehigh County and one in Bucks
County, the others are presumed extirpated. The two remaining known populations have been monitored
yearly for population status changes and habitat management needs. Since the plant is an annual,
populations at both locations have fluctuated wildly on a yearly basis, but the overall trend has been a
general decrease in population at each location. The site in Bucks County has not produced a single
known plant since 2004, suggesting a failure of this population, leaving the Lehigh County site as the
only known viable population of eared false-foxglove in the state. Associated with prairie habitats
elsewhere, in Pennsylvania, eared false-foxglove is a plant of open habitats with bare ground present.
Colonization of the open habitat by woody or invasive species can quickly eliminate the suitable habitat
for the species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries. Various zinc quarrying operations have been active at
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this location for over 100 years. Aerial photos from 1938 show quarry pits and tailings within a
landscape dominated by agriculture. Quarrying operations at this location may have helped to
provide the disturbed open habitat preferred by the eared false-foxglove.
o Current –
o Rapid suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the periphery of
the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and
infrastructure and potentially increasing the development pressure on this site..
o Invasive species of plants are well established throughout the area and pose a primary threat to
the species of concern at this site. Asiatic bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus) and Morrow’s
honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii) are particularly prevalent at this location and threaten the
habitat integrity.
o Deer herbivory has not been documented to be a significant problem for eared false-foxglove at this
location, but over browsing could pose a threat to small populations of plants.
Conservation Actions:
o Habitat disturbance has historically played an important role in maintaining appropriate growing
conditions for this species. Earth disturbance by fire, grazing animals, and past low intensity agricultural
practices likely helped to keep succession in check and bare ground present at locations supporting eared
false-foxglove. Hand removal of woody species followed by a small prescribed burn of part of the
available habitat could help maintain suitable growing conditions for this species. Habitat management
should occur in late fall or early winter to allow the eared false-foxglove the opportunity to grow and set
seed for the next season. The suitable host plants of the hemiparasitic eared false-foxglove are not well
known, so removal of all plant competition around populations of this species could result in removal of
useful host plants. Habitat management efforts should concentrate on invasive species removal alone until
these relationships are better understood. Invasive species management should be coordinated with
individuals familiar with the habitat needs of the species of concern and native/invasive plant
identification skills.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Kartesz, J.T.. 2013, and continuously updated. The Biota of North America Program (BONAP). North American Plant Atlas.
(http://www.bonap.org/napa.html). Chapel Hill, N.C. [maps generated from Kartesz, J.T. 2013. Floristic Synthesis of North
America, Version 1.0. Biota of North America Program (BONAP). (in press)].
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F., W. M. Klein, Jr., and M.B. Burgess. 2012. Resource Recovery Plan for Eared false foxglove, Agalinis
auriculata (Michx.) S.F. Blake. Prepared for PA DCNR Wild Resource Conservation Program. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Fullerton Forest NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Green Violet (Hybanthus concolor)
Sensitive Species of Concern3

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

G5

SNR

N (SP)

2011

E

--

--

--

1998

D

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes most of the wooded portion of the Jordan Creek Parkway County
Park in Whitehall Township on the northwestern edge of Allentown.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Whitehall Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East, Catasauqua, Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Helfrich
Springs Cave”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Helfrich Springs Cave”
Description: The Jordan Creek makes several sharp bends through a small wooded area on the outskirts of
Allentown on its way to the Lehigh River. Steep wooded slopes face the creek at many of these turns.
Limestone and dolomite bedrock of the Epler and Allentown formations provide a calcareous influence on the
woodlot vegetation as well as the subterranean karst topography that has resulted in a cave system adjacent to
the creek. At very high water levels the creek floods the cave, and erosion from flooding has likely
influenced the cave’s formation. The cave system and the above ground woodlot both support species of
concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o With its tall leafy stems and small inconspicuous flowers, green violet is an atypical member of the violet
family. The green violet ranges from Vermont to Florida and west to Minnesota and Oklahoma. In
Pennsylvania is has been documented at scattered locations primarily in the southern half of the state in
rich woods, wooded slopes and ravines. Avoid habitat fragmentation, especially tree canopy removal in
the vicinity of this species to help preserve the shaded forest conditions favorable for this species.
Invasive species of plants and excessive deer browse are other primary threats to this species at this
location.
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses caves and mine openings during part of its lifecycle. Species that inhabit
the cave system are sensitive to even minor disturbance to the water quality and cave environment.
Streams and surface runoff enter sinkholes and caves, bypassing natural filtration through soil and
sediment. In addition, the porous carbonate bedrock typical of karst topography allows solid and liquid
wastes to seep into caves and groundwater. Blasting or other activities that disrupt bedrock within the
core areas may damage the structure of the cave, potentially making it unusable by the species of concern.
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Deforestation on the surface causes changes in hydrology and increased sedimentation in caves.
Alteration of cave entranceways such as vegetation removal and structural changes, such as closure, can
affect climatic conditions in the cave, including airflow, temperature, and humidity. Cave entrances
should be buffered from disturbance by at least 160 meters (525 feet).
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cleared and converted to agricultural uses
over the past several centuries. A patchwork of small woodlots within a landscape dominated by
active agriculture is evident in historical aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/).
o Current –
o Rapid development of the area has followed the construction of several primary roadways
through the area. Suburban and commercial development has occurred within, adjacent to, and on
the periphery of the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads
and infrastructure and increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the
immediate area. Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the
creek system with little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream
flooding and erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution for surface and
groundwater resources. Runoff from these sources has significantly higher levels of sediment,
nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through natural
vegetation.
o The integrity of the cave habitat can be threatened by disturbance during the months of November
through April. The most common form of disturbance is human traffic. Blasting or other activities
that disrupt bedrock within the core areas may damage the structure of the cave, potentially making
it unusable by the species of concern.
o Some of the formerly cleared and modified lands have since reverted to early successional forest.
Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked
with invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats
associated with roads, riparian zones, utility corridors, agricultural fields and residential
neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and
targeted approach to invasive plant management.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most
highly preferred species are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high.
Furthermore, deer have been shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive
non-native species. The result is greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree
regeneration, and the rapid proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding
habits and effective seed dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the
case without deer, even where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the cave community and rare
species at this site. Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some
cases aquifers may be contiguous over large areas.
o Cave entrances should be buffered from disturbance by at least 160 meters (525 feet). Blasting and other
activities that will affect the bedrock should be avoided within this area so as not to damage the cave.
During the months of November through April, foot traffic or other disturbances in the cave or near its
mouth should be avoided.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Invasive species
are well established along roadways, field edges and utility corridors and have begun to colonize parts of
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the forest interior. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and
autumn olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings
and a diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Gall Farm NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2007

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just east of Belfast Junction and is roughly bounded by Gall Road on
the north, Sherwood Drive on the east, Saw Mill Golf Course on the south, and Route 191 on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Plainfield Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Little Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The floodplain of Little Bushkill Creek has a mixture of narrow woodlots and wider fallow fields as
buffers to the creek from the adjacent active agricultural fields. The vegetated riparian corridor provides suitable
habitat for a species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection. This species tends to inhabit areas where it is difficult for predators to get to the
nests, often located in tall trees along floodplains or on islands. The main threat to the rare species
occurring at this site would be a reduction in aquatic prey items as a result of a decrease in water quality
within the foraging area. The tall trees in these areas should be left intact to maintain nesting habitat for
the species of concern. Measures to maintain and improve the water quality along East Fork Martins
Creek and its tributaries would help protect the prey food used by the species of concern found at this site.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was a dominated by open agricultural
fields, with a scattering of small woodlots, primarily along the floodplains of streams.
o Current –
o The current condition of the small area outlined in this Natural Heritage Area is surprisingly
similar to that depicted in the 1939 aerial photos. Very little has changed since that time.
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the adjacent area, replacing
farmland, forests and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute
significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area.
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o

Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface
water.
Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with
floodplains, roadsides and field/forest edges and are likely well established in the area.

Conservation Actions:
o Maintain and improve the water quality of the wetland to help ensure the integrity of the aquatic habitat
and foodchain. Stormwater management measures such as the creation of detention basins or vegetated
swales should be implemented to decrease the unfiltered flow into the creek.
o Maintain and enhance wide, undisturbed forested buffers around the wetland edge. Keep new residences
and infrastructure well set back from the wetland edge.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Aggressive invasive plant species can
have a significant impact on the available habitat for native species. Invasive species removal efforts
should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as Norway maple, Japanese barberry,
amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat.
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Granite Hill Slope NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Birch (black-gum) rocky slope woodland

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S2

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2006

AB

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This slight rise on the eastern edge of Lower Saucon Township is named Granite Hill on topographic
maps and is roughly bounded by Raubsville Road (Easton Road) on the north and Williams Church Road on the
south.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township, Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a part of “Granite
Hill”
Description: Granite Hill is a steep, rocky forested hill rising 500 feet above the adjacent valley. Its top has a
rocky spine running for approximately 1500 feet. The lower slope of the hill on the north side is completely
forested and relatively undisturbed contributing to the nearly 90 acres of interior forest at this location. The
lower slopes of the hill and surrounding land is dominated by low density rural residences, scattered agricultural
fields and small woodlots.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o A “Birch/Black Gum Rocky Slope Woodland” Natural Community occurs on the crest and upper slopes of
the hill. A woodland differs from a forest in that the canopy is typically thin with between 10% and 60%
cover. The stony aspect of the slope limits the ability of trees to dominate the site. This community type
most often occurs on talus, scree or other rocky slopes. Although most typical of slopes, it may also occur
on benches, ridgetops, or boulderfields. Birch, usually Betula lenta (sweet birch) or less commonly B.
papyrifera (paper birch), B. populifolia (gray birch), or B. alleghaniensis (yellow birch), is nearly always
present. Either birch or Nyssa sylvatica (black-gum) may be dominant (Fike 1999). Natural succession
will likely be prevented by the stony character of the hill, but development or fragmentation of the hill
with roads or utility infrastructure could limit the natural community’s viability. This forested area is
relatively large, most of which is interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of
any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and
100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of
light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those
found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest
dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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Aerial photos taken in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show the entire hill as forested (or
woodland), in much the same manner as it is today, suggesting that though the forest was likely
cut for timber and fuel several times since colonial days, the forest has remained relatively intact
for at least 100 years, and some individual tress could be much older.
o A utility ROW was cut through the forest just north of Crestline Road sometime before 1939,
creating a fragmenting feature in this patch of forest.
o Current –
o Scattered residences have begun to carve away at the integrity of the forested hill, reducing the
amount of interior forest, especially along the southern slope adjacent to Williams Church Road.
o Invasive non-native species of plants are present on the forest edges and have begun to colonize
parts of the forest interior.
o

Conservation Actions:
o Conserve the forested (woodland) canopy of the hill. Avoid fragmenting the habitat with additional roads,
residences or utility infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive species
removal. Allow the forest and woodland to approach old growth conditions.
o Restrict building activity on slopes greater than 25%.
o Conserve and repair habitat connections between this forested hill and other nearby habitats.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food sources.
Furthermore, deer prefer higher quality food leaving poorer, less diverse species to mature and dominant
the overstory.
o Only a few invasive plant species were noted from past surveys for this area. This would indicate that the
woodland at the crest of Granite Hill is relatively weed free, so priority habitat management at this
location should be to regularly monitor for and eradicate pioneer populations of invasive species to keep
this habitat in good condition. Invasive species may dominate the borders of residences, agricultural fields
and roadways along the lower slopes of the hill. Control options for invasive plants range from
mechanical to chemical.

References:
Fike, J. 1999. Terrestrial & Palustrine Plant Communities of Pennsylvania. PA Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,
The Nature Conservancy, Western PA Conservancy. 87 pp.
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Granite Hill Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S3S4

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2006

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles the Lower Saucon and Williams Township line and is roughly
bounded by Williams Church on the north, Motil Road on the east, and Wassergrass Road on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township, Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a part of “Granite
Hill”
Description: A small woodlot in an agricultural and rural residential context contains several vernal pools. East
Branch Saucon Creek flows though the woodlot and provides part of the headwaters recharge for the creek.
Invasive species of plants are prevalent in the habitat.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are small isolated wetlands that typically hold water for only a part of the year, usually
during the late fall through early spring. Most vernal pools dry completely during the summer. Because
vernal pools typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered
important amphibian breeding habitat. While the pools are essential for breeding and early development
of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that this woodlot was much
smaller at that time, and most of the area was in active agriculture. The vernal pools themselves
were forested in 1939, but were provided with little forested buffer from agricultural fields.
o Current –
o Several adjacent agricultural fields have since been allowed to revert to forest, providing
additional forested buffer for the vernal pools and the riparian zone of East Branch Saucon Creek.
Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have succeeded to forest, these
patches of forest are dominated by invasive and aggressive species of plants including Japanese
Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), Morrow’s Honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii), Multiflora Rose
(Rosa multiflora), and Garlic-Mustard (Alliaria petiolata).
o Several residences, a man-made pond and a conifer plantation occur adjacent to the vernal pools.
Conservation Actions:
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o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is

unaltered by draining or filling the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the
naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from development and
agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal pool
habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides,
herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005). Currently,
portions of the surrounding area are in active agricultural fields. Allowing the fields adjacent to the
woodlot to revert to forested habitat could help the long term viability of this habitat to support amphibian
populations.
o Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with
invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with
agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and
will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.
o Logging should be minimized in this area to impede the further spread of invasive plant species that are
already prolific in the area.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Greenwalk Creek NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Herbaceous vernal pond

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2012

CD

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

---

---

---

2013

E

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

---

---

---

1963

H

Sensitive Species of Concern C3

S

---

---

---

2012

AC

Black Dash (Euphyes conspicuus)

G4

S3

N (N)

2012

AC

Mulberry Wing (Poanes massasoit)

G4

S2

N (N)

2012

AC

Stalked Bulrush (Scirpus pedicellatus)

G4

S1

PT (PT)

2012

D

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just west of Bangor and is bisected by Delabole Road.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A variety of wetland habitats including springs, seeps, vernal pools, wet meadows, shrub swamps,
and forested floodplain all occur within a mostly forested context along and adjacent to Greenwalk Creek. The
variety of habitats supports a diversity of species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

o Sensitive species of concern “A”
documented at this location (which is not
named at the request of the jurisdictional
agency overseeing its protection), utilizes
nesting habitat along Greenwalk Creek,
but also has a large foraging habitat that
likely includes many of the lakes, creeks
and rivers in the area. In addition to
nesting habitat, a suitable prey base of
primarily fish is important to sustain a
population of this species. Consequently
efforts to preserve and improve surface
water quality in the area will help to
maintain the prey source necessary.
o Sensitive species of concern “B” and “C”
documented at this location are not
A bottomland oak hardwood palustrine forest is just one of the
named at the request of the jurisdictional
agency overseeing their protection. These various wetland types found along and adjacent to Greenwalk
Creek.
two species utilize the moist riparian
zones of seeps, streams and the adjacent uplands as their primary habitats. Fragmentation of the forest
canopy could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may
be detrimentally altered by changes to the natural hydrology, encroachment of invasive species, overbrowsing by deer, and habitat fragmentation. Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and
promote invasive species growth. Preserving and expanding forested buffers around suitable habitat and
removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations of these species and encourage new
population growth.
o The Black Dash is a smaller skipper butterfly that is associated with open, wet meadows and fresh-water
marshes. Presence of swamp milk-weed is a good indicator for the preferred habitat of this species. Larval
host plants are sedges (Carex spp).
o The Mulberry Wing is another smaller skipper butterfly that is associated with open, wet meadows,
freshwater marshes, shrub swamps and swamp forests dominated by tussock sedge (Carex stricta). The
larval host plant includes sedges (Carex spp.)
o Stalked bulrush occurs from Newfoundland south to Kentucky, and west to Ontario and Missouri. In
Pennsylvania, which is near the southern limit of its range, it has been documented occasionally in alluvial
wetlands and stream valleys, mostly in the northwestern part of the state. Identification of this species from
its close relative, wool-grass (Scirpus cyperinus) can be difficult due to hybridization. Potential threats to
this species include hydrologic alteration, natural succession, deer browse, and at this location, utility ROW
maintenance activities.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the area around this section of Greenwalk Creek was a mixture
of small woodlots, open agricultural fields, fallow fields, early successional forest and floodplain
forest.
o A quarry operated on the western edge of this Natural Heritage Area.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in the
adjacent area in recent years, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat surrounding this
Natural Heritage Area, especially in the upstream portion of Greenwalk Creek. Agricultural
activities present extreme modifications to the environment, but urban/suburbanization typically
represents a more permanent habitat erasure. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can
contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the
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o

o
o

area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface
water.
Many of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to early successional forest. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have
succeeded to forest, these areas are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced species of
plants. Consequently, invasive species of plants are well established along the roads and
field/forest edge, the floodplain of Greenwalk Creek, as well as parts of the interior of this area.
Parts of the Greenwalk Creek floodplain are choked with the introduced plant, watercress
(Nasturtium officinale), which covers large areas of seep habitat, displacing native species.
A fish hatchery and spring water extraction facility utilize the waters of Greenwalk Creek and the
associated groundwater resources.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer can be a serious threat to the overall plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.

Conservation Actions:
o Preserve and improve the water quality of the watershed to help provide a continued and increased food
chain. Restore and expand vegetated riparian buffers along all tributaries of the watershed. All tributaries
within the watershed can help improve water quality by decreasing unfiltered runoff from non-point
sources of pollution. The rainwater runoff from agricultural fields, pastures, roads and residences should
be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the watershed. Runoff from these
sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Restoration of vegetated stream buffers along the Greenwalk
Creek and its tributaries will help increase the quality of the habitat and food source for the species of
concern while improving water conditions for the entire watershed and downstream users.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a spring or seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater
flows. Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers
may be contiguous over large areas.
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely
affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the
vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients,
pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Removal or
fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for amphibian
populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305 meters) to
accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Maintain open, wet meadow habitats by periodic removal of woody species of plants. This action will
temporarily help set back succession to a closed canopy habitat and preserve the open, wet meadow
habitat conditions preferred by several of the species of concern documented at this location.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

prevent native species from being
crowded out by introduced species.
Invasive species removal efforts should
focus on reducing the prevalence of
woody species such as Norway maple,
Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle,
multiflora rose and the herbaceous plant,
watercress. Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and
more effective to keep a place invasivefree than to try and repair a heavily
infested habitat. Continual invasive
species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
The introduced wetland plant, watercress, dominates portions
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and
of the Greenwalk Creek floodplain and adjacent seeps,
maintain mature conditions. Avoid
displacing native species of plants.
fragmenting the existing forested areas
with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive
species removal.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

o Control invasive species of plants to

Open, wet meadows provide suitable habitat for several species
of concern. Periodic removal of woody species would help
maintain the open conditions of this habitat type.

Poison sumac (Toxicodendron vernix) is a native shrub that can
be found among wetlands adjacent to Greenwalk Creek and can
indicate a slightly elevated pH, in association with calcareous
groundwater. Habitats containing poison sumac often have other
interesting calcium loving species.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Hokendauqua Creek South NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Hokendauqua Creek just south of Kreidersville.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Allen Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Catasauqua, Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: Wooded areas along the riparian corridor of Hokendauqua Creek provide suitable nesting habitat for
a sensitive species of concern. Lakes, creeks and streams in the surrounding landscape provide prey foraging
habitat.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern known from this site, (which is not named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency overseeing its protection), utilizes nesting habitat along Hokendauqua Creek, but
also has a large foraging habitat that likely includes many of the lakes, creeks and rivers in the area. In
addition to nesting habitat, a suitable prey base of primarily fish is important to sustain a population of
this species. Consequently efforts to preserve and improve surface water quality in the area will help to
maintain the prey source necessary.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this Natural Heritage Area was cleared of most of its original forest cover
and the wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture that
was prevalent in the Lehigh Valley. Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of
many streams and creeks, though flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally
vegetated floodplains, providing a framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams
through this area were cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water
quality protection or natural habitat. Some previously cultivated lands have since reverted to early
successional and small woodlot habitats.
o
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded in recent years,
replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat especially along primary roads. Increasing
amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of
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creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact
the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve and improve the water quality of the watershed to help provide a continued and increased food
chain. Restore and expand vegetated riparian buffers along all tributaries of the watershed. All tributaries
within the watershed can help improve water quality by decreasing unfiltered runoff from non-point
sources of pollution. The rainwater runoff from agricultural fields, pastures, roads and residences should
be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the watershed. Runoff from these
sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Restoration of vegetated stream buffers along the
Hokendauqua Creek and its tributaries will help increase the quality of the habitat and food source for the
species of concern while improving water conditions for the entire watershed and downstream users.
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Hokendauqua Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2003

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Hokendauqua Creek. It includes a portion of Blue Mountain to its crest on the north and all the area that drains
into Hokendauqua Creek from its headwaters near Benders Junction to its confluence with the Lehigh River at
Northampton.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Allen Township, East Allen Township, Lehigh Township, Moore Township,
Northampton Borough
o USGS Quadrangles: Catasauqua, Cementon, Kunkletown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Hokendauqua Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by agricultural
activities. The relatively flat topography of the region, while being conducive to agriculture, also allows water
to pool in low lying areas, and wide areas of the floodplain of the creek and its tributaries, creating wetlands of
varying types. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or
where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or
farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of
these activities. The creek floodplain, the floodplains if its associated tributaries and wetlands in the watershed
should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Hokendauqua Creek watershed.
The forested expanses of Blue Mountain also provide part of an important regional migratory corridor
connecting to other habitats outside of the county.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this Natural Heritage Area was cleared of its original forest cover and the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. A network
of roads and railroads was developed between points of interest.
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a framework
for a natural habitat corridor. Other streams though this area were cultivated or grazed right to
their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Alteration of historic drainage patterns may have resulted in either excessive water or insufficient
water in some of the wetlands.
o Quarry operations were opened, primarily in the southern part of the watershed near
Northampton.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that dominated the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Hokendauqua Creek, its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland
complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and
closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which
the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied
wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to
modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
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o

o

o

o

o

Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). The
wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs to maintain wetland openings. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain
has been restored, light grazing or infrequent mowing can be effective tools to maintain these soggy
meadows in their preferred condition.
Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist along the stream. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Hosensack Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

---

---

---

2006

BC

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

---

---

---

2006

E

Sensitive Species of Concern C3

S

---

---

---

2006

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Hosensack Creek. It includes all of the land that drains into Hosensack Creek from its headwater tributaries to
its confluence with Perkiomen Creek.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lower Macungie Township, Lower Milford Township, Upper Milford Township
o Montgomery County: Upper Hanover Township
o USGS Quadrangles: East Greenville, Milford Square
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Hosensack Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all, or portions of “Hosensack
Marsh”, “Indian Creek Floodplain”, ‘Lower Milford Marsh”, and “Mill Hill”.
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all, or portions of “Mill
Hill” and “Swabia, Indian, Hosensack Watershed”.
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Hosensack Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by agricultural
activities. The relatively flat topography of the region, while being conducive to agriculture, also allows water
to pool in low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most
locations where water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these
wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries,
but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be
considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Hosensack Creek watershed. Several
relatively large patches of forest were apparent in 1939 air photos. Though the trees were likely cut for fuel and
lumber several times since colonial days, many of the forest patches remain intact.
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Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed require shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds were
created to provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds were
built where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands.
These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve
little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many portions of streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other portions of streams through this area were
cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or
natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along some roadsides, riparian corridors, fieldforest edges, small woodlots and wetlands within the watershed.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Hosensack Creek, its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied
wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to
modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
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o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient

application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and suburban sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Indian Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Indian Creek. It includes a portion of Blue Mountain to its crest on the north and all of the land that drains into
Indian Creek from its headwater tributaries to its confluence with Hokendauqua Creek.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Allen Township, Lehigh Township, Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Catasauqua, Cementon, Kunkletown, Palmerton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Indian Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Devil's Potato
Patch, Little Gap” and “Neffs Ponds”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Devil's
Potato Patch, Little Gap” and “Neffs Ponds”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Indian Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by agricultural activities.
Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or seep, or where
the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm
ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these
activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in
the Indian Creek watershed. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain also provide part of an important regional
migratory corridor connecting to other habitats outside of the county.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds were
created to provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds were
built where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands.
These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve
little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons of
sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many portions of streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other portions of streams though this area were
cultivated right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or
natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
o

Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Indian Creek, its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied
wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to
modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and suburban sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
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o

o

o

o

o

o

Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing could be an effective tool to maintaining these soggy meadows in their preferred
condition for all wet meadow species.
Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Jacobsburg State Park NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
1

Species or Natural Community Name:

Sensitive species of concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2003

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs within Jacobsburg State Park, roughly half way between
Stockertown on the south and Wind Gap to the north.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Jacobsburg
Environmental Education Center”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Jacobsburg
Environmental Education Center”
Description: Jacobsburg State Park consists mostly of forested land, but also includes shale rock outcrops, a
riparian zone along the Bushkill Creek and small open meadow habitats. Despite being fragmented by several
roads and a utility ROW, Jacobsburg State Park still contains several patches of interior forest, which is
considered forest at least 100 meters in from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility
rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced
by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much
different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential
habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds. The
forested landscape provides habitat for a sensitive species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the forested areas as its primary habitat. Fragmentation of the forest canopy
could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and habitat
fragmentation. Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species
growth.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cleared and converted to agricultural uses over
the past several centuries. A patchwork of woodlots within a landscape dominated by active
agriculture is evident in historical aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/). At that
time, the largest forested areas were on the northern bank of the Bushkill Creek, in what is the
northern part of the park today. Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel wood and timber
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several times since European settlement, much of the existing forest has been standing for over 100
years and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o Rapid development has followed the construction of several primary roadways through the area.
Suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the periphery of the core
habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and infrastructure and
increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate watershed.
Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek system with
little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream flooding and
erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution. Runoff from these sources
has significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
o Some of the formerly cleared and modified lands have since reverted to forest. Unfortunately,
conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with invasive
species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with roads,
utility corridors, agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to
weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive plant
management.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Invasive species
are well established along roadways, field edges and utility corridors and have begun to colonize parts of
the forest interior. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and
autumn olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings
and a diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Jordan Creek Headwaters Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Last Seen

Quality2

2011

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain northeast of
Mosserville and includes part of State Game Lands #217.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Heidelberg Township, Lynn Township
o USGS Quadrangles: New Tripoli
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek, Ontelaunee Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: Scattered seeps, springs and vernal pools occur within a mostly forested area on the south-facing toe
slope of Blue Mountain. Upslope is the extensive forested area of Blue Mountain, while down slope the lands
are cleared for agricultural production.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools. Numerous pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent
area. Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along
the toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the larger
amphibian community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect the
whole population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic
conditions can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cut for lumber and fuel more than once over
the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial photographs
from 1938 show variously aged woodlots in this area, suggesting a pattern of past timber harvest.
o Most of the vernal pools on the southern part of this Natural Heritage Area were cleared of their
forested buffers and tightly bounded by agricultural activities in 1938.
o Current –
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o

o

Some of the area cleared around vernal pools in the past has since been allowed to return to
forested buffer around the pools. Unfortunately, invasive species of plants are well adapted to the
disturbed conditions associated with former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and
field/forest edges and are well established in the area.
A timber harvest operation occurred recently in the forested area upslope from the vernal pool
community, removing some of the forested buffer of the ponds.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Sediment laden runoff from an adjacent agricultural field after
a heavy rain indicates the need for additional forested buffers
around some of the pools.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Jordan Valley Marsh NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Brown Sedge (Carex buxbaumii)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S3

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

TU (PR)

1992

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just north of Jordan Valley along the Jordan Creek floodplain.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Heidelberg Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Slatedale
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or part of “Jordan Valley
Marsh”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or part of “Jordan
Valley Marsh”
Description: The floodplain of Jordan Creek at this location includes
low lying forest and wet fallow, or infrequently mowed fields in a
landscape dominated by active agriculture with woodlots buffering
most streams.

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Historical aerial photos from 1939
(http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show this area as
somewhat more intensively cultivated than it is
presently. Some previously cultivated lands have since
reverted to early successional and small woodlot
habitats.
o Current –
o Natural succession from fallow field to woodlot may
decrease the available habitat for brown sedge, which
prefers an open wet meadow habitat.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Brown sedge grows in wetlands, including marshes, swales,
meadows, and swamps, especially those with calcareous
substrates. In Pennsylvania, it occurs mostly in the southern half
of the state. Creating buffers around wetlands, controlling
invasive species, and protecting the wetland hydrology will help
to maintain occurrences of brown sedge.

Brown sedge (Carex buxbaumii)
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o
o

Invasive species of plants can limit resources available to brown sedge and other native plant
species.
Rural residences are spreading along roadways throughout the area.

Conservation Actions:
o Forested and open wetlands each require special consideration to maintain their unique attributes.
Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed), as this will
deprive the open wetlands adapted species of suitable habitat. Infrequent, periodic mowing (every other
year) of open wet meadow habitats can help to preserve the open aspect preferred by the brown sedge.
Light grazing with pastoral animals can be an effective tool to maintain these soggy meadows in their
preferred condition
o Restore and protect the hydrology of the landscape. Avoid altering the hydrology of Jordan Creek, its
floodplain, tributaries, springs and wetlands.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs that
support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in floodplain wet
meadow habitats. Instead, these programs may be better suited beyond the historic floodplain of the
drainages delineated within this Natural Heritage Area.
o The stormwater runoff from development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of
significant contamination for the creek and its floodplain habitat. Runoff from these sources have
significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff
filtered through a natural habitat. Stormwater management measures such as the creation of detention
basins or vegetated swales should be implemented to decrease the unfiltered flow into the creek.
o Suppress populations of invasive species of plants. The creek floodplain and edge habitats associated with
agricultural fields are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and
targeted approach to invasive management. Aggressive invasive species can have a significant impact on
the available habitat for the species of concern. Focus non-chemical control efforts on selected areas
surrounding species of concern. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management needs to be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Keller Woods NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

S

Sensitive Species of Concern3

PNHP Rank1
Global State
--

--

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

--

2011

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Description: A series of springs and seeps
occur in this relatively flat forested habitat.
Wide, gently sloping, shallow areas of
saturated muck soil are referred to as seeps,
where groundwater meets the surface and
diffuses through the soil. These areas are
frequently dominated by skunk cabbage and
a diversity of other wetland plants. The
forested habitat contains many large trees
including a few black ash (Fraxinus nigra),
suggesting a slightly calcareous groundwater
with a somewhat elevated pH water
chemistry. The seeps combine into rivulets
that feed into a tributary to Bushkill Creek.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern at this
location occurs within and adjacent to
Forested skunk cabbage – golden saxifrage seep in Keller Woods.
the moist shaded seeps within this area.
Changes in the hydrology or removal of the forest canopy could detrimentally impact this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show this forested areas as forested at that
time, but with a thin canopy and visible trails between the trees. This coupled with stone rubble
walls through the forest suggest that the forest may have formerly been used for pasture or may
reflect a past logging operation.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lies about one and a half miles northeast of Bushkill Center and is roughly
bounded by Kromer Road on the north, Jacobsburg Road on the east and Keller Road on the south and west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None

A utility ROW cut through the forest from north to south, dividing the upland portion of the forest
seep from the lower portions.
o Current –
o This forest patch is surrounded on its uphill side by active agricultural fields, roads and residences,
which drain into the forested seep area. Runoff from agricultural and residential areas can have
significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients and chemicals than runoff filtered through a
natural habitat.
o Edge habitats along the forest / field border are often infested with introduced and aggressive
species of plants. Invasive plants have begun to colonize parts of the forest interior. Among the
most aggressive species noted during surveys include Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii),
autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata) and multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora).
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive nonnative species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasives much faster than would be the case without deer, even where
herds are only moderately oversized.
o

Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the site hydrology. Prevent contamination of the groundwater by preventing agricultural,
residential, industrial and roadway runoff from entering the system. Storm water management measures
such as the creation of detention basins or vegetated swales should be implemented to slow and capture
uphill water flow. Water quality improvement will benefit the local human communities as well as the
habitat of the species of concern present at this location.
o Preserve the forested canopy. Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions.
Avoid fragmenting the existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging
in this area except as it relates to invasive species removal.
o Reduce the deer herd density.
o Control invasive species of plants. Target small populations of invasive species for immediate removal to
help keep the most weed-free areas natural. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese
barberry and autumn olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of
tree seedlings and a diverse herbaceous layer.
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Kittatinny Ridge – Andreas NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
1

Species or Natural Community Name:
Allegheny Woodrat (Neotoma magister)

Taxa

PNHP Rank
Global State
G3G4

S3

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PT (PT)

1991

H

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain between Route 309 and Bake
Oven Road.
o Municipalities:
o Carbon County: East Penn Township
o Lehigh County: Heidelberg Township, Lynn Township
o Schuylkill County: West Penn Township
o USGS Quadrangles: New Tripoli, Slatedale
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek, Lizard Creek, Ontelaunee Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Bears Rocks”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Bears
Rocks”
Description: The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of forested
habitat along the northern boundary of the Lehigh Valley. Broken only occasionally by roads and structures, the
ridgeline provides habitat and an essential travel corridor for many species. The dominant dry oak – heath
forest is occasionally interrupted by bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas that provide some habitat diversity to
the ridgeline and also habitat for a mammal species of concern, the Allegheny woodrat (Neotoma magister).
The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100
meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the
forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased
levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those
found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling
birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Distribution of the Allegheny woodrat is primarily along the Appalachian Mountains from New York to
Georgia and west to Indiana. It typically inhabits caves, cliff faces, boulder piles and talus slopes. Nests
composed of shredded plant fibers are found in dry cave entrances, along narrow ledges and in rock
crevices. This species feeds on nuts, seeds, bark, grasses, fruits and berries. They are nocturnal and a
relatively shy species that is often found by locating food cashes and latrines. This species has declined
rapidly in Pennsylvania to unknown causes, but is likely the result of a combination of factors. Evidence
of the woodrat was last observed at this location in 1991 and was described as old at that time, so the
population at this location may be very small or no longer present. Additional surveys for this species at
this location are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber
and fuel several times since European colonization, much of the forest has been standing for over
100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o Additional access roads, clearings and structures were cut into the forested slopes, providing
fragmenting features in the forested landscape.
o Invasive species of plants occur along roads, trails, utility ROWs and other fragmenting features,
and in some places, have begun to colonize the forest interior.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.
o

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent introduced species from crowding out native species. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive
species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area to reduce completion for food resources.

Exposed rock outcrops along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain at this
location have until recently supported populations of Allegheny
woodrats. .
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Kittatinny Ridge – West Penn Pike NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Flypoison Borer Moth (Papaipema sp. 1)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G2G3

S2

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

N (N)

1991

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain at Route 309.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lynn Township
o Schuylkill County: West Penn Township
o USGS Quadrangles: New Tripoli
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lizard Creek, Ontelaunee Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of forested
habitat along the northern boundary of the Lehigh Valley. Broken only occasionally by roads and structures, the
ridgeline provides habitat and an essential travel corridor for many species. The dominant dry oak – heath
forest is occasionally interrupted by bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas that provide some habitat diversity to
the ridgeline. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior forest, which is forest that
is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The
area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such
as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions
than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest
dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The Fly Poison Borer Moth is an insect that feeds on the plant, fly poison (Amianthium muscaetoxicum)
during its larval stage. The species is currently only known to occur in Pennsylvania, mostly in the
Pocono Plateau region, though its host plant is more widely distributed in the region. Use of pesticides
such as Dimlin (Diflubenzuron) during gypsy moth spray treatments can have a serious impact on
populations of the Fly Poison Borer. Habitat fragmentation and widespread wildfire can also pose risks to
populations of this species. Deer appear to avoid eating the host plant and may actually help to reduce
competition for this species. At this location, the Fly Poison Borer moth was collected at a blacklight trap,
and is likely dispersed along the mountain where the host plant is present in sufficient numbers.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber
and fuel several times since European colonization, much of the forest has been standing for over
100 years and individual trees could be much older.
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o Route 309 was built over the mountain sometime before 1939.
o Current –
o Additional access roads, utility ROWs and structures were cut into and over the forested slopes,
providing fragmenting features in the forested landscape.
o Invasive species of plants occur along roads, trails, utility ROWs and other fragmenting features,
and in some places, have begun to colonize the forest interior.
Conservation Actions:
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure.
o Avoid the use of Dimlin (Diflubenzuron) or similar pesticides for aerial spraying of gypsy moth affected
areas.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Knechts Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S3S4

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2006

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs near the base of the southern slope of Blue Mountain, roughly
bounded by Hoffman Road on the north, State Route 512 on the east, and Swamp Road on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or a portion of “Knechts
Ponds”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Bushkill Creek Watershed”
Description: This site is a gently sloping forested area near the base of Blue Mountain that includes an
Herbaceous vernal pond Natural Community containing at least twelve vernal pools in an area of undulating
topography with low wet areas scattered among elevated drier areas. The forested area is relatively large with
roughly 65 acres in interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such
as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest
is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and
dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior
forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating
Warblers, and Ovenbirds. The wooded area is surrounded by a mix of active agricultural lands, with rural and
suburban residential areas, primarily to the south.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are small isolated wetlands that typically hold water for only a part of the year, usually
during the late fall through early spring. Most vernal pools dry completely during the summer. Because
vernal pools typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered
important amphibian breeding habitat. While the pools are essential for breeding and early development
of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that most of the forested habitat
containing the vernal pool community was forested at that time, suggesting that the habitat has
remained relatively unchanged since that time. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and
fuel several times since colonial days, much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years.
The forest likely contains individual trees that are much older.
o Current –
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o

o
o

Much of the landscape surrounding the forest containing the vernal pools was active agriculture
as visible in 1939 aerial photos. Portion of these fields, especially along main roads has seen a
marked increase in rural and suburban development.
Invasive species of plants are likely common along the edges of the forested area and may also
have become established in the forest interior.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive nonnative species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.

o
Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely
affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the
vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients,
pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Laurel Hill Wetlands – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S2

N (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Netted Chainfern (Woodwardia areolata)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs adjacent to Laurel Hill along Laurel Hill Road.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Mt. Bethel Fens”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Mount Bethel
Fens”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Netted chainfern has a distribution
centered mainly on the Atlantic
coastal plain from Nova Scotia south
and west into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, the species has been
documented historically in scattered
counties, particularly in the Delaware
River drainage. It grows in swamps,
seepages, wet woods, boggy wetlands
and along the margins of streamlets.
The viability of populations of netted
chainfern and its habitat may be
enhanced by establishing buffers
around wetlands, controlling invasive
species of plants, and protecting the
natural hydrology of surrounding
wetlands.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: The headwater recharge area for Jacoby Creek is a forested swamp with many of the large trees
toppled over in the shallow saturated soil. The high tree canopy shades a sparse shrub layer, though the
herbaceous layer is well developed, consisting primarily of tussock sedge (Carex stricta). The floodplain forest
is quite attractive with the tree roots exposed in an attempt to stay elevated above the water level. This wetland
habitat supports a plant species of concern.

The vegetative fronds of netted chainfern could be mistaken for the
common sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis), but the characteristic
fruiting fronds are an easily distinguishing feature.

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving only small patches of the original vegetation in
place. Aerial photographs from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show a roughly equal
mixture of woodlots and active agricultural fields surrounding this headwater wetland. The small
area depicting this Natural Heritage Area was, in 1939, a treeless open marsh, with a strait
channel through the wetland, evidence of a past attempt to drain the area. The western half of the
wetland was successfully cleared and drained and used as pasture.
o Current –
o This wetland has since been left fallow and has reverted to swamp forest. Large trees now
dominate most of the wetland. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have
been released from active management, these areas are prone to invasion by aggressive and
introduced species of plants. Invasive species of plants are well established in the western portion
of the area, with heavy infestations of Japanese barberry and multiflora rose.
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded in recent years,
replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat. Newly constructed houses on Laurel Hill are
directly adjacent to the wetland and storm water from this development may flow unimpeded into
the wetland. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the nonpoint source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic
systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
o

Conservation Actions:
o Review the drainage patterns from the adjacent housing development and employ measures to ensure
storm water runoff is captured and slowed before it enters the wetland. Construction of a storm water
detention basin may be desirable to allow surface flow to seep into the groundwater.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Japanese barberry and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer:
An online encyclopedia of life [web
application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at
http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program.
2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993.
The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania:
Annotated Checklist and Atlas.
American Philosophical Society,
Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The
Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated
Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
The pronounced root buttressing of trees in the wetland are testament to the
seasonally high water levels associated with this wetland.
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Laurys Station Floodplain NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S3B

PT (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2008

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Lehigh River just downstream from Laurys Station.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: North Whitehall Township
o Northampton County: Allen Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The narrow forested floodplain of this section of the Lehigh River provides suitable nesting habitat
for Ospreys, a bird species of concern. The adjacent river and its tributaries provide the Ospreys with fishing
opportunities.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The Osprey is a distinctive bird of prey most often seen around open water. Ospreys inhabit every continent
but Antarctica, nesting in trees, snags, and ever-increasing man-made structures located near high quality
fresh- or saltwater fishing grounds. The Osprey suffered a significant population decline linked to the use of
organochlorine pesticides. With the cessation of DDT use in the US Osprey populations have begun to
recover. Nesting in both “wild” and highly urban environments, the habitat requirements for Osprey are
quality fishing grounds near a suitable nesting platform. Measures to maintain and improve the water quality
of the Lehigh River and its tributaries would help safeguard the aquatic food chain which supports the
Osprey.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape surrounding the Lehigh River was cleared of its original vegetation and converted
to agricultural uses many years ago.
o A road and railroad were constructed along the Lehigh River.
o Current –
o Decreases in surface water quality of the Lehigh River and its tributaries can have an adverse
impact on the aquatic food chain that supports the fish-feeding Osprey.
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded in recent years,
replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat in the surrounding area, especially along primary
roads. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the environment, but
urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure. Increasing amounts
of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks,
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o

streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the
regional groundwater and surface water.
The banks of the Lehigh River at this location are mostly wooded, but with strong components of
introduced and invasive species. Invasive species can out compete native species in many locations
and convert a biologically diverse habitat into a monoculture of a few cosmopolitan species.

Conservation Actions:
o Preserve and avoid disturbing suitable nesting habitat along the banks of the river. The forested floodplain at
this location has numerous large trees that provide nesting opportunities. Osprey populations can also be
supported by the construction of artificial nesting platforms.
o Preserve and improve the water quality of the watershed to help provide a continued and increased food
chain. Restore and expand vegetated riparian buffers along all tributaries of the watershed. All tributaries
within the watershed can help improve water quality by decreasing unfiltered runoff from non-point
sources of pollution. The rainwater runoff from agricultural fields, pastures, roads and residences should
be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the watershed. Runoff from these
sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Restoration of vegetated stream buffers along the Lehigh
River and its tributaries will help increase the quality of the habitat and food source for the species of
concern while improving water conditions for the entire watershed and downstream users.
o Discourage shoreline development.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established along the floodplain of the river. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Lechauweki Springs Park NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Schweinitz's Flatsedge (Cyperus schweinitzii)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S2

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PR (PR)

1969

H

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the north–facing slope of South Mountain on the southern edge of
Fountain Hill Borough.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Fountain Hill Borough, Salisbury Township
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River, Little Lehigh River, Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The wooded, north-facing slope of a hill south of Fountain Hill has provided habitat for a plant
species of concern.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Schweinitz's flatsedge occurs primarily in central North America from Quebec and Alberta to Texas and
Arizona. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in a few scattered locations in the southeast and northwest in sand
flats and dunes and also along railroad grades or other disturbed sites. At this location, Schweinitz's
flatsedge was documented as occurring in ballast piles in 1969. Additional surveys for this species at this
location are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The area was cleared of its natural vegetation and converted to agricultural uses several hundred
years ago. Aerial photos from 1939 show the wooded slope as wooded then. Though the woodlot
has likely been cut for fuel and lumber several times since the beginning of European settlement,
the woodlot has remained relative intact for over a hundred years.
o Current –
o Increased suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the periphery
of the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and
infrastructure and increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate
watershed.
o Small woodlots, forest/field edges, roadsides, riparian zones and other periodically disturbed
habitats are particularly susceptible to colonization by invasive species of plants and are likely
well established in this area.
Conservation Actions:
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o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by

introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Lehigh Furnace Gap NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Allegheny Woodrat (Neotoma magister)
Sand Quaker Moth (Platyperigea meralis)

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

G3G4

S3

PT (PT)

1991

H

G4

S1

N (N)

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain at Lehigh Furnace Gap.
o Municipalities:
o Carbon County: East Penn Township
o Lehigh County: Heidelberg Township, Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Lehighton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lizard Creek, Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of Lehigh Furnace Gap
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of Lehigh Furnace
Gap
Description: The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of forested
habitat along the northern boundary of the Lehigh Valley. Broken only occasionally by roads and structures, the
ridgeline provides habitat and an essential travel corridor for many species. The dominant dry oak – heath
forest is occasionally interrupted by bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas that provide some habitat diversity to
the ridgeline and also habitat for a mammal species of concern, the Allegheny woodrat (Neotoma magister).
The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100
meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the
forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased
levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those
found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling
birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Distribution of the Allegheny woodrat is primarily along the Appalachian Mountains from New York to
Georgia and west to Indiana. It typically inhabits caves, cliff faces, boulder piles and talus slopes. Nests
composed of shredded plant fibers are found in dry cave entrances, along narrow ledges and in rock
crevices. This species feeds on nuts, seeds, bark, grasses, fruits and berries. They are nocturnal and a
relatively shy species that is often found by locating food cashes and latrines. This species has declined
rapidly in Pennsylvania to unknown causes, but is likely the result of a combination of factors. Evidence
of the woodrat was last observed at this location in 1991 and was described as old at that time, so the
population at this location may be very small or no longer present. Although there have been no recent
successful surveys for this species in Lehigh or Northampton counties there have been casual observations by
some area residents that suggest it still persists here. Additional surveys for this species at this location are
recommended.
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o The Sand Quaker Moth documented at this location ranges across most of southern Canada including
boreal habitats in Alberta and as far south as Pennsylvania and west to Arizona and California. Little is
known of its life cycle or feeding preferences, though it is considered a species of prairies, savannas and
open barrens.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries.
o Below the forested slope, the land had been cleared of its original vegetation and converted to
agricultural uses many years ago.
o Current –
o Additional access roads, clearings and structures were cut into the forested slopes, providing
fragmenting features in the forested landscape.
o Residential development has replaced some agricultural fields at the base of Blue Mountain and has
begun to creep up the base of the slope in some locations.
o Invasive species of plants are established along roads and along the field/forest edges and have
begun to invade the forest interior in some places.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences.
Conservation Actions:
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent introduced species from crowding out native species. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive
species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area to reduce completion for food resources.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Lehigh Mountain NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

C

Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seep

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S4S5

N (N)

2006

C

Salt-marsh water-hemp (Amaranthus cannabinus)

G5

S3

PR (PR)

1980

H

Schweinitz's Flatsedge (Cyperus schweinitzii)

G5

S2

PR (PR)

1975

H

Northern Water-milfoil (Myriophyllum sibiricum)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

1965

H

Lettuce Saxifrage (Saxifraga micranthidifolia)

G5

S4

TU (SP)

1997

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes parts of the Lehigh River and its banks between Allentown and
Bethlehem and the north-facing slope of Lehigh Mountain.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Allentown City, Bethlehem City, Fountain Hill Borough, Salisbury Township
o Northampton County: Bethlehem City
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River, Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Lehigh
Mountain” and “Lehigh Mountain Seep”.
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Lehigh
Mountain” and “Lehigh Mountain Seep”.
Description: This Natural Heritage Area includes the north-facing forested slope of Lehigh Mountain and the
adjacent Lehigh River and its floodplain. Much of this area is publicly owned and recreational trails meander
throughout. A railroad passes along the toe slope between the low lying floodplain and the adjacent forested
slope. Below the railroad towards the river occurs an industrial facility surrounded by a weedy, early
successional floodplain forest. Upslope, the forest is in relatively good condition with many large trees in the
canopy and a rich herbaceous and shrub layer. Scattered seeps and springs drain off the slope, providing small
wetland habitats under the shady canopy. Despite fragmentation by roads, a railroad and utility ROWs, the
forested slope contains several pieces of interior forest that add up to over 450 acres of interior forest, which is
forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-ofway. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge
effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different
habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat
for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seeps are where groundwater meets the surface and diffuses
through the soil to form a wide, shallow area of muck soil, often dominated by skunk cabbage. Typically
the community is over-topped by trees and shrubs from the surrounding forest, although large examples
will be open. Herbaceous species are strongly dominant and tend to be relatively diverse, especially
where there is greater mineral enrichment. Bedrock disruptions such as drilling or mining in nearby areas
can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage (McPherson, 2011).
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o Salt-marsh water-hemp has a distribution from Maine south along the Atlantic coast into Florida and west
to Louisiana. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented in a few southeastern counties along the Delaware
River and two sites along the Lehigh River. The habitat of this species has threats from exotic species,
dredging and filling, and water pollution. Additional surveys for this species at this location are
recommended.
o Schweinitz's flatsedge occurs primarily in central North America from Quebec and Alberta to Texas and
Arizona. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in a few scattered locations in the south east and northwest in sand
flats and dunes and also along railroad grades. At this location, Schweinitz’s flatsedge was documented
along the old railroad grade south of Catasauqua in 1969. Additional surveys for this species at this
location are recommended.
o Northern water-milfoil occurs across most of northern North America as far south as Virginia to New
Mexico. In Pennsylvania, there are a few documented locations occurring in still water of rivers, lakes
and ponds, mostly in western part of the state. Additional surveys for this species at this location are
recommended.
o Lettuce saxifrage has a relatively narrow geographic range, extending from New Jersey and Pennsylvania
south to Georgia and as far west as Tennessee and Kentucky. In Pennsylvania, it occurs primarily in the
southwestern part of the state with a few scattered locations in eastern PA. The eastern PA populations are
considered outliers from the main population and have been selected for “special population” status to
help maintain the genetic variability of the species. Protection of its habitat of shaded seeps, springs and
streambeds can help sustain these populations.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that much of Lehigh Mountain
was forested then, though portions of what is forested now were at that time in active agricultural
fields. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel several times since European
colonization, much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years. The forest likely contains
individual trees that are much older.
o The Lehigh Canal was built along the banks of the river, modifying natural habitats along the
river floodplain. This action may have eliminated some naturally occurring slack water pools
found adjacent to the river, while at the same time creating others.
o Roads and railroads were built adjacent to the river, further modifying the floodplain habitat.
o Current –
o An industrial facility was built along the railroad tracks at the toe slope of Lehigh Mountain.
o A utility ROW was cut through the habitat sometime after 1939, fragmenting the forest to create
two smaller pieces of interior forest habitat.
o Most of the agricultural fields of this area in 1939 have since been allowed to revert to early
successional forest. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have succeeded to
forest, these patches of forest are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced species of
plants. In particular, the floodplain habitat below the railroad tracks is heavily infested with
invasive species of plants.
o Illegal dumps occur scattered throughout the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the seep community and rare
species at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within
half a mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater
flows. Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers
may be contiguous over large areas.
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o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by two of the plant
species of concern.
o Maintain the current hydrologic conditions of the former Lehigh Canal. Though manmade, the shallow,
slack water pools of the former canal provide the suitable habitat for one of the species of concern
documented at this location.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established along roadways, riparian zones, field edges and utility
corridors. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn
olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings and a
diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily
infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare
species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Remove illegal dumps and restrict vehicular access to prevent further abuse.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
o A detailed report on the conservation needs and potential conservation actions was prepared for Lehigh
Mountain Park. Please see this report for a finer level of detail regarding this location (Wildlands
Conservancy and CNX, 2008).

Cobble areas in the flood scour zone of the river provide
habitat diversity along the river.

Large trees and a rich understory characterize the Lehigh
Mountain upland.

References:
McPherson, J. 2011. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. Skunk-cabbage – Golden Saxifrage Seep Factsheet. Available
from: http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Community.aspx?=16013 Date Accessed: May 01, 2013
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
Wildlands Conservancy and CMX. 2008 (Revised 2010). Lehigh Mountain Park Master Plan. Prepared for: County of Lehigh,
17 South Seventh Street, Allentown, PA 18101.
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Lehigh River - Laubach Island NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Compact Dodder (Cuscuta compacta)

G5

S2

N (PT)

1964

H

Schweinitz's Flatsedge (Cyperus schweinitzii)

G5

S2

PR (PR)

1977

H

Northern Water-milfoil (Myriophyllum sibiricum)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

1966

H

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the banks of the Lehigh River and former canal bed at
Freemansburg.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bethlehem City, Bethlehem Township, Freemansburg Borough, Lower Saucon
Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown, Nazareth
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River, Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The floodplain of the Lehigh River includes Laubach Island and part of the old Lehigh Canal locks
and dams system. The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal includes a series of still water, and slow moving
pools along the banks of the Lehigh River that provide habitat for a plant species of concern. The vegetated
shoreline of the river and island also provide habitat for two additional plant species of concern.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Compact Dodder is a thread-like parasitic plant that does not produce its own food through
photosynthesis like most other plants. Instead, dodder will wrap around another plant and extract nutrients
through feeding appendages called haustoria. Compact dodder feeds on a variety of shrubs and herbs.
Suitable host plants in the area are necessary for compact dodder to survive. Additional surveys for this
species at this location are recommended.
o Schweinitz's Flatsedge occurs primarily in central North America from Quebec and Alberta to Texas and
Arizona. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in a few scattered locations in the south east and northwest in sand
flats and dunes and also along railroad grades. At this location, Schweinitz’s flatsedge was documented
along the old railroad grade south of Catasauqua in 1969. Additional surveys for this species at this
location are recommended.
o Northern Water-milfoil occurs across most of northern North America as far south as Virginia to New
Mexico. In Pennsylvania, there are a few documented locations occurring in still water of rivers, lakes
and ponds, mostly in western part of the state. Additional surveys for this species at this location are
recommended.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The Lehigh Canal was built along the banks of the river, modifying natural habitats along the
river floodplain. This action may have eliminated some naturally occurring slack water pools
found adjacent to the river, while at the same time creating others.
o Roads and railroads were built adjacent to the river, further modifying the floodplain habitat.
o Current –
o Additional buildings and infrastructure crowd the floodplain of the river.
o Invasive species of plants dominate many parts of the former canal and its adjacent shoreline of the
river.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by two of the plant
species of concern.
o Maintain the current hydrologic conditions of the former Lehigh Canal. Though manmade, the shallow,
slack water pools of the former canal provide the suitable habitat for one of the species of concern
documented at this location.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established along roadways, riparian zones, field edges and utility
corridors. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn
olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings and a
diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily
infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare
species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Lehigh River Pool NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Whorled Water-milfoil (Myriophyllum verticillatum)

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S1

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PE (PE)

1973

H

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the banks of the Lehigh River at Catasauqua. It is roughly
bounded by the Main Street-Race Street Bridge on the north and the Route 22 Bridge on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Catasauqua Borough, Hanover Township, Whitehall Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Catasauqua
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal provide a series of still water, and slow moving pools
along the banks of the Lehigh River.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Whorled water-milfoil is an aquatic plant with whorls of fine featherlike leaves. It typically grows in
shallow, still or slow moving water, rooted in muddy substrates. It has a circumboreal distribution –
occurring in northern regions of both North America and Eurasia with Pennsylvania near the southern
limit of its natural range. In Pennsylvania, this species is currently only known from a few locations in the
northwestern corner of the state and this location in Lehigh County, which was last documented in 1973
and has not been observed at this location since. Additional surveys for this species at this location are
recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The Lehigh Canal was built along the banks of the river, modifying natural habitats along the
river floodplain. This action may have eliminated some naturally occurring slack water pools
found adjacent to the river, while at the same time creating others.
o Roads and railroads were built adjacent to the river, further modifying the floodplain habitat.
o Current –
o Additional buildings and infrastructure crowd the floodplain of the river.
o Invasive species of plants dominate many parts of the former canal and its adjacent shoreline of the
river.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the current hydrologic conditions of the former Lehigh Canal. Though manmade, the shallow,
slack water pools of the former canal provide the suitable habitat for the species of concern documented
at this location.
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o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the

habitat. Invasive species are well established along roadways, riparian zones, field edges and utility
corridors. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn
olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings and a
diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily
infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare
species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Lehigh Slopes NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Bladder Fern (Cystopteris tennesseensis)
Sensitive Species of Concern3

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

G5

S1

N (PE)

2000

C

---

---

---

2000

B

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This natural Heritage Area occurs adjacent to the southern shore of the Lehigh River and is bounded by
the Lehigh River to the north, Interstate 78 to the south and State Route 33 to the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township, Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Nazareth
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Lehigh Slopes”
Description: Hemmed in by the Lehigh River, highways and a quarry, this disturbed forested area has scattered
bedrock outcrops on a steep north-facing slope which support two species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Bladder fern occurs from Pennsylvania south to Georgia and west to Minnesota, Nebraska and Oklahoma.
It can be found growing in cracks on shaded alkaline cliffs, rock walls, and bridge abutments. Bladder
fern depends on a specific habitat of alkaline cliffs. This species is quite vulnerable to habitat loss and
habitat degradation. Logging and forest fragmentation may also adversely impact populations, by altering
light and moisture levels. Maintenance of known populations and preservation of the communities where
bladder fern grows will be crucial to its survival. Creating buffers around fragmented habitat and removal
of invasive species will help to maintain populations and encourage new population growth.
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the forested areas as its primary habitat. Fragmentation of the forest canopy
could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and fragmentation.
Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating
buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations and
encourage new population growth.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Much of the area along this portion of the southwest bank of the Lehigh River was cleared of its
forest cover and converted to agricultural uses several hundred years ago. The steep stony slopes
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o

leading down to the Lehigh River show up as forested in historical photos taken in 1939
(http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) suggesting that that small portion of the site has remained
relatively undisturbed since that time
A railroad ROW passes along the Lehigh River at the base of the slope.

o Current –
o A bridge and highway interchange was constructed along the western portion of the site.
Construction activities altered the landscape above the slope. The former agricultural fields that
hosted construction activity have since begun to be colonized by vegetation.
o A quarry operates on the eastern end of this Natural Heritage Area.
o Invasive species of plants are likely well established in this disturbed habitat.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Safeguard the quality and expanse of the forested landscape along the river-facing steep slopes. Prevent
fragmentation and incursions into the forested habitat. Encourage the regeneration of native trees, shrubs
and herbaceous layers. The forest cover of the river slopes should be allowed to achieve and maintain
older-growth characteristics.
o Create “no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the railroad rights-of-way to avoid unintentional
destruction of the species of concern or their habitats.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. The railroad rights-of-way and
forest/highway transition zones are likely the primary location of non-native trees and shrubs within this
area. Care must be taken to distinguish between native and non-native species of plants. Coordinate
invasive species control with those familiar with plant identification.
o Reduce the size of the deer herd. Native species of plants are particularly susceptible to deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Limeport Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Baltimore Checkerspot (Euphydryas phaeton)

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G4

S3

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes the headwaters of Saucon Creek and its tributaries in the vicinity of
Limeport.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lower Milford Township, Upper Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East, Milford Square
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None

Element of Concern Considerations:
o The Baltimore Checkerspot is a large
brightly colored butterfly that uses the
wetland plant turtlehead (Chelone glabra)
as its primary larval host plant. Forested
and open wetlands and any moist fallow
meadow can provide essential breeding and
nectaring habitat for the species. A high
concentration of deer can have a significant
impact on turtlehead (Chelone glabra), the
larval host plant of the Baltimore
Checkerspot.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: Open wet meadows, forested
wetlands and other wetland habitats along the
floodplain of the Saucon Creek headwaters
provide suitable habitat for a butterfly species
of concern. The riparian zone of the floodplain
is dynamic, with seasonal flooding and scour
events followed by periods of drying and
shallow water. These dynamic actions help to
provide a matrix of wet habitat types in varying
degrees of succession along the floodplain.

A mating pair of Baltimore Checkerspots in a wetland habitat.

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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The landscape within this Natural Heritage Area was cleared of its original forest cover and the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. A network
of roads and railroads was established between points of interest.
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a framework
for a natural habitat corridor. Other streams though this area were cultivated right to their banks,
providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along roads, riparian zones, utility corridors,
agricultural fields, and small woodlots in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the seasonal ebb and flow of
the floodplain. The seasonal fluctuation
of the creek and its tributaries help to
maintain a variety of wetland habitats.
o Infrequent mowing of wet meadows
may be necessary to prevent the
eventual dominance of woody species
in habitats that are currently dominated
by herbaceous species.
o Suppress invasive species of plants to
prevent native species from being
crowded out of the habitat. Invasive
species are well established along
roadways, riparian zones, field edges
and utility corridors. Removal of
invasive shrubs (multiflora rose,
Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle
and autumn olive) can be most effective
as they can shade out the ground,
Ordinary-looking fallow wet meadows often host a good diversity
preventing growth of tree seedlings and
of native plants
a diverse herbaceous layer. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive
species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Deer feeding on the Baltimore Checkerspot larval host plant,
turtlehead, can severely limit this critical resource needed by developing caterpillars.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)
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Little Gap NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Small White-snakeroot (Ageratina aromatica)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S3

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

N (PR)

1997

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs near the crest of Blue Mountain at Little Gap
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lehigh Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Palmerton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Indian Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Devil's Potato Patch,
Little Gap”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Devil's Potato
Patch, Little Gap”
Description: A utility ROW and a road cross Blue Mountain at Little Gap to provide early successional habitat
through the otherwise nearly unbroken forested landscape.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Small White-snakeroot has a range from southern New England south into the Gulf Coast states. In
Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically mostly in the southeastern counties. It grows in various
types of well drained openings and open woods, but is especially a characteristic species of the serpentine
barrens in the southeastern part of the state. The viability of populations of Small White Snakeroot often
requires maintaining early successional conditions and controlling invasive species of plants. Active
management, such as periodic mowing or prescribed fire, may be needed to create the proper successional
stage and ecological conditions for this species to thrive. This species has not been observed at this
location since 1997. Additional surveys are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries.
o The construction of Blue Mountain Road and the utility ROW fragmented the forested landscape,
but likely helped provide suitable habitat for the species of concern.
o Current –
o Roadsides and utility corridors are particularly susceptible to colonization by invasive species of
plants, which are beginning to dominate parts of this area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.
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Conservation Actions:
o Maintain open habitats along utility ROWs and road edges. The population of small white snakeroot
occurs along the utility ROW and roadside where erosion has exposed bare soil and competition has been
kept in check by ROW maintenance. Create “no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the rightsof-way to avoid unintentional destruction of the species of concern or its habitat. Indiscriminate use of
herbicides as rights-of-way defoliants is not appropriate. A smarter, more selective use of vegetation
controls is required in these areas that contain both invasive species and species of concern.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Little Lehigh Creek-Swabia Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

---

---

---

2000

E

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

---

---

---

2009

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Little Lehigh Creek-Swabia Creek. It includes all of the land that drains into the Little Lehigh Creek from its
headwater tributaries near Topton, to where Leibert Creek enters Little Lehigh Creek.
o Municipalities:
o Berks County: Hereford Township, Longswamp Township, Maxatawny Township, Topton Borough
o Lehigh County: Alburtis Borough, Lower Macungie Township, Macungie Borough, Upper Macungie
Township, Upper Milford Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown West, East Greenville, Manatawny, Topton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Little Lehigh Creek-Swabia Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “East Texas Little Lehigh Creek”, “Indian Creek Floodplain” and “Macungie Watershed”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “East
Texas - Little Lehigh Creek”, “Little Lehigh Creek Watershed” and “Swabia, Indian, Hosensack
Watershed”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The northern half of Little Lehigh Creek-Swabia Creek watershed is in a relatively flat landscape that
has long been dominated by agricultural activities, while the southern half has had a more hilly topography the
has been left largely forested. The relatively flat topography of the northern half, while being conducive to
agriculture, also allows water to pool in low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically,
wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a seep or spring, or where the
floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm
ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these
activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in
the Little Lehigh Creek-Swabia Creek watershed.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The “Sensitive Species of Concern A” inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open,
herbaceous dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats.
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Restoration of the marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent
wetlands will help to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody
vegetation removal within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this
species.
o The “Sensitive species of concern B” uses temporary wetlands for breeding, and can potentially breed at
any time of year that these wetlands are filled with water. The loose sandy soils in this area provide a good
substrate for these animals to dig their burrows. They can travel at least 1500 feet between burrows and
breeding grounds. Both types of habitat, and corridors between them, are needed to ensure the survival of
this species at this location. Threats to this species include traffic mortality, hydrological changes, exposure
to biocidal chemicals, changes in land use patterns, and changing agricultural practices. These slowmoving animals are at risk from traffic as they travel between their burrows and breeding pools, and are
often killed as they cross roads in the area.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and the wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds were
created to provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds were
built where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands.
These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve
little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of many streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams through this area were cultivated
right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the
non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning
septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive
groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant
impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Little Lehigh Creek-Swabia Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries
as a wetland complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated
wetlands and closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire
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landscape in which the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which
species are able to colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to
relocate from one wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is
critical to ensuring the species of concern are able to survive. Limited habitat modification by beavers
could help to improve the integrity of this Natural Heritage Area, by reestablishing the matrix of open
canopied wetland complexes. At this point, if beavers would expand into this system, they should be
allowed to modify and restore some of the open habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to natural habitats.
o Preserve the natural hydrologic patterns of the area. Water flows easily through the sandy soil here, and
any changes to the water table in the area (such as from draining or increased water withdrawal) could
affect the temporary pools in the area.
o Limit the use of agricultural biocides in this watershed as they could adversely affect the sensitive species
of concern, whose young have prolonged contact with any chemicals in the water.
o Sensitive species of concern “B” cannot burrow through dense vegetation such as turf, therefore
residential development should be discouraged in the core habitat, and conversion of agricultural land that
is currently in row crops to pasture or hayfield should be avoided.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain. In
addition, road construction activities in the area should consider the possibility of incorporating
small underpasses to allow small animal passage. Such underpasses should be carefully planned
in consultation with experts to make them usable by animals.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
o Because the sensitive species of concern noted from this site rely on open canopied habitats,
programs that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be
avoided in any existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed.
Instead, these programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within
this watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate habitats.
Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Little Lehigh Grasslands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

---

---

---

2012

E

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

---

---

---

2009

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles the Lehigh and Berks County line and is roughly bounded by
Route 222 on the north, Smith Lane on the east, Longswamp Road on the south, and Valley Road on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Berks County: Longswamp Township
o Lehigh County: Lower Macungie Township, Upper Macungie Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown West, East Greenville, Manatawny, Topton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A landscape dominated by active agriculture with row crops, hay fields and some fallow areas is
interspersed with remnants of scattered shallow temporary pools that fill during strong seasonal storms. Two
species of concern utilizes both wetland habitats and open agricultural fields for aspects of their lifecycle.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The “Sensitive species of concern A” uses open wetlands, marshy meadows, croplands, hayfields,
pastures and fallow fields as its primary breeding and foraging areas. Loss and degradation of wetland
and open field habitats is the primary cause of the decline of this species. A sufficient prey base of small
mammals and birds is necessary to support a population of this species.
o The “Sensitive species of concern B” uses temporary wetlands for breeding, and can potentially breed at
any time of year that these wetlands are filled with water. The loose sandy soils in this area provide a good
substrate for these animals to dig their burrows. They can travel at least 1500 feet between burrows and
breeding grounds. Both types of habitat, and corridors between them, are needed to ensure the survival of
this species at this location. Threats to this species include traffic mortality, hydrological changes, exposure
to biocidal chemicals, changes in land use patterns, and changing agricultural practices. These slowmoving animals are at risk from traffic as they travel between their burrows and breeding pools, and are
often killed as they cross roads in the area.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this area was cleared of its original forest cover and the wetlands drained or
dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds were created to
provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds were built
where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands.
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These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve
little use for wildlife.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the
non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning
septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive
groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant
impact on the water available to support wetlands.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve agricultural lands in this area. A mixture of row crops, hay and fallow fields can help maintain
suitable habitat for the species of concern documented at this location.
o The use of rodenticides can depress the prey base for “Sensitive Species of Concern A” and potentially
impact the species itself as it feeds on contaminated prey.
o Preserve the natural hydrologic patterns of the area. Water flows easily through the sandy soil here, and
any changes to the water table in the area (such as from draining or increased water withdrawal) could
affect the small wetlands and temporary pools in the area.
o Sensitive species of concern “B” cannot burrow through dense vegetation such as turf, therefore
residential development should be discouraged in the core habitat, and conversion of agricultural land that
is currently in row crops to pasture or hayfield should be avoided.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Little Offset Swamp NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

Last Seen

Quality2

2006

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles the Northampton/Monroe County boundary near the crest of Blue
Mountain about 1.5 miles west of Fox Gap.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Hamilton Township
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cherry Creek, Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Little Offset Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Little Offset
Swamp”
Description: A large ridge-top shrub swamp at this location provides habitat for a shrub species of concern.
Alterations to the wetland hydrology from draining, filing or flooding could eliminate the preferred habitat for
this species. The ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue Mountain represent a nearly continuous band of forested
habitat along the northern boundary of the Lehigh Valley. Broken only occasionally by roads and structures,
Blue Mountain provides habitat and an essential travel corridor for many species. The dominant dry oak –
heath forest is occasionally interrupted by bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas that provide some habitat
diversity to the ridgeline. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior forest, which
is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rightsof-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge
effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different
habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat
for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber
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Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Draining, filling or flooding the wetland should be avoided.
o Maintain a wide undisturbed forested buffer around the wetland. Allow the adjacent forested habitats to
achieve and maintain mature
conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with
additional buildings or
infrastructure.
o Control invasive species of plants
to prevent introduced species from
crowding out native species.
Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much
easier and more effective to keep
a place invasive-free than to try
and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the
area. Uncommon species of plants Dry patches of sphagnum moss and other wetland plants surround a
are particularly susceptible to
small puddle of water. The spring and early summer of 2012 were
unseasonably dry resulting in much drier conditions in Little Offset
herbivory.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

and fuel several times since European colonization, much of the forest has been standing for over
100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o A utility ROW, an access road and a recreational trail pass through the forested landscape,
providing fragmenting features in an otherwise contiguously forested habitat.
o Invasive species of plants occur along roads, trails, utility ROWs and other fragmenting features,
and in some places, have begun to colonize the forest interior.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.

Swamp than in previous years.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
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Lohman Wetlands NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Red maple - black ash palustrine forest

C

GNR

S2S3

N

2006

C

Yellow Sedge (Carex flava)

G5

S2

PT (PT)

1993

BC

Prairie Sedge (Carex prairea)

G5

S2

PT (PT)

1993

CD

Rigid Sedge (Carex tetanica)

G4G5

S2

PT (PT)

1993

D

Scarlet Indian-paintbrush (Castilleja coccinea)

G5

S2

TU (PT)

1991

D

Hemlock-parsley (Conioselinum chinense)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

1991

CD

Grass-of-Parnassus (Parnassia glauca)

G5

S2

PE (PE)

1993

E

Autumn Willow (Salix serissima)

G4

S2

PT (PT)

1988

A

G4G5

S2

N (PT)

1985

B

G3

S1

PE (PE)

1995

C

PNHP Rank1

Bog Goldenrod (Solidago uliginosa)
Spreading Globeflower (Trollius laxus)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lies just east of Five Points and is divided in two by State Route 512, with
roughly half falling on the north and south sides of the road.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg Quadrangle
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Getz Swamp”,
“Lohman Swamp”, “Lohman Wetlands”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Lohman Wetlands (Getz Swamp, Lohman Fen, Lohman Swamp)”
Description: Scattered limestone-influenced fens, wet meadows, shrub swamps and swamp forests occur within a
matrix of active agriculture, rural residential and suburban development in this relatively flat, glaciated portion
of the County. Numerous species of concern have been documented from the wetlands within the site, but not
recently. Natural succession has converted open fen habitats to closed canopy shrub swamps, eliminating
critical habitat for the large suite of species of concern formerly documented here. Aggressive active
management to reverse this trend is necessary to restore the fen habitat of the species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
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o Red maple - black ash palustrine forests are palustrine forests enriched by groundwater, varying from
circumneutral to calcareous. The substrate can be muck or mineral soil with or without a thin layer of
organic matter. Calciphiles are often present. Alteration of the current hydrological regime is a major
threat to this community and can lead to habitat destruction and/or shifts in community function and
dynamics. Clearing and development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off
and pollution, sedimentation, and insolation/thermal pollution. Invasive plant species can be common in
this community. Ash mortality resulting from the emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) is a major
concern (Eichelberger, 2011).
o All of the plant species of concern at this location are associated with limestone-influenced fens, wet
meadows, rich swamps, and wet woods. In Pennsylvania, these species have been documented primarily
in the glaciated northwestern and northeastern counties. At this location, most of these species have not
been documented since the early to mid-1990s. Recent surveys of the area have documented that the open
fen habitats supporting most of the species of concern have grown up in woody shrubs and trees, closing
the canopy over the open fen habitat. Succession, though naturally occurring, has greatly diminished the
potential habitat for the fen species. Aggressive active management needs to be conducted quickly to
avoid the complete elimination of suitable open fen habitat. Tree clearing and woody shrub removal from
wet habitats is necessary to preserve the open conditions preferred by these species of concern.
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting these shallow wetlands requires specific plant communities
within a matrix of open canopied wetland habitats. Tree clearing and occasional woody shrub removal
from wet habitats may be necessary to preserve the open conditions preferred by this species of concern.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The area was cleared of its original tree and herbaceous layers and divided into small agricultural
fields and pastures many years ago. Many wet areas were likely drained or filled. Scattered
forested and wetland habitats remained where it was too stony or wet to be suitably converted to
agricultural uses.
o Rural roads, an old trolley track and a railroad crisscross the area.
o Current –
o While conversion to intensive agricultural uses completely eliminated suitable habitat in some
cases, the habitats maintained by grazing, occasional mowing and wet fallow fields likely helped
provide the open conditions favorable to many of the species of concern known from this area. In
fact, natural succession from open wet meadows to shrub swamps and ultimately forested
wetlands has greatly reduced the fen (open wet meadow) habitats preferred by most of the species
of concern known from this location. Aggressive active management to restore open wet meadow
conditions is necessary to prevent complete canopy closure over the habitats that most recently
supported the species of concern.
o Alteration of historic drainage patterns may have resulted in either excessive water or insufficient
water in some of the wetlands.
o Rural and suburban development has expanded in recent years, especially along primary roads.
Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source
pollution of the creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems
can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along roadways and have colonized portions of
wetlands in the area.
Conservation Actions:
o Long term goals of this Natural Heritage Area should be to reestablish the mosaic of groundwater fed
open-canopied fen systems that dominated this area before trees and shrubs began to dominate the
wetland habitats through natural succession. Quick and aggressive action is needed to reverse the
colonization of woody species. Cut trees and shrubs out of the primary fen habitats to restore open
canopied conditions. Once the open wet meadow (fen) habitat has been restored, grazing with pastoral
animals or occasional haying can be an effective tool to maintain these soggy meadows in their preferred
condition.
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o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely on open canopied habitats, programs that support

establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in areas close to fen
habitats, but instead should be targeted to buffer the fens from upland disturbances.
o Further fragmentation of this Natural Heritage Area should be avoided, and where necessary, should be
conducted with the continuity of the wetland systems in mind. This may require that road crossings
involve bridge systems that would preserve the groundwater movement associated with fens and slow
flowing waterways.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the natural communities and
species of concern at this site. Extraction of bedrock and glacial deposits or disruption to groundwater
flow from activities such as drilling or mining in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can
contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage. Culverts that allow
water to enter and exit the site must remain clear. Obstruction of the culverts could lead to flooding that
would alter the habitats in the swamp and eliminate the rare species. Creation of additional man-made
ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology within the Natural Heritage Area.
Additionally, as the existing farm or quarry ponds deteriorate and are in need of maintenance, the removal
of such ponds should be explored, in order to recreate the natural flows of the landscape.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. The edge habitats associated with
roadways, residences and agricultural fields are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will
require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Aggressive invasive plant species can
have a significant impact on the available habitat for the species of concern. Focus non-chemical control
efforts on selected areas surrounding species of concern. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for
immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than
to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management needs to be coordinated by
individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present.

References:
Eichelberger, B. 2011. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. Red Maple – Black Ash Palustrine Forest Factsheet. Available
from: http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Community.aspx?=16022 Date Accessed: May 01, 2013
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Lonely Lane Meadows NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G4

S2

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Mulberry Wing (Poanes massasoit)

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just east of Minsi Lake and is roughly bounded by Million Dollar
Highway on the northeast, Ramblewood Road on the south, and Totts Gap Road on the northwest.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Jacoby Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Lohman Wetlands”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Lohman
Wetlands”
Description: Open wet meadows and swampy wet
woods along a small headwaters tributary to Jacoby
Creek provide suitable habitat for a butterfly species
of concern.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Element of Concern Considerations:
o The Mulberry Wing is small skipper butterfly
that is associated with open, wet meadows,
freshwater marshes, shrub swamps and swamp
forests dominated by tussock sedge (Carex
stricta). The larval host plant includes sedges
(Carex spp.). Periodic removal of woody species
from wet meadows may be necessary to prevent
succession to a closed canopy habitat.
Mulberry Wing skipper can be identified by its
prominent arrow shaped patter on the underside of its
wings.

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was a mixture of open agricultural fields
and woodlots. The area outlined in this Natural Heritage Area was, in 1939, mostly agricultural
cropland and pasture with wooded hedgerows. Rubble stone walls through forested areas outline
the boundaries of former pastures and other past agricultural uses of this now, mostly wooded
habitat.
o Current –
o Many of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to forest. Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with
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o
o

former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in
the area.
Natural succession resulting in the dominance of trees and shrubs in areas that had been open, wet
meadows can reduce the suitable habitat available for the Mulberry Wing skipper.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Maintain open, wet meadow habitats by periodic removal of woody species of plants. This action will
temporarily help set back succession to a closed canopy habitat and preserve the open, wet meadow
habitat conditions preferred by the Mulberry Wing skipper.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Forested seeps occur within these headwater recharge areas
of Jacoby Creek.
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Lower Macungie Road Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Matted Spikerush (Eleocharis intermedia)

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S2

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PT (PT)

1993

CD

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the floodplain of the Little Lehigh River at East Texas. It is
roughly bounded by Lower Macungie Road on the north, Brookside Road on the east, and Willow Lane on the
west.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lower Macungie Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown West
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek, Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “East Texas Little Lehigh Creek”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “East
Texas - Little Lehigh Creek”
Description: The floodplain of Little Lehigh
Creek is subject to frequent natural

disturbance associated with flooding,
living up to its name and function in the
landscape. The riparian zone of the

disturbance also provides opportunities
where many aggressive and invasive
species thrive. Consequently, many parts
of the floodplain are dominated by
invasive species. A plant species of
concern was last documented in flood
scour habitat here in 1993.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

floodplain is dynamic, with seasonal flooding
and scour events followed by periods of
drying and shallow water. These dynamic
actions help to provide a matrix of wet habitat
types in varying degrees of succession along
the floodplain. Unfortunately, frequent

The floodplain lives up to its name after a recent heavy rain event.

Species of Concern Considerations:
o Matted spikerush is a wetland plant known from New Brunswick to Minnesota and south to Mississippi.
In Pennsylvania it has been documented in marshes, wet meadows, and stream banks at a few scattered
locations with a concentration of occurrences in the Lehigh Valley. The viability of populations of matted
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spikerush and its habitat may be enhanced by protecting the natural hydrology of wetlands, providing
vegetated buffers around wetlands and controlling invasive species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Historic air photos taken in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show most of the area
surrounding Little Lehigh Creek at that time as cleared for agricultural production, in most cases,
right up to the banks of the creek.
o Current –
o Much of the former farmland and natural habitats in the area have been replaced by
suburban developments and associated infrastructure. Increasing amounts of impervious
surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and
wetlands in the area. Runoff from agricultural and residential areas can have significantly higher
levels of sediment, nutrients and chemicals than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface
water.
o Former agricultural fields in the immediate floodplain of the creek have since been allowed to
revert to early successional forest or remain as open fallow fields. The open space provided by

this retreat from the creek’s edge offers habitat for many plant and animal species, helps
filter and control rainwater runoff, and provides recreational and aesthetic opportunities
for local residents. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have been
o

released from cultivation, these patches of floodplain are dominated by aggressive and introduced
species of plants.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive nonnative species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive species much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.

Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the seasonal ebb and flow of the floodplain. The seasonal fluctuation of the creek and its
tributaries helps to maintain a variety of wetland habitats along the floodplain.
o The park is heavily infested with a variety of aggressive invasive plants. Suppress, control and remove
non-native species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species.
Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn olive) can
be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings and a diverse
herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Allow the forested floodplain habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Encourage native tree and shrub recruitment. Planting additional native species may be necessary to
supplement natural seedling recruitment. Insist that plants that are introduced into the landscape be native
to the county and from local seed sources when possible. Strive to mimic the species composition of
similar high quality natural communities in nearby locations.
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o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to

deer herbivory.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
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Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Martins Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

1995

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Martins Creek. It includes a portion of Blue Mountain to its crest on the north and all of the land that drains into
Martins Creek from its headwater tributaries, to its confluence with the Delaware River.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Hamilton Township
o Northampton County: Bangor Borough, East Bangor Borough, Lower Mount Bethel Township, Pen
Argyl Borough, Plainfield Township, Roseto Borough, Upper Mount Bethel Township, Washington
Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Saylorsburg, Stroudsburg, Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Angle
Swamp”, “Big Offset Barren”, “East Bangor Wetland Complex”, “Fox Gap Pond”, “Little Offset
Swamp”, “Minsi Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”, “Polly Acres Swamp” and “Roseto Pond”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Angle
Swamp”, “Big Offset Barren”, “East Bangor Wetland Complex”, “Fox Gap Pond”, “Little Offset
Swamp”, “Martin's Creek Watershed”, “Minsi Lake Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”, and “Polly Acres
Swamp”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: Martins Creek watershed starts at the top of the south-facing forested slopes of Blue Mountain. The
small seeps and springs issuing from the ground here combine with others to form the tributaries of Martins
Creek. As the streams leave the foothills of Blue Mountain, the topography flattens and farm fields replace
forest. This northern half of the watershed includes an area that was at the southern terminus of the
Wisconsonian glacial event. Glacial sand and gravel deposits occur in an area of relatively flat topography,
which allows water to pool in low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely
existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a seep or spring, or where the floodplain widened
considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm ponds for agricultural
production in past centuries, but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These
wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Martins Creek
watershed. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain also provide part of an important regional migratory
corridor connecting to other habitats outside of the county.
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Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most of the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture.
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of many streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams through this area were cultivated
right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Numerous open pit quarries were operating in the area, occasionally disturbing important natural
habitats and potentially altering historic drainage patterns in the watershed.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded in recent years,
replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat especially along primary roads. Increasing
amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of
creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact
the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the wet areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open
wet sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Many quarries still operate in the area. Open water ponds occur in flooded quarry pits.
Disruptions to bedrock or glacial deposits and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter
the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage wetlands. Alteration of historic
drainage patterns may have resulted in some cases excessive water, and in others, insufficient
water in the wetlands. Both high and low water levels can detrimentally impact the wetland
communities present.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the area before modern agricultural practices worked to minimize
those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands that are more
suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly direct water
downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices were compatible
with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Martins Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland
complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and
closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which
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the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to act as a
buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural and residential sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to
natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the watershed. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of
maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the natural
flows of the landscape.
o Because the sensitive species of concern noted from this site rely on open canopied habitats,
programs that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be
avoided in any existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed.
Instead, these programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within
this watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Mill Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2002

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Mill Creek. This watershed runs roughly east to west and includes all of the land that drains into Mill Creek
from its headwater tributaries in Lehigh County, to its confluence with Sacony Creek in Berks County.
o Municipalities:
o Berks County: Albany Township, Greenwich Township, Maxatawny Township
o Lehigh County: Weisenberg Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kutztown, Topton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Mill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Mill Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by agricultural activities.
The relatively flat topography of the region, while being conducive to agriculture, also allows water to pool in
low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most locations where
water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were
drained or dammed to create fields or farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, but some remain
or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the
backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Mill Creek watershed. Several relatively large patches of
forest were apparent in 1939 air photos. Though the trees were likely cut for fuel and lumber several times since
colonial days, many of the forest patches remain intact.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and the wetlands
drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of agriculture. Alteration of historic drainage
patterns may have resulted in either excessive water or insufficient water in some of the wetlands.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other streams though this area were cultivated right to
their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Though the watershed is still largely dominated by agricultural uses, rural and suburban
development and its associated infrastructure has increased in the area, replacing some farmland,
forests and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly
to the non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly
functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water.
Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a
significant impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Some of the lands formerly cleared and modified for agriculture have since reverted to early
successional forest. Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a
woodlot that is choked with invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat.
Edge habitats associated with roads, utility corridors, riparian areas, agricultural fields and
residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a
sustained and targeted approach to invasive plant management.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
o

Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the watershed before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands that are
more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly direct
water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices were
compatible with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Mill Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the sensitive species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to
act as a buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural, residential and commercial sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally
flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
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o

o

o

o

o

o

Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology within
the area. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of maintenance, the
removal of such ponds should be explored, in order to recreate the natural flows of the landscape.
Because the sensitive species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats,
programs that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be
avoided in any existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed.
Instead, these programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within
this watershed.
Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Minsi Lake Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Herbaceous vernal pond

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2011

BC

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

---

---

---

2008

E

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

---

---

---

2004

E

Sensitive Species of Concern C3

S

---

---

---

2008

E

Sensitive Species of Concern D3

S

---

---

---

2004

E

Sensitive Species of Concern E3

S

---

---

---

2004

E

Sensitive Species of Concern F3

S

---

---

---

2004

E

G5

S1

PE (PE)

2001

E

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Northern Water-plantain (Alisma triviale)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is in the headwaters recharge area for East Fork Martins Creek and is at the
northern end of Minsi Lake.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake
Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
Description: This gently sloping forested area is peppered with many vernal pools, seeps, springs and shrub
swamps. It is one of the larger concentrations of vernal ponds known in Pennsylvania. There are more than one
hundred ponds of varying sizes scattered throughout several hundred acres of forest and should be considered part
of a large complex of natural ponds spread across the south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain. The springs,
seeps and streamlets gather into larger creeks which form part of the headwater recharge area for East Fork Martins
Creek. The great variety of wetland microhabitats makes this area an excellent breeding habitat for amphibians.
This mostly forested area contains over 350 acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters
from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest
edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of
light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in
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interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as
Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools. Numerous pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent
area. Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along
the south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the
larger amphibian community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect
the whole population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic
conditions can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
o The six sensitive species of concern documented at this location are not named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency overseeing their protection. These species require various wetland and upland
habitats to complete different parts of their lifecycles. Maintain current hydrologic conditions and
preserve the intactness of the forested landscape within which the wetlands occur to help ensure the
viability of the habitat supporting these species.
o Northern water plaintain is an emergent aquatic plant that ranges across most of North America except for
the southeast and Gulf states. Pennsylvania is near its southern limit on the east coast. In Pennsylvania, it
has been documented in various shallow wetland habitats, primarily in the western part of the state. The
viability of populations of northern water plantain and its habitats may be enhanced by maintaining
vegetated buffers around wetlands, protecting the wetlands’ natural hydrology and controlling invasive
species of plants.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cut for lumber and fuel more than once over
the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial photographs
from 1939 show variously aged woodlots in this area, suggesting a pattern of past timber harvest.
Many of the existing vernal pools and wetlands can be seen on these historic photos, indicating
their persistence as features in the landscape. Also scattered on the periphery of the forested
habitat were several clearings for farmsteads, with open fields surrounded by forest.
o Current –
o A dam was created and the area below this large assemblage of vernal pools was flooded to form
Minsi Lake.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in the area.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
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o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing

Sally Ray, (PNHP)

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Current land use patterns separate the forest containing the vernal ponds from the nearby forest of Bear
Swamp. Species that occupy the vernal ponds and the swamp will benefit from increasing the connectivity of
these two forested areas and by increasing or at least maintaining the connectivity of these areas with that of
the greater forest of the Delaware Water Gap Recreation Area and Blue Mountain. The proximity and
connectivity of these forests to Blue Mountain offer great potential for retaining or even improving
biodiversity.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Vernal pools that have open canopies, shallow basins and dry slowly often have lush vegetation, while those with
closed canopies, deep basins, or dry more quickly are often merely wet forested depressions marked by areas of dead,
blackened leaves with an outline of sphagnum moss indicating the ponds’ high water level.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Morgan Hill NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2001

F

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the forested hills just south of South Easton, adjacent to Morgan
Hill Golf Club.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Easton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Frys Run
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Morgan Hill”
Description: A rocky, forested hill, mostly surrounded by development, supports a sensitive species of

concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the forested areas as its primary habitat. Fragmentation of the forest canopy
could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by changes to the natural hydrology, encroachment of invasive species, overbrowsing by deer, and habitat fragmentation. Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and
promote invasive species growth. Creating buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of invasive
species will help to maintain populations and encourage new population growth. A recent survey for this
species failed to relocate it among the prevalence of invasive species present. Additional surveys are
recommended to verify the extent of this population.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was dominated by open agricultural fields,
with small scattered woodlots and hedgerows. The small area outlined in this Natural Heritage
Area was, in 1939, mostly early successional forest, regenerating from a past clearing of the land.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in recent
years, replacing farmland, woodlots and natural habitat in the surrounding area, especially along
primary roads. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the environment, but
urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure. Increasing amounts
of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks,
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o

o

streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the
regional groundwater and surface water.
Some of the formerly cleared agricultural fields of this area have since been allowed to revert to
early successional forest. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have
succeeded to forest, small woodlots like this are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced
species of plants. Consequently, invasive species of plants are well established along the roads
and field / forest edge as well as much of the interior of this woodlot.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced.

Conservation Actions:
o Avoid additional fragmentation of the wooded habitat with buildings, roads, and other infrastructure.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
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Mount Bethel Fens NHA – Global Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

C
C

Poison sumac - red-cedar – bayberry fen

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S1

N

2006

A

GNR

S2S3

N

2006

C

Black Dash (Euphyes conspicuus)

G4

S3

N

1996

B

Mulberry Wing (Poanes massasoit)

G4

S2

N

1996

B

Brome Grass (Bromus kalmii)

G5

S2

N (PT)

1994

E

Yellow Sedge (Carex flava)

G5

S2

PT (PT)

2010

C

Prairie Sedge (Carex prairea)

G5

S2

PT (PT)

1991

D

G4
G4G5
G5

S1
S2
S2

PT (PE)
PT (PT)
TU (PT)

2010
1995
2006

C
B
B

Hemlock-parsley (Conioselinum chinense)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

1997

B

Matted Spike-rush (Eleocharis intermedia)
Thin-leaved Cotton-grass
(Eriophorum viridicarinatum)

G5

S2

PT (PT)

2011

B

G5

S2

PT (PT)

1997

B

Baltic Rush (Juncus arcticus var. littoralis)

G5T5

S2

PT (PT)

1991

C

Forked Rush (Juncus dichotomus)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

2011

B

Brook Lobelia (Lobelia kalmii)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

1997

B

Wiry Witchgrass (Panicum flexile)

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

1997

C

Grass-of-Parnassus (Parnassia glauca)

G5

S2

PE (PE)

2010

BC

Capillary Beaked-rush (Rhynchospora capillacea)

G4

S1

PE (PE)

1997

AB

Hoary Willow (Salix candida)

G5

S1

PT (PE)

2004

BC

Autumn Willow (Salix serissima)

G4

S2

PT (PT)

1988

D

Whorled Nutrush (Scleria verticillata)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

1997

AB

G4G5

S2

N (PT)

1997

B

Shining Ladies'-tresses (Spiranthes lucida)

G5

S3

N (PT)

2006

BC

Spreading Globeflower (Trollius laxus)

G3

S1

PE (PE)

1997

CD

Red maple - black ash palustrine forest

Sterile Sedge (Carex sterilis)
A Sedge (Carex tetanica)
Scarlet Indian-paintbrush (Castilleja coccinea)

Bog Goldenrod (Solidago uliginosa)

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
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Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the northern outskirts of the town of Mount Bethel and is roughly
bounded by State Route 611 on the southeast, Boulder Drive on the northeast, and Audubon Drive on the
northwest. It includes land owned by Upper Mount Bethel Township.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Portland, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Mount Bethel
Fens”, “Lake Poco”, “Raesley Woods”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Mount
Bethel Fens”, “Lake Poco”, “Raesley Woods”
Description: Mt. Bethel Fens is a complex of at least 2 rare community types at 10 locations located in a small
valley to the west and northwest of the village of Mt. Bethel. These important wetlands are comprised of small
calcareous fens and seeps (open meadow-like, permanently saturated wetlands fed by high pH groundwater),
marshes and wooded swamps. They are scattered across the valley floor and walls over a 1 to 2-square mile area.
The valley is unique because there are few areas in Pennsylvania that are underlain by both limestone and recently
deposited glacial material. The area is underlain by limestone bedrock of Cambrian and Ordovician ages.
Further, the valley was last glaciated during the Wisconsonian Glaciation. When the glacier retreated about
15,000 years ago it left an overburden above the bedrock of unsorted glacial debris (moraines or till comprised of
clay, silt, sands and gravels) and kame deposits (ice-contact deposits of poorly sorted material with lenses of
sands, gravels and rocks) containing limestone material (for more information on bedrock and glacial geology
see: Hall, 1934; Miller et al. 1939; Sherwood, 1964; and Epstein, 1969). The till material can be an effective
block to groundwater movement while the kames may act as “pipelines” for groundwater flow. Where these
pipelines intersect the surface either in depressions on the valley floor or on the lower side slopes, seeps and
springs emerge and the calcareous wetlands are formed. Due to the constant saturation by groundwater, organic
matter (peat) has built up over time to a depth of about 3 feet in some places. The constantly high water table and
past disturbances (fire, beaver, clearing and grazing) has resulted in these wetlands being dominated by grasses
and sedges. The fens are often surrounded by a border of shrubs such as poison sumac.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Poison sumac - red-cedar – bayberry fen natural community occurs in calcareous wetlands, which are
especially unusual in Pennsylvania, where the predominant geology in most regions is acidic. There are a
number of plants, aquatic invertebrates, and lepidopterans adapted specifically to this high-pH wetland
habitat. The greatest threats to these communities are extraction of bedrock and glacial deposits or
disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in nearby areas and groundwater
extraction, which can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage.
These wetlands may require periodic disturbance such as burning or grazing to maintain their open
canopy which is indicative of this community and the rare species that occupy it (Podniesinski 2011).
o Red maple - black ash palustrine forests are palustrine forests enriched by groundwater, varying from
circumneutral to calcareous. The substrate can be muck or mineral soil with or without a thin layer of
organic matter. Calciphiles are often present. Alteration to the current hydrological regime is a major
threat to this community and can lead to habitat destruction and/or shifts in community function and
dynamics. Clearing and development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off
and pollution, sedimentation, and insolation/thermal pollution. Invasive plant species can be common in
this community. Ash mortality resulting from the emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) is a major
concern (Eichelberger, 2011).
o All of the plant species of concern are associated with the limestone-influenced fens, wet meadows, rich
swamps, and wet woods found scattered throughout this site. In Pennsylvania, these species have been
documented primarily in fen habitats in the glaciated northwestern and northeastern counties. The
viability of populations of these plant species of concern and their habitat may be enhanced by creating
buffers around suitable habitats to preserve the site integrity, protecting the natural hydrology around
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wetlands, and controlling invasive species of plants. In addition, most of the plant species of concern
found at this location prefer open fen, or early successional shrubland as their primary habitat. Tree
clearing and occasional woody shrub removal from wet habitats may be necessary to preserve the open
conditions preferred by these species of concern.
o The Black Dash is a small skipper butterfly that is associated with wet meadows and fresh-water marshes.
Presence of swamp milk-weed is a good indicator for the preferred habitat of this species. Larval host plants
are sedges (Carex spp).
o The Mulberry Wing is another small skipper butterfly that is associated with wet meadows, open
freshwater marshes, shrub swamps and swamp forests dominated by tussock sedge (Carex stricta). The
larval host plant includes sedges (Carex spp.)
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Prior to European settlement, the area may have been subject to periodic fires, perhaps
intentionally set by Native Americans (Moeller 1999). This disturbance may have helped to
preserve the open aspect of the fen habitats.
o The area was cleared of its original tree and herbaceous layers and divided into small agricultural
fields and pastures many years ago. Many wet areas were likely drained or filled and converted to
agricultural uses. Scattered forested habitats remained where it was too stony or wet to be suitably
converted for agricultural production. A milldam was created on a portion of Jacoby Creek.
Milldams frequently trapped many tons of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the
floodplain in the process. When the dams were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep
channel through the accumulation of sediment. Some portions of the Jacoby Creek floodplain
remain trapped in these deep narrow channels.
o Rural roads and a railroad crisscross the area.
o Quarry operations are apparent from historical air photos taken in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/).
o Current –
o Sand and gravel quarries expanded over much of the area. Open water ponds occur in flooded
quarry pits. Disruptions to bedrock or glacial deposits and groundwater extraction can
contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage wetlands.
o Much of the area formerly cleared for agricultural fields and pasture has reverted to early
successional woodlots. In the absence of natural disturbance such as fire, or active vegetation
removal, fens tend to succeed into shrub swamps and forested swamp, which do not support most
of the species of concern at this site. Several species of concern formerly documented at this
location have not been relocated in recent years and their decline may be attributed to natural
succession of open wet meadows to closed canopy habitats.
o Invasive species of plants are prevalent in the wetlands and threaten the long-term viability of the
fen habitats. Of particular concern are several very aggressive plants that can dominate wetlands
at the exclusion of most other species: common reed (Phragmites australis), purple loosestrife
(Lythrum salicaria), and reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea).
o An abundance of clean, high pH water feeding the fens is critical to maintaining the species that
occur there. Alteration of historic drainage patterns may have resulted in some cases excessive
water, and in others, insufficient water in the wetlands. Both high and low water levels can
detrimentally impact the fen communities present. Wetland alterations by beaver in one portion of
the wetland complex have dramatically altered the fen habitats so that populations of species of
concern have been greatly reduced.
o Rural and suburban development has expanded in recent years, especially along primary roads.
Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source
pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can
also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for
domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to
support these groundwater fed wetlands.
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Conservation Actions:
o Long term goals of this Natural Heritage Area should be to reestablish the mosaic of groundwater
fed fen systems that dominated this area before modern agricultural practices worked to minimize
the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage
and rapidly direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and
grazing practices were favorable for the species of concern found at this site. Once the open fen
habitat has been restored, light grazing with pastoral animals can be an effective tool to maintain
these soggy meadows in their preferred condition.
o To maintain the fens it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the fens occur. This
landscape provides water to the fens and the means by which species are able to colonize/move to
new sites. Maintaining the array of fens and the habitats between is critical to ensuring the fen
species are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each fen to act as a buffer against
disturbances and to help exclude weedy species. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for
species to relocate from one fen to another.
o Further fragmentation of this Natural Heritage Area should be avoided, and where necessary,
should be conducted with the continuity of the wetland systems in mind. This may require that
road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the groundwater movement associated
with fens and slow flowing waterways.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare
species at this site. Extraction of bedrock and glacial deposits or disruption to groundwater flow
from activities such as drilling or mining in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can
contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage. Culverts that
allow water to enter and exit the site must remain clear. Obstruction of the culverts could lead to
flooding that would alter the habitats in the fens and eliminate the rare species.
o Creation of additional man-made ponds should be discouraged to restore and maintain the natural
hydrology within the Natural Heritage Area. Additionally, as the existing farm or quarry ponds
deteriorate and are in need of maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be explored in
order to recreate the natural flows of the landscape.
o Periodic management to reduce woody plant colonization of fen habitats will likely be necessary
to maintain open conditions. Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open
canopied habitats, programs that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as
CREP, should be avoided in areas close to wet meadow habitats, but instead should be targeted to
buffer the fens from upland disturbances.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for this
delicate habitat. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and cautiously
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain
topography should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.
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Mount Jack Limestone Outcrop NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Calcareous opening/cliff

C

GNR

S2

N (N)

2012

C

Riverside ice scour community

C

GNR

S1S2

N (N)

2012

B

Flat-stemmed Spike-rush (Eleocharis compressa)

G4

S1

PE (PE)

2011

BC

Tall Cinquefoil (Potentilla arguta)

G5

SNR

N (SP)

2012

AC

G5T5

S1

N (PE)

1986

D

G5

S3

TU (PT)

2012

B

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Riverine Sand Cherry (Prunus pumila var. depressa)
White Heath Aster (Symphyotrichum ericoides)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs at a bend in the Delaware River just north of Riverton.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Belvidere
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Allegheny Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Mount Jack Limestone
Outcrop”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Mount Jack
Limestone Outcrop”
Description: Steep bedrock slopes flanking the shoreline of the Delaware River give way to exposed and scoured
bedrock in the riverbed. Each of these features is considered an important natural community at this site. The
habitat consists of a series of shrub and forb dominated riverside outcrops that run along the base of several steeply
sloping, sparsely vegetated cliffs. The low lying riverside outcrops are often scoured by ice flows in late winter
and/or by flood waters in early spring. By late summer the plants growing on the rocks may be exposed to extreme
drought. This habitat supports a unique suite of plant species which are adapted to surviving in the cracks and
crevices of the exposed bedrock. Above the cliffs is a steeply sloping hillside with an oak-dominated forest.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Calcareous opening/cliff natural community occurs on calcareous cliffs, out-crops, and rocky slopes. There
is generally some degree of shading from the surrounding forest or woodland community or from the land
form itself. Species composition varies with the amount of moisture, shade and exposure. Extraction of
bedrock material and invasive species of plants are the primary threats to the continued viability of these
habitats.
o Riverside ice scour natural community occurs along the banks of major rivers where rock outcrops are
subject to winter ice scour and periodic flooding. Plants grow in soil that accumulates in cracks in the rock.
Alteration to the frequency and duration of flood events and development of the river floodplains are the
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two greatest threats to this community statewide and can lead to habitat destruction and/or shifts in
community function and dynamics. Non-native invasive plants may be equally devastating as native
floodplain plants are displaced. Development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural
run-off, sedimentation, and pollution. Natural flooding frequency and duration should be maintained and
construction of new dams, levees, or other in-stream modifications should be avoided.
o Flat-stemmed Spike-rush has a large range through much of North America. In Pennsylvania, it has been
documented historically in scattered counties, especially along the lower Susquehanna River. It grows on
river shorelines and riverbed rock outcrops, which are subject to annual scouring. The viability of the
known populations will require maintaining the natural hydrology of the rivers, with the seasonal
fluctuations and scouring, as well as retaining the natural conditions of the shorelines, riverbed outcrops,
and islands. Invasive species may be a threat at some locations.
o Tall Cinquefoil ranges across most of northern and central North America, skipping the south, gulf coast
states and California. In Pennsylvania, it can be found dry, rocky ledges, fields and woods at scattered
locations around the state. Habitat loss, invasive species and quarrying represent threats at some locations.
o Riverine Sand Cherry ranges from New Brunswick to Ontario and south into New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Pennsylvania, it represents a northerly species and has been documented
historically in a number of widespread counties along the major rivers, but appears to be most frequent
along the Delaware River. The species grows on islands and shores that are subjected to annual natural
events such as flooding and ice scouring. The viability of populations of Riverine Sand Cherry and its
habitat may be enhanced by maintaining the natural hydrology and natural vegetation of the river shorelines
and particularly in controlling invasive species of plants.
o White Heath Aster ranges from Quebec south to Virginia and west to Manitoba and Arizona. In
Pennsylvania, this species can be found on calcareous cliffs and outcrops at scattered locations, but
primarily along the Delaware River. Prevent destruction or modification of bedrock outcrops where this
species occurs.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1937 show a narrow band of forest along the river at this location in a
landscape dominated by active agriculture and scattered woodlots.
o A road was built parallel to the river, upslope from the river’s edge.
o Current –
o The natural communities at this location will likely persist indefinitely as long as the surrounding
forest and bedrock are undisturbed, the river’s natural flooding regime is not altered by dams, and
invasive species do not completely dominate the habitat. Unfortunately, invasive species of plants
are currently well established in the area, crowding out and displacing native species.
o An access road was built down to the river’s edge, but has since been closed.
Conservation Actions:
o Suppress and control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody
species such as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose in close
proximity to the cliff community. Also target pioneer populations of Japanese knotweed and purple
loosestrife for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. An additional finer level of invasive species
eradication could be conducted by hand cutting invasive species from outcrop habitats supporting species
of concern. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the native
and rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control
will be necessary.
o Preserve the wide forested buffer that is present along this section of the river to help maintain the integrity
of this site. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive species removal. Allow the forest to
approach older growth conditions.
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o Avoid disturbing the seasonal flood and scour cycle of the river with the construction of dams, roads,

riverside development, or other activities that could result in flow alteration.
o Avoid development of recreational amenities that could significantly impact the habitat. A boat launch

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

may be desirable at this location, but there is probably very limited area to support additional parking.

Weathered and scoured bedrock of the riverbed is exposed
during seasonal low water events. Small deposits of soil in
rock crevices provide meager footholds for plants adapted
to these conditions.

White heath aster occurs scattered sporadically along the base
of the steep slope and within the flood/ice scour zone of the
river.
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Mountain Road Seep NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seep

C

GNR

S4S5

N

2012

BC

Sensitive Species of Concern3

S

---

---

---

2012

CD

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is located on the forested slope just south of the borough of Macungie and is
roughly bounded by Mountain Road (South Church Street) on the north, South Chestnut Street on the east, and
Sweetwood Drive on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lower Macungie Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown West
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or a portion of “Macungie
Watershed”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Swabia, Indian, Hosensack Watershed”
Description: This hill in southwestern Lehigh County rises 500 feet above the valley floor and stands out as a
relatively large contiguously forested area in a region increasingly dominated by suburban development. The
north facing slope has several large forested seeps and supports a sensitive species of concern. The forested hill
also contain almost 500 acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any
opening such as a building, field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and
100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light,
noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior
forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet
Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seeps are where groundwater meets the surface and diffuses
through the soil to form a wide, shallow area of muck soil, often dominated by skunk cabbage. Typically
the community is over-topped by trees and shrubs from the surrounding forest, although large examples
will be open. Herbaceous species are strongly dominant and tend to be relatively diverse, especially
where there is greater mineral enrichment. Bedrock disruptions such as drilling or mining in nearby areas
can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage (McPherson, 2011).
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the forested areas as its primary habitat. Fragmentation of the forest canopy
could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and fragmentation.
Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating
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buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations and
encourage new population growth.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that most of this hill was forested
then and remains so today. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel several times
since colonial days, much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years. The forest likely
contains individual trees that are much older.
o Current –
o Scattered residences have begun to chip away at the contiguous forest, especially along the base
of the slope, but also on the top of the hill. An access road passes over the upper edge of the seep
natural community, and brush and tree parts have been pushed over the embankment into the
seep.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along the roads and field / forest edge and have
begun to colonize the forest interior in some locations.
o A non-native Norway spruce plantation occupies part of the site.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the community and rare species
at this site. Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a
mile of a seepage wetland without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species
management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive
species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
McPherson, J. 2011. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. Skunk-cabbage – Golden Saxifrage Seep Factsheet.
Available from: http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Community.aspx?=16013 Date Accessed: May 01, 2013
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)
Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

An extensive forested seep drains off a north facing slope.

An access road crosses the upper portion of the seep.
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Neff’s Ponds NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Spotted Pondweed (Potamogeton pulcher)

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S1

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PE (PE)

2012

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the toe slope of Blue Mountain at North Cottonwood Road near
Slatefield.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lehigh Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Palmerton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Indian Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Neffs Ponds”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Neffs Ponds”
Description: A series of vernal ponds occur among the nearly unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes of Blue
Mountain. This area supports a large contiguous area of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters
from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest
edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of
light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in
interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as
Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Spotted pondweed occurs from Maine south to Florida and west to Minnesota and Texas. In Pennsylvania,
it grows in shallow, acidic streams, vernal ponds, in swamps and on muddy shores. Conservation of
spotted pondweed will depend upon the protection of existing populations and maintenance of their
wetland habitat. This may include removing invasive plants and creating buffers to help protect
populations from the effects of run-off or flooding. Sustaining appropriate water levels will also be
important for maintaining high quality habitats.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries.
o Below the forested slope, the land had been cleared of its original vegetation and converted to
agricultural uses many years ago.
o Current –
o Residential development has replaced some agricultural fields at the base of Blue Mountain and has
begun to creep up the base of the slope in some locations.
o Invasive species of plants are established along roads and along the field/forest edges and have
begun to invade the forest interior in some places.
o Off road vehicle activity occurs in the forest.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
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vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some
nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced
food sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences.
Conservation Actions:
o The wetlands at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining or filling the pools, or disruption of the surface or groundwater hydrology.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the surrounding forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species.
Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and
more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive
species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the
invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to deer
herbivory.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Nestle Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the toe slope of Blue Mountain just north of Mosserville. It is
roughly bounded by Route 309 on the north and Lentz Road on the South.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lynn Township
o USGS Quadrangles: New Tripoli
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Ontelaunee Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A series of seeps, springs and vernal pools occur in this forested habitat.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools. Several pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent area.
Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along the
south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the
larger amphibian community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect
the whole population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic
conditions can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cut for lumber and fuel more than once over
the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial photographs
from 1938 show variously aged woodlots in this area, suggesting a pattern of past timber harvest.
Several of the existing vernal pools and wetlands can be seen on these historic photos, indicating
their persistence as features in the landscape. Most of the area on the eastern and southern
perimeter of this Natural Heritage Area had been in active agriculture and pasture in 1938.
o Route 309 was constructed along the northern boundary of this Natural Heritage Area, sometime
prior to 1938, fragmenting the otherwise contiguous forested habitat.
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o Current –
o Though the area is still largely dominated by forest and agricultural uses, rural and suburban
development and its associated infrastructure has increased in the area, replacing some farmland,
forests and natural habitat. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly
to the non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly
functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface water.
Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a
significant impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in the area.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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New York Tunnel-Bed Bug Cave NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

1995

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs in the Borough of Slatington.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Slatington Borough
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon, Palmerton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek, Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: “New York Tunnel”
Description: A cave provides suitable habitat for a species of concern during a part of its lifecycle.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses caves, mine openings and other underground habitats during part of its
lifecycle. Species that inhabit the underground system are sensitive to even minor disturbance to the water
quality and underground environment. Blasting or other activities that disrupt bedrock within the core
areas may damage the structure of the underground habitat, potentially making it unusable by the species
of concern. Alteration of underground entranceways such as vegetation removal and structural changes,
such as closure, can affect climatic conditions in the habitat, including airflow, temperature, and
humidity.
Habitat Disturbances:
o A slate quarry operated at this location in the past, creating or augmenting the underground openings
suitable for the species of concern at this location.
Conservation Actions:
o Cave entrances should generally be buffered from disturbance by at least 160 meters (525 feet). However,
the proximity of this cave/mine entrance to urban habitats precludes that option. Blasting and other
activities that will affect the bedrock should be avoided within this area so as not to damage the cave
structure. During the months of November through April, foot traffic or other disturbances in the cave or
near its mouth should be avoided as much as possible.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Ontelaunee Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2005

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Ontelaunee Creek. It includes Blue Mountain to its crest on the north and spans the valley with Lynnport and
New Tripoli to Shochary Ridge on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Berks County: Albany Township
o Lehigh County: Lynn Township, Heidelberg Township
o USGS Quadrangles: New Tripoli, Slatedale
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Ontelaunee Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Leaser Lake
Woods” and “Bears Rocks”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Leaser
Lake Woods”, “Bears Rocks” and “State Game Lands #217 and Appalachian Trail”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Ontelaunee Creek watershed is in a landscape that has long been dominated by agricultural
activities. The relatively flat topography of the region, while being conducive to agriculture, also allows water
to pool in low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely existed at most
locations where water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplain widened considerably. Most of these
wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries,
but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be
considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Ontelaunee Creek watershed. The forested
expanses of Blue Mountain also provide part of an important regional migratory corridor connecting to other
habitats outside of the county.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most of the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture. Farm ponds
were created to provide a consistent supply of water for farming uses. Many of these farm ponds
were built where drainage was poor, often on top of existing springs, seeps, and other natural
wetlands. These natural wetlands were replaced with highly modified deep, steep sided ponds,
which serve little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a framework
for a natural habitat corridor. Other sections of streams though this area were cultivated right to
their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban residential development has increased in the area, replacing farmland, forests
and natural habitat.
o Leaser Lake was created by flooding part of a tributary to Ontelaunee Creek.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred within the floodplain before modern agricultural practices worked to
minimize the areas of lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands
that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly
direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices
were compatible with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Ontelaunee Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland
complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and
closed canopy floodplain forests. Habitat modification by beavers could help to improve the integrity of
this watershed, by reestablishing the matrix of open canopied wetland complexes. At this point, if
beavers would expand into this system, they should be allowed to modify and restore some of the open
habitats that previously existed at this site.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). The
wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs to maintain wetland openings. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain
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o

o

o

has been restored, light grazing or infrequent mowing can be effective tools to maintain these soggy
meadows in their preferred condition.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist along the stream. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology
within the Natural Heritage Area. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in
need of maintenance, the removal of such ponds should be encouraged, in order to recreate the
natural flows of the landscape.
Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Oughoughton Creek Headwaters NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lies south of East Bangor adjacent to Locke Heights Road.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None

Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern,
which is not named at the request
of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the
forested areas as its primary
Low areas dominated by skunk cabbage and a good diversity of other
habitat. Fragmentation of the
wetlands plants are interspersed with higher areas dominated by exotic
forest canopy could decrease the
invasive shrubs.
suitable habitat available to this
species at this location. These woodlands may be detrimentally altered by changes to the natural
hydrology, encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and habitat fragmentation.
Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating
buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations and
encourage new population growth.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: Extensive forested seeps at
the headwaters of Oughoughton
Creek support a sensitive species of
concern. The slightly undulating
topography of the area has low wet
areas dominated by skunk cabbage
and other wetland plants interspersed
with higher, drier areas that are
unfortunately dominated by invasive
shrubs.

Habitat Disturbances:
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o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. The
area outlined in this Natural Heritage Area was, in 1939, a patch of natural habitat surround by
agricultural fields and small woodlots. The wetness of the site likely discouraged its conversion to
other uses.
o Current –
o Many of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to early successional forest. Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions
associated with former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well
established in the area.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the habitat of the species of
concern at this site. Disruption of groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in nearby
areas and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds
the seepage. The wetland habitats at this location will likely persist as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. The storm water runoff from development and
agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the wetland habitat
and the headwaters of the Oughoughton Creek.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Oughoughton Creek Power Plant NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa Global

Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)

G4

S1B,S1N

PE (PE)

2008

E

Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)

G5

S3B

PT (PT)

2010

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs at the Martins Creek electric generating plant on the western shore of
the Delaware River.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lower Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Belvidere
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Oughoughton Creek
Power House Site”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Oughouton
Creek near Delaware River”
Description: Man-made structures at an electrical generating facility along the Delaware River provide suitable
nesting habitat for two bird species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Peregrine Falcons suffered a significant population decline linked to the use of organochlorine pesticides.
With the cessation of DDT use in the US, their populations have begun to recover. Peregrine Falcons
require a combination of large open areas for hunting and tall, inaccessible ledges for nesting. They rarely
are found in forested areas without these features. Ledges can either be natural cliffs or human-made
structures that have similar structural characteristics. At this location, the Peregrines are using the bridge
as its nest site, while hunting for prey, frequently up to several kilometers away. There is potential for
collisions with structures and automobiles in these urban settings.
o The Osprey is a distinctive bird of prey most often seen around open water. Ospreys inhabit every
continent but Antarctica, nesting in trees, snags, and ever-increasing man-made structures located near high
quality fresh- or saltwater fishing grounds. Like the Peregrine Falcon, the Osprey suffered a significant
population decline linked to the use of organochlorine pesticides, but have similarly had a population
resurgence since elimination of their use in the US. Nesting in both “wild” and highly urban environments,
the habitat requirements for Osprey are quality fishing grounds near a suitable nesting platform. Measures to
maintain and improve the water quality of the Delaware River and its tributaries would help safeguard the
aquatic food chain which supports the Osprey
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
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photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was dominated by active agricultural
fields with a narrow strip of trees along the banks of the Delaware River.
o An electric generating facility was constructed in the mid-50s, replacing the farm fields at this
location.
o Current –
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
agricultural fields, floodplains, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in the
area.
Conservation Actions:
o Both Osprey and Peregrine populations can be supported by the construction of suitable nesting platforms.
o Protect the aquatic food chain and the Ospreys’ fishing habitat by supporting actions to preserve and
improve water quality of the Delaware River and its tributaries.
o The Peregrines’ primary prey source is birds, so avoid the use of poisons to control pigeons and other pest
bird populations within two kilometers of the nest.
o Coordinate routine structure maintenance activities to avoid critical nesting periods.
o Discourage shoreline development.
o Enhance the Delaware River shoreline with the establishment of a wide forested buffer to help maintain
and improve water quality.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
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Passer Road Woodlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S1

TU (TU)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Virginia Rose (Rosa virginiana)

Last Seen

Quality2

1994

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just northeast of Coopersburg and is roughly bounded by Flint Hill
road on the west and north, and Passer Road on the south.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Upper Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Saucon Creek
Watershed”
Description: A small early successional woodlot and the edges of a railroad embankment in a mostly developed
context provide habitat for Virginia rose, a shrub species of concern. A small tributary to Tumble Brook passes
along the edge of the woodlot.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Virginia rose ranges from Newfoundland to Virginia and irregularly to Missouri. In

Pennsylvania, it occurs in scattered locations around the state in pastures, old fields, open roads
and roadsides. This species has not been documented at this location since 1994 and additional surveys
for this species at this location are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1938 show that the surrounding area was dominated by open agricultural fields,
with small scattered woodlots and hedgerows. The small area outlined in this Natural Heritage
Area was, in 1938, mostly early successional forest, regenerating from a past clearing of the land.
o A railroad was built through this area, likely modifying the flow and drainage of the tributary to
Tumble Brook in the process.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in recent
years, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat in the surrounding area, especially along
primary roads. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the environment, but
urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure. Increasing amounts
of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks,
streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the
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o

o

regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
Some of the formerly cleared agricultural fields of this area have since been allowed to revert to
early successional forest. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have
succeeded to forest, small woodlots are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced species of
plants. Consequently, invasive species of plants are well established along the roads and field /
forest edge as well as parts of the interior of this woodlot.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced.

Conservation Actions:
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Perkiomen Creek-Swamp Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2003

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Perkiomen Creek-Swamp Creek. It includes all of the land that drains into Perkiomen Creek from its headwater
tributaries in Lehigh and Berks Counties, to its confluence with Swamp Creek in Montgomery County.
o Municipalities:
o Berks County: Hereford Township, Longswamp Township, Washington Township
o Lehigh County: Upper Milford Township
o Montgomery County: East Greenville Borough, Green Lane Borough, Lower Frederick Township,
Marlborough Township, New Hanover Township, Pennsburg Township, Red Hill Township, Upper
Frederick Township, Upper Hanover Township, Upper Salford Township
o USGS Quadrangles: East Greenville, Milford Square, Perkiomenville, Sassmansville
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Perkiomen Creek-Swamp Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Perkiomen Creek-Swamp Creek watershed has had a relatively large area that has been
consistently forested due to land that was considered too stony or steep to be useful for agriculture. Though the
forests have been harvested repeatedly for fuel and timber, most of the forested area at this location has been
standing for over 100 years and individual trees are likely much older. In recent decades, much of this formerly
forested area has been converted to low density residential uses and its associated infrastructure. Historically,
wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplains of
creeks and streams widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or
farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, or have been filled or modified for contemporary uses,
but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these activities, particularly in the northern part of the
watershed. These wetland fragments should be considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in
the watershed.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
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to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most of the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture that used to
characterize this area. A significant amount of forested habitat remains in the watershed, likely a
result of land that was considered too steep or stony to cultivate.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of many streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams through this area were cultivated
right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o A dam for Green Lane Reservoir was constructed in the 1950s, flooding many acres of floodplain
and adjacent upland within the watershed.
o Current –
o Suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in this watershed
in recent years, replacing farmland, forest and natural habitats throughout the watershed.
Formerly intact forests have been increasing fragmented by low density suburban development
and its associated infrastructure. Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute
significantly to the non-point source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area.
Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and surface
water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have
a significant impact on the water available to support wetlands.
o Some wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the wet areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open
wet sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Some formerly agricultural fields have reverted to early successional forest, while other fields
have been converted to suburban development. Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to
forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with invasive species of plants that can rapidly
populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to weedy plant
invasion.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the northern section of the watershed before modern agricultural
practices worked to minimize those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows
to drier lands that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve
drainage and rapidly direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and
grazing practices were compatible with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of the northern section of Unami Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries
as a wetland complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated
wetlands and closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire
landscape in which the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which
species are able to colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to
relocate from one wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is
critical to ensuring the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each
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wetland to act as a buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be
taken to avoid allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural, residential and commercial sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally
flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be an effective tool to maintaining these soggy meadows
in their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Persimmon Lane Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Herbaceous vernal pond

C

SNR

S3S4

N (N)

2010

A

Sensitive Species of Concern3

S

---

---

---

2010

A

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just northwest of Minsi Lake and is roughly bounded on the
northeast by Quaker Plain Road and on the northwest by Persimmon Lane.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “Minsi Lake
Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
Description: Numerous vernal pools are scattered in a forested area along the base of Blue Mountain. Though
fragmented by adjacent roads, the forested area contains over 60 acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at
least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area
between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as
increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions
than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest
dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds. The woodlot also supports
headwater tributaries to East Fork Martins Creek.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools.
o The sensitive species of concern at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection. The species utilizes both aquatic and upland habitats primarily along riparian
zones for various aspects of its lifecycle. Protection and enhancement of wide forested stream floodplain
buffers and protection of existing adjacent wetlands can help maintain suitable habitat for this species.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1937 show that much of the currently forested area was forested then though
some of the area was cleared for crops or pasture. Though the forest was likely selectively cut for
fuel wood and timber several times since colonial times, much of the existing forest has been
standing for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o Current –
o Some formerly agricultural fields of the woodlot have reverted to forest. Unfortunately,
conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with invasive
species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with
agricultural are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and
targeted approach to invasive management.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely
affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the
vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients,
pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal. Preserve the forested riparian zones along the seeps, springs and tributaries of
the headwater stream.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much
easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.
Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well
as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Polly Acres Swamp NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just northwest of North Bangor at Polly Acres Development.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Polly Acres Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Polly Acres
Swamp”
Description: A thick swamp forest at the base of Blue Mountain supports swamp dog-hobble (Leucothoe
racemosa), a shrub species of concern. Red maple (Acer rubrum), black-gum (Nyssa sylvatica), and yellow birch
(Betula alleghaniensis) are the dominant canopy tree species, with white pine (Pinus strobus) and red spruce (Picea
rubens) as associates. The presence of red spruce, a northern species, is unusual for Northampton County. The
understory is dominated by rhododendron (Rhododendron maximum), winterberry (Ilex verticillata), and highbush
blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum). The woods surrounding the swamp have been developed for residential and
vacation homes.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The wetland at this location has been a persistent feature in the landscape at the base of the large
forested expanse of Blue Mountain. Aerial photos from 1939 show this swamp forest in a mostly
forested context with scattered agricultural clearings on the southern periphery of the wetland. A
utility ROW was constructed along the southern boundary of the wetland.
o Current –
o Low density residential development occurs on the periphery of the wetland.
o A dam was constructed at the wetland outflow, flooding part of the wetland.
o An access lane was built through the wetland, blocking the flow of water, effectively dividing the
wetland into two parts.
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Conservation Actions:
o Despite the alterations to the wetland, the shrub species of concern, swamp dog-hobble, is well
established in this wetland and appears to be thriving.
o Maintain the natural hydrology of the wetland by avoiding draining, filling, damming or flooding the
wetland, or altering the seeps and streams flowing into the wetland.
o Ideally, the access road through the wetland should be abandoned and dismantled. Alternatively,
reconnect the two halves of the wetland by constructing multiple culverts under the access road running
through the wetland.
o Discourage fragmentation of the adjacent habitat with additional roads, buildings or infrastructure.
Maintain and enhance undisturbed forested buffers around the wetland to protect the integrity of the
habitat from invasive species of plants and runoff from developed areas.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Portland Power Plant NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

2011

E

Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)

G5

S3B

PT (PT)

2010

E

White Heath Aster
(Symphyotrichum ericoides)

G5

S3

TU (PT)

1986

E

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Delaware River at, and below the Portland electric
generating facility.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Portland Borough, Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Portland
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Allegheny Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: “Portland Power Plant Site”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Portland Power
Plant Site”
Description: Wooded areas and man-made structures along the Delaware River provide suitable nesting habitat
for Ospreys, a bird species of concern. Lakes, rivers and streams in the surrounding landscape provide prey
foraging habitat. This habitat also supports two additional species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern known from this site, (which is not named at the request of the
jurisdictional agency overseeing its protection), utilizes nesting habitat along the Delaware river, but also
has a large foraging habitat that likely includes many of the creeks and lakes in the area. In addition to
nesting habitat, a suitable prey base of primarily fish is important to sustain a population of this species.
Consequently efforts to preserve and improve surface water quality in the area will help to maintain the
prey source necessary.
o The Osprey is a distinctive bird of prey most often seen around open water. Ospreys inhabit every continent
but Antarctica, nesting in trees, snags, and ever-increasing man-made structures located near high quality
fresh- or saltwater fishing grounds. The Osprey suffered a significant population decline linked to the use of
organochlorine pesticides. With the cessation of DDT use in the US Osprey populations have begun to
recover. Nesting in both “wild” and highly urban environments, the habitat requirements for Osprey are
quality fishing grounds near a suitable nesting platform. Measures to maintain and improve the water quality
of the Delaware River and its tributaries would help safeguard the aquatic food chain which supports the
Osprey.
o White heath aster ranges from Quebec south to Virginia and west to Manitoba and Arizona. In
Pennsylvania, this species can be found on calcareous cliffs and outcrops at scattered locations, primarily
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along the Delaware River. Prevent destruction or modification of bedrock outcrops where this species
occurs.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The shoreline of the river had been modified and altered by roads, railroads, and agriculture
leavening little of the original vegetation. Historic aerial photos from 1938 show this area as
dominated by active agricultural fields, pastures and a few scattered small woodlots.
o A coal-fired electric generating facility was constructed on the banks of the river in the late
1950s.
o Current –
o Decreases in surface water quality of the Delaware River and its tributaries can have an adverse
impact on the aquatic food chain that supports the fish-feeding Osprey.
o Many of the formerly cleared agricultural fields in the surrounding area have since been allowed
to revert to early successional forest. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that
have succeeded to forest, small woodlots are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced
species of plants. Consequently, invasive species of plants are well established in these habitats.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve and avoid disturbing suitable nesting habitat along the banks of the river. The industrial structures
associated with the power plant as well as large trees of the adjacent floodplain provide nesting
opportunities for Ospreys. Coordinate routine building maintenance activities to avoid critical nesting
periods.
o Preserve and improve the water quality of the river to help provide a continued and increased food chain.
Restore and expand vegetated riparian buffers along all tributaries of the watershed. All tributaries within
the watershed can help improve water quality by decreasing unfiltered runoff from non-point sources of
pollution. The rainwater runoff from agricultural fields, pastures, roads and residences should be
considered a potential source of significant contamination for the watershed. Runoff from these sources
have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than
runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Restoration of vegetated stream buffers along the Delaware River
and its tributaries will help increase the quality of the habitat and food source for the species of concern
while improving water conditions for the entire watershed and downstream users.
o Discourage shoreline development.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Potomac Street Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

---

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2004

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just south of Mount Bethel and is roughly bounded by Potomac
Street on the northeast, Allegheny Road on the south, and Route 611 on the northwest.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Portland
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Allegheny Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Portland Power
Plant Site”
Description: Forested and shrub swamp wetlands at the headwater recharge area of Allegheny Creek support a
species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern documented at this location is not named at the request of the jurisdictional
agency overseeing its protection. This species relies on the wetland feature as its primary habitat, but also
utilizes forested upland habitats during part of its lifecycle. Restoration of the various wetland habitats
historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help to provide
expanded habitat opportunities for this species of concern.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show the forested swamp as intact at that time, surrounded by active
agricultural fields outlined by hedgerows. Many streams in the area were cultivated right to the
banks of the stream and edge of the wetland, allowing sediment and nutrients to flow directly into
waterways.
o Current –
o The area closely resembles the same pattern of swamp forest surrounded by active agricultural
fields evident in the 1939 air photos, though suburban development has replaced some former
farm fields on the periphery of this Natural Heritage Area. The narrow band of vegetation around
the swamp forest affords little buffer to the effects of storm water runoff from adjacent fields. In
addition, increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point
source pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Runoff from these sources can have
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o
o

significantly higher temperatures and levels of pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural
habitat. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact the regional groundwater and
surface water.
Local roadways can present significant obstacles to migration between appropriate habitats in the
area.
Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
agricultural fields, roadsides and field/forest edges and are likely well established in the area.

Conservation Actions:
o Keep new residences and infrastructure well set back from wetlands, creeks and streams. Some of the
active agricultural fields adjacent to wetlands and creeks should be encouraged to revert to forested
habitats to improve the forested buffer around the wetlands. Expansion of native vegetation along the
wetlands, creeks and streams will provide greater connectivity between and among the adjacent natural
habitats, providing a corridor for animal and plant movement while providing an increased buffer from
storm water and agricultural runoff.
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings over streams and wetlands should be done with wildlife
corridors in mind. This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the
wide sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
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Quaker Plain Road Meadow NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S3

N (PR)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
A Sedge (Carex shortiana)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

1993

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just northwest of Minsi Lake along Quaker Plain Road.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools, Bear Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake
Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”
Description: An open wet meadow and swampy wet woods along a small tributary to East Fork Martins Creek
provide suitable habitat for a plant species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Short’s sedge can be found from Ontario and New York south and west to Virginia and Oklahoma. In
Pennsylvania, the occurrences are mostly in the southern half of the state. It grows in wet meadows,
bottomlands, swamps, or in moist woods, especially on calcareous substrate. Creating buffers around
wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting of wetland hydrology will help to maintain
occurrences of Short’s sedge. This species has not been documented at this location since 1993. Additional
surveys are recommended to assess the status of this population.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was a mixture of open agricultural fields,
woodlots and clearcuts. The small area outlined in this Natural Heritage Area was, in 1939, a
cleared roadside portion of a farmstead.
o Current –
o Most of the former agricultural fields in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage Area have reverted
to forest. The clearing maintained around this residence helps to provide the open wet meadow
conditions favorable for the species of concern documented at this location.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are likely well established in the
area.
Conservation Actions:
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o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced

species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Raubs Island NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S2

N (PT)

2000

D

G5T5

S1

N (PE)

2000

BC

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Dodder (Cuscuta campestris)
Riverine Sand Cherry (Prunus pumila var. depressa)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in parentheses
is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is an island in the Delaware River between Raubsville and Coffeetown.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Easton, Riegelsville
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Frys Run
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “Raubs Island”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “Raubs
Island”
Description: This site is located on an island in the Delaware River. The island includes two primary habitat types.
One is the higher elevation forested portion which is infrequently flooded, has deep alluvial soil, and occurs on the
downstream half of the island. The other, which consists of shrub thicket, is located on the upstream portion of the
island and is at a slightly lower elevation with a substrate of sand, gravel and cobbles. This habitat is characterized
by seasonal scouring from ice and flood waters. This scour impacted habitat supports populations of two plant
species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Dodder is a thread-like parasitic plant that does not produce its own food through photosynthesis like
most other plants. Instead, dodder will wrap around another plant and extract nutrients through feeding
appendages called haustoria. Dodder feeds on a variety of shrubs and herbs in wetland habitats. Suitable
host plants in the area are necessary for compact dodder to survive. Additional surveys for this species at
this location are recommended.
o Riverine Sand Cherry ranges from New Brunswick to Ontario and south into New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Pennsylvania, it represents a northerly species and has been documented
historically in a number of widespread counties along the major rivers, but appears to be most frequent
along the Delaware River. The species grows on islands and shores that are subjected to annual natural
events such as flooding and ice scouring. The viability of populations of Riverine Sand Cherry and its
habitat may be enhanced by maintaining the natural hydrology and natural vegetation of the river shorelines
and islands and particularly in controlling invasive species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The shoreline of the river has been modified and altered by roads, railroads, agriculture and
development while the island has remained relatively undisturbed except by natural processes
which help to maintain the preferred habitat conditions of the species of concern.
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This island has been disturbed in the past by the construction of a bridge of which only an abandoned
stone pier remains.
o Current –
o Development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off, sedimentation
and pollution.
o Invasive species of plants pose the greatest current threat to the plant species of concern that
occur on this island. Disturbed habitats such as these are particularly prone to invasion by
aggressive and invasive plants. Large areas of the island are thickly colonized by a myriad of
invasive plants.
o Sand and gravel quarrying of the riverbed could eliminate the habitat for the species of concern.
o Catastrophic flood events can have a severe impact even on the species adapted to more typical
flood conditions.
o

Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by the plant species of
concern.
o Discourage shoreline development.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established on the island. Removal of invasive plants in the immediately
vicinity of the species of concern can help these populations compete for space against much more
aggressive species. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the
rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control
will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Reservoir Road Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

C

Herbaceous vernal pond

PNHP Rank1
Global State
GNR

S3S4

PA Legal
Status

Last Seen

Quality2

N

2011

B

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Description: A series of vernal ponds
occur among the nearly unbroken
expanse of forest on the slopes of
Blue Mountain. This area supports
a large contiguous area of interior
forest, which is forest that is at
least 100 meters from the edge of
any opening such as a field, road,
railroad or utility rights-of-way.
The area between the forest edge
and 100 meters into the forest is
considered highly influenced by
edge effects, such as increased
levels of light, noise, temperature,
wind and dryness which create
much different habitat conditions
than those found in interior forest
conditions. Interior forest
conditions are essential habitat for
interior forest dwelling birds such
as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating
Warblers, and Ovenbirds.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs primarily on State Game Lands #217 along the toe slope of Blue
Mountain northwest of Lehigh Furnace.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Heidelberg Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Lehighton, Slatedale
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None

Vernal pools provide essential breeding habitat to a suite of woodland
amphibians.

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
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development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries.
o Below the forested slope, the land had been cleared of its original vegetation and converted to
agricultural uses many years ago.
o Current –
o Residential development has replaced some agricultural fields at the base of Blue Mountain and has
begun to occur on the forested slope itself.
o An access road fragments the forested habitat at this location and passes very close to several
pools. Stormwater runoff from the adjacent roads can flow directly into the wetland system with
little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. Runoff from these sources has significantly higher
levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered
through natural vegetation.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along roads and field/forest edges and have begun
to invade the forest interior in some places.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences.
Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely
affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from roads and
development should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal pool
habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Rextown Ponds NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

1993

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs northwest of Rextown and is roughly bounded by Mountain Road on
the north, Rextown Road on the east, East Grant Street on the south, and Deer Road on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Lehighton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: “Rextown Ponds”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: “Rextown Ponds”
Description: A small woodlot mostly surrounded by agricultural fields and residential development harbor a series
of vernal pools that support a species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o This sensitive species of concern is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency overseeing its
protection. The species uses seasonal wetlands as it primary habitat. Degradation and destruction of these
habitats and natural succession can lead to a decline of this species. Conservation measures that protect
groundwater and surface water sources from activities that can disrupt the natural hydrology of the area
can help maintain the viability of habitats supporting this species. Generous undisturbed forested buffers
around wetlands can help provide the isolation from events that could impair the wetland habitat.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was a mixture of open agricultural fields,
woodlots and clearcuts. Several of the vernal pools are evident in these historic air photos
indicating their persistence in the landscape.
o A utility corridor was cut through the woodlot, fragmenting the forested habitat and providing an
additional avenue for the spread of invasive species.
o Current –
o The vernal pools in this woodlot are isolated by agricultural fields and residential development
from similar pools in the adjacent landscape to the north along the base of Blue Mountain.
Isolation of the pools and the landscape context in which they occur at this location limits their
viability as a long term breeding location for amphibians.
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o
o

Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with agricultural
fields, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in the area.
The storm water runoff from roads, residences and agriculture should be considered a potential
source of significant contamination for the vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have
significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than
runoff filtered through a natural habitat.

Conservation Actions:
o The sensitive species of concern known form this area relies on the vernal pools as its primary habitat.
Woody succession to a closed canopy shrub swamp at one of these pools appears to have greatly
diminished the suitable habitat for this species. Periodic active management to remove shrubs from the
center of the pool around the species of concern could help this species to persist at this location.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy in the upland surrounding the pools can limit the
viability of the habitat for amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested
buffer of 1000 feet (305 meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools
(Brown 2005). Some of the active agricultural fields adjacent to the woodlot containing the vernal pools
could be allowed to revert to forested habitats to improve the forested buffer around the pools. New
residences and infrastructure should be set back 1000 feet from vernal pools.
o The vernal pools, seeps and wetlands at this location and the species of concern they support will likely
persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining or filling the pools,
or disruption of the surface or groundwater hydrology. Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is
critical to the persistence of the community and rare species at this site. Drilling, mining, or other
disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a mile of a seepage wetland without a
thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows. Groundwater flow patterns do not
always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be contiguous over large areas.
Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of
the pools.
o Current land use patterns separate the forest containing the vernal ponds from the nearby vernal pools along
the toe slope of Blue Mountain. Species that occupy the vernal ponds will benefit from increasing the
connectivity of these two forested areas.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, multiflora rose and the herbaceous plant,
watercress. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is
much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Rextown Quarry NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S3

PT (PR)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Torrey’s Rush (Juncus torreyi)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

1986

B

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is on the Northwestern edge of Slatington and is roughly bounded by
Welshtown Road on the north, Scotthouse Road on the south, and Interstate 476 on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Lehighton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: “Rextown Quarry Site”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Rextown Quarry Site”
Description: The base of a large slag pile on muddy soil enriched by limy slate provides appropriate habitat
for a plant species of concern at an abandoned slate quarry. In this case human disturbance has created or

enhanced a unique habitat utilized by the species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Torrey’s Rush occurs widespread in central North America with scattered locations on either coast. In
Pennsylvania, it occurs infrequently on muddy or sandy shores, strip mine areas, swales and ditches in
various locations around the state. The viability of populations of this species and its habitat may be
enhanced by creating buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology around wetlands. At his location, the former quarry operation has created or enhanced the
appropriate habitat for this species and it should continue to persist as long as conditions remain relatively
stable. Additional surveys to assess the current status of this population are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The former slate quarry operation greatly modified the natural landscape and vegetation of this
area, in the process enhancing the habitat conditions favorable for a plant species of concern.
o Current –
o The quarry has ceased operation and vegetation has begun to reclaim the loose slag piles and
ponds. Invasive and aggressive species of plants are adapted to quick colonization of disturbed
habitats and are likely prevalent in this area.
Conservation Actions:
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. The edge habitats associated with
roadways, residences and agricultural fields are particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will
require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Aggressive invasive plant species can
have a significant impact on the available habitat for the species of concern. Focus non-chemical control
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efforts on selected areas surrounding species of concern. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for
immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than
to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management needs to be coordinated by
individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. ,

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Ridge Road Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the toe slope of Blue Mountain, north of Copella between
Benders Junction on the west and Katellen on the east.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown, Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: The south-facing toe slope of Blue Mountain contains scattered vernal pools, seeps, and shrub
swamps in a matrix of dry oak - heath forest. The surrounding land is forested, agricultural, and rural
residential.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o This sensitive species of concern is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency overseeing its
protection. The species uses seasonal wetlands as it primary habitat. Degradation and destruction of these
habitats and natural succession can lead to a decline of this species. Conservation measures that protect
groundwater and surface water sources from activities that can disrupt the natural hydrology of the area
can help maintain the viability of habitats supporting this species. Generous undisturbed forested buffers
around wetlands can help provide the isolation from events that could impair the wetland habitat.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering of the past several centuries. Parts of the toe slope at this location were
cleared for agricultural fields as can be seen in historical aerial photos taken in 1939
(http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/). Rural roads, a railroad and utility ROWs further fragmented the
forest along the base of Blue Mountain at this location.
o Current –
o Some of the area formerly cleared for agricultural fields has been allowed to revert to early
successional forest. Unfortunately, areas of past disturbance are prone to colonization by
introduced, invasive and aggressive species, resulting in a low quality forest dominated by
invasive species.
o Scattered rural residences have begun to encroach on the toe slope of Blue Mountain.
o Several artificial ponds were created by blocking the natural flow of water draining from the
slope.
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References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)
Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools, seeps and wetlands at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the
hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining or filling the pools, or disruption of the surface or
groundwater hydrology. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the naturally
fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from roads and agriculture should
also be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal pool habitat. Runoff from
these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other
pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Fortunately, most of the surface runoff into the
wetlands at this location is from the
forested slopes of Blue Mountain.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime
is critical to the persistence of the
community and rare species at this site.
Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the
bedrock should not be undertaken within
half a mile of a seepage wetland without a
thorough understanding of bedrock layers
and groundwater flows. Groundwater flow
patterns do not always mirror surface
watersheds, and in some cases aquifers
may be contiguous over large areas.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested
canopy around the pools can limit the
viability of the habitat for amphibian
populations. Ideally, the pools should have
an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet Vernal pool habitat during the summer is often dry, and
recognized by black-leaf covered depressions in the forest.
(305 meters) to accommodate the range of
adult amphibians that breed in the pools
(Brown 2005). Active agricultural fields
adjacent to the woodlot containing the
vernal pools could be allowed to revert to
forested habitats to improve the forested
buffer around the pools. New residences
and infrastructure should be set back 1000
feet from vernal pools.
o Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural
fields to forest often results in a woodlot
that is choked with invasive species of
plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed
habitat. Edge habitats associated with
agricultural fields, roads and residences are
particularly susceptible to weedy plant
invasion and will require a sustained and
targeted approach to invasive
A water filled vernal pool in the summer is less common, but
often hosts characteristic vegetation.
management.
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Rismiller Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

C

Herbaceous vernal pond
Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S3S4

N

2011

BC

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

2011

AB

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lies just west of Wind Gap exit of State Route 33 and is roughly bisected by
State Route 512.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bushkill Township, Plainfield Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or a portion of “Rismiller
Woods”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Rismiller Woods”
Description: This site is a gently sloping forested area near the base of Blue Mountain that includes an
Herbaceous vernal pond Natural Community containing numerous vernal pools in an area of undulating
topography with low wet areas scattered among elevated drier areas. The forested area is relatively large with
over 60 acres in interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a
field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is
considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and
dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior
forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating
Warblers, and Ovenbirds. The wooded area is surrounded by a mix of active agricultural lands, and rural and
suburban residential areas. This wet forested habitat provides some of the headwater recharge area of a tributary
to Bushkill Creek.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are small isolated wetlands that typically hold water for only a part of the year, usually
during the late fall through early spring. Most vernal pools dry completely during the summer. Because
vernal pools typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered
important amphibian breeding habitat. Alteration of the current hydrological regime is a major threat to
this community and can lead to habitat destruction and/or shifts in community function and dynamics.
While the pools are essential for breeding and early development of amphibians, the adjacent forested
habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians.
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
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and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries. A patchwork of variously aged woodlots within a
landscape dominated by active agriculture is evident in historical aerial photos from 1939
(http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/). The forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel several times
since colonial days, though much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years. Rubble rock
walls in the forest suggest that parts of the forest may have been used as pasture.
o Several roads and utility ROWs fragment the forested habitat.
o A quarry was established on the northern end of this Natural Heritage Area prior to 1939.
o Current –
o Suburban and commercial development has occurred outside of, and on the periphery of the core
habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and infrastructure and
increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate watershed.
o Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek system with
little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream flooding and
erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution. Runoff from these sources
has significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants
than runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
o State Route 512 is a primary road in the area and represents a substantial migration barrier to
amphibian populations using the vernal pool community.
o Exotic Species – The edge habitat provided by reverting agricultural fields and residential
development creates conditions favorable for many introduced species of plants.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive nonnative species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the natural communities and
species of concern at this site. Extraction of bedrock and glacial deposits or disruption to groundwater
flow from activities such as drilling or mining in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can
contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage. Road crossing
improvements that involve bridge systems should preserve the wide sluggish waters associated with slow
flowing waterways.
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely
affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the
vernal pool habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients,
pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
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o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present.
Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area.
Uncommon species of native plants
are particularly susceptible to deer
herbivory.

Vernal pool habitat during the summer is often dry, and recognized
by black-leaf covered depressions in the forest.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Robert Rodale Reserve NHA – State Significance
Species and natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seep

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S4S5

N

2006

BC

Western Hairy Rock-cress (Arabis hirsuta)

G5

S1

TU (PE)

2011

CD

Screw-stem (Bartonia paniculata)

G5

S3

N (PR)

2012

AC

Lettuceleaf Saxifrage (Saxifraga micranthidifolia)

G5

S4

TU (SP)

2012

BC

---

---

---

2012

AC

Sensitive Species of Concern3

S

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lies on the southeastern outskirts of the City of Allentown on the south
facing forested slope of South Mountain and is roughly bounded by Interstate 78 on the north, and the crest of
South Mountain on the southeast.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: City of Allentown, Salisbury Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Little Lehigh Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or a portion of “Robert Rodale
Reserve”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of “Robert
Rodale Reserve”
Description: The forested slopes of South Mountain separate the densely urban areas of Allentown from the more
sparsely populated rural and suburban areas to the south. The forested landscape contains scattered bedrock
outcrops, and seeps. Several water-filled excavation pits occur along the base of the mountain, mimicking the
function of naturally occurring vernal pools. The forested hill also contain almost 500 acres of interior forest,
which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a building, field, road, railroad
or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly
influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create
much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are
essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and
Ovenbirds. Much of the forested habitat on South Mountain is conserved by the Wildlands Conservancy and the
City of Allentown.
Element of Concern Considerations:
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o Skunk cabbage - golden saxifrage forest seeps are where groundwater meets the surface and diffuses
through the soil to form a wide, shallow area of muck soil, often dominated by skunk cabbage. Typically
the community is over-topped by trees and shrubs from the surrounding forest, although large examples
will be open. Herbaceous species are strongly dominant and tend to be relatively diverse, especially
where there is greater mineral enrichment. Bedrock disruptions such as drilling or mining in nearby areas
can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage (McPherson, 2011).
o Western hairy rockcress in Pennsylvania typically occurs on dry cliffs, and rocky ledges, usually on
limestone substrates. Control of invasive species of plants, maintenance of open habitats and protection of
rocky outcrops can help conserve populations of this species.
o Screw-stem is a small, easily overlooked plant of moist habitats. Avoid forest fragmentation and
disruption of site hydrology to help conserve populations of this species.
o Lettuceleaf Saxifrage is a plant of shaded seeps, springs and small streams. Avoid forest fragmentation
and disruption of site hydrology to help conserve populations of this species.
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the forested areas as its primary habitat. Fragmentation of the forest canopy
could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and fragmentation.
Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating
buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations and
encourage new population growth.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that most of this hill was forested
then and remains so today. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel several times
since colonial days, much of the forest has been standing for over 100 years. The forest likely
contains individual trees that are much older.
o Portions of the north facing toe slope of South Mountain were cleared for agricultural production
prior to 1939.
o A utility ROW was cut through the northern portion of this Natural Heritage Area sometime
before 1939.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development has encroached on the forested hill, reducing the amount of
interior forest with each additional house and access road.
o A new utility ROW created an additional fragmenting feature, dividing the large contiguous
interior forest into two smaller patches of interior forest. The opening created by the utility ROW,
and its continued maintenance, helps to provide the open canopy conditions preferred by the
western hairy rockcress.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along the roads and utility ROWs and have begun
to colonize the forest interior in some locations.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
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o Preserve and restore the natural ground water and surface water hydrology. Drilling, mining, or other
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disruptions to bedrock should not be undertaken within a half mile of a seepage wetland without a
thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows. Groundwater flow patterns do not
always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be contiguous over large areas
(McPherson, 2011).
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Maintain open habitats along utility ROWs. The population of western hairy rockcress occurs along a
portion of the utility ROW where erosion has exposed bare soil and competition has been kept in check
by ROW maintenance. Create “no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the rights-of-way to
avoid unintentional destruction of the species of concern or its habitat. Indiscriminate use of herbicides as
rights-of-way defoliants is not appropriate. A smarter, more selective use of vegetation controls is
required in these areas that contain both invasive species and species of concern.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species
management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive
species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Lettuceleaf saxifrage grows in seeps draining off of South Mountain slopes.
References:
McPherson, J. 2011. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. Skunk-cabbage – Golden Saxifrage Seep Factsheet. Available
from: http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/Community.aspx?=16013. Date Accessed: May 01, 2013
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Rockdale Cliffs NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Ebony Sedge (Carex eburnea)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2011

B

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is located in the middle of a two-mile stretch of forested slope on the south side
of the Lehigh River just south of Treichlers.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: North Whitehall Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: “Rockdale Cliffs”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Rockdale Cliffs”
Description: The site consists of sparsely vegetated vertical cliffs of the Martinsburg formation. Groundwater
seepage and a northern exposure help keep the cliffs moist for part of the growing season and the resultant
microclimate provides habitat suitable for a plant species of concern. This forest is relatively mature and includes
ravines and moist north facing slopes as well as many outcrops and cliffs with drier forest associations occurring
above them. It is excellent habitat for a variety of nesting and migrating birds as well as for reptile and amphibian
species. Maintaining large contiguous forested tracts such as this along the counties’ waterways will be an
important step in helping to minimize the loss of natural diversity from the county.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Ebony sedge is widely distributed in the more northern and cooler portions of North America. It is known
from several scattered locations in the northern or mountain counties in Pennsylvania. The species grows
in a variety of habitats in its range, but in Pennsylvania it is typically found on cliffs, outcrops, steep
slopes and banks, often on northerly exposures, that are composed of limestone or calcareous rock.
Prevent destruction or modification of rock outcrops where this species occurs and suppress invasive
species of plants to help ensure the viability of habitats and the continued survival of these populations.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1937 show that much of the currently forested area was forested then within a
landscape dominated by active agriculture. Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel
wood and timber several times since colonial times, much of the existing forest has been standing
for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o A railroad was constructed along the Lehigh River at the base of the forested slope, making cuts
into the bedrock as necessary for a suitable rail bed.
o Current –
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o
o

o

The forested slope remains relatively untouched, likely due to the very steep nature of the site.
Regularly disturbed areas such as railroads, floodplains, riparian zones, and forest/field edges are
particularly susceptible to colonization by invasive species of plants, which are well established
in this area.
Agricultural fields crowd the top of the slope, providing little buffer against the downward flow
of runoff from the adjacent fields. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of
sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a
natural habitat.

Conservation Actions:
o Safeguard the quality and expanse of the forested landscape along the river-facing steep slopes. Prevent
fragmentation and incursions into the forested habitat. Encourage the regeneration of native trees, shrubs
and herbaceous layers. The forest cover of the river slopes should be allowed to achieve and maintain
older-growth characteristics.
o Create “no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the railroad rights-of-way to avoid unintentional
destruction of the species of concern or their habitats.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. The railroad rights-of-way and
forest/highway transition zones are likely the primary location of non-native trees and shrubs within this
area. Care must be taken to distinguish between native and non-native species of plants. Coordinate
invasive species control with those familiar with plant identification.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Roseto Ponds NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

SNR

S3S4

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

CD

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs in the southwestern part of Roseto Borough and is roughly bounded
on the north by Slate Belt Boulevard, on the east by Ninth Street, on the south by Route 512 and on the west by
Kennedy Drive.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bangor Borough, Roseto Borough, Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A woodlot on the edge of urban and suburban development contains a series of vernal pools.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are small isolated wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year, usually during
the late fall through early spring. Most vernal pools dry completely during the summer. Because vernal
pools typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered
important amphibian breeding habitat. While the pools are essential for breeding and early development of
amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1937 show that much of the currently forested area was forested in 1937 within
a landscape dominated by active agriculture. Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel
wood and timber several times since colonial times, much of the existing forest has been standing
for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o Old foundations suggest a past industrial use of part of what is now a woodlot.
o Current –
o By 1970 a road bisected the woodlot, which has since been closed to through traffic, though
partial access has allowed random dumping to occur. Several of the vernal pools have been used
as dumping locations and have been subject to ATV abuse.
o Rapid suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to and on the periphery of
the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and
infrastructure and increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate
area. Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek
system with little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream
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o

o

o

flooding and erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution for surface and
groundwater resources. Runoff from these sources has significantly higher levels of sediment,
nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through natural
vegetation.
Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the pool for upland
habitats once mating is completed. The young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully
before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults in the surrounding forest. The vernal pools
can provide ideal breeding habitat for amphibians, but this small woodlot may not have sufficient
suitable habitat for adult amphibians during the rest of the year.
Some of the formerly cleared and modified lands have since reverted to early successional forest
while other have been converted to suburban development. Unfortunately, conversion of
agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked with invasive species of plants
that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats associated with roads, riparian zones,
utility corridors, agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are particularly susceptible to
weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive plant
management.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most
highly preferred species are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high.
Furthermore, deer have been shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive
non-native species. The result is greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree
regeneration, and the rapid proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding
habits and effective seed dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the
case without deer, even where herds are only moderately oversized.

Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site
is unaltered by draining or filling the pools. Divert runoff from developed areas away from vernal pools.
o Close the access road to vehicular traffic to prevent illegal dumping and ATV abuse of wetlands and the
supporting woodlot. Remove trash and debris that has been dumped in several pools.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005). Currently
much of the surrounding area is in active agricultural fields. New residences and infrastructure should be
set back 1000 feet from vernal pools.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Invasive species
are well established along roadways, field edges and utility corridors and have begun to colonize parts of
the forest interior. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and
autumn olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings
and a diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
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Most of the vernal pools in this woodlot are in good condition.

Those closest to the former road through the woodlot have
suffered from dumping and ATV traffic abuse.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Roseto Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2012

AB

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

2012

AC

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond
Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Description: Part of the headwaters drainage divide between
Greenwalk Creek and Martins Creek, the gently
undulating topography has intermittent low wet areas
between higher dry areas. The mostly small wetlands are
scattered throughout this area and represent seepages,
springs, shrub swamps and vernal ponds. Swamp dog
hobble, a shrub species of concern, is scattered in the
wetland habitats throughout this area including wet
portions of utility corridors.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for
only part of the year. Because vernal pools typically
Seasonal wetlands with deep muck soils support swamp
dry up during a part of the year, they do not support
dog-hobble.
fish, but instead are considered important amphibian
breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the pool for upland
habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early development of
amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The young amphibians
progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults in the surrounding forest.
Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water level of seasonal pools.
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous southeastern
counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds and streams. The
viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced by establishing buffers
around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural hydrology surrounding
wetlands.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs north of Roseto Borough, on both sides of West Bangor Road.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township, Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Roseto Pond”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Martins Creek
Watershed”

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Historical air photos taken in 1939 show this
area as a mosaic of variously aged forest
patches, recovering from past clearing. Some
of the forest patches may have been used for
pasture or other agricultural uses, while most
were likely cut for lumber or fuel.
o A railroad, utility line, and roads fragmented
the forested habitat.
o Current –
o The forested habitat has become fragmented
due to additional utility ROWs, residences and
infrastructure.
Swamp dog-hobble is a shrub related to blueberries.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to
the disturbed conditions associated with former agricultural fields, clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest
edges and are well established in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer can be a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the native plant understory and
vertical stratification are greatly reduced.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the natural communities and species
of concern at this site. Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling
or mining in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the seepage. The wetland habitats at this location will likely persist as long as the
hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas
can adversely affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. The storm water runoff from
development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal
pool habitat.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305 meters)
to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species.
Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as autumn
olive, Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be
coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual
invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Create “no spray” zones along the wet portions of the utility rights-of-way to avoid unintentional destruction of
the swamp dog-hobble or its habitat. Indiscriminate use of herbicides as rights-of-way defoliants is not
appropriate in this location. A smarter, more selective use of vegetation controls is required in these areas that
contain both invasive species and species of concern.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to deer
herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe, Arlington,
Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Saucon Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2007

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Saucon Creek. This watershed drains roughly southwest to northeast along the Bucks-Lehigh County boundary
on the south, to South Mountain on the north. It includes all of the land that drains into Saucon Creek from its
headwater tributaries near Coopersburg, to its confluence with the Lehigh River.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Coopersburg Borough, Lower Milford Township, Salisbury Township, Upper Milford
Township, Upper Saucon Township
o Northampton County: Bethlehem City, Hellertown Borough, Lower Saucon Township, Williams
Township
o Bucks County: Springfield Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown East, Hellertown, Milford Square, Nazareth, Quakertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Bauer Rock”,
“Friedensville Quarry”, “Hellertown Marsh”, “Mest Marsh”, and “Mill Road Wetlands”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Bauer
Rock”, “Focht Hill Vernals”, “Friedensville Quarry”, “Granite Hill”, “Hellertown Marsh”, “Hellertown
Reservoir Area Vernals”, “Mest Marsh”, and “Saucon Creek Watershed”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The Saucon Creek watershed is in a landscape that had long been dominated by agricultural
activities. In recent decades, much of the former farmland has been converted to residential and commercial
uses and its associated infrastructure. The relatively flat topography of the region, while having been conducive
to agriculture, also allows water to pool in low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically,
wetlands likely existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplains of
creeks and streams widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or
farm ponds for agricultural production in past centuries, or have been filled or modified for contemporary uses,
but some remain or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be
considered the backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Saucon Creek watershed. Several relatively
large patches of forest were apparent in 1939 air photos. Though the trees were likely cut for fuel and lumber
several times since colonial days, many of the forest patches remain intact.
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Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most of the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture that used to
dominate this area. Many of these farm ponds were built where drainage was poor, often on top
of existing springs, seeps, and other natural wetlands. These natural wetlands were replaced with
highly modified deep, steep sided ponds, which serve little to no use for wildlife.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of many streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams through this area were cultivated
right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in this watershed
in recent years, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitats throughout the watershed.
Increasing amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source
pollution of creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can
also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for
domestic, agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to
support wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the area before modern agricultural practices worked to minimize
those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows to drier lands that are more
suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve drainage and rapidly direct water
downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and grazing practices were compatible
with the sensitive species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of Saucon Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries as a wetland complex,
composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated wetlands and closed
canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire landscape in which the
wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which species are able to
colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to relocate from one
wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is critical to ensuring
the sensitive species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each wetland to
act as a buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be taken to avoid
allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
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o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient

application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
agricultural, residential and commercial sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally
flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from the habitat restoration
under the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be effective tools to maintaining these soggy meadows in
their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Saucon Creek Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Prairie Sedge (Carex prairea)

G5

S2

PT (PT)

2012

B

Rigid Sedge (Carex tetanica)

G4G5

S2

PT (PT)

2012

B

Sessile Dodder (Cuscuta compacta)

G5

S2

N (PT)

1994

H

Forked Rush (Juncus dichotomus)

G5

S1

PE (PE)

2005

B

G5T5

S1S2

TU (PT)

1991

D

Highbush-cranberry (Viburnum trilobum)

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the floodplain of the Saucon Creek on the western edge of
Hellertown Borough and includes part of Water Street Park.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Bethlehem City, Hellertown Borough, Lower Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Saucon Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Hellertown
Marsh”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of
“Hellertown Marsh”
Description: Wetlands along the floodplain of the Saucon Creek west of Hellertown host several plant species of
concern.
Species of Concern Considerations:
o Prairie sedge ranges across northern North America from Nova Scotia south to Virginia and west to
Yukon and Idaho. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented in calcareous marshes, wet meadows and
fens at a few locations scattered across the state. The viability of populations of this species and its
habitat may be enhanced by creating buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting
the natural hydrology around wetlands. Active management – such as fire, mowing, or invasive species
removal – may be required to maintain the proper successional stage at sites where it grows.
o Rigid sedge occurs from New Hampshire south to North Carolina and west to Saskatchewan and
Nebraska. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented in scattered location in mostly the southern half of the
state where it occurs in calcareous marshes and swales. The viability of populations of this species and its
habitat may be enhanced by creating buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting
the natural hydrology around wetlands. Active management – such as fire, mowing, or invasive species
removal – may be required to maintain the proper successional stage at sites where it grows.
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o Sessile dodder is a thread-like parasitic plant that does not produce its own food through photosynthesis
like most other plants. Instead, dodder will wrap around another plant and extract nutrients through
feeding appendages called haustoria. Sessile dodder feeds on a variety of shrubs and herbs in wetland
habitats. Suitable host plants in the area are necessary for compact dodder to survive. Additional surveys
for this species at this location are recommended.
o Forked Rush has a range mostly near the Atlantic coast from Maine south into Florida and west into the
southwestern states. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically in some southern, particularly
southeastern, counties. It grows in moist to damp old fields, openings, clearings, and open woods. The
viability of populations of this species and its habitat may be enhanced by creating buffers around
wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural hydrology around wetlands. Active
management – such as fire, mowing, or invasive species removal – may be required to maintain the
proper successional stage at sites where it grows.
o Highbush cranberry ranges across most of northern North America from Newfoundland south to New
Jersey and west to British Columbia to Washington. Pennsylvania is near the southern limit of its natural
range. In Pennsylvania, highbush cranberry occurs in swamps, fens and wet woods at scattered locations
throughout the state.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this Natural Heritage Area was cleared of its original forest cover and the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture.
o A network of roads and railroads was established between points of interest. A railroad was
constructed on the western edge of Hellertown, likely impacting the natural surface water flow of
the area.
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that many streams and creeks, though flowing
through agricultural landscapes, had wide naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a framework
for a natural habitat corridor. Other streams though this area were cultivated right to their banks,
providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Rural and suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in recent
years, replacing farmland, forests and natural habitat especially along primary roads. Increasing
amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of
creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact
the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
o Small woodlots, forest/field edges, roadsides, riparian zones and other periodically disturbed
habitats are particularly susceptible to colonization by invasive and aggressive species of plants
and are well established in this area. In particular, the open sedge meadows noted in past surveys
of this area have since been colonized by several aggressive plants that threated the integrity of
the wetland and may eventually crowd out the species of concern known from this site. The
invasive non-native plants narrow-leaf cattail (Typha angustifolia), purple loosestrife (Lythrum
salicaria), sweetflag (Acorus calamus), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) and Morrow
honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii) are all well established in the wetland habitats. In addition,
broad-leaf cattail (Typha latifolia), though native, has become a dominant component of the
wetland habitats, where it was nearly absent during past surveys.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
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o Maintain early successional wetland habitats where they currently exist by periodically removing woody

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

vegetation and invasive plant species. All of the species of concern known to occur at this location are
adapted to open marsh or wet meadow habitats, so habitat management actions such as fire, temporary
flooding, or infrequent mowing can help maintain the preferred habitat for these species.
o Control of invasive and aggressive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being
crowded out by introduced species. Invasive and aggressive species may already be so dominant in the
wetlands that it is necessary to concentrate on removing aggressive species by hand from around the
populations of species of concern in order to keep them from becoming completely overwhelmed by
aggressive species. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the
rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control
will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

The open sedge fen has been colonized by aggressive and invasive species of plants, particularly broad-leaf cattail, narrow-leaf
cattail, sweetflag and purple loosestrife. Reduction of these species will help maintain the habitat for the several species of concern
known from this location.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.0.
NatureServe, Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas.
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition.
University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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School Road Swamp NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Virginia Rail (Rallus limicola)

G5

S3B

N (N)

1996

E

Sora (Porzana carolina)

G5

S3B

N (CR)

1996

E

Small Beggar-ticks (Bidens discoidea)

G5

S3

N (PR)

2011

BC

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs southeast of Five Points adjacent to the Bangor Area School District
buildings and is roughly bounded by Orchard Road on the northeast, Centerville Drive on the south and School
Road on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor, Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Allegheny Creek, Delaware River-Oughoughton Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “School Road
Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of “School
Road Swamp”
Description: This large wetland complex is at the drainage divide between Oughoughton Creek and Allegheny
Creek, providing headwater recharge for both creek systems. This wetland is a mosaic that includes large areas of
both forested swamp and emergent marsh. The forested swamp is a thick tangle of small trees and tall shrubs
dominated by red maple (Acer rubrum) with ash (Fraxinus spp.), American elm (Ulmus americana), and scattered
swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor) in the canopy and spicebush (Lindera benzoin), highbush blueberry
(Vaccinium corymbosum), winterberry (Ilex verticillata), swamp rose (Rosa palustris), and poison sumac
(Toxicodendron vernix) in the shrub layer. Herbaceous species include numerous sedges and ferns, with skunk
cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) and marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) also being common. The emergent marsh
is dominated by tussock sedge (Carex stricta) and cattail (Typha latifolia) with some scattered stems of stunted red
maple (Acer rubrum). The hydrology of the emergent marsh may be influenced by the presence of School Road at
the west end of the site, although whether the influence plays a negative or positive role is unknown.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The Virginia Rail and the Sora are birds that prefer early-successional marshlands and the cattail edges of
large marsh complexes with little standing-dead vegetation to impede movement. Threats to the habitat of
these species include destruction of existing marsh habitat through draining, filling, flooding, and
development; invasion of wetland habitats by non-native species; and the succession of existing marsh
wetland habitat to shrub swamp and swamp forest. To provide suitable habitat for these species, existing
marshlands must be protected from modification or destruction. Additionally, appropriate wetlands should
be managed to maintain early-successional marsh habitat composed of native wetland species to provide for
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adequate nesting and foraging habitat. These species have not been documented at this location since 1996.
Additional surveys are needed to assess the status of these populations at this location.
o Small Beggar-ticks ranges from Nova Scotia to Ontario and south into Florida and Texas. In
Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically in a scattered pattern, but particularly in the
northeastern counties. It grows in various types of wetlands, including swamps, lake shores, vernal ponds,
and bogs. The viability of populations of Small Beggar-ticks and its habitat may be enhanced by creating
forested buffers around wetlands, protecting the natural hydrology and controlling invasive species of
plants. Due to the similar appearance of this species and other species of beggar-ticks, care must be taken
in identification.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the surrounding area had been removed and converted to
agricultural or other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in
place. Aerial photographs from 1939 show that much of the western portion of this wetland was
an open marsh system, while the eastern portion was a swamp forest. The surrounding landscape
was dominated by active agriculture. This large wetland has remained an intact feature in the
landscape, likely due to the difficulty of converting it to other uses. Remnants of drainage
channels are evidence of past attempts to drain the area.
o The construction of School Road on the western end of the wetland likely altered the outflow,
causing a slight flooding of the wetland to increase the open water and marsh habitat types.
o Current –
o The wetland remains intact though it is tightly bounded by agriculture and a slight increase in
residential development in the nearby vicinity. High growths of algae on the water surface
suggest nutrient runoff from adjacent fields and residences could be impacting the water quality
of the wetland. Stormwater runoff from agriculture and developed areas flows into the creek
system with little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. Improperly functioning septic systems can
also impact the regional groundwater and surface water. Runoff from these sources has
significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than
runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
o Natural succession has converted open marsh habitats to closed canopy shrub swamps,
eliminating much of the critical habitat for the two bird species of concern formerly documented
here.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along roads, and in the field/woods edge on the
periphery of the wetland, though they are not prevalent in the wetland habitats.
Conservation Actions:
o Further fragmentation of this Natural Heritage Area should be avoided, and where necessary, should be
conducted with the continuity of the wetland systems in mind. This may require that road crossings
involve bridge systems that would preserve the groundwater movement associated with slow flowing
waterways.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the natural communities and
species of concern at this site. Disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining
in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the groundwater
that feeds the wetland.
o This wetland may benefit from a temporary setback to succession, such as fire, temporary flooding or
limited cutting of woody vegetation.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Aggressive invasive plant species can
have a significant impact on the available habitat for native species. The edge habitats associated with
roadways, residences utility corridors, and agricultural fields are particularly susceptible to weedy plant
invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach to invasive management. Invasive species
removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as Norway maple,
Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose and the wetland invader, common reed. Target
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pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.
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Slatebelt Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status
in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lays approximately midway between Bangor and Pen Argyl adjacent to the
Slate Belt Rehabilitation Center and is roughly bounded by Slate Belt Boulevard on the north, Kennedy Drive
on the east, Blue Valley Drive (Route 512) on the south and west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Roseto Borough, Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: This shrub-dominated wetland in an increasingly developed context may have been altered or
augmented by past excavation. Water willow (Decodon verticillata) and buttonbush (Cephalanthus
occidentalis) dominate the central portion of the wetland, while highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum),
winterberry holly (Ilex verticillata) and swamp dog hobble (Leucothoe racemosa), a species of concern,
dominate the shoreline.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries. This wetland was evident in historical aerial photos
from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) within a mostly forested context.
o Current –
o Rapid suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the periphery of
the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and
infrastructure and increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate
watershed. Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the creek
system with little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased downstream
flooding and erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution. Runoff from
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o
o

these sources has significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and
other pollutants than runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
Invasive species of plants are well established throughout the area.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the native plant understory
and vertical stratification are greatly reduced.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the current hydrologic regime to ensure the integrity of the wetland habitat and species of
concern at this site. The wetland habitat at this location will likely persist as long as the hydrology of the
site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding the wetland. Maintain and enhance the vegetated buffer
around the wetland to help slow and filter the flow of runoff from adjacent developed areas.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should
be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present.
Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Water willow and buttonbush dominate the central
portion of the wetland.

Swamp dog-hobble occurs frequently along the banks of
the wetland.

References:
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Slatefield Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond
Goldenclub (Orontium aquaticum )

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2012

E

G5

S4

PR (SP)

2012

AC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the toe slope of Blue Mountain at North Cottonwood Road
near Slatefield.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lehigh Township, Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Indian Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A series of vernal ponds, forested wetlands, springs and seeps occur along the base of the nearly
unbroken expanse of forest on the slopes of Blue Mountain. This area supports a large contiguous area of
interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road,
railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered
highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which
create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions
are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and
Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools.
o Goldenclub occurs from New York and Massachusetts south to Florida and west to Texas. In
Pennsylvania, it can be found in lakes, ponds, streams, oxbow floodplains, and wet shores where it grows
rooted in the substrate beneath the water. Maintenance of known populations of golden club and
protection of its wetland communities will be crucial to its survival. Creating buffers around its habitat,
removal of invasive species, and protection of wetland hydrology will help to maintain populations and
encourage new population growth.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering over the past several centuries.
o Below the forested slope, the land had been cleared of its original vegetation and converted to
agricultural uses many years ago.
o Current –
o Residential development has replaced some agricultural fields at the base of Blue Mountain and has
begun to creep up the base of the slope in some locations.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along roads and along the field/forest edges and
have begun to invade the forest interior in some places. Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii)
and multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) are particularly prevalent in the lower portions of the
forested slope.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences.
o

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o The wetlands at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining or filling the pools, or disruption of the surface or groundwater hydrology.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the surrounding forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of the invasive shrubs
Japanese barberry and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and
continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and
repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals
familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species
monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Golden club grows rooted in the sandy substrate of a small
stream.

Vernal pools are scattered across this portion of the toe slope
of Blue Mountain.
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Smith Gap Vernal Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs partly on State Game Lands #168 along the base of Blue Mountain
at Smith Gap just east of Delps.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Moore Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Kunkletown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A series of vernal pools, seeps and springs occur scattered across this section of the toe slope of Blue
Mountain and provide part of the headwater recharge area of Hokendauqua Creek. The vernal pools are part of
a large complex of natural ponds spread across the toe slope of Blue Mountain. The forested expanses of Blue
Mountain include many acres of interior forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any
opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters
into the forest is considered highly influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise,
temperature, wind and dryness which create much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest
conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet
Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools. Numerous pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent
area. Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along
the toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the larger
amphibian community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect the
whole population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic
conditions can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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Aerial photos taken of this area in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that the general
landscape in this area has changed very little since that time. The area is largely forested now as it
was then, being part of the expansive forested Blue Mountain. Though the forest has likely been
cut several times since European colonization, the forest has been intact for over 100 years and
individual trees are likely much older. Most of the area on the southern boundary of this Natural
Heritage Area was cleared for active agricultural production in 1939.
o A railroad was constructed along the lower edge of the slope, potentially blocking some drainages
in the process and acting as a corridor for the spread of invasive species.
o Current –
o The railroad bed has since been abandoned, though it remains a fixture in the landscape.
o Being at the base of a large forested slope, the wetland habitats at this location are well buffered
from most disturbances.
o Invasive species are well established along the forest/field edges, the former railroad bed and
have colonized the forest interior in places.
o

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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Springtown Hill NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:
1

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Short Hair Sedge (Carex crinita var. brevicrinis)

PNHP Rank
Global State
G5T5

S1

A Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

PE (PE)

2010

B

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles the Northampton and Bucks County line just west of Springtown
in Bucks County. Springtown Hill Road provides its southern boundary.
o Municipalities:
o Bucks County: Springfield Township
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cooks Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Springtown Marsh”
Description: A small stream with numerous seepage areas and small wetlands occurs on the south-facing forested
slope of Kohlberg Hill along the Northampton and Bucks County line.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Short hair sedge is a tufted grass-like plant that grows in wetlands and wet to moist woodlands. Creating
buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the site hydrology will help to
maintain occurrences of short hair sedge.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos from 1938 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that this portion of the southfacing slope of Kolhberg Hill was forested at that time, with active agricultural fields and rural
residences along the base of the slope.
o Current –
o A utility ROW was cut through the habitat from north to south, fragmenting the forested
landscape.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along the roads and utility ROWs and have begun
to colonize the forest interior in some locations.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
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proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the current hydrologic regime at this location. Avoid damming or diverting streams or seeps
within the habitat. Provide undisturbed forested buffers around all wetlands and streams in the site.
o Avoid fragmenting the existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging
in this area except as it relates to invasive species removal.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Care must be taken to distinguish
between native and non-native species of plants. Coordinate invasive species control with those familiar
with plant identification.
o Maintain open habitats along utility ROWs, but use caution when selecting management options. Create
“no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the rights-of-way to avoid unintentional destruction of
the species of concern or its habitat. Indiscriminate use of herbicides as rights-of-way defoliants is not
appropriate. A smarter, more selective use of vegetation controls is required in these areas that contain
both invasive species and species of concern.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Springtown Marsh NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Prairie sedge - spotted joe-pye-weed marsh
Prairie Sedge (Carex prairea)
A Sedge (Carex tetanica)

Taxa

C

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

GNR

S2

N

2005

BC

G5

S2

PT (PT)

2000

BC

G4G5

S2

PT (PT)

2000

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area straddles the Northampton and Bucks County line west of Springtown in
Bucks County. The area is roughly bounded by Springtown Hill Road on the north, State Route 212 on the east,
State Route 412 on the south and Orchard road (Moyer Road) on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Bucks County: Springfield Township
o Northampton County: Lower Saucon Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Hellertown
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cooks Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Springtown Marsh”
Description: A small wet meadow in the floodplain of a tributary to Cooks Creek occurs in a landscape dominated
by agriculture and rural residences.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Both of the plant species of concern as well as the prairie sedge - spotted joe-pye-weed marsh natural
community rely on periodic flooding from the adjacent creek and the open wet meadow conditions
currently found at this location. Alterations to the hydrology, modification of the flooding regimen,
natural succession and conversion of the land to other uses can all lead to the eventual demise of this
habitat and the species of concern it supports. Light grazing or occasional mowing (every other year or
so) can help keep this wet meadow habitat in its current open condition.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The original vegetation was removed long ago and the area converted to agricultural uses.
Draining or filling of wetlands was likely attempted in the past to provide for additional arable
land. This low-lying floodplain of a tributary to Cooks Creek has been periodically flooded and
likely stays wet for much of the year, reducing its utility for row crops. The area was likely
grazed in the past, which helped keep it in an open wet meadow condition. Aerial photos from
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1938 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show this area as dominated by active agricultural fields
and pastures.
o Adjacent roads can block the natural flow of water of the creek floodplain.
o Current –
o Fill material has been added to portions of the floodplain.
o An artificial pond was created in a part of the floodplain.
o Though much of the area remains in active agricultural production as it did in 1938, some former
agricultural lands have reverted to natural habitats, and suburban housing developments have begun
to replace agricultural fields in the area. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the
environment, but urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure.
o The surface waters of the creek, its associated floodplain and wetlands can be significantly
impacted by surrounding land use decisions. Runoff from roads, buildings, and other impervious
surfaces as well as from agricultural fields should be considered a potential source of significant
contamination. Runoff from these sources can have significantly higher temperatures and levels of
pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Stormwater management measures such as
creation of detention basins and rain gardens should be implemented for large impervious surfaces
and agricultural fields.
o Woody species of plant are beginning to dominate parts of the floodplain, decreasing the habitat
available to the species of concern and their open wet meadow habitat.
o The natural disturbance of seasonal flooding in conjunction with agricultural clearing creates ideal
conditions for many introduced species of plants. Consequently, the creek floodplain is prone to
invasion from a large number of invasive species.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the floodplain of the creek as an open wet meadow.
o Keep new residences and infrastructure well set back from the floodplain.
o Creation of additional farm ponds should be discouraged to maintain the existing hydrology within the
area. Additionally, as the existing farm ponds deteriorate and are in need of maintenance, the removal of
such ponds should be explored, in order to recreate the natural flows of the landscape.
o Careful determination is needed to avoid planting trees in floodplains that contain herbaceous wetlands.
Because the species of concern noted from this site rely primarily upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should take into consideration the
preservation of open and shrubby saturated ground and direct buffer plantings upslope from the wetlands.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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The Jungle NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2012

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area lies on the southwestern edge of Trexlertown. The area is roughly bounded
by Hamilton Boulevard on the northwest, Trexlertown Road on the east, and State Route 100 on the southwest.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lower Macungie Township, Upper Macungie Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Allentown West
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Spring Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or a portion of “The Jungle”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of “The
Jungle”
Description: A small woodlot on the western edge of Trexlertown includes the wide floodplain of a confluence of
small streams and large springs. Iron Run, Schaefer Run and Spring Creek merge here and the site also receives
significant input from several very cold large springs. A mix of mature woodlot, floodplain forest, and shrub
thicket dominate most of the site although there are several streamside pools which are dominated by
submerged aquatic plants. The sparse tree canopy cover in parts of the floodplain is likely a reflection of
periodic flooding where most trees fail to survive root submersion. The floodplain is dominated by black walnut
(Juglans nigra), with occasional stands of black ash (Fraxinus nigra) and swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor).
The herbaceous layer is dominated by thick patches of reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), but has a
diverse characteristic wet meadow plant assemblage scattered throughout the floodplain. The extremely cold,
high pH water of Spring Creek supports a lush growth of aquatic plants which are good habitat and food sources
for fish and aquatic insects, which in turn provide food for herons and other bird species. Historic records
indicate this general area has supported as many as six plant species of concern in the past.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern, which is not named at the request of the jurisdictional agency
overseeing its protection, uses the wooded areas as its primary habitat. A substantial portion of the
population of the species of concern at this location is in close proximity to Hamilton Boulevard. Road
maintenance activities, especially herbicide application, along this section of Hamilton Boulevard could
result in considerable damage to the population. Create a “No Spray Zone” along this section of the road
and exercise caution when controlling roadside vegetation. Fragmentation of the woodlot canopy could
decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These woodlands may be
detrimentally altered by encroachment of invasive species, over-browsing by deer, and fragmentation.
Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating
buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations and
encourage new population growth.
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 however, show a small wooded area on the edge of Trexlertown in a
relatively intact condition surrounded by active agricultural fields. Though the woodlot was likely
cut repeatedly for fuel wood and timber since colonial times, a small part of the existing woodlot
has been standing for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o An old bridge abutment and remnants of a road occur in the woodlot.
o Part of the floodplain was used as a mill pond in the past. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels.
o Current –
o Part of the population of the sensitive species of concern documented at this site is in close
proximity to an active roadway. Regular road maintenance activities at this location could
unintentionally destroy a significant part of this population.
o Ornamental conifers were planted along a portion of Hamilton Boulevard.
o Some of the formerly cleared and modified lands have since reverted to early successional forest.
Unfortunately, conversion of agricultural fields to forest often results in a woodlot that is choked
with invasive species of plants that can rapidly populate a disturbed habitat. Edge habitats
associated with roads, utility corridors, agricultural fields and residential neighborhoods are
particularly susceptible to weedy plant invasion and will require a sustained and targeted approach
to invasive plant management.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species.
Conservation Actions:
o A substantial portion of the population of the species of concern at this location is in close proximity to
Hamilton Boulevard. Road maintenance activities, especially herbicide application, along this section of
Hamilton Boulevard could result in considerable damage to the population. Create a “No Spray Zone”
along this section of the road and exercise caution when controlling roadside vegetation or other road
maintenance activities.
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the habitat of the rare species at
this site. The stormwater runoff from development and agriculture should be considered a potential
source of significant contamination for the creek and its floodplain habitat. Runoff from these sources
have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than
runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Stormwater management measures such as the creation of
detention basins or vegetated swales should be implemented to decrease the unfiltered flow into the creek.
Drilling, mining, or other disruptions to the bedrock should not be undertaken within half a mile of
springs and seeps without a thorough understanding of bedrock layers and groundwater flows.
Groundwater flow patterns do not always mirror surface watersheds, and in some cases aquifers may be
contiguous over large areas.
o Allow the woodlot to mature. Avoid fragmenting the existing forested areas with additional buildings or
infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species. High
priority for invasive species control at this site should be targeted towards removing invasive shrubs and
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

trees such as Norway maple (Acer platanoides), European privet (Ligustrum vulgare), Japanese barberry
(Berberis thunbergii), Asiatic bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus), amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii),
morrow honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii), wineberry (Rubus phoenicolasius), autumn olive (Elaeagnus
umbellata), Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), and winged spindle-tree (Euonymus alatus).
Invasive species management needs to be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well
as the invasive species present at this site. Invasive species control efforts should try to maintain weedfree areas first, and then concentrate on removing invasive species in lightly infested areas, continually
pushing back the line of invasion. Invasive species removal should be conducted in coordination with
native species replacement to avoid denuding the understory vegetation. This needs to be a continual and
sustained process of monitoring and control efforts.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately restore
the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography should be
where the end result would be a wide, functioning floodplain habitat.

The cold, clear waters of Spring Creek have lush beds of native aquatic vegetation.
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Totts Gap NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

American Holly (Ilex opaca)

G5

S2

N (N)

1989

CD

Lion's-foot (Prenanthes serpentaria)
Upland Sand Cherry
(Prunus pumila var. susquehanae)

G5

S3

N (PT)

2003

C

G5T4

S2

N (PT)

1991

CD

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the ridgeline of Blue Mountain, straddling the
Monroe/Northampton county boundary line at Totts gap.
o Municipalities:
o Monroe County: Smithfield Township, Stroud Township
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Cherry Creek, Delaware River-Jacoby Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake Vernal
Pools, Bear Swamp”, “Totts Gap”, “Totts Gap Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Minsi Lake
Vernal Pools, Bear Swamp”, “Totts Gap”, “Totts Gap Swamp”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o American holly has a distribution from coastal
New England south and west into Florida and
Texas. In Pennsylvania, it is near the northern
end of its range, and occurs mostly in the
southeastern counties. The species grows on
wooded slopes and stream banks. It has also
been grown as an ornamental, particularly in the
southeastern counties, and may escape locally to
woodlots, thickets, and fencerows. The
Small, dry, rocky openings along the ridgeline at Totts
conservation of American holly in Pennsylvania
Gap provide habitat for upland sand cherry, a shrub
has concentrated on protecting populations that
species of concern.
are believed to be indigenous and that represent
native genotypes. Occurrences of the species that have resulted from escapes from plantings are of
uncertain genetic origin and are considered to be of much lower conservation significance. As a woodland
species, proper forest management and control of invasive species are important for the long term viability
of American holly.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: Rocky outcrop openings and a thin forest
canopy on the ridge-top provide habitat for three
plant species of concern.
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o Lion’s-foot ranges from southern New England south to Florida and west to Ohio and Mississippi. In
Pennsylvania it has been documented in dry woods, clearings, and gravelly roadsides primarily in the
southeastern part of the state. Active management, such as the use of prescribed fire, may be beneficial in
maintaining these areas or in creating additional habitat. Excessive deer browse, especially on plants that
are blooming, may be a threat at some locations
o Upland sand cherry ranges from Maine to Manitoba and south into North Carolina, Ohio, and Arkansas. In
Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically mostly in the northeastern counties. The species grows
on bedrock outcrops, rocky openings, barrens and thickets, especially on mountain tops and ridges. Most
populations of Upland Sand Cherry in Pennsylvania are situated in remote areas where the habitat is likely
to be kept in a natural state. Active management, such as the use of prescribed fire, may be beneficial in
maintaining these areas or in creating additional habitat. Excessive deer browse, especially on plants that
are blooming, may be a threat at some locations
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain has remained relatively undisturbed despite
repeated lumbering of the past several centuries. Small rocky outcrop openings can be seen along
the ridgeline in historical aerial photos taken in 1938.
o A road and a utility corridor were cut over the mountain at Totts Gap sometime before 1938,
fragmenting the otherwise contiguous forested area.
o Current –
o Additional utility corridors have been cut over the mountain and an access road runs along the
ridgeline to a cluster of communication towers.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with clearcuts,
roadsides and utility corridors and are well established in the area.
o Suppression of wild fire has allowed trees to form a closed canopy over some of the former rocky
openings, decreasing the available habitat for the plant species of concern.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o In the absence of wildfires, active management of open areas may be necessary to prevent their
succession to closed canopy habitats. The habitat hosts several short tree, shrub species that should be
encouraged to persist at the site including the PA-threatened upland sand cherry (Prunus pumila var.
susquehanae), dwarf chestnut oak (Quercus prinoides), and scrub oak, (Quercus ilicifolia). Careful
attention must be paid to which species of trees and shrubs are being removed.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Totts Gap Swamp NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2012

AB

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

2012

AC

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond
Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Description: A series of large shrub swamps,
vernal pools, seeps and springs occur scattered
across this section of the toe slope of Blue
Mountain and provide the headwater recharge
area of Slateford Creek. This upper section of
the creek is considered Exception Value by
DEP Chapter 93 of the PA Code. The vernal
pools are part of a large complex of natural
ponds spread across the toe slope of Blue
Mountain. Swamp dog-hobble, a shrub species
of concern occurs scattered at various
locations among the wetlands. A population of
red spruce in one of the large wetlands is
noteworthy as being near the southern limit of
its natural range in the state.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs at the base of Blue Mountain at Totts Gap and is roughly bounded by
National Park Drive on the north, Laurel Hill Road on the east, Autumn Drive on the south and Totts Gap Road
on the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Jacoby Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part of “Totts Gap Swamp”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Totts Gap
Swamp”

Wood frog tadpoles swim among clusters of salamander egg
masses in vernal pools near Totts Gap.

Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
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Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was a mixture of open agricultural fields
and variously aged woodlots, suggesting a pattern of past clear cutting. Some of the areas were
forested then as now, and though the trees were likely cut several times since European
colonization, parts of the forest have been standing for over 100 years and individual trees could
be much older. Many of the wetlands can also be seen in these historical photos, indicating their
persistence as features in the landscape.
o Current –
o Most of the former agricultural fields
in the vicinity of this Natural Heritage
Area have reverted to forest.
Unfortunately, invasive species of
plants are well adapted to the
disturbed conditions associated with
former agricultural fields, clear cuts,
roadsides, utility corridors and
field/forest edges and are well
established, particularly in areas that
had been former agricultural fields.
Some fallow fields have become
severely infested with the invasive
shrub autumn olive, which in some
old fields, forms a near monoculture.
o A utility ROW cuts through one of
Thickets of the invasive shrub autumn olive dominate fallow,
the large shrub swamps, fragmenting
former agricultural fields in the area.
the wetland, and providing an avenue
for invasive species establishment. Non-selective vegetation management along the ROW can
negatively impact the population of swamp dog-hobble and other native wetland species.
Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the natural communities and
species of concern at this site. Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities
such as drilling or mining in nearby areas and groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow
patterns of the groundwater that feeds the seepage. The wetland habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding. Excessive runoff from
adjacent areas can adversely affect the naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the wetlands. The
storm water runoff from development and agriculture should be considered a potential source of
significant contamination for the wetland habitat.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

level of seasonal pools. A few pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent area.
Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along the
toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the larger amphibian
community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect the whole
population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic conditions
can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing undisturbed forested buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and
protecting the natural hydrology surrounding wetlands.

o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for

Sally Ray, (PNHP)

amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as autumn olive, Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target
pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more
effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species
management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive
species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Utility ROW vegetation management should be conducted with a selective approach. Target invasive
species, such as common reed, for eradication in addition to tall woody species that may eventually
interfere with powerline transmission. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for sensitive
wetland habitats.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

A thick shrub swamp provides suitable habitat for swamp doghobble, a shrub species of concern.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Treichlers Slope NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G5

S1S2

N (PE)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Wild Kidney Bean (Phaseolus polystachios)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is located on a forested slope along the Lehigh River just east of Treichlers.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lehigh Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A steep, forested south-facing slope at a bend in the Lehigh River supports a plant species of
concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Wild Kidney Bean is a perennial vine that ranges from Maine south to Florida and west to South Dakota
and Texas. In Pennsylvania, it has been found at a few scattered locations in the southern half of the state in
moist woods, roadside banks and waste ground.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1937 show that much of the currently forested area was forested in 1937 within
a landscape dominated by active agriculture. Though the forest was likely selectively cut for fuel
wood and timber several times since colonial times, much of the existing forest has been standing
for over 100 years and individual trees could be much older.
o A railroad was constructed along the Lehigh River at the base of the forested slope, making cuts
into the bedrock as necessary for a suitable rail bed.
o Current –
o The forested slope remains relatively untouched, likely due to the very steep nature of the site.
o Regularly disturbed areas such as railroads, floodplains, riparian zones, and forest/field edges are
particularly susceptible to colonization by invasive species of plants, which are well established
in this area.
o Agricultural fields and suburban development crowd the top of the slope, providing little buffer
against the downward flow of runoff from the adjacent areas. Runoff from these sources have
significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than
runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
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Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Safeguard the quality and expanse of the forested landscape along the river-facing steep slopes. Prevent
fragmentation and incursions into the forested habitat. Encourage the regeneration of native trees, shrubs
and herbaceous layers. The forest cover of the river slopes should be allowed to achieve and maintain
older-growth characteristics.
o Create “no spray” zones along the most sensitive areas of the railroad rights-of-way to avoid unintentional
destruction of the species of concern or their habitats.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. The railroad rights-of-way and
forest/highway transition zones are likely the primary location of non-native trees and shrubs within this
area. Care must be taken to distinguish between native and non-native species of plants. Coordinate
invasive species control with those familiar with plant identification.

Wild kidney bean flowers
References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Trexler Hollow NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Western Hairy Rock-cress (Arabis hirsuta)

G5

S1

TU (PE)

2011

CD

Round-head Gayfeather (Liatris scariosa)

G5?

S2

N (PT)

1998

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Jordan Creek in part of the Trexler Nature Preserve west of
Schnecksville.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Lowhill Township, North Whitehall Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon, Slatedale
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Jordan Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or a portion of “Trexler
Hollow”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Trexler Hollow”
Description: Steep, crumbly, exposed shale cliffs, slopes and road cuts along the Jordan Creek in this area support
scattered populations of two plant species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Western hairy rockcress in Pennsylvania typically occurs on dry cliffs, and rocky ledges, usually on
limestone substrates. Control of invasive species of plants, maintenance of open habitats and protection of
rocky outcrops can help conserve populations of this species.
o Round-head gayfeather in Pennsylvania typically occurs in dry woods, shaley slopes and barrens. Control
of invasive species of plants, maintenance of open habitats and protection of rocky outcrops can help
conserve populations of this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving only small patches of the original vegetation in
place. Aerial photographs from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show scattered forested
woodlots, primarily along the steep slopes of Jordan Creek, within a landscape dominated by
active agriculture. Though the woodlots were likely cut for fuel wood and timber several times
since colonial times, the existing forest has likely been standing for over 100 years and individual
trees could be quite older.
o A road follows Jordan Creek and its tributary. This disturbance has in at least one instance helped
to provide the exposed, open canopy conditions preferred by the species of concern.
o Current –
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o

o

Some of the agricultural fields and pastures formerly dominating this area have since been left
fallow. Unfortunately, as with many former agricultural fields that have been released from active
management, these areas are prone to invasion by aggressive and introduced species of plants.
Invasive species of plants are well established throughout much of the area, especially autumn
olive (Elaeagnus umbellata), and Japanese stilt grass (Microstegium vimineum).
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.

Conservation Actions:
o The plant species of concern documented at this site occur along portions of Game Preserve Road and the
adjacent area where exposed bedrock outcrops and steep, loose shale slopes have limited the
establishment of trees and shrubs. Roadway, or utility line maintenance activities could have a very
negative impact on the species of concern at this location. Create “no spray” zones along the most
sensitive areas of the rights-of-way to avoid unintentional destruction of the species of concern or its
habitat. Indiscriminate use of herbicides as rights-of-way defoliants is not appropriate. A smarter, more
selective use of vegetation controls is required in these areas that contain both invasive species and
species of concern.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. High priority for invasive species control at this site should be targeted towards removing the
invasive shrub autumn olive. Invasive species control efforts should try to maintain weed-free areas first,
and then concentrate on removing invasive species in lightly infested areas, continually pushing back the
line of invasion. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare
species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Unami Creek Watershed NHA – Regional Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Taxa

S

PNHP Rank1
Global State
---

---

PA Legal
Status1

Last Seen

Quality2

---

2011

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is based on the entire HUC 12 (Hydrologic Unit Code) subwatershed of
Unami Creek. It includes all of the land that drains into Unami Creek from its headwater tributaries in Lehigh
County, to its confluence with Perkiomen Creek in Montgomery County.
o Municipalities:
o Bucks County: Milford Township, Richland Township, Springfield Township, Trumbauersville
Borough, West Rockhill Township
o Lehigh County: Lower Milford Township, Upper Saucon Township
o Montgomery County: Marlborough Township, Salford Township, Upper Salford Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Milford Square, Perkiomenville, Quakertown, Telford
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Unami Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Saucon
Creek Watershed”
The area depicted within this polygon represents a much less specific level of detail than other Natural Heritage
Areas and may have limited planning application. Large earth moving and construction activities that require
permits have a high probability of encountering environmental review conflicts within this watershed. All wetlands,
hydric soils, streams, creeks and riparian zones in this watershed will be subject to increased scrutiny by
environmental review. Avoidance of these features in the landscape can minimize the potential for permit conflict.
Description: The northern section of the Unami Creek watershed is in a landscape that had long been dominated
by agricultural activities, while the southern portion has had a relatively large area that has been consistently
forested due to land that was too stony or steep to be useful for agriculture. Though the forests in the southern
section have been harvested repeatedly for fuel and timber, most of the forested area at this location has been
standing for over 100 years and individual trees are likely much older. Much of this forested area is in relatively
contiguous patches, contributing significantly to the percentage of interior forest in the region. In recent
decades, much of the former farmland has been converted to residential and commercial uses and its associated
infrastructure. The relatively flat topography of the northern region, while having been conducive to agriculture,
also allows water to pool in low lying areas, creating wetlands of varying types. Historically, wetlands likely
existed at most locations where water exits the ground at a spring or where the floodplains of creeks and
streams widened considerably. Most of these wetlands were drained or dammed to create fields or farm ponds
for agricultural production in past centuries, or have been filled or modified for contemporary uses, but some
remain or have recovered from a cessation of these activities. These wetland fragments should be considered the
backbone for a restoration of this habitat type in the Unami Creek watershed.
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Species of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern inhabiting wetlands within this watershed requires shallow, open, herbaceous
dominated wetlands within a connected matrix of open and closed canopied wetland habitats. Restoration of the
marshy habitats historically associated with the creek floodplain, its tributaries and adjacent wetlands will help
to provide expanded habitat opportunities for this sensitive species of concern. Woody vegetation removal
within wetlands may be necessary to maintain wetland openings preferred by this species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The landscape within this watershed was cleared of its original forest cover and most of the
wetlands drained or dammed to accommodate the expansion of intensive agriculture that used to
dominate this area.
o Several milldams were likely active within the watershed. Milldams frequently trapped many tons
of sediment behind them, altering the topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams
were breached, the streams frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment.
Some portions of the creek floodplain remain trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and
Merritts 2008).
o Aerial photos of the area taken in 1939 show that parts of many streams and creeks, though
flowing through agricultural landscapes, had wide, naturally vegetated floodplains, providing a
framework for a natural habitat corridor. Other parts of streams through this area were cultivated
right to their banks, providing no vegetated buffer for water quality protection or natural habitat.
o Current –
o Suburban development and its associated infrastructure have expanded rapidly in this watershed
in recent years, replacing farmland, and natural habitats throughout the watershed. Increasing
amounts of impervious surfaces can contribute significantly to the non-point source pollution of
creeks, streams and wetlands in the area. Improperly functioning septic systems can also impact
the regional groundwater and surface water. Excessive groundwater withdrawal for domestic,
agricultural and industrial uses can have a significant impact on the water available to support
wetlands.
o Many wet areas that had been devoid of trees now have considerable tree and shrub cover.
Unfortunately, some of the areas that now have woody cover are areas that had been open wet
sedge meadows, which provide critical habitat for a number of species of concern.
o Invasive species of plants are well established along many roadways, forest-field edges, riparian
zones, small woodlots, and wetlands in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
Conservation Actions:
o The long term goal for floodplains and wetlands within this watershed should be to reestablish the slow
moving marsh systems that occurred in the northern section of the watershed before modern agricultural
practices worked to minimize those lands considered un-cultivatable. Conversion of these wet meadows
to drier lands that are more suitable for row crops, involved channelizing these systems to improve
drainage and rapidly direct water downstream. Prior to this hydrological modification, light farming and
grazing practices were compatible with the species of concern found at this site.
o Maintain the floodplain of the northern section of Unami Creek and its associated wetlands and tributaries
as a wetland complex, composed of multiple types of wetlands with both open herbaceous dominated
wetlands and closed canopy floodplain forests. To accomplish this it is critical to look at the entire
landscape in which the wetlands occur. This landscape provides wetland habitats and the means by which
species are able to colonize/move to new sites. Corridors of native vegetation are needed for species to
relocate from one wetland to another. Maintaining the array of wetlands and the habitats between them is
critical to ensuring the species of concern are able to survive. Native vegetation is needed around each
wetland to act as a buffer against disturbances and to help exclude weedy species, though care must be
taken to avoid allowing woody species to encroach on herbaceous wetlands.
o Floodplain regulations should restrict building activities and the tilling of fields and chemical or nutrient
application within the floodplain. Chemical, nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways from
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agricultural, residential and commercial sources can be significantly reduced by returning seasonally
flooded areas to natural habitats.
o The sensitive species of concern known from this watershed would benefit from habitat restoration under
the management recommendations provided below. Some key general activities that should be
considered within this area include:
o Improvement of, or creation of road crossings should be done with wildlife corridors in mind.
This may require that road crossings involve bridge systems that would preserve the wide
sluggish waters associated with marshes and slow flowing waterways of the floodplain.
o Existing wet meadows should not be modified (i.e. dammed, planted in trees or farmed). Many of
the wetlands in this area could be improved by active management to setback succession by cutting
trees and shrubs. Once the open habitat within the historic floodplain or wetland has been restored,
light grazing or infrequent mowing could be an effective tool to maintaining these soggy meadows
in their preferred condition for all wet meadow species.
o Because the species of concern noted from this site rely upon open canopied habitats, programs
that support establishment of riparian buffers with trees, such as CREP, should be avoided in any
existing springs, seeps, and wet meadows that may exist within the watershed. Instead, these
programs may be better suited above the historic floodplain of the drainages within this
watershed.
o Suppress the establishment and spread of invasive species of plants. Programs to reduce the
prevalence of invasive species in wetlands will be necessary to prevent their complete dominance
of critical habitats. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a
heavily infested habitat. Mechanical (hand pulling, cutting and mowing) and chemical (spot
herbicide treatment) management techniques may be necessary to protect the habitat from
colonization by aggressive species. Broadcast application of herbicides is not suitable for delicate
habitats. Control of invasive species will require extensive and continual effort.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately
restore the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography
should be where the end result would be a functioning wetland habitat.

References:
Walter R.C. and. D.J. Merritts. 2008. Natural Streams and the Legacy of Water-Powered Mills. Science Vol 319;229-304.
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Walnutport Canal North NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Waterhemp Ragweed (Amaranthus cannabinus)

G5

S3

PR (PR)

1980

H

Virginia Rose (Rosa virginiana)

G5

S1

TU (TU)

1994

C

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs along the Lehigh River just south of Walnutport.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Washington Township
o Northampton County: Lehigh Township, Walnutport Borough
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Walnutport
Canal Site”
Description: The floodplain of the Lehigh River and the still, or slow moving pools associated with remnants of
the old Lehigh Canal locks and dams system provide habitat for two plant species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Waterhemp ragweed has a distribution from Maine south along the Atlantic coast into Florida and west to
Louisiana. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented in a few southeastern counties along the Delaware
River and two sites along the Lehigh River. The habitat of this species has threats from exotic species,
dredging and filling, and water pollution. This species has not been documented at this location since
1980 and additional surveys for this species at this location are recommended.
o Virginia rose ranges from Newfoundland to Virginia and irregularly to Missouri. In Pennsylvania, it
occurs in scattered locations around the state in pastures, old fields, open roads and roadsides. This
species has not been documented at this location since 1994 and additional surveys for this species at this
location are recommended.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The Lehigh Canal was built along the banks of the river, modifying natural habitats along the
river floodplain. This action may have eliminated some naturally occurring slack water pools
found adjacent to the river, while at the same time creating others.
o Roads and railroads were built adjacent to the river, further modifying the floodplain habitat.
o Current –
o Additional buildings and infrastructure crowd the floodplain of the river.
o Invasive species of plants dominate many parts of the former canal and its adjacent shoreline of the
river.
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Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by the plant species of
concern.
o Maintain the current hydrologic conditions of the former Lehigh Canal. Though manmade, the edges of
the shallow, slack-water pools of the former canal provide suitable habitat for the species of concern
documented at this location.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established along roadways, riparian zones, field edges and utility
corridors. Removal of invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn
olive) can be most effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings and a
diverse herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued
removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily
infested habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare
species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Walnutport Canal South NHA – Local Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

G4

S2

PT (PT)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Autumn Willow (Salix serissima)

Taxa

Last Seen

Quality2

1988

X?

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs between Walnutport and Lockport along the eastern shore of the
Lehigh River.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Lehigh Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Cementon
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Bertsch Creek, Lehigh River
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part of “Walnutport
Canal Site”
Description: The floodplain of the Lehigh River includes part of the old Lehigh Canal locks and dams system.
The remnants of the former Lehigh Canal includes a series of still water and slow moving pools, marshes and
shrub swamps along the banks of the Lehigh River that have provided habitat for a plant species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Autumn willow is primarily a northern species raging from Labrador to its southern limit in Pennsylvania
and west to British Columbia down through the Rocky Mountains to Colorado. In Pennsylvania, it occurs in
fens and wet meadows on calcareous soils, mostly in the northwestern part of the state, but also at a few
locations in the Lehigh Valley. Autumn willow is primarily threatened by loss of its wetland habitat. In
addition, sites that support existing populations may become unsuitable habitat as they are changed over
time through sedimentation and the encroachment of woody or invasive species. Creating buffers around
wetland communities, removal of invasive species, and protection of wetland hydrology will help to
maintain populations and encourage new population growth. Autumn willow has not been documented at
this location since 1988 despite several return surveys.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The Lehigh Canal was built along the banks of the river, modifying natural habitats along the
river floodplain. This action may have eliminated some naturally occurring slack water pools
found adjacent to the river, while at the same time creating others.
o Roads and railroads were built adjacent to the river, further modifying the floodplain habitat.
o Current –
o Additional buildings and infrastructure crowd the floodplain of the river.
o Invasive species of plants dominate many parts of the former canal and its adjacent shoreline of the
river.
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o

Natural succession has closed the canopy over some of the former marshes, limiting the potential
habitat for this species.

Conservation Actions:
o Maintain the current hydrologic conditions of the former Lehigh Canal. Though manmade, the shallow,
slack water pools of the former canal provide the suitable habitat for autumn willow.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Waltz Creek Floodplain NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

S

---

---

---

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Sensitive Species of Concern3

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

E

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.

Description: This Natural Heritage Area
represents a small portion of the wide
floodplain of Waltz Creek, which meanders
and braids through the flat topography. Most
of the floodplain here has deep stream
channels etched into silt laden plateaus that are
strongly dominated by reed canary-grass
(Phalaris arundinacea) suggesting a past use
of this creek as a mill pond. A few small seeps
emanate from the adjacent forested hill,
providing appropriate habitat for a species of
concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o The sensitive species of concern, which is
not named at the request of the
Deeply incised stream channels trapped in silt plateaus
jurisdictional agency overseeing its
dominated by reed canary grass suggest past impoundment of
protection, uses the forested areas as its
this floodplain.
primary habitat. Fragmentation of the
forest canopy could decrease the suitable habitat available to this species at this location. These
woodlands may be detrimentally altered by changes to the natural hydrology, encroachment of invasive
species, over-browsing by deer, and habitat fragmentation. Fragmentation can have a drying effect on the
habitat and promote invasive species growth. Creating buffers around fragmented habitat and removal of
invasive species will help to maintain populations and encourage new population growth.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just northwest of Ackermanville near the confluence of Waltz Creek
and Greenwalk Creek.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Bangor
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None

Habitat Disturbances:
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o Historic –
o Most of the original forest cover of the area had been removed and converted to agricultural or
other uses over the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial
photographs from 1939 show that the surrounding area was dominated by active agricultural
fields and pasture. A railroad was constructed parallel to the creek, and its construction may have
altered the flow of the creek and adjacent seeps.
o The deeply channeled creek bed in the silt laden floodplain suggests a past use of this floodplain
as a mill dam pond. Milldams frequently trapped many tons of sediment behind them, altering the
topography of the floodplain in the process. When the dams were breached, the streams
frequently cut a deep channel through the accumulation of sediment. The floodplain remains
trapped in these deep narrow channels (Walter and Merritts 2008).
o Current –
o Though some former agricultural lands have reverted to natural habitats, suburban housing
developments have begun to replace some of the agricultural fields on the periphery of the Waltz
Creek floodplain. Agricultural activities present extreme modifications to the environment, but
urban/suburbanization typically represents a more permanent habitat erasure.
o The surface waters of Waltz Creek, its associated floodplain and wetlands can be significantly
impacted by surrounding land use decisions. Runoff from roads, buildings, and other impervious
surfaces as well as from agricultural fields should be considered a potential source of significant
contamination. Runoff from these sources can have significantly higher temperatures and levels of
pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
agricultural fields, roadsides, utility corridors and field/forest edges and are well established in
the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer can be a serious threat to the overall plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and
vertical stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for
some nesting songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to
reduced food sources.
Conservation Actions:
o Keep new residences and infrastructure well set back from the floodplain.
o Conserve forested steep slope habitats adjacent to the floodplain.
o Expansion of native vegetation along the creeks and streams will provide greater connectivity between
and among the adjacent natural habitats, providing a corridor for animal and plant movement while
providing an increased buffer from storm water and agricultural runoff.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced species.
Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such as
Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations of
invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a place
invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species management should be
coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual
invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Take into account the presence of legacy sediments at historic milldam locations and appropriately restore
the historic floodplain as feasible. Priorities for restoration of historic floodplain topography should be
where the end result would be a functioning floodplain habitat.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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West Fork Martins Creek Pools NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Herbaceous vernal pond

Last Seen

Quality2

2012

AB

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal
status in parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs just east of where Blue Mountain forms the “Big Offset”. It is in the
headwaters of West Fork Martins Creek on the west side of Route 191 south of Fox Gap.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Upper Mount Bethel Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Stroudsburg
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Martins Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: A series of shrub swamps, vernal pools, seeps and springs occur scattered across this section of the
forested toe slope of Blue Mountain. The vernal pools are part of a large complex of natural ponds spread across
the south-facing toe slope of the ridge. The forested expanses of Blue Mountain include many acres of interior
forest, which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or
utility rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly
influenced by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create
much different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are
essential habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and
Ovenbirds.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. While the pools are essential for breeding and early
development of amphibians, the adjacent forested habitat is also critical to support adult amphibians. The
young amphibians progress to adulthood, hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults
in the surrounding forest. Maintain current hydrologic conditions to preserve the typical fluctuating water
level of seasonal pools. A few pools occur at this location, and more occur scattered in the adjacent area.
Together, they form a chain of pools and breeding habitat for a meta-population of amphibians along the
toe slope of Blue Mountain. Losing a few of these pools may not significantly affect the larger amphibian
community, but the more that are lost, the greater the chances are to negatively affect the whole
population. Preserving a wide forested buffer around pools and maintaining current hydrologic conditions
can help this amphibian community persist in the local landscape.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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Most of the original forest cover of the area had been cut for lumber and fuel more than once over
the past several centuries, leaving little of the original vegetation in place. Aerial photographs
from 1939 show variously aged woodlots, suggesting a pattern of past timber harvest.
o A road up the mountain and a utility corridor were cut into the forested landscape sometime
before 1939.
o Current –
o Despite past timber harvest, the forest at this location remains in relatively good condition.
o Invasive species of plants are well adapted to the disturbed conditions associated with former
clearcuts, roadsides and field/forest edges and are well established in the area.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity.
o

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the wetland habitats at this site.
Extraction of bedrock or disruption to groundwater flow from activities such as drilling or mining in
nearby areas and extensive groundwater extraction can contaminate or alter the flow patterns of the
groundwater that feeds the springs and seeps. The vernal pool habitats at this location will likely persist
as long as the hydrology of the site is unaltered by draining, filling or flooding.
o Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can limit the viability of the habitat for
amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed forested buffer of 1000 feet (305
meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the pools (Brown 2005).
o Allow the forested habitat to achieve and maintain mature conditions. Avoid fragmenting the existing
forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it relates to
invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out by introduced
species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody species such
as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer populations
of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective to keep a
place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Continual invasive species monitoring
and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

Vernal pools that have open canopies, shallow basins and dry slowly often have lush vegetation, while those with closed
canopies, deep basins, or dry more quickly are often merely wet forested depressions marked by areas of dead, blackened
leaves with an outline of sphagnum moss indicating the ponds’ high water level.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
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West Lehigh River Kittatinny Slope NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

Herbaceous vernal pond

C

GNR

S3S4

N (N)

2011

C

Sensitive Species of Concern A3

S

---

---

---

2010

AB

Sensitive Species of Concern B3

S

---

---

---

2010

E

G3G4

S3

PT (PT)

1991

H

G5

S2S3

TU (PT)

1999

D

Allegheny Woodrat (Neotoma magister)
Greenish-white Sedge (Carex longii)

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
3
This species is not named by request of the jurisdictional agency responsible for its protection.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area includes the ridgeline and adjacent slopes of Blue Mountain from the
Lehigh River on the east and extending westward along the ridge almost to Lehigh Furnace Gap. It includes a
portion of State Game Lands #217 and the Appalachian Trail.
o Municipalities:
o Carbon County: East Penn Township
o Lehigh County: Washington Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Lehighton, Palmerton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Lehigh River-Hokendauqua Creek, Lizard Creek, Trout Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes all or portions of “Blue Mountain
Pumping Station”, “Lehigh Water Gap”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or portions of “Blue
Mountain Pumping Station”, “Lehigh Water Gap”
Description: Blue Mountain at this location has a split personality. The north-facing slope had been denuded of
vegetation due to a past zinc smeltering operation at Palmerton and is in a state of recovery and restoration. On
the south-facing slope, the forest is part of the expansive forested corridor of the Kittatinny Ridge. The ridgeline
and adjacent slopes represent a nearly continuous band of forested habitat along the northern boundary of the
Lehigh Valley. Broken only occasionally by roads and structures, the ridgeline provides habitat and an essential
travel corridor for many species. The typically dominant dry oak – heath forest of the mountain is at this
location mixed with a strong component of white pine. The forest is frequently interrupted by bedrock outcrops
and rock scree areas that provide habitat for several species of concern. Though cut several times for fuel and
lumber since European colonization and the decimation of vegetation at Palmerton, the forested expanse of the
mountain has remained relatively undisturbed. The forested expanses include many acres of interior forest,
which is forest that is at least 100 meters from the edge of any opening such as a field, road, railroad or utility
rights-of-way. The area between the forest edge and 100 meters into the forest is considered highly influenced
by edge effects, such as increased levels of light, noise, temperature, wind and dryness which create much
different habitat conditions than those found in interior forest conditions. Interior forest conditions are essential
habitat for interior forest dwelling birds such as Scarlet Tanagers, Worm-eating Warblers, and Ovenbirds.
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Element of Concern Considerations:
o Vernal pools are wetlands that typically hold water for only part of the year. Because vernal pools
typically dry up during a part of the year, they do not support fish, but instead are considered important
amphibian breeding habitat. Salamanders and frogs that use vernal pools for breeding typically leave the
pool for upland habitats once mating is completed. The young amphibians progress to adulthood,
hopefully before the pool dries down, and find refuge as adults in the surrounding forest.
o Both of the sensitive species of concern documented at this location are associated with deciduous forests
and rocky outcrops. Persistence of appropriate habitat for these species relies on this diversity of open
areas adjacent to forested foraging habitat.
o Distribution of the Allegheny woodrat is primarily along the Appalachian Mountains from New York to
Georgia and west to Indiana. It typically inhabits caves, cliff faces, boulder piles and talus slopes. Nests
composed of shredded plant fibers are found in dry cave entrances, along narrow ledges and in rock
crevices. This species feeds on nuts, seeds, bark, grasses, fruits and berries. They are nocturnal and a
relatively shy species that is often found by locating food cashes and latrines. This species has declined
rapidly in Pennsylvania to unknown causes, but is likely the result of a combination of factors. Evidence
of the woodrat was last observed at this location in 1991 and was described as old at that time, so the
population at this location may be very small or no longer present. Although there have been no recent
successful surveys for this species in Lehigh or Northampton counties there have been casual observations by
some area residents that suggest it still persists here. Additional surveys for this species at this location are
recommended.
o Greenish-white Sedge occurs in much of the eastern half of North America as far west as Wisconsin and
Texas. In Pennsylvania, it can be found in a few eastern counties in wet, or seasonally wet sandy
meadows, swamps, thickets, ditches and swales.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The north-facing slope of the expansive forested ridgeline of Blue Mountain at this location was
denuded of vegetation as the result of a past zinc smeltering facility at Palmerton. The site
remains a superfund site and is in the process of restoration. The south-facing slope has remained
relatively undisturbed despite repeated lumbering over the past several centuries.
o Below the forested slope, the land had been cleared of its original vegetation and converted to
agricultural uses many years ago.
o Current –
o A tunnel for the northeast extension of the PA Turnpike was constructed through the mountain at
this location. Runoff from the tunnel area drains directly into the some of the pools. Runoff from
these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other
pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o A utility ROW passes though the toe slope on the south-facing side of the mountain dividing the
contiguous forested habitat into two smaller pieces of interior forest.
o Development has replaced some farm fields and forest along the southern base of the mountain.
o Invasive species are well established along roads, utility corridors, field edges and other disturbed
habitats and have begun to colonize the forest interior at some locations.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.
Conservation Actions:
o The vernal pools at this location will likely persist well into the future as long as the hydrology of the site
is unaltered by draining or filling the pools. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the
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naturally fluctuating seasonal water level of the pools. Divert runoff from the adjacent tunnel area away
from the vernal pond complex. Removal or fragmentation of the forested canopy around the pools can
limit the viability of the habitat for amphibian populations. Ideally, the pools should have an undisturbed
forested buffer of 1000 feet (305 meters) to accommodate the range of adult amphibians that breed in the
pools (Brown 2005). Active agricultural fields adjacent to the woodlot containing the vernal pools could
be allowed to revert to forested habitats to improve the forested buffer around the pools. New residences
and infrastructure should be set back 1000 feet from vernal pools.
o Bedrock outcrops and rock scree areas will likely maintain open conditions, which are preferable for the
sensitive species of concern using these habitats. In the event that cutting is needed to maintain these
openings, it should be conducted during the winter months.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain old growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Removal of
invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn olive) can be most
effective as they spread rapidly, shading out the ground to prevent growth of tree seedlings and a diverse
herbaceous layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It
is much easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested
habitat. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species
as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be
necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
References:
Brown, L.J. and R.E. Jung. 2005. An Introduction to Mid-Atlantic Seasonal Pools, EPA/903/B-05/001. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Mid-Atlantic Integrated Assessment, Ft. Meade, Maryland.
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
Arlington, Virginia. Available at http://www.natureserve.org/explorer.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program. 2013.
Rhoads, A. F. and W. M. Klein, Jr. 1993. The Vascular Flora of Pennsylvania: Annotated Checklist and Atlas. American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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Whippoorwill Island NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Taxa

Global

State

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

C

GNR

S3

N (N)

2012

CD

G5T5

S1

N (PE)

2012

B

PNHP Rank1
Species or Natural Community Name:
Big Bluestem – Indian-grass River Grassland
Riverine Sand Cherry (Prunus pumila var. depressa)

Last Seen

Quality2

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
1

See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.

Location: This Natural Heritage Area is an island in the Delaware River just north of Raubsville.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Williams Township
o USGS Quadrangles: Easton
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Delaware River-Frys Run
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: Includes part or all of “Whippoorwill
Island”
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes part or all of
“Whippoorwill Island”
Description: The island includes two primary habitat types. One is the higher elevation forested portion which is
infrequently flooded, has deep alluvial soil, and occurs on the downstream half of the island. The other habitat type,
located primarily on the upstream half of the island, is at a slightly lower elevation with a substrate of sand, gravel
and cobble. This habitat is characterized by seasonal scouring from ice and flood waters. Vegetation consists of
linear patches of shrubs and stunted trees such as sycamore (Platanus occidentalis), ash (Fraxinus spp.), and
sandbar willow (Salix exigua) interspersed with open areas dominated by herbs, vines, and grasses such as big
bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans), frost grape (Vitis riparia), common
sneezeweed (Helenium autumnale), and many exotics including purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), soapwort
(Saponaria officinalis), and crown-vetch (Coronilla varia). The margin of the upstream portion of the island
(particularly in the late season) is mostly unvegetated gravel and cobbles with a few scattered weedy species.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Big Bluestem – Indian-grass River Grassland occurs on sand/gravel deposits and broad cobble/boulder
shores along the banks and islands of large rivers. Alteration to the frequency and duration of flood events
and development of the river floodplains are the two greatest threats to this community statewide and can
lead to habitat destruction and/or shifts in community function and dynamics. Non-native invasive plants
may be equally devastating as native floodplain plants are displaced.
o Riverine Sand Cherry ranges from New Brunswick to Ontario and south into New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Pennsylvania, it represents a northerly species and has been documented
historically in a number of widespread counties along the major rivers, but appears to be most frequent
along the Delaware River. The species grows on islands and shores that are subjected to annual natural
events such as flooding and ice scouring. The viability of populations of Riverine Sand Cherry and its
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habitat may be enhanced by maintaining the natural hydrology and natural vegetation of the river shorelines
and islands and particularly in controlling invasive species.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o The shoreline of the river has been modified and altered by roads, railroads, agriculture,
development, and quarry operations while the island has remained relatively undisturbed except
by natural processes which help to maintain the preferred habitat conditions of the species of
concern.
o Current –
o Development of adjacent land can lead to an accumulation of agricultural run-off, sedimentation
and pollution.
o Invasive species of plants pose the greatest current threat to the plant species of concern that
occur on this island. Disturbed habitats such as these are particularly prone to invasion by
aggressive and invasive plants. Large areas of the island are thickly colonized by a myriad of
invasive plants.
o Catastrophic flood events can have a severe impact even on the species adapted to more typical
flood conditions.
o Sand and gravel quarrying of the riverbed could eliminate the habitat for the species of concern.
Conservation Actions:
o Preserve the natural fluctuating river water levels. The seasonal ebb and flow of the river, with occasional
flooding and scour events helps to maintain the disturbed, open habitats preferred by the plant species of
concern.
o Discourage shoreline development.
o Suppress the spread of invasive species of plants to prevent native species from being crowded out of the
habitat. Invasive species are well established on the island. Removal of invasive plants in the immediately
vicinity of the species of concern can help these populations compete for space against much more
aggressive species. Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the
rare species as well as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control
will be necessary.

References:
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Wind Gap Wetlands NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

Swamp Dog-hobble (Leucothoe racemosa)

PNHP Rank1
Global State
G5

S2S3

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

TU (PT)

2004

C

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs on the northwestern edge of Wind Gap borough. It is roughly
bounded by Eighth Street on the north, Roosevelt Street on the east, Center Street on the south and Route 33 on
the west.
o Municipalities:
o Northampton County: Plainfield Township, Wind Gap Borough
o USGS Quadrangles: Wind Gap
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Little Bushkill Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: None
Description: Wetlands and moist forest in a small woodlot bounded by development provide habitat for a plant
species of concern.
Element of Concern Considerations:
o Swamp dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west and south into Texas and Florida. In
Pennsylvania, it represents a southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet thickets, and the margins of ponds
and streams. The viability of known populations of swamp dog-hobble and its habitat may be enhanced
by establishing buffers around wetlands, controlling invasive species of plants, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
o Aerial photos taken of the area in 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that much of this
area forested now was forested at that time. Though the forest was likely cut for lumber and fuel
several times since European colonization, much of the forest has been standing for over 100
years.
o Part of what is forest now was at that time cleared and modified for agricultural uses.
o A railroad bed was constructed through the habitat sometime prior to 1939.
o Current –
o Rapid development of the area has followed the construction of several primary roadways
through the area. Suburban and commercial development has occurred adjacent to, and on the
periphery of the core habitat area, fragmenting the landscape with additional buildings, roads and
infrastructure and increasing the amount of impervious surface and edge habitat in the immediate
watershed. Stormwater runoff from the developed surrounding communities flows into the
wetland system with little opportunity to be slowed or filtered. This results in increased
downstream flooding and erosion and is a potentially significant non-point source of pollution.
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o
o

Runoff from these sources has significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides,
herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through natural vegetation.
Invasive species of plants are well established throughout the area.
Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources.

Conservation Actions:
o The wetlands at this location will likely persist into the future as long as the hydrology of the site is
unaltered by draining or filling. Excessive runoff from adjacent areas can adversely affect the naturally
fluctuating seasonal water level of the wetlands. The storm water runoff from development and
agriculture should be considered a potential source of significant contamination for the vernal pool
habitat. Runoff from these sources have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides,
herbicides and other pollutants than runoff filtered through a natural habitat.
o Control of invasive species will be necessary to prevent native species from being crowded out by
introduced species. Invasive species removal efforts should focus on reducing the prevalence of woody
species such as Norway maple, Japanese barberry, amur honeysuckle, and multiflora rose. Target pioneer
populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much easier and more effective
to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat. Invasive species
management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well as the invasive
species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.
References:
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Zionsville Forest NHA – State Significance
Species or natural communities of concern that can be found in this NHA include the following:

Species or Natural Community Name:

Taxa

PNHP Rank1
Global State

White Trout-lily (Erythronium albidum)

G5

S3

PA Legal
Status1
(Proposed)

Last Seen

Quality2

N (TU)

2012

BC

CS
(Element type: Communities, Sensitive Species, Mammals, Birds, Fish, Amphibians, Mussels, Odonates, Lepidopterans, Plants)
See the PNHP website (http://www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/RankStatusDef.aspx) for an explanation of PNHP ranks and legal status. A legal status in
parentheses is a status change recommended by the Pennsylvania Biological Survey.
2
See NatureServe website (http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/eorankguide.htm) for an explanation of quality ranks.
1

Location: This Natural Heritage Area occurs southwest of Zionsville along the base of Carl Hill. Scout Road
passes between the low-lying floodplain area and the base of Carl Hill.
o Municipalities:
o Lehigh County: Upper Milford Township
o USGS Quadrangles: East Greenville
o Watersheds (HUC 12): Hosemsack Creek
o 1999 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory reference: None
o 2005 Lehigh & Northampton Natural Areas Inventory Update reference: Includes all or a portion of
“Swabia, Indian, Hosensack Watershed”

Element of Concern Considerations:
o White trout-lily typically grows in bottomlands,
floodplains and lower slopes, especially on limestone
substrates. Maintain the site hydrology, avoid habitat
fragmentation, remove and control invasive species of
plants, and reduce the deer density to help conserve the
habitat needs of this species.

Rocky Gleason, (PNHP)

Description: This natural heritage areas lies at the base of Carl
Hill. The low lying, wet woods are the headwaters of a
tributary to Hosensack Creek. The slope leading from the
road to the crest of the hill is rich in native species of plants.
The slope is dominated by red oak, white oak, tulip tree,
basswood, sugar maple and other mixed hardwoods. Some
of the trees are quite large, indicating a level of relative
maturity uncommon in an area that has been settled for
several hundred years. The understory is diverse, forming
several layers of shrub and sapling height. The dry, thinly
forested hilltop includes some rocky outcrops that stretch
like a backbone down the edge of the hill. The crest of the
hill is dominated by stunted chestnut oak, black birch and
black cherry, suggesting harsh conditions on the exposed
crest.

White trout lily (Erythronium albidum)

Habitat Disturbances:
o Historic –
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Aerial photos from 1939 (http://www.pennpilot.psu.edu/) show that most of Carl Hill including
this low lying area at the base of the slope was forested then. Though the forest was likely cut for
lumber and fuel several times since colonial days, much of the forest has been standing for over
100 years. The forest likely contains individual trees that are much older.
o A rural road and railroad were built along the base of Carl Hill.
o Current –
o Invasive species are present along the railroad bed, roadways, at the edges of agricultural fields,
and have begun to colonize parts of the forest interior.
o Over browsing by white-tailed deer is a serious threat to the overall understory plant diversity. An
overabundance of deer can create the effect of park-like forests in which the understory and vertical
stratification is greatly reduced. Removal of understory species eliminates habitat for some nesting
songbirds as well as increases competition between deer and other wildlife due to reduced food
sources. Deer have strong, species-specific feeding preferences. The most highly preferred species
are the first to decline or disappear when deer numbers are high. Furthermore, deer have been
shown to be prolific seed dispersers for many of the most invasive non-native species. The result is
greatly impoverished native species diversity, failure of native tree regeneration, and the rapid
proliferation of invasive species. It is likely their selective feeding habits and effective seed
dispersal make the spread of invasive plants much faster than would be the case without deer, even
where herds are only moderately oversized.
o

Conservation Actions:
o Maintaining the current hydrologic regime is critical to the persistence of the habitat of the rare species at
this site. The stormwater runoff from development and agriculture should be considered a potential
source of significant contamination for the creek and its floodplain habitat. Runoff from these sources
have significantly higher levels of sediment, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and other pollutants than
runoff filtered through a natural habitat. Stormwater management measures such as the creation of
detention basins or vegetated swales should be implemented to decrease the unfiltered flow into the creek.
o Allow the forested habitats to achieve and maintain older growth conditions. Avoid fragmenting the
existing forested areas with additional buildings or infrastructure. Avoid logging in this area except as it
relates to invasive species removal.
o Control invasive species to prevent native species from being crowded out of the habitat. Removal of
invasive shrubs (multiflora rose, Japanese barberry, bush honeysuckle and autumn olive) can be most
effective as they can shade out the ground, preventing growth of tree seedlings and a diverse herbaceous
layer. Target pioneer populations of invasive plants for immediate and continued removal. It is much
easier and more effective to keep a place invasive-free than to try and repair a heavily infested habitat.
Invasive species management should be coordinated by individuals familiar with the rare species as well
as the invasive species present. Continual invasive species monitoring and control will be necessary.
o Reduce the deer density in the area. Uncommon species of native plants are particularly susceptible to
deer herbivory.

References:
NatureServe. 2013. NatureServe Explorer: An online encyclopedia of life [web application]. Version 7.1. NatureServe,
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Rhoads, A. F. and T. A. Block. 2007. The Plants of Pennsylvania: An Illustrated Manual, Second Edition. University of
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
For this Natural Heritage Inventory Report, the ecologists, zoologists, and botanists of the Pennsylvania
Natural Heritage Program and partner organizations have explored the natural resources of the Lehigh
Valley. This work represents an organized effort to inventory the biodiversity present throughout Lehigh
and Northampton counties. Earlier survey work in this area was completed by botanists and other naturalists
over the past several centuries. Records from these early explorers provided the baseline for this report.
The Lehigh Valley’s contribution to biodiversity in Pennsylvania
The Lehigh Valley has 325 individual occurrences of species tracked by PNHP, including those listed
as endangered, threatened, and rare species. Northampton County falls 29th and Lehigh County falls 63rd out
of the Commonwealth’s 67 counties for the number of species of concern documented in each county in the
state. The map below shows the distribution of these species by municipality across the Commonwealth.
Despite extensive land use changes, the Lehigh Valley contains a significant number of rare species and
communities that represent an important part of the Commonwealth’s biodiversity. Several of these are
considered globally rare (Bog turtle, Wood Turtle, Flypoison Borer Moth, Eared False-foxglove, Variable
Sedge, Northeastern Bulrush, and Spreading Globeflower).

Future natural resource research in the Lehigh Valley
Though many hours of field research over multiple years were undertaken for this inventory, this is not
a comprehensive, final word on the Lehigh Valley’s natural resources. The data in this report represents a
snapshot of the region’s natural resources at the time the report was written. Any further work in the area
will likely yield additional records of species of concern while future land use changes may result in the
extirpation of species documented in this report. This is partially due to the fact that natural systems are
dynamic and constantly changing due to natural and human induced pressures. Also, sites were surveyed
only when landowner permission was granted and access to some exemplary sites was denied. Additional
survey efforts are encouraged for these reasons. The PNHP sees this report as a working document – a
guide for conservation of known rare, threatened, and endangered species, their habitats, and other
resources of conservation importance in the Lehigh Valley.
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A Final Note on Rare, Threatened, and Endangered Species
The rare, threatened, and endangered species highlighted in
Submitting Additional Data
this report are some of the several hundred species in
Pennsylvania that are threatened with extirpation or extinction. If
As the state repository for biodiversity
a species becomes extinct, or is lost from a portion of its native
data, the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage
range, the ecosystem in which it lived will lose an important
Program appreciates all potential data
element. Often the repercussions of extinctions are not known
regarding rare, threatened, and endangered
until the species is gone, and the species is generally
species and potential survey sites. Species
irreplaceable in the system. This may be because the habitat has
we currently track are listed on our website
been altered to the point that the biological system no longer
at: http//www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/
functions properly. Species of concern are often indicative of
fragile ecosystems that easily degrade; their protection may help monitor the quality of the region’s
ecosystems. A great example of a species of concern acting as an indicator of environmental quality is the
bald eagle - a species which indicated the deleterious effects of the pesticide DDT in our environment.
Banning DDT led to the eventual recovery of the species.
Another reason for protecting species of concern is for their value as unique genetic resources. Every
species may provide significant information for future use in genetic research and medical practices.
Beyond these practical considerations, perhaps the most compelling reasons for stewardship are the
aesthetic and ethical considerations; there is beauty and recreational value inherent in healthy, species-rich
ecosystems.
The protection of rare, threatened, and endangered species depends on several factors, including
increasing scientific knowledge and concerted efforts from government agencies, conservation
organizations, educational institutions, private organizations, and individuals. The following section
outlines general recommendations to begin to protect the species outlined in this report.
Using the Natural Heritage Inventory in the Lehigh Valley Planning Process
One of the main roles of this document is to integrate ecological and conservation information into the
planning process. Through early integration, costly conflicts with rare, threatened and endangered species
can be avoided and these resources can be protected for future generations. Comprehensive land use
planning and its related ordinances can be effective tools for the conservation of the region’s biological
diversity.
Land use planning establishes guidelines for the kinds of land uses that are suitable in an area and provides
a basis for guiding public and private development to benefit communities, the local economy and the
environment. Zoning and subdivision ordinances then set out rules that implement the land use plan.
Planning, zoning and subdivision ordinances are not only valuable tools for urban and suburban areas where
development pressures have already affected the use of open space and the integrity of the natural
environment, but also for rural areas where current losses are less pronounced. These areas can apply
planning to avoid the haphazard losses of valuable regional resources, while still achieving desirable levels
of development.
Natural Heritage Areas identified in the County Natural Heritage Inventory reports have been used to form
the backbone of many plans for Greenway and Open Space networks in the Commonwealth. After
completion of the Greenway the CNHI should be further consulted for site-level planning and trail
alignments as it can help decide the best compatibility of the resource with the designated use. Although
many of the Natural Heritage Areas outlined in this report will likely be integrated into a greenway plan,
additional planning and protection will ensure the viability of the conservation elements present at the site.
Planning for the land use decisions of today and those of the future is an important task and this Natural
Heritage Inventory can serve as a useful tool. Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program staff and expertise
are available for additional technical assistance and planning for the conservation of these sites.
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General Recommendations
The following are general recommendations for the protection of the Natural Heritage Areas within the
Lehigh Valley. Approaches to protecting a Natural Heritage Area are wide ranging, and factors such as
land ownership, time constraints, and tools and resource availability should be considered when prioritizing
protection of these sites. Prioritization works best when incorporated into a long-term county or regionwide plan. Opportunities may arise that do not conform to a plan, and the decision on how to manage or
protect a natural heritage area may be made on a site by site basis. Keep in mind that personnel in the
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program and staff from state natural resource agencies are available to
discuss more specific options for preservation. The following are approaches and recommendations for
natural heritage area conservation.
1. Consider conservation initiatives for natural heritage areas on private land.
Conservation easements protect land while leaving it in private ownership. An easement is a legal
agreement between a landowner and a conservation or government agency that permanently limits a
property’s use in order to protect its conservation values. It can be tailored to the needs of both the
landowner and the conservation organization, and will not be extinguished with new ownership.
Tax incentives may apply to conservation easements donated for conservation purposes.
Lease and management agreements also allow the landowner to retain ownership and temporarily
ensure protection of land. There are no tax incentives for these conservation methods. A lease to a
land trust or government agency can protect land temporarily, and ensure that its conservation
values will be maintained. This can be a first step to help a landowner decide if they want to pursue
more permanent protection methods. Management agreements require landowners and land trusts
to work together to develop a plan for managing resources (such as plant or animal habitat,
watersheds, forested areas, or agricultural lands) with the land trust offering technical expertise.
Land acquisition by a conservation organization can be at fair market value or as a bargain sale
where a purchase price is set below fair market value with tax benefits that reduce or eliminate the
disparity. One strategy is to identify areas that may be excellent locations for new county or
township parks. Sites that can serve more than one purpose such as wildlife habitat, flood and
sediment control, water supply, recreation, and environmental education are ideal. Private lands
adjacent to public lands should be examined for acquisition when a natural heritage area is present
on either property, and there is a need of additional land to complete protection of the associated
natural features.
Unrestricted donations of land are welcomed by land trusts. The donation of land entitles the donor
to a charitable deduction for the full market value, as well as a release from the responsibility of
managing the land. If the land is donated because of its conservation value, the land will be
permanently protected. A donation of land that is not of high biological significance may be sold,
with or without restrictions, to a conservation buyer, and the funds used to further the land trust’s
conservation mission.
Local zoning ordinances are one of the best-known regulatory tools available to municipalities.
Examples of zoning ordinances a municipality can adopt include: overlay districts where the
boundary is tied to a specific resource or interest such as riverfront protection and floodplains, and
zoning to protect stream corridors and other drainage areas using buffer zones. Often it is
overlooked that zoning can prevent municipal or county-wide development activities which are
undesirable to the majority of the residents, and allow for planning that can meet the goals of the
county residents.
2. Prepare management plans that address species of concern and natural communities. Many
of the natural heritage areas that are already protected are in need of additional management plans
to ensure the continued existence of the associated natural elements. Site-specific
recommendations should be added to existing management plans or new plans should be prepared.
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Recommendations may include: removal of invasive plant species; leaving the area alone to mature
and recover from previous disturbance; creating natural areas within existing parks; limiting landuse practices such as mineral extraction, residential or industrial development, and agriculture; or
implementing sustainable forestry practices. For example, some species simply require continued
availability of a natural community while others may need specific management practices such as
canopy thinning, mowing, or burning to maintain their habitat requirements.
Existing parks and conservation lands provide important habitat for plants and animals at both the
county level and on a regional scale. For example, these lands may serve as nesting or wintering
areas for birds or as stopover areas during migration. Management plans for these areas should
emphasize a reduction in activities that fragment habitat. Adjoining landowners should be educated
about the importance of their land as it relates to habitat value, especially for species of concern,
and agreements should be worked out to minimize activities that may threaten native flora and
fauna.
3. Protect bodies of water.
Protection of reservoirs, wetlands, rivers, and creeks is vital for ensuring the health of human
communities and natural ecosystems. Waterways that include natural heritage areas, identified in
the Results section of this report, are important, sensitive areas that should be protected. Multiple
qualities can be preserved by protecting aquatic habitats. For example, conserving natural areas
around watersheds that supply municipal water provides an additional protective buffer around the
water supply, maintains habitat for wildlife, and may also provide (low impact) recreation
opportunities. Many rare species, unique natural communities, and significant habitats occur in
wetlands and water bodies, which are directly dependent on natural hydrological patterns and water
quality for their continued existence. Ecosystem processes also provide clean water supplies for
human communities and do so at significant cost savings in comparison to water treatment
facilities. Therefore, protection of high quality watersheds is the primary way to ensure the viability
of natural habitats and water quality. Scrutinize development proposals for their impact on entire
watersheds, not just the immediate project area. Cooperative efforts in land use planning among
municipal, county, state, and federal agencies, developers, and residents can lessen the impact of
development on watersheds.
4. Provide for natural buffers in and around natural heritage areas.
Development plans should provide for natural buffers between disturbances and critical zones of
natural heritage areas. Proposed activities within the Core Habitat of a Natural Heritage Area
should be closely scrutinized for potential immediate impacts to the habitat of elements of concern.
Proposed activites within the Supporting Landscape of a Natural Heritage area should be evaluated
for potential long-term impacts to habitats of elements of concern, such as water quality, or quantity
degradation, or habitat fragmentation. Disturbances may include construction of new roads and
utility corridors, non-sustainable timber harvesting, and fragmentation of large pieces of land.
Storm runoff from these activities results in the transport of nutrients and sediments into aquatic
ecosystems (Trombulak and Frissell, 2000). County and township officials can encourage
landowners to maintain vegetated buffer zones within riparian zones. Vegetated buffers (preferably
of Pennsylvania native plant species) help reduce erosion and sedimentation while shading and
cooling the water. Preserving water quality in rivers and streams is important to fish as some
species, such as brook trout and some darters, are highly sensitive to poor water quality. Sensitive
fish are readily lost from streams when water quality starts to decline. Creating or maintaining a
vegetated buffer benefits aquatic animal life, provides habitat for other wildlife species, and creates
a diversity of habitats along the creek or stream. Staff at the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage
Program (PNHP) or natural resources agencies can provide further guidance regarding buffer
considerations appropriate for various kinds of natural resources.
5. Reduce fragmentation of the landscape surrounding natural heritage areas.
Encourage development in sites that have already seen past disturbances (especially mined and
heavily timbered areas). Care should be taken to ensure that protected natural areas do not become
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islands surrounded by development. In these situations, the site is effectively isolated, and its value
for wildlife is greatly reduced. Careful planning can maintain natural environments along with the
plants and animals associated with them. A balance between growth and the conservation of
natural and scenic resources can be achieved by guiding development away from the most
environmentally sensitive areas.
The reclamation of previously disturbed areas for commercial and industrial projects, also known as
brownfield development, presents one way to encourage economic growth while allowing
ecologically sensitive areas to remain undisturbed. For example, reclaimed surface mines can be
used for development (potentially even wind development) when feasible. Cluster development
can be used to allow the same amount of development on much less land, and leave the remaining
land intact for wildlife and native plants. By compressing development into already disturbed areas
with existing infrastructure (villages, roads, existing rights-of-way), large pieces of the landscape
can be maintained intact. If possible, networks or corridors of woodlands or greenspace should be
preserved linking natural areas to each other. Preserving greenspace around development can
provide ample recreation opportunities, and potentially increase nearby property value.
6. Encourage the formation of grassroots organizations.
County and municipal governments can do much of the work necessary to plan for the protection
and management of natural areas identified in this report; however, grassroots organizations are
needed to assist with obtaining funding, identifying landowners who wish to protect their land, and
providing information about easements, land acquisition, management, and stewardship of
protected sites. Increasingly, local watershed organizations and land trusts are taking proactive
steps to accomplish conservation at the local level. When activities threaten to impact ecological
features, the responsible agency should be contacted. If no agency exists, private groups such as
conservancies, land trusts, and watershed associations should be sought for ecological consultation
and specific protection recommendations.
7. Manage for invasive species.
Invasive species threaten native diversity by dominating habitat used by native species and by
disrupting the integrity of the ecosystems they occupy. Management for invasive species depends
upon the extent of their establishment. Small infestations may be easily controlled or eliminated
but larger, well established populations typically present difficult management challenges. The
earlier exotic invasive species are identified and controlled, the greater the likelihood of eradication
with the smallest expenditure of resources.
The Mid-Atlantic Exotic Plant Pest Council (MA-EPPC) is a non-profit organization (501c3)
dedicated to addressing the problem of invasive exotic plants and their threat to the Mid-Atlantic
region's economy, environment, and human health by providing leadership, representing the midAtlantic region at national meetings and conferences, monitoring and disseminating research on
impacts and controls of invasive species, facilitating information development and exchange,
coordinating the on the ground removal of invasive species, and providing access to training on
species identification and management. Information is available at http://www.ma-eppc.org.
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GLOSSARY
Alluvium – material such as sand, silt, or clay that is deposited on land by streams.
Ambystomatid Salamander – a group of salamanders belonging to the family Ambystomatidae. This group is commonly referred to as
the “mole salamanders”, referring to their secretive, subterranean habits. Pennsylvania’s Ambystomatid salamanders are
considered vernal pool obligate species, meaning they require the seasonal hydrologic fluctuations of vernal pools to reproduce.
Anadromous – fish that live in saltwater, but migrate to freshwater habitats to reproduce.
Anthropogenic – human caused.
ATV – all-terrain vehicle.
Base flow – the portion of water in a creek, stream, or river resulting from groundwater inputs and not surface runoff..
Bedrock – the solid rock that underlies loose material, such as soil, sand, clay, or gravel.
Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis) – an insecticide produced by the fermentation of a bacterium (Bt), used to control many caterpillar-type
pests (e.g., gypsy moth).
Calcareous – composed of, containing, or characteristic of calcium carbonate, calcium, or limestone; chalky.
Canopy – the layer formed by the tallest vegetation.
Carrying capacity – the number of individuals from a single species that a given area of land can naturally sustain for an indefinite
time period.
Catadromous – fish that live in freshwater, but migrate to saltwater habitat to reproduce.
Circumneutral – pH between 5.5 and 7.
Co-dominant – where several species together comprise the dominant layer (see "dominant" below).
Community – an assemblage of plant or animal populations sharing a common environment and interacting with each other and the
physical environment.
Core Habitat – areas intended to identify the essential habitat of the species of concern or natural community that can absorb very little
activity or disturbance without substantial impact to the natural features.
DBH – the diameter of a tree at 4.5 feet above the ground (breast height).
DCNR – Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
Deciduous – refers to woody plants that lose their leaves seasonally.
DEP – Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection.
Dimilin – a commercially produced, restricted-use insecticide containing diflubenzuron as the active ingredient. Diflubenzuron,
which has been used as a method to control gypsy moth, interferes with chitin production during the early stages of certain
insects (DCNR, Division of Pest Management).
Dominant – the species (usually plant) exerting the greatest influence on a given community either by numerical dominance or
influence on microclimate, soils and other species.
Ecosystem – an ecological community together with its environment, functioning as a unit.
Element – all-inclusive term for species of special concern and exemplary natural communities.
EPT richness – the total number of mayflies (Ephemeroptera), stoneflies (Plecoptera) and caddisflies (Trichoptera) orders in a given
sample.
Exceptional Value Waters (EV) – DEP designation for a stream or watershed which constitutes an outstanding national, state, regional
or local resource, such as waters of national, state or county parks or forests; or waters which are used as a source of unfiltered
potable water supply, or waters of wildlife refuges or State Game Lands, and other waters of substantial recreational or ecological
significance. For more detailed information about EV stream designations, the reader is referred to the Special Protection Waters
Implementation Handbook (Shertzer 1992).
Exotic – non-native; used to describe plant or animal species that were introduced by humans; examples include Japanese
honeysuckle, purple loosestrife and grass carp; exotics present a problem because they may out-compete native species.
Extant – currently in existence.
Extirpation – removal of a species from part of its natural range; also referred to as “localized extinction”.
Floodplain – low-lying land generally along streams or rivers that receives periodic flooding.
Forb – non-grass herbaceous plant such as goldenrod.
Georectification – the process of adding coordinates (such as latitude and longitude) to a map to define its location in space.
Graminoid – grass or grass-like plant such as a sedge or a rush.
Gray infrastructure –the built areas (buildings, roads, parking lots, etc.) that may contribute to run-off and the heat island effect.
Green infrastructure – the undeveloped areas (forest, grass, streams, wetlands, etc.) that help mitigate and reduce run-off and the heat
island effect while providing habitat.
Ground cover – low shrubs, herbs, and mosses that are found at or close to the ground surface.
Heat island – the area around a large city or other developed area that is kept warmer overnight due to the large amount of concrete
that, warmed over the course of the day, continues to release stored heat after the sun has set.
Herptile – a reptile or amphibian.
Herpetofauna – the group of reptiles and amphibians found in a particular region.
Hibernacula – a location where animals hibernate.
Hibernation – the period of winter inactivity during which time normal physiological processes are reduced and a significant decrease
in body temperature occurs. In Pennsylvania, true hibernation is shown by woodchucks, jumping mice, and bats.
High-Quality Coldwater Fisheries (HQ-CWF) – DEP designation (PA Code, Chapter 93) for a stream or watershed that has excellent
quality waters and environmental or other features that require special water quality protection.
Hydrology – water system of an area including both surface water and ground water.
Igneous – formed by solidification from a molten state. Used of rocks.
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Invasive species – plants or animals that tend to spread and alter the overall makeup and character of sites. These invasions are either
due to the introduction of an exotic species, or due to natural succession. The introduction of invasive species can often cause the
breakdown of the natural community.
Lepidoptera – moths and butterflies.
Listed species – species that is monitored and considered to be of concern by PNHP.
Littoral – the area where water meets land, the shoreline.
Lacustrine – any species living in or process involving lakes.
Matrix – the form of land use or habitat that surrounds a focal patch of habitat.
Mesic – moist, not saturated.
Minerotrophic – groundwater fed; influenced by water that has been in contact with bedrock or soil, and is richer in mineral content
than rainwater.
Native – describes species that occurred in Pennsylvania or in the area in which they are found prior to European settlement; not
introduced by human activities.
Natural Heritage Site – as used in this study, a site with either an exemplary natural community or species of special concern; not to be
confused with the State Forest Natural Areas which are specific management units designated by DCNR Bureau of Forestry.
Neo-tropical – referring to the tropical locations in the new world; Mexico, Caribbean Islands, and Central and parts of Northern
South America.
Non-point – refers to diffuse sources of pollution such as stormwater runoff contaminated with oil or pesticides.
Obligate species – able to exist or survive only in a particular environment or by assuming a particular role.
Odonate – dragonflies or damselflies.
Oligotrophic – poor to extremely poor in nutrients; typically describes dilute waters with low base metal ion concentrations.
Palustrine – describes wetlands; areas intermediate between aquatic and terrestrial habitats, supporting predominately hydrophytic
vegetation, where conditions are at least periodically wet enough during the growing season to produce anaerobic soil conditions
and thereby influence plant growth.
Peat – partially decomposed remains of plant material in which at least some of the plant parts are still distinguishable.
PNHP – the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program.
Prescribed burning – burning under controlled conditions; needed to maintain communities such as limestone glades and pitch pine
barrens.
Respiration – the process that allows organisms of exchanging gases.
Riparian – that habitat or area next to a stream that is generally within the floodplain.
Rookery – the breeding ground of certain birds or animals, such as herons, penguins and seals.
Right-of-way (R-O-W) – strip of land occupied or intended to be occupied by a street, crosswalk, railroad, electric transmission line,
oil or gas pipeline, water main, sanitary or storm sewer line, or other special use.
Sedge – grass-like herbaceous plant of the family Cyperaceae, especially members of the genus Carex.
Seeps – where water flows from the ground in a diffuse pattern and saturates the soil; lush herbaceous vegetation often grows in these
wet areas.
Shrub – a perennial, woody plant that differs from a tree in its short stature (less than five meters in height) and typically multi-growth
form.
Soil association – a group of soils that are geographically associated in a characteristic repeating pattern and defined and delineated as
a single unit.
Soil series – groups of soils that have vertical profiles that are almost the same, that is, with horizons (layers) that are similar in
composition, thickness, and arrangement.
Stream gradient – the average percent change in elevation of a stream bed over a given reach.
Stream reach – referring to a specific stretch of a stream, creek, or river; i.e. the reach of the Schuylkill River between the Walnut
Street bridge and the Gray’s Ferry Avenue bridge
Subcanopy – in a forest community, the tops and branches of the small trees and tall shrubs that form a distinct layer beneath the high
tree canopy and above the shrub layer (if present).
Swamp – a wooded wetland, intermittently or permanently flooded.
Succession – natural process of vegetation change through time; over time, the plant species of a site will change in composition and
structure as light and soil conditions change (e.g., a field that is left alone may, over time, be taken over by shrubs, then small
trees and eventually a woodland).
Supporting Natural Landscape – identifies areas surrounding or adjacent to Core Habitat that are not considered the primary habitat of
the species of concern or natural community, but may serve as secondary habitat. These areas provide support by maintaining
vital ecological processes as well as isolation from potential environmental degradation. Supporting Natural Landscape areas
may be able to accommodate some types of activities without detriment to natural resources of concern. Each should be
considered on a site by site and species by species basis.
Taxa richness – the total number of taxa counted within a site, community of system.
TNC – The Nature Conservancy.
Understory – layer of shrubs and small trees between the herbaceous layer and the canopy.
Upland – sites with well-drained dry to mesic soils.
Wetlands – areas intermediate between aquatic and terrestrial habitats; characterized by a predominance of hydrophytes, where
conditions are at least periodically wet enough, during the growing season, to produce anaerobic soil conditions and thereby
influence plant growth.
WPC – the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.
Vernal – occurring in the spring.
Xeric – extremely dry or droughty.
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APPENDIX I: EZ EO FORM
Species Name:

PLANT & ANIMAL SPECIES OF SPECIAL CONCERN REPORT
SURVEYOR(S):(Please include your address & phone #)

Date of Visit:
USGS Quadrangle:

Time spent at site:
GPS Coordinates: Latitude:____________________

Site Name and Directions to Site:

Longitude:____________________
DATUM (e.g. NAD27, NAD83)_________________

Owner Information: • Public Land: give tract
name:______________________________________________________________
• Private Land: Please fill out landowner info below. NOTE: We cannot accept data collected on private land if you didn’t
have permission!
Landowner Name:
Address:
Phone Number:

City / State / Zip code:

Landowner aware of the species of special concern? YES____ NO____
Landowner aware that data are submitted to PA Natural Diversity Inventory? YES____ NO____
IF A SPECIMEN WAS COLLECTED: Please ask for the landowner’s signature for permission to save the specimen in a
museum: Landowner Signature:_____________________________________________________
Date:________________________
Where is the specimen being held__________________________________________________
Habitat Description: Give a general description of the site. You might include other plant/animal species at site,
substrate/soils, topography, land use, weather, etc. If revisiting a site, indicate any obvious changes to the habitat.

Disturbances/Threats: Include human and/or natural disturbances and threats to the species at this site.

Species Data: Fill out as much of the following as you can - include anything else you feel is of importance.
♣Give general description of what you saw (i.e.: found scat, heard song, animal crossing road, found plant in bog..)
♣Count or estimate the number of plants / animals you observed & estimate the size of the area they occupy.
♣Age and condition of individual(s) (i.e.: fresh adult butterfly; healthy mature plants - 50% flowering and with immature
fruit...)
♣Behavior (animals) (i.e.: nectaring insect, breeding birds, turtle basking...)
♣If revisiting this site, compare the heath and size of the population to previous visits.
♣Confidence level on Identification:

ID Positive

ID Somewhat Uncertain

ID Unknown

♣Voucher specimen or photo taken? (Please include if possible)
♣Additional information:
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APPENDIX II: PNHP PROGRAM RANKS AND STATE AND FEDERAL STATUS
FEDERAL STATUS
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE CATEGORIES OF ENDANGERED
AND THREATENED PLANTS AND ANIMALS
The following definitions are extracted from the September 27, 1985 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service notice in the Federal Register:
LE -

Listed Endangered - Taxa in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of their ranges.

LT -

Listed Threatened - Taxa that are likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future through all or a significant portion of
their ranges.

PE -

Proposed Endangered - Taxa proposed to be formally listed as endangered.

PT -

Proposed Threatened - Taxa proposed to be formally listed as threatened.

C1 -

Taxa for which the Service currently has on file substantial information on biological vulnerability and threat(s) to support the
appropriateness of proposing to list them as endangered or threatened species.

C2 -

Taxa for which information now in possession of the Service indicates that proposing to list them as endangered or threatened species
is possibly appropriate, but for which substantial data on biological vulnerability and threats are not currently known or on file to
support the immediate preparation of rules.

C3 -

Taxa that are no longer being considered for listing as threatened or endangered species. Such taxa are further coded to indicate three
categories, depending on the reason(s) for removal from consideration.
3A--Taxa for which the Service has persuasive evidence of extinction.
3B--Names that, on the basis of current taxonomic understanding, usually as represented in published revisions and monographs, do
not represent taxa meeting the Act's definition of "species".
3C--Taxa that have proven to be more abundant or widespread than was previously believed and/or those that are not subject to any
identifiable threat.

N-

Taxa not currently listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
STATE STATUS-NATIVE PLANT SPECIES

Legislative Authority: Title 25, Chapter 82, Conservation of Native Wild Plants, amended June 18, 1993, Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources.
PE -

Pennsylvania Endangered - Plant species which are in danger of extinction throughout most or all of their natural range within this
Commonwealth, if critical habitat is not maintained or if the species is greatly exploited by man. This classification shall also include
any populations of plant species that have been classified as Pennsylvania Extirpated, but which subsequently are found to exist in this
Commonwealth.

PT -

Pennsylvania Threatened - Plant species which may become endangered throughout most or all of their natural range within this
Commonwealth, if critical habitat is not maintained to prevent further decline in this Commonwealth, or if the species is greatly
exploited by man.

PR -

Pennsylvania Rare - Plant species which are uncommon within this Commonwealth. All species of native wild plants classified as
Disjunct, Endemic, Limit of Range, and Restricted are included within the Pennsylvania Rare classification.

PX -

Pennsylvania Extirpated - Plant species believed by the Department to be extinct within this Commonwealth. These plant species
may or may not be in existence outside this Commonwealth. If plant species classified as Pennsylvania Extirpated are found to exist,
the species automatically will be considered to be classified as Pennsylvania Endangered.

PV -

Pennsylvania Vulnerable - Plant species which are in danger of population decline within Pennsylvania because of their beauty,
economic value, use as a cultivar, or other factors which indicate that persons may seek to remove these species from their native
habitats.

TU -

Tentatively Undetermined - Plant species which are believed to be in danger of population decline, but which cannot presently be
included within another classification due to taxonomic uncertainties, limited evidence within historical records, or insufficient data.

N-

None - Plant species which are believed to be endangered, rare, or threatened, but which are being considered by the required
regulatory review processes for future listing
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APPENDIX II (continued)
STATE STATUS-ANIMALS
The following state statuses are used by the Pennsylvania Game Commission for (1990, Title 34, Chapter 133 pertaining to wild birds and mammals)
and by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (1991, Title 30, Chapter 75 pertaining to fish, amphibians, reptiles, and aquatic organisms):
PE -

Pennsylvania Endangered - Game Commission - Species in imminent danger of extinction or extirpation throughout their range in
Pennsylvania if the deleterious factors affecting them continue to operate. These are: 1) species whose numbers have already been
reduced to a critically low level or whose habitat has been so drastically reduced or degraded that immediate action is required to prevent
their extirpation from the Commonwealth; or 2) species whose extreme rarity or peripherality places them in potential danger of
precipitous declines or sudden extirpation throughout their range in Pennsylvania; or 3) species that have been classified as "Pennsylvania
Extirpated", but which are subsequently found to exist in Pennsylvania as long as the above conditions 1 or 2 are met; or 4) species
determined to be "Endangered" pursuant to the Endangered Species Act of 1973, Public law 93-205 (87 Stat. 884), as amended.
Fish and Boat Commission - Endangered Species are all species and subspecies: (1) declared by the Secretary of the United States
Department of the Interior to be threatened with extinction and appear on the Endangered Species List or the Native Endangered
Species list published in the Federal Register; or, (2) declared by the Executive Director (PaFC) to be threatened with extinction and
appear on the Pennsylvania Endangered Species List published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

PT -

Pennsylvania Threatened - Game Commission - Species that may become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout their
range in Pennsylvania unless the causal factors affecting the organism are abated. These are: 1) species whose populations within the
Commonwealth are decreasing or have been heavily depleted by adverse factors and while not actually endangered, are still in critical
condition; or 2) species whose populations may be relatively abundant in the Commonwealth but are under severe threat from serious
adverse factors that have been identified and documented; or 3) species whose populations are rare or peripheral and in possible
danger of severe decline throughout their range in Pennsylvania; or 4) species determined to be "Threatened" pursuant to the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, Public law 93-205 (87-Stat. 884), as amended, that are not listed as "Pennsylvania Endangered".
Fish and Boat Commission - Threatened Species are all species and subspecies: (1) declared by the Secretary of the United States
Department of the Interior to be in such small numbers throughout their range that they may become endangered if their environment
worsens and appear on a Threatened Species List published in the Federal Register; or, (2) have been declared by the Executive
Director (PaFC) to be in such small numbers throughout their range that they may become endangered if their environment worsens
and appear on the Pennsylvania Threatened Species List published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

PC

Pennsylvania Concern - Animals that could become endangered or threatened in the future. All of these are uncommon, have
restricted distribution, or are at risk because of certain aspects of their biology.

CP

Candidate Proposed - Species comprising taxa for which the Pennsylvania Biological Survey (PBS) currently has substantial
information on hand to support the biological appropriateness of proposing to list as Endangered or Threatened.

CA

Candidate at Risk - Species that although relatively abundant now are particularly vulnerable to certain types of exploitation or
environmental modification.

CR

Candidate Rare - Species which exist only in one of a few restricted geographic areas or habitats within Pennsylvania, or they occur
in low numbers over a relatively broad area of the Commonwealth.

CU

Condition Undetermined - Species for which there is insufficient data available to provide an adequate basis for their assignment to
other classes or categories.

N

None - No current legal status, but is under review for future listing.
PNHP GLOBAL ELEMENT RANKS

G1 =

Critically imperiled globally because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals or acres) or
because of some factor(s) making it especially vulnerable to extinction.

G2 =

Imperiled globally because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences or few remaining individuals or acres) or because of some factor(s) making
it very vulnerable to extinction throughout its range.

G3 =

Either very rare and local throughout its range or found locally (even abundantly at some of its locations) in a restricted range or
because of other factors making it vulnerable to extinction throughout its range; in terms of occurrences, in the range of 21 to 100.

G4 =

Apparently secure globally, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at the periphery.

G5 =

Demonstrably secure globally, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at the periphery.

GH = Of historical occurrence throughout its range, i.e., formerly part of the established biota, with the expectation that it may be
rediscovered (e.g., Bachman's Warbler).
GU =

Possibly in peril range wide but status uncertain; need more information.

GX =

Believed to be extinct throughout its range (e.g., Passenger Pigeon) with virtually no likelihood that it will be rediscovered.

GNR = Global rank has yet to be assessed. A GNR rank indicates neither commonness nor rarity

APPENDIX III (continued)
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PNHP STATE ELEMENT RANKS
S1 =

Critically imperiled in state because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals or acres) or because
of some factor(s) making it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the state.

S2 =

Imperiled in state because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences or few remaining individuals or acres) or because of some factor(s) making it
very vulnerable to extirpation from the state.

S3 =

Rare or uncommon in state (on the order of 21 to 100 occurrences).

S4 =

Apparently secure in state, with many occurrences.

S5 =

Demonstrably secure in state and essentially ineradicable under present conditions.

SA =

Accidental in state, including species which only sporadically breed in the state.

SE =

An exotic established in state; may be native elsewhere in North America (e.g., house finch).

SH =

Of historical occurrence in the state with the expectation that it may be rediscovered.

SN =

Regularly occurring, usually migratory and typically non-breeding species for which no significant or effective habitat conservation
measures can be taken in the state.

SNR = State rank has yet to be assessed. An SNR rank indicates neither commonness nor rarity
SR =

Reported from the state, but without persuasive documentation which would provide a basis for either accepting or rejecting (e.g.,
misidentified specimen) the report.

SRF = Reported falsely (in error) from the state, with this error persisting in the literature.
SU =

Possibly in peril in state but status uncertain; need more information.

SX =

Apparently extirpated from the state.

DL =

Recently removed (delisted) from the list of species of concern.

PENNSYLVANIA ELEMENT OCCURRENCE QUALITY RANKS
Quality
Rank*

Explanation

A
Excellent occurrence: all A-rank occurrences of an element merit quick, strong protection. An A-rank community is nearly
undisturbed by humans or has nearly recovered from early human disturbance; further distinguished by being an extensive, well-buffered
occurrence. An A-rank population of a sensitive species is large in area and number of individuals, stable, if not growing, shows good
reproduction, and exists in natural habitat.
B
Good occurrence: protection of the occurrence is important to the survival of the element in Pennsylvania, especially if very
few or no A-rank occurrences exist. A B-rank community is still recovering from early disturbance or recent light disturbance, or is nearly
undisturbed but is less than A-rank because of significantly smaller size, poorer buffer, etc. A B-rank population of a sensitive species is at
least stable, in a minimally disturbed habitat, and of moderate size and number.
C
Fair occurrence: protection of the occurrence helps conserve the diversity of a region's or County's biota and is important to
statewide conservation if no higher-ranked occurrences exist. A C-rank community is in an early stage of recovery from disturbance, or its
structure and composition have been altered such that the original vegetation of the site will never rejuvenate, yet with management and time
partial restoration of the community is possible. A C-rank population of a sensitive species is in a clearly disturbed habitat, small in size
and/or number, and possibly declining.
D
Small occurrence: protection of the occurrence may be worthwhile for historical reasons or only if no higher ranked
occurrences exist. A D-rank community is severely disturbed, its structure and composition been greatly altered, and recovery to original
conditions, despite management and time, essentially will not take place. A D-rank population of a sensitive species is very small with a high
likelihood of dying out or being destroyed, and exists in a highly disturbed and vulnerable habitat.
E

Verified as extant, but has not been given a rank; additional information needed to evaluate quality.

F
While know from the site, the last survey failed to find sufficient evidence to verify the element still occurred at the site
____________________________________________________________________________
* Intermediate ranks may also be assigned.
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Seasonal Pool Natural Community
Pennsylvania Natural Community Type
State Rank: S3 (vulnerable), Global Rank: GNR (not yet ranked)
Ephemeral/fluctuating natural pools, more commonly referred
to as vernal pools or seasonal pools, are shallow natural
depressions within the forest that seasonally fill with water
during spring and fall rains, and dry during the summer
months. Vernal pools solely rely on precipitation,
groundwater, and runoff for sources of water input. These
pools are void of fish species because of the cyclic pattern of
alternating wet/dry periods. For this reason, vernal pools
support a wide array of organisms that are specially adapted to
the varying hydroperiod. The life histories of several
invertebrate species and amphibian species are tied to the
fluctuating conditions of vernal pools for breeding and
development of young. Many other species are known to use
these pools as foraging grounds and for hibernation.

Photo source: Charlie Eichelberger
(PNHP)

General Description

A spring season view of a vernal pool

No other group of organisms has their life history tied to vernal pools more than the Ambystomatid salamanders. These
species are considered vernal pool obligates, meaning their life histories are directly linked to the alternating wet/dry cycle of
vernal pools. Pennsylvania’s three species of Ambystomatid salamanders, commonly known as mole salamanders, spend the
majority of their lives underground, sometimes up to several meters below the surface. Because of their secretive lifestyles,
the mole salamanders are rarely seen by most people. In fact, the only reliable way to see these creatures is to be at a vernal
pool, at night, while it is raining, during the breeding season.

The Cycle of Seasonal Pools

Photo source: Charlie Eichelberger
(PNHP)

Beginning in late February through March, the first warm rains of the year cause the ice that has covered the vernal pools to
melt, initiating the mole salamander breeding migrations. The first species to enter the pools is the Jefferson Salamander,
Ambystoma jeffersonianum. The Jefferson salamander is gray with blue flecking on the sides. The extremely long toes of the
Jefferson salamander distinguish it from all other species of salamander in Pennsylvania. Jeffersons arrive at the pools, often
crawling over snow, and slip into the water through small gaps and openings in the ice. For the next several days, the male
Jefferson salamanders will court the females. Eggs are then deposited in jelly-like masses, usually attached to vegetation or
sticks and limbs that have fallen into the pool. After the eggs are laid, Jeffersons will migrate out of the pools and back onto
land where they will spend the rest of the year in subterranean retreats.
The migration of the Jefferson salamander usually
overlaps with the breeding migrations of the Spotted
salamander, Ambystoma maculatum. This robust
salamander can grow to be nearly 8 inches long! The
spotted salamander is brown to black with brilliant
yellow or orange spots on the head and back. These
salamanders have been known to form aggregations,
known as breeding balls, where dozens of males will
cluster around one or two females. Once spotted
salamanders have laid their eggs on submerged
vegetation and twigs, like the Jeffersons, they will
migrate back into the surrounding forest.

Wood frogs (Lithobates sylvaticus), spring peepers,
(Pseudacris crucifer), and gray treefrogs (Hyla
A gray treefrog calling at a vernal pool
versicolor), extensively use vernal pools for breeding as
well. The calls of these species can sometimes be used to locate vernal pools. The wood frog, which produces a call that
sound similar to squabbling ducks, are vernal pool obligates. Wood frogs are pinkish-brown, moderately sized frogs reaching
lengths of about three to four inches and have dark brown masks under the eyes. The spring peeper is a small tree frog,
which will rarely exceed an inch in length. Spring peepers are light brown with a darker brown “X” across their backs. The
call is a high-pitched “peep!” and large deafening choruses are a sure sign that spring is on the way. The gray treefrog is
greenish gray with bright yellow patches beneath the legs. Their call is a fluttering musical chirp. Vernal pools can also
support many other frogs and toads, including the green frog (Lythobates clamitans), the bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus),
the American toad (Anaxyrus americanus), and the state endangered Eastern spadefoot toad (Scaphiopus holbrookii).

As the spring rains end and summer begins, the water level
in the pools drops considerably, often drying up
completely. This decrease in water level coincides with the
metamorphosis of the larval salamanders and tadpoles into
Vernal pool salamander egg masses and tadpoles
adult salamanders, frogs, and toads. These young
salamanders and froglets begin their terrestrial lives, returning to the pools to breed once they attain sexual maturity.

Photo source: Charlie Eichelberger (PNHP)

The vernal pools, now laden with amphibian eggs, are
converged upon by a host of other species, which feed on
the egg masses, larvae, and tadpoles. The spotted turtle
(Clemmys guttata) and red spotted newt (Notophthalmus
viridescens) are frequent visitors of vernal pools. These
species gorge themselves on the nutrient rich salamander
and frog egg masses as well as some of the vernal pool
invertebrates. Eastern garter snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis)
and Eastern hognosed snakes (Heterodon platirhinos) can
be found hunting for salamanders and toads along the pool
margins, and northern water snakes (Nerodia sipedon) will
feed on the amphibians within the pools.

During the summer, drying vernal pool basins provide a unique habitat for an array of plants, some of which are specially
adapted to the same cyclic wet/dry pattern upon which the amphibians rely. Vernal pools provide habitat for several rare
plant species, including the federally listed Northeastern Bulrush, (Scirpus ancistrochaetus).
The onset of fall rains begins to refill the dried pool basins. It is during these rain episodes that the third species of mole
salamander in Pennsylvania, the marbled salamander (Ambystoma opacum) breeds. The marbled salamander is a stout
species, with a jet-black body patterned with unmistakable dazzling white bands. This species breeds in the shallows of the
pools with the females laying their eggs under leaf litter and wood within the pool basin. As fall rains fill the pools and
inundate the eggs, the marbled salamander eggs will hatch and the larvae spend the winter months beneath the ice, feeding on
the aquatic vernal pool insects. For this reason, the marbled salamander larvae are much larger than the larvae of the
Jefferson and spotted salamanders in the spring.
Photo source: Charlie Eichelberger
(PNHP)

Status and Threats

Currently, Pennsylvania tracks Ephemeral/Fluctuating
Natural Pools as important natural communities within the
forest. Besides providing critical habitat for unique plants,
per square inch, vernal pools provide the largest biomass
production of vertebrates of any other community in the
northeast!

Only within the last few decades have we begun to
understand the importance of vernal pools to the ecology of
Pennsylvania’s forests. Temporary pools have historically
been viewed as mosquito breeding pools, of little importance
to forest ecology. As a result, a long history of vernal pool
A marbled salamander migrating to a vernal pool
destruction exists. Many people have treated vernal pools
with pesticides to control mosquitoes. Although mosquitoes will use vernal pools to breed, the animals specially adapted to
vernal pools use the mosquito larvae as a food source. Most mosquito eggs laid in vernal pools do not survive to
metamorphosis because the vernal pool species feed on the mosquito larvae. Unfortunately, pesticide application to vernal
pools can be detrimental to the vernal pool obligates that rely on this unique natural community. Amphibians as a whole are
highly sensitive to poisons and the application of chemicals can destroy the intricate food webs in vernal pool communities.
Despite the recent awareness of the importance of vernal pools to forest ecology, vernal pools are not federally protected
from modification or destruction. However, vernal pools are protected in the state under the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection’s Title 25 Pa. Code Chapter 105. Vernal pools provide critical habitat for a number of species of
plants and animals that are specially adapted to the cyclic patterns exhibited by ephemeral/fluctuating natural pools. It is
important to protect these ecological gems to conserve the rich biodiversity of the community.
References
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Small-footed Bat
Myotis leibii

Cal Butchkoski/PGC Photo

CURRENT STATUS: In Pennsylvania, the small-footed bat, also commonly referred to as small-footed
myotis, is listed as threatened and protected under the state Game and Wildlife Code. It also is a
“priority species” in the state’s Wildlife Action Plan. Nationally, it has no special protection.
POPULATION STATUS: Historically rare in the eastern United States, the small-footed bat (Myotis leibii)
is fairly widespread within its range, but spottily distributed and rarely found in large numbers. It is a
species of deciduous and coniferous forests of eastern North America, with most reports coming from forested uplands in the Ridge and Valley physiographic province. Most occurrences and the largest known
populations of this species are in Pennsylvania, New York, Virginia and West Virginia. Research published
in 1989 reported small-footed bats in winter hibernation sites in eight counties in central, south-central
and southwestern Pennsylvania. More recent winter and summer surveys have added 13 counties, including five northeastern counties, to its known distribution. Unfortunately, despite the increase in known
sites, this species is no longer found in many of our caves where it was observed in the 1930s and
1940s.
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS:
The small-footed bat has brownish fur, often with
a golden sheen, that contrasts with its blackish
face and ears, and blackish-brown wings and tail
membrane. It can be distinguished from other
myotis species by its black mask and small size.
The body is little more than 3½ inches long, including a 1½-inch tail. Its small feet, which provide the common name, are less than a half-inch
and its wingspan ranges from 8¼ to 9¾ inches.
This species flies slowly and erratically, usually
about one to three yards above the ground.
BIOLOGY-NATURAL HISTORY: Most published information comes from studies of wintering populations from Pennsylvania, New York,
Vermont and Ontario. There is evidence that this
species may enter hibernation later and leave
earlier than other bat species, often selecting a
location close to the cave or mine entrance
where temperatures are lower. It usually roosts
singly, rather than forming clusters like the common little brown bat. A single pup is typical,
Cal Butchkoski/PGC Photo

born in late spring or early summer. There is no
published data on food habits. Year-to-year
survival is significantly lower than the little
brown bat.

STATEWIDE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION

PREFERRED HABITAT: Caves and mines are
key winter habitat for eastern small-footed bats,
and smaller caves may be important. This species is more tolerant of cold temperatures than
other eastern bats and has a preference for hibernating under large rocks that make up cave
floors, and in tight crevices in cave and mine
walls or ceilings. Because of this secretive behavior, some researchers think this species may
Cathy Haffner/PGC
be more common than it appears. Summer
roosts include caves and mines, hollow trees and under bark, cracks and crevices in rock walls, and ridge
-top talus fields. This suggests that forested areas with caves, mines, rock outcrops or talus provide key
summer habitat, but few small-footed bats are captured during mist-netting surveys on potential summer foraging habitat, so little is known about the species’ reproduction or summer behavior.
REASONS FOR BEING ENDANGERED: The most immediate threat is destruction and disturbance of
hibernation sites. Property owners of caves and mines may completely block openings out of human
safety and liability concerns. Open caves may be degraded and bats disturbed by people entering them
recreationally. Destruction or development of areas that provide habitat suitable for food foraging, particularly forested areas with abundant rock outcrops, is another potential problem, but more information
is needed to assess this threat. Commercial wind turbine installations have emerged as a threat to bat
populations in general, and could affect small-footed bats, however it is probably not the most vulnerable
species because of its low-flying habits. White Nose Syndrome (WNS) is an emerging threat causing the
death of cave bats in unprecedented numbers across a rapidly increasing portion of the eastern United
States, including Pennsylvania. Named for the presence of a white fungus on the muzzle, ears, or wings
of bats in hibernation sites, it culminates in starvation and death.
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS: Pennsylvania plays an important role in the conservation of the eastern
small-footed bat, but the ability to collect data has been hampered by the rise of WNS. To limit accidental introduction into unaffected caves and mines, winter counts of hibernating bat species have been curtailed. During fall and spring, live-traps can be used to capture bats at hibernacula (hibernation site) entrances, to check for physical signs of WNS and to compare capture totals to similar surveys conducted in
previous years. After each use, equipment and clothing are decontaminated before use at another site.
Summer information is collected by setting up arrays of mist-nets on known or potential foraging and
roosting areas. Wildlife survey specialists contracted by developers are required to conduct radio telemetry on healthy small-footed bats captured during mist-net surveys where pipelines, wind farms, or other
development is planned. Foraging areas and roosts are found by tracking the bats, and mitigation may
be required if construction will affect the
bats’ habitat.
Objectives given in Pennsylvania’s Wildlife Action Plan include protection of
known hibernacula from disturbance during winter months, outreach to private
landowners and public land managers to
increase awareness of the need to protect hibernating bats and their hibernacula, and limiting disturbance during
summer of bats roosting in caves and
crevices is rock walls, especially in areas
where maternity colonies might be disturbed.
Chris Sanders Photo
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Allegheny Woodrat
Neotoma magister

Joe Kosack/PGC Photo

CURRENT STATUS: In Pennsylvania, the Allegheny woodrat is listed as threatened and protected under
the Game and Wildlife Code. It is a Priority Species in the state Wildlife Action Plan. Considered vulnerable nationally, this species warrants federal prelisting consideration.
POPULATION STATUS: The Allegheny woodrat (Neotoma magister) was once considered a common
resident of Pennsylvania’s mountains. The species, first described from a specimen taken in a cave near
Carlisle in 1858, has disappeared from the southeastern portion of the state and has declined in much of
the rest of the state. The reason for the decline is not well-understood and likely results of a combination of factors. At present, sustainable populations remain in Pennsylvania’s southwestern, south-central
and north-central counties, with a few remnant populations in eastern counties. Our state has an important position in the biology of this species, holding both the diminishing northeastern range margin and a
core of still-healthy populations. At one time, its range extended from southwestern Connecticut west to
Indiana and south to northern Alabama. The Allegheny woodrat is now extirpated from Connecticut and
New York, studies in remaining northern states document decline, and its status in southern states is unknown because of a shortage of recent surveys.
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS: The Allegheny woodrat is a relative of the better-known packrats
of the West. Although this animal is referred to as a "rat" it is more mouse-like in appearance and has a
bicolor, furred tail – unlike the naked tail of the Norway rat. It also is distinguished by noticeably larger
ears and eyes, a larger, heavier head, and much longer whiskers. It is gray above with white underparts
and paws. The average adult weighs less than a pound and is about 17 inches in total length, including
an eight-inch tail.
BIOLOGY-NATURAL HISTORY: Allegheny woodrats are largely solitary, tolerating each other’s presence briefly during the breeding season. Individual woodrats build a nest of plant material within a rock
outcrop and may surround the nest with dry leaves and twigs, possibly as an alarm system. They
emerge at dusk to forage for food, which includes a variety of leaves, fruit, nuts, seeds, fungi and twigs.
Radio-telemetry studies indicate that woodrats may change den locations during summer, but after midautumn they retain one den for winter. Woodrats do not hibernate. Beginning in mid-summer, they
store food for winter by stuffing leaves and other materials into rock crevices and protected ledges. They
also collect non-food items such as wasp nests, bones, molted snakeskins, candy wrappers, and shotgun
shells. Another distinctive behavior is their tendency to establish latrines for defecation, usually a flat
rock surface protected by an overhang, separate from their living quarters. Reproductive success is difficult to measure because the Allegheny woodrat places its nests deep within rock outcrops. The most
common litter size is probably two or three young. Some females may have two litters per year. This
supposition is supported by captures of juvenile woodrats during each month from May to October in
West Virginia. Variability in the length of the reproductive season may be influenced by variability in
mast crops, severity of winter, and availability of secure cover. Predators of the Allegheny woodrat include the great horned owl, raccoon, coyote, weasel, fisher and black rat snake.

ACTIVE WOODRAT METAPOPULATIONS
PREFERRED HABITAT: Ideal habitat for
woodrats appears to be extensive expanses of
abundant, closely-spaced surface rock surrounded by un-fragmented forest. Outcrops,
cliffs, ledges, boulder fields, and caves are essential, providing protection and locations for
nests and food caches. Vegetation may be deciduous, coniferous or mixed forest. Mastproducing trees are important; in some areas
woodrats accumulate large nut caches. One
study found that woodrats increased the size of
their home range in years of poor mast production, which may increase their vulnerability to
Cal Butchkoski/PGC Map
predators. In Pennsylvania, appropriate sandstone and limestone are typically distributed in patches interspersed with forest, where woodrats are
usually found in population groups of fewer than 20 individuals, each centered on one rock patch.
REASONS FOR BEING THREATENED: No single factor has been identified to explain the decline of Allegheny woodrat populations. Instead, it’s likely a wide variety of factors interact. While woodrats are
general herbivores, they are not indiscriminate consumers. Reports from the early 1900s indicate that
the American chestnut may have been an important food source - until chestnut blight removed all the
mature trees of that species. Later, gypsy moth infestations that damaged oaks affected acorn production. The raccoon roundworm parasite affects a wide range of wildlife species; infected woodrats may die
in a matter of weeks or succumb to predators as they become disabled. A study during the mid-1990s
proposed that as the interface between forest and agricultural fields spread in Pennsylvania, the number
of great horned owls increased, and this may have put woodrat populations under greater pressure. Porcupines, which also den in rock crevices and caves, are becoming more abundant and may preempt favorable den sites. Timbering, road building, utility lines, ridge-top telecommunications towers and wind
farms, and conversion of land to agricultural or residential use have all affected forests surrounding rock
habitat and created barriers that reduce the woodrat’s ability to travel between rock patches, increasing
isolation and reducing recolonization. Another mid-1990s study found that woodrat populations within
one kilometer (0.62 mile) of forest edge were 15 times as likely to disappear as those more than two
kilometers (1.24 miles) from forest edge.
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES: The conservation objective for Allegheny woodrats is to maintain viable
breeding populations in three Pennsylvania regions: Appalachian Plateau, Ridge and Valley Province, and
upper Susquehanna River
drainage. To help achieve that
goal, a series of three federal
State Wildlife Grants Program
projects produced an adaptive
conservation-management
plan; developed a model for
predicting population viability,
determined age-specific demographics, characterized habitat,
and tested supplemental feeding; and funded training workshops for 92 biologists, foresters and land managers statewide. Implementation of management practices for the Allegheny woodrat will be tracked
and evaluated. The Pennsylvania Game Commission’s
Wildlife Diversity Section is asJoe Kosack/PGC Photo
sisting a Purdue University

study of genetic diversity of woodrat populations and
captive breeding program. Research and survey priorities include continuing surveys for the presence of
woodrats, assessment of the level of raccoon roundworm infestation, radio telemetry to gather additional data on population dynamics and specific habitat requirements, and studies to determine impacts
of human encroachment and forest fragmentation.
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Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias) Rookery
Pennsylvania Bird Species of Concern
State Rank: S3S4 (vulnerable/apparently secure), Global Rank: G4 (apparently secure)
Identification

PNHP

A rookery is a colony of nesting birds. Great blue herons build
their nests as high as 30 meters off the ground, in wooded areas
isolated from human disturbance. Although they are wading
birds, living on fish caught at the edges of rivers, in ponds, and in
wetlands, Great blue heron rookeries may be located well away
from water features; one colony found in Pennsylvania was as
much as 17 miles from good fishing grounds. They may also
nest in mixed-species rookeries with other heron species, other
waterbirds, or even raptors such as owls and hawks.

Habitat/Behavior

Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias) Rookery.
Great blue herons usually return to the same rookery site every
year, starting in the spring when males arrive to scout the area and claim their nests, from which they court the later-arriving
females. Nests are re-used and expanded year-to-year – they start as simple platforms of sticks but can eventually become
saucers up to a meter deep. Each mated pair builds up the nest together, the male bringing new twigs and other materials to the
female, who adds them to the structure.
In Pennsylvania, the eggs are laid from mid-March to early June, after the female has had access to sufficient food for a period
of about a week. Chicks hatch about a month later, usually a little less than two days apart, in the order in which their eggs were
laid with brood contain two or three chicks. The parents share the tasks of incubating feeding, catching more than 20 percent of
their own body weight in fish every day.
Great blue heron chicks are covered with a light gray down. Chicks require the most food between 26 and 41 days after
hatching, when they may eat 0.6 pounds of fish each day. The chicks are ready to leave the nest by the end of the summer.
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Conservation

Protection of breeding grounds is one of the keys to conserving bird species. Great Blue Herons tolerate fewer disturbances to
their breeding colonies than most waterbirds. It is recommended that human activity be excluded from a buffer zone of 300
meters (roughly 1000 feet) around heron rookeries to prevent people from scaring the herons off their nests. Severe or
prolonged disturbance may cause the birds to abandon the nesting site, though they may re-colonize nearby if they find suitable
habitat. Rookeries are also vulnerable to destruction of forest habitat and, when they are located in wetlands, changes to the
flood regime that may kill trees.
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Bald Eagle
Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Hal Korber/PGC Photo

CURRENT STATUS: In Pennsylvania, the bald eagle is threatened and protected under the Game and
Wildlife Code. Although not listed as endangered or threatened at the federal level, the bald eagle is protected by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Protection Treaty Act.
POPULATION TREND: The recovery of the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) has been one of the
great wildlife conservation stories in the history of both the state and the nation. Pennsylvania‟s nesting
bald eagle population has increased steadily and dramatically in recent years, roughly 15 percent annually. As recently as 1980, the state‟s known nesting population numbered only three pairs. For milestones, there were eight active nests in 1990; 48 nests in 2000. Pennsylvania‟s nesting bald eagle population in 2006 cleared 100 for the first time since DDT decimated it in 1950s and „60s; there were 116
known active nests. The increases continued into 2008 when the state‟s nesting eagles numbering more
than 150 pairs. More than 70 percent of the nests produced eaglets. The exponential increase in Pennsylvania‟s bald eagle nesting population is part of a regional increase. There has been a similar increase
in populations in the Chesapeake Bay area and New York. Many bald eagles that nest or have been seen
in migration in Pennsylvania have come from other states. Populations of these states are overlapping
and the successes of the state programs have been feeding into each other.
The bald eagle recovery was fueled by the Game Commission‟s eagle reintroduction program from 198389. Conditions were right for such a reintroduction because the factors limiting bald eagles in the state
had been removed. These limitations included the harmful effects of pesticides on eagle reproduction,
poor stream water quality, the lack of trees along many streams, and in some cases, direct persecution.
The success of bald eagles in Pennsylvania is directly related to improvements in environmental quality;
eagles so dependent on good water and riparian forest quality and subsequent fish availability. Its recovery is a victory for the Endangered Species Act and much more.
The bald eagle was removed from the federal Endangered Species Act in 2006, but remains a
“threatened species” in Pennsylvania. Each year, eagle nest success hovers around 70 percent, which
signals that environmental conditions and protections have been successful. Although the population has
increased greatly, it does not occupy all available habitats in the state. We expect further increases and
continued expansion in the bald eagle nesting population and expansion. But it would not be surprising if
this expansion begins to slow down as the best available habitat is occupied. The bald eagle‟s future in
the commonwealth is brighter than ever.
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS: Bald eagles are among the largest birds of prey. They may weigh
up to 14 pounds and have seven-foot wingspans. Like most raptors, female bald eagles are larger than
males. Bald eagles are most readily identified by their white heads and tails, however, they don't attain
this characteristic plumage until five years of age. Until that time, they are dark brown with varying
amounts of white mottling. Their large, sharp talons are capable of dispatching large prey items and their

large beaks are capable of tearing apart carcasses
of large mammals that they sometimes scavenge
upon. They have broad wings appropriate for both
powerful thrust in flight and soaring. Unlike the
golden eagle, which is a “booted” eagle, the tarsi
of the bald eagle are not feathered. The bald eagle is considered a member of the fish eagle or sea
eagle group that includes large eagles such as
Steller‟s sea eagle (Haliaeetus pelagicus) of northwestern Asia and the white-tailed eagle (H. albicolla) of Eurasia.
Bald eagles fly with slow, powerful wing beats and
soar with wings at right angles from the body in a
flat plane – giving them the “flying plank” nickname at hawk watches. Bald eagles have a different profile than the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). In flight, the bald eagle‟s head and neck protrude half the length of the tail or more; a golden
eagle‟s head protrudes less than half the length of
the tail. The golden eagle‟s tail protrudes behind
the bird about 3 times as much as the head protrudes in front. The bald eagle‟s massive bill also
is a good field mark, yellow in adults. The bald
eagle‟s flight profile is very flat, while the golden
has a profile similar to buteo hawks like the redtailed (Buteo jamaicensis) or red-shouldered
hawks (Buteo lineatus). Bald eagles lack the diagnostic golden hackles that mark a golden eagle of
any age or plumage. These eagle species also forage differently. The bald eagle is generally a “sit
and wait” predator often perching patiently in a
tree and watching for fish to surface, while a
golden eagle usually hunts actively from the wing.
NATURAL HISTORY AND BEHAVIOR: Bald eagles are found throughout and only in North America, most often around water where they catch and
scavenge fish. During nesting season, fish are a
major part of their diet. They supplement their diet
with waterfowl, small mammals, turtles and carJoe Kosack/PGC Photo
rion. Bald eagles are notorious for their ability to
pirate fish from other piscivorous (fish-eating) birds like ospreys (Pandion haliaetus) and common mergansers (Mergus merganser), chasing the other bird until it drops the fish. Bald eagles are very efficient
foragers that are conservative in their energy expenditure. Although bald eagles will hunt in flight and
by wading in water for prey, they generally perch on a tree or snag and wait for their prey to appear.
They are opportunistic foragers and take whatever is available, but generally consume fish. Bald eagles
also will scavenge dead fish, waterfowl and mammal carcasses, including large herbivores such as deer
and livestock. Mammals, birds, and carcasses become a more important part of their diet in winter when
fish can be more difficult to find and reach because of water levels or ice-cover.
Eagles don't reach adulthood and begin nesting until age four or five and can live a long life for a bird, up
to about 30 years. At least two bald eagles in Pennsylvania, a nesting pair, are at least 25 years old.
Bald eagles are known for their spectacular courtship, including acrobatic flight displays. The “cartwheel
display” is perhaps the best known. In this courtship act, the pair flies to great altitude, lock their talons
in flight, and tumble in cartwheels back toward the earth, breaking off their hold at last moment before
colliding with the ground. These flight displays often occur in winter, giving support to the idea that
many pairs remain bonded through the year. In Pennsylvania, some pairs seem to occupy the same ar-

eas all year long, while others leave their nesting area when ice forms on the water and decreases their ability to find fish.

STATEWIDE BREEDING DISTRIBUTION

Bald eagles build among the largest nests of all
birds, a massive and often conspicuous structure that is reused and refurbished each year.
Nests are almost always near water, including
islands, riparian woods, hillsides and swamps.
The only nests on cliffs in Pennsylvania are actually supported by trees that grow on the side
of the cliff. Eagle nests, called an eyrie, are a
huge pile of interconnecting sticks, rubbish,
and cornstalks that support a cup of softer maCathy Haffner/PGC Map
terials such as small twigs, grasses, mosses,
weeds, sod and feathers. Sprigs of greenery, especially conifer branches, are often found in nests and
can be delivered to the nest during the incubation or nestling periods. Typically, these stick nests are 5 to
6 feet (1.5 – 1.8 meters) in diameter, 2.5 to 4 feet (0.7 – 1.2 meters) deep and conform to the shape of
the tree where they are built, the shape ranging from cylindrical to conical to flat. Some nests famously
have reached huge dimensions including one in Ohio that was 9 feet in diameter and 12 feet high,
weighting about two metric tons, that was used for 34 years. Adults will continue using and seasonally
adding material to the same nest for years. With damage by storms and rambunctious eaglets, nests
often need extensive repairs each year. Eagles will lay eggs in February through April, sometimes sitting
on eggs when there is ice and snow on the ground. This is one of the reasons why it is not good to approach nests too closely. If you flush an adult off of a nest in the incubation period you can expose the
eggs to cold air, causing nest failure.
Bald eagles normally produce one to three young per year. One pair in Northampton County produced a
record four young in 2009, an extremely rare event. A good way to determine that eagles are incubating
is to notice when an eagle sits quietly on the nest for long periods, sometimes hours, at a time. Hatching
can be inferred when the sitting adult seems to sit higher on the nest contents.
Pairs bonds tend to last more than one year, but although bald eagles are generally believed to generally
bond for life, this is poorly studied because of the difficulties in capturing and marking each bird.
(Pennsylvania‟s population is largely unmarked.) The persistence of pairs at sites from year to year,
sometimes for decades, suggests long-term pair bonds. However, it is possible that pair bonds can break
up after nesting failures. When one of the pair dies, the remaining eagle often seems to find a mate and
retains the same territory.
Nest-building generally begins one to three months before egg-laying. In some cases, it seems that
pairs build or start to build a nest a year
previous to egg-laying. Both sexes contribute to nest-building, but the female
may place the sticks in place. Sticks are
collected from the ground near the nest
tree or broken off from nearby trees.
Eagles sometimes use a previously built
raptor nest as a base for building their
own nest. Pairs sometimes build an alternative nest in their territory that they
use some years. The alternative nest
may be in a location quite different from
the original nest (on a hillside rather
than an island, for instance).
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Bald eagles generally rebuild or refit their
old nest each year. The normal time for
this activity in this area is December
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through February, but they may begin nest repair earlier in the fall or when the nest is in use. In Pennsylvania, most egg sets are laid between mid-February and mid-March, with early March as the peak period. Eggs commonly hatch in April and the young fledge by the end of June or in July.
Bald eagles generally have a clutch of one to three eggs with two the most common clutch size. One egg
is laid per day, but not always in successive days, with the clutch completed in three to six days. The
eggs are large (averaging 130 grams) and dull white in color with no markings. Incubation begins with
the first egg, so the young hatch out over a series of days. Both adults have brood patches, but that of
the female is better developed than the male presumably because she does more brooding. The incubation period is generally 35 days in length, but there is some variation. Hatching, like egg-laying, occurs
over several days, with one to four days between hatchings. This leads to differences in size between the
nestlings and consequential advantage in competition for food, a source of mortality of young nestlings if
food is not readily available. Flight feathers emerge in two to three weeks and body contour feathers
emerge along the upper wing in three to four weeks. Eaglets gain a lot of weight daily with a maximum
average gain of 102 grams per day and 130 grams per day by males and females, respectively. They
achieve maximum growth in three to four weeks. Competition between nestlings may lead to starvation
or violent death of younger, smaller eaglets caused by their larger nest mates. Nest success can be affected by bad weather and water conditions that make it difficult for the adults to find and capture fish.
Some nest departures are unsuccessful, so eaglets are sometimes grounded near the nest for weeks before gaining flight ability, making them vulnerable to predators or accidents. Adults feed them, but not
always successfully if the eaglets are caught in vegetation outside the nest. Young leave the nest about 8
to 14 weeks after hatching, depending on many factors. The adults may encourage fledging by circling
the nest with food items. Humans may cause pre-mature and unsuccessful fledging by climbing to the
nest or advancing to the bottom or the supporting tree. The juveniles continue to grow and develop after fledging and are cared for by the adults for four to 10 weeks after leaving the nest. The fledglings
often follow the adults after leaving the nest site, but often stay fairly close to the nest area (less than
1,000 feet) during the post-fledging period.
Although we tend to focus on the nesting population of bald eagles, many eagles migrate through the
state or spend the winter here. The migration population can be divided into two parts: eagles that nest
in the southern United States that migrate north after nesting season in winter to spend time in the
northern part of their range, including Pennsylvania; and northern eagles that migrate from Canada and
northern states through Pennsylvania to the south and return north each spring to their nesting grounds.
Southern eagles generally account for the eagles observed between August and September, their migration continuing into November. This migration peaks in mid-September in our state. Many Florida subadult bald eagles migrate north through Pennsylvania and other northeastern states each spring and then
migrate south in late summer and fall. Northern eagles that migrate South in autumn generally migrate
later in the season, accounting for most bald eagles observed in Pennsylvania in November and December. Raptors, including eagles, migrating late in the fall and early winter tend to use terrain-derived uplifts and migrate close to topographic features that generate that lift, such as the ridge-tops and escarpment edges. Raptors that migrate in such conditions are probably more at risk from collisions with wind

turbines and other structures built
in these areas. Bald eagles tend to
follow deflection currents along
ridges and escarpments and our
larger rivers where they can hunt
for fish. By contrast, the eastern
population of golden eagle follows
leading lines and diversion lines
along ridges and edges of the plateaus in the Appalachian Mountains. Bald eagles are attracted to
open water even during migration.
HABITAT AND RANGE: Bald eagles are widely distributed in North
America, especially where there is
expansive aquatic habitat. Bald
eagles thrive around bodies of water where adequate food exists and
human disturbance is limited. They
need a large tree or other supporting structure for their large, heavy
stick nests. Bald eagles tend to
select quality riparian forest and
wetlands for their nesting habitat.
As such, it can be considered an
indicator species for this habitat
and an “umbrella species” for proKaren Laubenstein/USFW Photo
tecting the valuable riverside forests and wetlands of the state, because they get more public recognition and support for conservation
than many of the other inhabitants of these habitats. These habitats are important for a variety of wildlife from small cerulean warblers (Dendroica cerulea) that nest in tall trees to wood ducks (Aix sponsa)
that nest in hollow trees along the river bank and American bitterns (Botaurus lentiginosus) that nest in
large wetlands. Our perception of conditions that bald eagles will tolerate or with which they can be successful continues to change. Indeed, bald eagles are teaching us about eagle habitat as they continue to
colonize parts of the state where they have been absent for many decades. More pairs are nesting closer
to civilization, so long as their basic nest site and foraging requirements are met and their nest area is
not disturbed.
Today, thanks to recovery efforts, bald eagles are nesting across the state and in places where they have
not nested in decades, if not centuries. Bald eagles are increasing not only in number, but also in geographical coverage of the state. As of the summer of 2009, bald eagles nested in 46 of the state‟s 67
counties, and those nests have fledged more than 1,000 eaglets since the mid 1980s. Counties with the
most nests were Crawford, Pike, Lancaster and York. Non-breeding adults and sub-adults may be found
throughout the state at any time of year. In winter, dozens of eagles are typically found along the Delaware River between Matamoras and Hancock, N.Y., and along the Lackawaxen River in Pike and Wayne
counties. Other concentration points include the lower Susquehanna River – south of Harrisburg – and
Pymatuning Reservoir in Crawford County. Ice cover often is the limiting factor for bald eagle winter distribution. There are some winter roosting sites in Pennsylvania now that the population has increased to
the point where eagles can congregate near good feeding areas. Some of these roosts are in agricultural
areas near large bodies of water.
Nesting eagles are particularly sensitive to human intrusions or disturbances, but more eagles are nesting near communities and activity areas than ever before. Eagles may forage a mile or two from a nest,
but tend to be very efficient hunters that do not wander far from good foraging opportunities where they
nest. When they feel threatened, eagles will leave a nest, exposing young to harsh weather or to predators, causing nest failure. Eaglets sometimes fledge prematurely from human interference and subsequently suffer injury or mortality. These and other human activities can cause eagles to abandon a nest.
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REASONS FOR BEING THREATENED: Like
other raptors, bald eagles were persecuted by
shooting and trapping from to colonization of
the state through the early twentieth century,
reducing their numbers greatly and their range
to the wildest parts of the state. Direct persecution of eagles has been a serious limiting
factor for this species in Pennsylvania up until
the early 1940s, when they were federally protected. Despite its status as a national symbol,
the bald eagle has been one of most persecuted birds in the county. Early publications
accused bald eagles of preying upon game and
farm animals and they were routinely shot on
sight. Even respected ornithologists and naturalists voiced their negative assessments of the
character and value of eagles.

Bald eagles forage for fish and other aquatic life, so water pollution made many areas of the state – and
continent – unsuitable for eagles. Since eagles depend on good fish populations, the water quality of rivers and lakes is paramount for its existence. In addition, many former nesting sites have been lost to
human development and encroachment. It is good to remember that Pennsylvania was developed first
along its rivers, which provided transportation, a source of power, relatively easy development and good
soil for farming. So, much eagle habitat was compromised early as this state was colonized and its
population grew. Timbering also eliminated many good nesting sites because eagles generally nest in
large trees. But the primary reason for the eagle's decline over the last century was the effect of the
pesticide DDT and its derivatives on eagle reproduction. It accumulated in eagles and caused their eggs
to be too thin to withstand the eagle‟s weight during incubation. As a result, the bald eagle population
plummeted. In 1972, the use of this DDT and other harmful pesticides that bio-accumulated in birds was
banned in the United States. The drastic decline of bald eagles and other birds eventually bottomed out.
Clean water regulations and heightened environmental awareness during this period also contributed to
better fish populations and spurred the recovery on.
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS: The Game Commission annually monitors bald eagle nests – both existing
and new – to measure nesting population trends and nesting success. Monitoring helps the agency to
continue to follow bald eagle‟s recovery and let‟s biologists know immediately problems are occurring,
both locally and statewide. Wildlife Conservation Officers protect nests and work with landowners to ensure the safety of bald eagles and their future success. When discovered, new nest sites are protected
and production is monitored. The new management plan for bald eagles also calls for more public education about eagles. This expanded and updated bald eagle account is part of the agency‟s outreach program. An informed public guided by good “eagle etiquette” will be the best advocate for a continued bald
eagle recovery and the best chance that any Pennsylvanian can see a bald eagle near his or her home in
the future.
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Northern Harrier

Circus cyaneus
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CURRENT STATUS: In Pennsylvania, northern harrier (Circus cyaneus) is categorized by the Pennsylvania Game Commission as a threatened species because of its risk of becoming endangered if losses
continue. It also is listed in the State Wildlife Plan as a “high level of concern” species, because of its
small, localized and vulnerable populations that are scattered in pockets of open wetland, grassland or
farmland habitat. They are protected under the Game and Wildlife Code. Nationally, harriers are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918.
POPULATION TREND: Northern harriers were uncommon, but regular breeders in the state through the
mid 1900s, primarily near rivers and lakes in the northern and northwestern counties. However, a few
nests were found at the Philadelphia Airport until the 1980s and as many as eight pairs nested at Tinicum
Marsh (now John Heinz National Wildlife Refuge). Some observers described them as common or abundant, especially in the Pymatuning and Lake Erie region. Declines in the North American population of
northern harriers, attributed to habitat loss, were noted in the 1960s through the 1980s, as wetlands
were drained for agriculture and suburban development and old fields reforested or were converted for
other uses. Changes in agricultural practices also decreased harrier nesting habitat. Since then, populations
have stabilized or declined at slower rates.
Results from the Second Pennsylvania Breeding Bird Atlas (2004-2009) indicate northern harriers are still rare
breeders in the state and with an even more restricted
nesting range than in the recent past. Significantly
fewer birds were observed during this recent atlas effort
than during the First Pennsylvania Breeding Bird Atlas,
conducted from 1983 to 1989, and in fewer counties,
especially in the southeast. In most counties where
they do nest, they may only nest in one or two locations
and not always every year. So, the distribution map
may over-represent the nesting population in any given
year. There have been declines in the migrating population noticed at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary in recent
decades, but other hawk watch sites have not seen
those declines. Migration seems tied to fluctuations in
its small rodent prey base.
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS: Harriers are often
observed in flight, hunting low over open fields of tall
grasses, or perched on fence posts. They’re not as easy
to spot on the ground, especially while feeding, given
the way their plumage blends with winter landscapes.
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STATEWIDE BREEDING DISTRIBUTION
They can be distinguished from other open
country raptors, such as rough-legged (Buteo
lagopus) and red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis), by their narrow wings forming a Vshape in flight, long tail, dark wing tips, and
white rump patch. Rough-legged hawks, arctic
breeders and winter visitors to the state, and
northern harriers both hover briefly over prey
items. Observing the white rump patch of
northern harriers will lead to a positive identification. Rough-legged hawks are generally larger birds with broader wings, dark wrists, and
a white band at the base of the tail. Shorteared owls (Asio flammeus) hunt the same
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fields, but in the evening and at night, rather
than in the day. Northern harriers are unique among our birds of prey, because sexes can be distinguished by plumage differences. Males are gray above and light below, while the larger females are
brown above with buff and streaks of brown on her chest. The face of northern harriers bears more resemblance to that of an owl than a hawk. Most hawks are visual predators, however facial disks around
the harrier’s eyes direct sound to their ears, allowing them to hunt by sound as well as sight.
BIOLOGY-NATURAL HISTORY: Formerly known as the “marsh hawk,” northern harriers are found in
open wetlands, meadows, grasslands, farmland, thickets, and riparian woodlands. Since we have lost so
much of these habitats, the harrier serves well as a symbol of our diminishing open wild spaces. They
also are unusual by occurring in our state during all seasons. Rare as a nesting bird and declining as a
migrant and wintering resident, the harrier is worth watching. It is surely “the hawk that is ruled by a
mouse” as it has been called by its admirers. Harriers spend the winter across the middle to southern
United States into Central and South America and the Caribbean Islands. Some birds travel more than
900 miles to their wintering grounds. Northern harriers are uncommon but regular winter residents in
Pennsylvania and may be spotted hunting over large, open fields. Communal ground roosts also have
been encountered. Nesting begins in late April to mid May and can continue through the summer into
early August. The breeding ecology of the species is strongly tied to abundance of prey items, primarily
mice and voles. Nests of grasses and small twigs are built on the ground. Average clutch size is 4-6
eggs. Clutch size and nest density can fluctuate between years, with larger clutches and more nests per
area occurring in years of high prey abundance. When food resources are plentiful, males sometimes
mate with more than one female. Females independently incubate the eggs for about 30 days and raise the young to fledging (4-6 weeks after hatching) while the male delivers food.
They will defend nests from curious human visitors. The palehued male will sometimes transfer prey items on the wing,
passing the food item to the female mid-air or dropping it on
the nest if she is not there. Males may range far from the nest
to forage. Harriers may react to agricultural activities and
other causes of nesting failure by attempting to nest again,
extending the nesting season into late summer.
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habitat more than a mile from home.

PREFERRED HABITAT: Northern harriers prefer large, open
wetlands, pastures, cropland, grasslands, bogs, thickets, and
riparian woodlands. Reclaimed strip mines planted with tall
grasses also are used frequently. Harriers can be opportunistic, reacting to changes in the landscape, including burns and
new crop plantings of preferred vegetation. Some of the Second Pennsylvania Breeding Bird Atlas observations were from
grass fields planted through the USDA Conservation Reserve
Enhancement Program or in open hayfields. They also will
nest in shrubby wetlands, often near agricultural areas. Harriers can forage a distance from their nest, using good foraging
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Despite the rarity of northern harrier as a nesting species, there are locations where harriers can be observed either in breeding, in migration, or in winter. In summer months, the following places have supported northern harriers in multiple years: Presque Isle State Park, Erie County; Pymatuning Swamp and
Lake, Crawford County; Conneaut/Geneva Marsh, State Game Lands 213, Crawford County; Erie National Wildlife Refuge, Crawford and Mercer counties; Mount Zion/Piney Tract/Mount Airy tracts, including
State Game Lands 330, Clarion County; Pennsy, Black and Celery Swamps, State Game Lands 284, Lawrence County; Long Pond Preserve, Monroe County. In migration, harriers can be seen in a wide variety
of open settings, primarily in agricultural areas and along ridges and summits, particularly near popular
hawk watch sites. In winter, harriers occur widely in open country, notably in southern Adams County
grasslands; Middle Creek Wildlife Management Area, Lancaster County; and John Heinz National Wildlife
Refuge, Delaware and Philadelphia counties.
REASONS FOR BEING THREATENED: Pennsylvania has lost more than half of the wetlands that were
here prior to European settlement. Although the rate of wetlands loss has diminished significantly in recent decades through legislative protection, these habitats are still threatened by development, pollution,
sedimentation and fragmentation. As wetlands disappear, so do the species – including northern harriers
- that inhabit those ecosystems. A growing concern to currently protected wetlands is encroachment of
non-native, invasive plants such as purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria). Invasive plant species outcompete native plants, therefore reducing biological diversity and limiting resources for wildlife in those
wetlands. Since harriers also nest in open grassy areas, the intense management practices on farmlands
also limit the ability of ground-nesting species to nest successfully, even if a good prey base exists. Multiple mowings of hayfields within a season removes the grassy habitat needed for nesting, and even destroys ground nests. Harriers often nest in a mosaic of wetlands and grasslands where they nest in one
habitat, but forage in both habitats that are in proximity of each other. So the loss of one of these habitats, or loss of their connectivity, can eliminate the possibility of harriers nesting at a particular location.
The increase in energy and housing development is another growing threat to the habitat of harriers and
other wetland and grassland wildlife.
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS: The state Wildlife Action Plan identifies several management objectives to
assist wetland- and grassland-associated species. Conservation practices that could benefit this species
include protection of large wetlands and grasslands, keeping reclaimed surface mines in grasses rather
than trees, and reclamation of old field or grassland habitats in core or historic range areas through
easements or CREP-type landowner programs. Harriers also respond to combinations of these habitats in
proximity, so clustering conservation initiatives geographically would be to their advantage. Management strategies to improve habitat for harriers in Pennsylvania could include: (1.) encouraging delay of
mowing of large areas of grassland until after July 15th ; (2.) preserving or restoring blocks of native
grasslands and wetlands and using conservation easements or landowner incentives; (3.) mow or burn
grasslands every three to five years rather than annually; (4.) avoid disturbing nesting areas from April
through July; and (5.) avoid use of pesticides in habitats used by harriers. Since there is considerable
overlap with endangered short-eared owl and upland sandpiper, conservation initiatives and management practices for one of these also may assist the other.
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The paramount objective that would benefit northern harriers is to preserve, protect, and restore large,
shallow wetlands with dense emergent vegetation (12 acres or more). Many of the large wetlands where
northern harriers have nested are designated as Audubon Important Bird Areas. Significantly, many of
the state’s largest wetlands that support this and other rare nesting species are owned and managed by
the Game Commission. These and other wetlands must be protected from sedimentation, polluted runoff, and degradation by invasive species. Any invasive plant management should be done on a spottreatment basis and broad-scale use of herbicides or pesticides should be prohibited .
Other species of conservation concern also benefit from managing for a matrix of grassland, thicket, and
wetlands. Local partnerships may be necessary for this kind of approach to wildlife habitat management,
including organizations that support game species management or watershed protection. Also, knowing
where these rare birds overwinter and breed will help biologists understand what sites are critical to the
species’ survival. Data contributed to eBird, a citizen-science project that allows birders to maintain a
geo-referenced electronic bird list, the hawk watch monitoring sites coordinated by the Hawk Watching
Association of North America, and the Christmas Bird Count will lend insight into these important areas.
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Osprey

Pandion haliaetus
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CURRENT STATUS: In Pennsylvania, the osprey is listed as state threatened and protected under the
Game and Wildlife Code. Nationally, they are not listed as an endangered or threatened species. All migratory birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918.
POPULATION TREND: Pennsylvania’s nesting osprey (Pandion haliaetus) population has been on the
rise in recent years. During the 2nd Pennsylvania Breeding Bird Atlas (2004-2008), confirmed nests were
reported in at least 90 atlas blocks, and were widely distributed across the Commonwealth. That represents a tenfold as compared to the 1st Pennsylvania Breeding Bird Atlas (1984-89), which recorded nine
breeding pairs, all restricted to the northeastern and southcentral counties. Since many blocks probably
represent multiple pairs, the state nesting population in 2008 certainly exceeded 100 active pairs. In
2010, osprey nest surveys, reported by volunteers and cooperators, revealed 115 osprey nests with reported nests in 21 counties. As recently as 1986, the state had one known nesting pair of ospreys. The
2nd Pennsylvania Breeding Bird Atlas results — as well as nest survey results — indicate a much larger
population than previously found. The osprey was listed as extirpated in Pennsylvania in 1979. Initial
reintroduction attempts in the Poconos prompted a reclassification as endangered and in 1997, Ospreys
were upgraded from endangered to threatened. Pennsylvanians can provide valuable information and
help researchers assess the current abundance and distribution of ospreys by reporting observations of
nesting pairs through the Game Commission’s Annual Osprey Nest Survey.
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS: Ospreys are large, striking, fish-eating birds of prey most often
seen around water. They may exceed 24 inches in length and sport wingspans approaching six feet. Also
referred to as "fish hawks," ospreys are dark brown above, bright white below, with some brown streaking on the breast. Key identification characteristics are the prominent
dark eye stripes, black patches at the crooks of bent wings, and a
characteristic silhouette. Unlike eagles, ospreys often hover over
open water while fishing, thus making this large raptor easily identifiable from a distance.
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BIOLOGY-NATURAL HISTORY: The osprey is one of the world’s
most widely distributed birds. It is often called a ―fish hawk‖ because
of its feeding preferences. They are found along seacoasts and major
waterways on every continent except Antarctica. They prey almost
exclusively on fish. Ospreys start breeding at three years of age, or
older. Until that age, immature birds stay on their southern wintering
grounds of Central America and South America. Ospreys breed singly
or in colonies. Their stick nests are large and usually built near water. A breeding pair adds sticks to the nest every year it is occupied
and throughout the breeding season. They usually nest in large trees,

but they may be found nesting on channel
markers, communications towers, utility
poles, billboards, transmission towers, chimneys and manmade platforms built specifically
for their use. In fact, in 2010, 91 percent of
osprey nests were found on manmade structures, often near large bodies of water. Usually three eggs are laid and will hatch in about
40 days. Both sexes incubate eggs, although
females tend to spend more time incubating
than males. Females brood young through
three weeks of age. Young begin to fly about
seven weeks after hatching.

STATEWIDE BREEDING DISTRIBUTION
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PREFERRED HABITAT: Ospreys prefer lakes,
ponds, rivers and marshes bordered by trees. They require open water containing adequate fishing opportunities. In recent years, ospreys have produced young near lakes and rivers across most of the state
and now occupy reservoirs that did not exist decades ago when the population began to decline. During
spring and summer, non-breeding sub-adults can be found throughout the state. The world’s largest
nesting population of ospreys – approaching 2,000 pairs – occurs in the Chesapeake Bay area each
spring. Osprey pairs typically return to Pennsylvania in late March to early April to nest.

REASONS FOR BEING THREATENED: Historically, ospreys were never found in large numbers in Pennsylvania. In the early 1900s ospreys nested along the state’s larger waterways, but habitat destruction
and water pollution made these areas unsuitable. Illegal shootings also seemed to have played some role
in the bird’s decline. Osprey populations were further decimated through the effects of insecticides, such
as DDT, on their reproductive capabilities. Use of DDT in the late 1940s unleashed what would become a
slow, steady stranglehold on ospreys and other birds of prey. By eating contaminated prey, the birds ingested the insecticide that, in turn, induced them to lay eggs with extremely thin shells – shells often so
fragile, they broke when sat upon. Unable to reproduce, ospreys soon disappeared.
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS: Between 1980 and 1996, 265 ospreys – obtained as nestlings from Chesapeake Bay nests – were released in Pennsylvania. The reintroductions occurred in three geographic areas: the Poconos, Tioga County reservoirs and Moraine State Park (Butler County). Nest sites are
tracked through the Wildlife Diversity Program and protected under the state Game and Wildlife Code
and federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
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Peregrine Falcon
Falco peregrinus
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CURRENT STATUS: In Pennsylvania, the peregrine falcon is endangered and protected under the Game
and Wildlife Code. It formerly was listed as endangered, then threatened at the federal level; it was removed from the federal Endangered Species List in August 1999. All migratory birds are protected under
the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918.
POPULATION TREND: The peregrine falcon is cosmopolitan, in more ways that one. It nests in many
parts of the world and its choice of nest sites is now very diverse and often urban! Peregrines historically
nested widely in the eastern United States, numbering about 350 nesting pairs in the early 1900s. In
Pennsylvania, there were 44 known nest sites; most were on cliffs, usually along rivers. The native eastern breeding population was wiped out by the early 1960s, primarily due to effects of DDT. The peregrine
falcon was listed as an Endangered Species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1972 following the
catastrophic decline of the species worldwide. No nesting records were known in Pennsylvania between
about 1959 and 1987.
After DDT was banned, the Peregrine Fund Inc., a
non-profit organization, organized with the mission of reintroducing the species into the eastern
United States. Some of the earliest reintroduction
sites during the 1970s included historic nesting
areas in Pennsylvania. A slow, steady expansion
in the population was assisted by supplemental
releases of birds coordinated by the Pennsylvania
Game Commission in the 1990s. The peregrine
falcon subsequently experienced one of the most
dramatic recoveries of any endangered species,
and was formally removed from the federal list in
1999.
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Cliff-nesting – where most peregrines nested in
Pennsylvania prior to their population collapse and
eventual extirpation – was first reconfirmed in the
state in 2003 at a site in Lycoming County. Our
statewide population experienced a surge from 13
pairs in 2006 to 23 pairs in 2007. A more traditional, slow population expansion has resumed
since then, although some pairs may be overlooked. A total of 32 nesting pairs were known in
2011, including five on natural cliff sites and 27
on manmade structures.

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS: Peregrines are mid-sized birds of prey, 15 to 22
inches in length, with a wingspan of more than
three feet. Adults have dark-bluish-gray upper
parts and wings; undersides are whitish to buffy,
broken by horizontal blue-gray bars. Young
birds, up to two years old, are dark brown
(rather than gray) on their wings and back with
vertical brown streaks against a pale chest. The
head has a dark "helmet" pattern that is more
pronounced in adults. Like all falcons, the peregrine has long pointed wings and rapid, steady
wing beats in flight. An adult peregrine can
reach a speed of more than 200 miles per hour
in a vertical dive called a stoop; in level flight
they average about 60 miles per hour.

STATEWIDE BREEDING DISTRIBUTION
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BIOLOGY-NATURAL HISTORY: The true eastern United States peregrine falcon was the subspecies
anatum. The population reestablished by the Peregrine Fund from captive-bred birds employed many
subspecies, including some of the native subspecies. That reintroduction has been tremendously successful and in many areas, birds are reoccupying historic nest sites.
Peregrines feed exclusively on other birds, typically by striking them in flight. Prey range in size from
birds as small as the five-inch-long chimney swift, to waterfowl and gulls. While no formal food studies
have been performed recently in the state, the remains of pigeons, blue jays, common flickers and other
mid-sized songbirds are typically encountered at nest sites. The aerial hunting style provides part of the
explanation for peregrines’ preference for high prominences, buildings, cliffs and other open spaces with
expansive views.
In Pennsylvania, most peregrines are currently nesting on buildings and bridges.
Power plant smokestacks also are used, and
native cliff nest sites are being reoccupied.
Male and female falcons remain paired for
life, and renew their bond with courtship activity during late winter and early spring.
Their courtship is marked by special flight
patterns and by the male bringing the female
food. No nest is built. In natural settings, a
clutch of eggs is normally laid in a small
scrape in gravel on a high ledge or cliff. For
city dwellers, nest platforms and boxes have
been installed on bridges and buildings
where possible. The female peregrine lays
her eggs at two- to three-day intervals, until
her clutch has three to five eggs, with four
the typical number. She shares the duties of
incubation with her mate for about 31 days.
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The eyasses, or young falcons, hatch after
spending about two days "pipping" the shells
with a sharp egg tooth on their beaks. At
hatching, eyasses weigh about 1.5 ounces,
are covered in a fluffy white down, and grow
rapidly. Their down is replaced by feathers
in three to five weeks and they are essentially full-grown at six weeks of age.
Males develop more quickly than females.
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Females, however, are larger and more powerful when fully grown. In the early weeks after hatching,
the female broods the young and feeds them with food brought by the male. As the demands for nourishment increase with their rapid growth, both adults provide food for the young. By age three weeks,
eyasses move about the nest site and begin to tear meat from prey brought to them by their parents.
Young pump their wings and do short flights along the nest ledge prior to taking their first real flight between 40 and 45 days of age. First flights, generally a broad arch out from the nest, may appear proficient but landings reveal their inexperience. After about five days on the wing, the young falcons are
much more adept at flying and landing. Juvenile birds begin to hunt for food and disperse from the nest
to care for themselves within four to 10 weeks after fledging. The prey taken during their first successful
hunt may be a dragonfly or butterfly, but the young hunters will soon improve to include small birds.
Adult peregrines may remain in Pennsylvania year-round, although some individuals leave their nesting
territory during the winter months. Based on results of telemetry studies, young dispersing from nest
sites meander through the Mid-Atlantic region. They may travel hundreds of miles before taking a winter
territory, and sometimes return to visit their natal area. We have no evidence of long-distance migration
south to Latin America by Pennsylvania’s birds.
In the spring and fall, migrants from Arctic regions of the subspecies Falco peregrinus tundrius pass
through the state en route to Latin American wintering grounds. These are most readily seen at hawk
migration sites such as Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, but birds (particularly in the spring) may show up
anywhere.
Mortality in the first year of life is assumed to be high. Peregrines that survive to adulthood may reach 12
to 15 years. Most peregrines become sexually mature at two or three years of age. Occasionally egglaying and territorial behavior may occur earlier.
PREFERRED HABITAT: Historically, Pennsylvania’s peregrine falcons nested on cliffs, typically overlooking rivers. Nest surveys indicate 44 sites were once occupied in at least 21 counties. After an absence of
nearly three decades, the recovery of breeding peregrines to Pennsylvania was first documented on
bridges spanning the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers in the Philadelphia area. Today, peregrines are found
nesting on bridges, tall buildings and smoke stacks within cities, but they also have reoccupied five different historic cliff nest sites in recent years.
REASONS FOR BEING ENDANGERED: By 1961, peregrines no longer nested in Pennsylvania or anywhere in the eastern United States. Their catastrophic decline and extirpation has been attributed chiefly
to pesticides – particularly DDT. Prior to federal protection, they were subject to egg collecting and
shooting, but they withstood these pressures for centuries until DDT became widespread. With population growth following their recovery, new threats are being identified, in part because of the close association with human structures. A frequent cause of mortality, primarily to young, is airplane strikes in
which it is believed the bird hits the plane. Reflective glass also kills many peregrines, as it does numerous migratory birds.
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES: Peregrine falcons have enjoyed extraordinary management attention, including federal endangered species status (but have since been delisted), active reintroduction, nest-site

improvement, protection at urban nest sites, and adjustments to bridge and building maintenance schedules to avoid disturbance at critical times.
Hacking/reintroductions occurred in Harrisburg, Reading and Williamsport during the 1990s. Hacking involves placing young birds in a rooftop or elevated
enclosure for several weeks until they are ready to
fledge. The enclosure is then opened so the birds can
come and go as they please, with the expectation
that some will return to hacking areas to nest in subsequent years.
Ongoing conservation includes annual surveys for
new nest sites, protection of known nest sites from
disturbance, reduction of hazards at nest sites to increase survival of young peregrines, and promotion of
public support. At this time, the aim of management
efforts is to restore peregrines at suitable historic cliff
sites along major rivers and to enhance nesting success on buildings and bridges. Protecting existing
nest sites and potential habitat to accommodate increasing peregrine falcon population levels is critically
important. For more information on peregrines visit
this website’s Peregrine Falcon Page.
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Virginia Rail (Rallus limicola)
Pennsylvania Bird Species of Concern

State Rank: S3B (Vulnerable, Breeding) Global Rank: G5 (Secure)
Identification
A denizen of the cattail edges of large marsh complexes and small
isolated wetlands, the Virginia Rail (Rallus limicola) is probably the most
common rail species in the Commonwealth. Distinguished from similar
species by the combination of smaller size (9-inches) and a long bill (1.5inches), this species is a rusty brown with a grey cheek patch. The bill
and legs, a noticeable red to orange-brown, are also easily picked out
among the marsh vegetation.

photo source: Denis Kania

Migrating into Pennsylvania as wetlands re-green in the spring, nesting
begins in May with the chicks hatching in June and fledging in July. Fall
migration may begin as early as mid-August and generally most birds
have left by mid-October, but individuals have been recorded in marshes
until freezes force them south.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe (July, 2008)

Virginia Rail (Rallus limicola)

Range
Found breeding in suitable habitat throughout northern North
America with wintering grounds composed by wetlands
along the Gulf Coast and into Mexico.

State/Province
Status Ranks

Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program Data: August, 2008

Habitat
Prefers early-successional marshlands with little standing-dead vegetation to
impede movement and foraging. Nests in similar habitat over water in a
woven nest concealed by marsh vegetation. Utilizes mudflats and shallow
water (<6 in deep) in emergent wetlands for foraging with a vegetative
canopy seeming to be an important component. Areas of open water near
foraging habitat are important for increased invertebrate production.

Current Records (1980 onward)

Historic Records (pre-1980)

Conservation Status
This species faces to different threats to its continued presence and prevalence in the Commonwealth. The first is the destruction of
existing marsh habitat through draining, filling, flooding, development, and invasion by non-native invasive species. The second is the
succession of existing wetland habitat into an unsuitable tangle of standing-dead vegetation that the Virginia Rail cannot use. To
maintain this species in the Commonwealth existing marshlands must be protected from modification or destruction. Additionally, earlysuccessional marsh habitat composed of native wetland species must be created on a regular basis to provide for adequate nesting and
foraging habitat.
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Bog Turtle (Glyptemys muhlenbergii)

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Pennsylvania Endangered Species

Identification
The bog turtle (Glyptemys muhlenbergii) is Pennsylvania's
smallest turtle, growing only 3 to 4.5 inches in length. Its most
distinguishing feature is the large orange blotches on each side
of the head. The shell and body are a dark brown with no
distinctive markings. The bog turtle can be confused with the
spotted turtle (Clemmys guttata). Spotted turtles have small
yellow spots on the carapace, or shell and small orange spots
on the head and body. Sometimes, few spots are present and
initially the two species may appear very similar. The
presence of large orange patches on the bog turtle's head is the
best way to differentiate the two species.

State Rank: S2 Global Rank: G3

Habitat
photo source: Charlie Eichelberger
This turtle has very specific habitat requirements, which is a
major factor in its rarity throughout the United States. Bog turtles occur in wet meadows and bogs where
tussock sedge and grasses dominate the wetlands. They require open conditions associated with earlysuccessional wetland habitats. The substrate must consist of deep mucky soils fed by groundwater seeps, with
only modest amounts of open water. If any of these conditions change, the population can decline and may
eventually disappear from the area.
Status
The bog turtle occurs in very low numbers in southeastern Pennsylvania
and is imperiled or critically imperiled throughout its entire range in
North America. The species is classified as Federally threatened on the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Endangered Species List. Habitat loss,
habitat fragmentation and succession are major factors in the decline of
this species. In the past, natural wetland succession would occur causing
populations to relocate nearby as appropriate habitat became available.
With the extreme habitat fragmentation in southeastern Pennsylvania,
remaining habitat has been isolated and wetland succession can lead to
localized extinctions.
Additionally, this species is threatened by decreased water quality, roadway mortality, and predation of nests
and juveniles by unnaturally high raccoon populations. Another major threat to the bog turtle is collection.
Reptile collectors consider this turtle a valuable prize, as it is the most rare of all North American turtles. In
Pennsylvania, fines for illegal collection and possession range from $250 to $5000 with the possibility of jail
time and additional charges from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. State and federal protection for this
species have helped conservation efforts so far, but more resources are needed to continue species recovery
efforts in the eastern United States.
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Timber Rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus)
Reptile Species of Concern
State Rank: S3S4 (vulnerable/apparently secure), Global Rank: G4 (apparently secure)
Identification

Timber rattlesnakes (Crotalus horridus) are easily
distinguished from other snakes in Pennsylvania. Timber
rattlesnakes are stout-bodied, large snakes reaching lengths
of up to 5 feet. Color is extremely variable but usually
consists of brown or black bands on bright yellow to black
coloration. The head is triangular in shape and a rattle is
present at the end of the black tail. This species may be
confused with the less common eastern massasauga
(Sistrurus catenatus catenatus) only present in the western
portion of the state. The timber rattlesnake can be
distinguished from the massasauga by the lack of white
facial lines, the black tail forward of the rattle, and
numerous small head-scales.

Habitat

Crotalus horridus is associated with deciduous forests and rocky outcrops. Hibernacula are usually found on south-facing
rocky slopes with adequate crevices to provide shelter during the winter months. Males may travel far from the den site in the
summer, moving into valleys and low-lying areas. Gravid females are far less mobile and tend to stay within a short distance
of the den. Timber rattlesnakes are venomous, however are generally mild-mannered and not likely to strike.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
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Conservation/Status

Timber rattlesnake numbers have decreased significantly from historic records. This species was once widespread across the
state. The remaining populations are usually found in remote, isolated areas. Collection and destruction of habitat are likely
the main reasons for reductions in population size. Den sites have been targets for collection and should be the focus of
conservation efforts for this species. The state status of the timber rattlesnake is candidate at risk (CA). Though this species is
still relatively abundant across the state, it remains vulnerable to exploitation. Permits are now required to collect rattlesnakes
and only one snake can be taken each year. Snake hunts still occur in the state but after capture, snakes must be marked and
release and the site of capture. Biologists are gathering information from collectors and individual studies to determine the
current status of this species in the state.
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Triangle Floater (Alasmidonta undulata)
Freshwater Mussel Species of Concern
State Rank: S3S4 (vulnerable/apparently secure), Global Rank: G4 (apparently secure)

Identification

The triangle floater (Alasmidonta undulata) is a small mussel, usually less than 60 mm in
length, with a somewhat triangular appearance. The shell is subtriangular to subovate and
inflated, giving the mussel a swollen appearance. The anterior end is thicker and rounded,
with a rounded ventral margin. The beaks are prominent and rise above the hinge line (Bogan
2002; Connecticut DEP 2003; Nedeau 2000; Strayer and Jirka 1997). The posterior ridge is
poorly defined and rounded with a compressed posterior slope. The periostracum (outer
covering) is smooth and coloration can vary from yellowish-green (juveniles) to nearly black
(adults). Rays are typically dark green and radiate from the beaks but can be obscured in
older, darker adult shells. Lateral teeth are vestigial, appearing only as indistinct bumps
parallel to the hinge line (Bogan 2002; Nedeau 2000; Strayer and Jirka 1997; NatureServe
2005).

Photo:
http://www.eman-rese.ca/eman/reports/newsletters/m
onitor/ vol_3_num_1/page2.html

Habitat

The triangle floater is frequently found in streams and rivers in sand and
gravel substrates. It is the only Alasmidonta species that can tolerate
standing water typical of ponds, lakes, and canals (Bogan 2002;
Connecticut DEP 2003; Nedeau 2000).

Host Fish

Confirmed host fishes for the triangle floater include the blacknose
dace, common shiner, fallfish, largemouth bass, longnose dace,
pumpkinseed, slimy sculpin, white sucker, central stoneroller, fantail
darter, northern hogsucker, and rosyface shiner (Corderio, Bogan 2002;
Nedeau 2000; Strayer and Jirka 1997).
North American State/Province Conservation Status
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Status

Alasmidonta undulata is found from Nova Scotia west to the St.
Lawrence River drainage, and south to Florida. It has a more
widespread distribution than other Alasmidonta species (Bogan 2002).
The triangle floater is found in the Susquehanna drainage in
Pennsylvania. The state status of the triangle floater is
vulnerable/secure (S3S4) (PNHP), indicating that the species is secure
at some sites within Pennsylvania boundaries. However, more surveys
are required to determine the status of this species in order to assign it
to a single category.
Alasmidonta undulata may be experiencing population declines throughout the southern portion of its range, where states are reviewing protection measures. More populations
exist in New England than anywhere else throughout its known range along the Atlantic coast. The triangle floater seems to be affected less by habitat degradation than some
other mussel species, and it is thought to use a greater diversity of fish hosts than most other mussels found in similar ecosystems (Connecticut DEP 2003; Nedeau 2000).
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Brook Floater
Alasmidonta varicosa
Freshwater Mussel Species of Concern
State Rank: S2 (imperiled), Global Rank: G3 (vulnerable)
Identification

The brook floater (Alasmidonta varicosa) is a small mussel, usually less
than 70 mm in length. The shell is thinner towards the posterior margin
and the mussel has a subovate or subtrapezoidal shape (Strayer and Jirka
1997). The ventral margin is slightly indented and the anterior end is
abruptly curved. The valves are laterally inflated, giving the mussel a
swollen appearance in cross section (Connecticut DEP 2003; Bogan 2002;
Nedeau 2000). The posterior ridge is broad and rounded with well-defined
ridges crossing the growth lines on the posterior slope. The periostracum
(outer covering) is commonly yellowish-green (juveniles) to greenishbrown (adults) and usually has radiating dark green rays across the surface.
This species possesses a cantaloupe colored foot (Bogan 2002; Connecticut
DEP 2003; Nedeau 2000; Strayer and Jirka 1997).

Photo:
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p/images/al_varicosa.jpg

Habitat

The brook floater is only found in habitats that have consistently flowing water – from small streams to large rivers.
It is not found in water bodies that have static water flow such as ponds or lakes (Connecticut DEP 2003; Nedeau
2000). This species favors clean water in gravel or sand and gravel substrates in riffles of creeks and small rivers
(Nedeau 2000; www.natureserve.org/explorer; www.ncwildlife.org/pg07_WildlifeSpeciesCon/pg7b1a1_8.htm;
http://research.amnh.org/biodiversity/mussel/alasmidontagenusframeset.html).

Photo:
http://research.amnh.org/biodiversity/mussel/al
asmidontagenusframeset.html

Host Fish

Photo:
http://www.mass.gov/dfwele/dfw/nhesp/images/b
ioimgback.jpg

Identified potential fish hosts for the brook floater include: blacknose dace, longnose dace, golden shiner,
pumpkinseed, slimy sculpin, yellow perch, and margined madtom (Bogan 2002; Nedeau 2000;
www.ncwildlife.org/pg07_WildlifeSpeciesCon/pg7b1a1_8.htm;
http://research.amnh.org/biodiversity/mussel/alasmidontagenusframeset.html).

Status

Alasmidonta varicosa is sporadically distributed in Atlantic drainages from Nova Scotia to South Carolina. It
appears to be extant from most of the sites it was previously reported in along the Atlantic coast in Maine. This
species is observed frequently in Maine; however, when found, populations consist of only a few individuals
(Nedeau 2000). In an assessment of the conservation status of the freshwater mussels of the United States by the
American Fisheries Society (Williams et al. 1993), the brook floater was listed as threatened. The Pennsylvania
status of the brook floater is imperiled (S2) due to a lack of individuals found during surveys throughout most of its
range within state boundaries (www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us/invertebrates.aspx). More surveys are required to
determine the status of this species and other freshwater mussels in Pennsylvania.
The brook floater has experienced significant declines in population size throughout most of its range. This species
has been affected by general pollution, siltation, wastewater runoff, impoundments, and biological collection.
Additionally, introductions of the zebra mussel and Asiatic clam have had negative impacts on the distribution of
this species. The brook floater is extremely sensitive to hypoxia, pollution, and silt (Nedeau 2000;
www.natureserve.org/explorer).
North American State/Province Conservation Status
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State/Province
Status Ranks
SX – presumed extirpated
SH – possibly extirpated
S1 – critically imperiled
S2 – imperiled
S3 – vulnerable
S4 – apparently secure
S5 – secure
Not ranked/under review
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Yellow Lampmussel (Lampsilis cariosa)
Freshwater Mussel Species of Concern
State Rank: S2 (imperiled), Global Rank: G5 (secure)

Identification

The yellow lampmussel (Lampsilis cariosa) is a bright yellow, medium-size freshwater
mussel that can reach lengths of up to five inches. The mussel has an ovate to elliptical shell
and the valves appear inflated in cross section. The shell is thick and strong (Connecticut
DEP 2003; Nedeau 2000). The yellow coloration makes it fairly easy to distinguish from
other freshwater mussels in Pennsylvania, but it may be confused with the tidewater mucket
(Leptodea ochracea) and other Lampsilis species. The presence of fine green rays on the
outer shell of the tidewater mucket is usually a key to distinguishing it from the yellow
lampmussel. The yellow lampmussel is also more ovate and is more inflated in cross section
than the tidewater mucket (Strayer and Jirka 1997).

Habitat

The yellow lampmussel inhabits medium to large rivers throughout most of its range, but is
known from lakes and ponds in the north. In Pennsylvania, the yellow lampmussel is found within the Susquehanna and Delaware River
drainages. This species occurs in a variety of substrate types including sand, silt, cobble, and gravel (Parmalee 1998; Strayer and Jirka
1997; NatureServe 2005).
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program Data: August, 2007

Host Fish

The only known larval hosts are the white perch and yellow perch (Wick and
Huryn 2002).

Status

The Yellow Lampmussel ranges from Nova Scotia south to Georgia and west
to West Virginia. The state status of the Yellow Lampmussel is vulnerable to
apparently stable (S3S4) (NatureServe 2005). Though it appears to be
relatively abundant in the Susquehanna River, it is less common in tributaries
and other river systems in the state. More surveys are required to determine
the status of this species and other freshwater mussels in Pennsylvania.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
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References

Current Records (1980 onward)

Historic Records (pre-1980)

In an assessment of the conservation status of the freshwater mussels of
the United States by the American Fisheries Society (Williams et al.
1993), the Yellow Lampmussel was listed as threatened. It has been
reported in New York in the Delaware River basin; sightings have not
been confirmed because this mussel can be easily confused with
Lampsilis ovata. The Yellow Lampmussel has declined over large
portions of its habitat in New York and is currently listed as threatened
even though it appears to be wide ranging throughout the state (Strayer
and Jirka 1997). Abundance seems to be declining in many parts of its
range in the United States. However, this species appears to be mildly
tolerant of eutrophication (nutrient addition to water bodies) and siltation,
but is affected by toxins. Competition by the introduced zebra mussel has
negatively impacted the abundance of the Yellow Lampmussel,
particularly in slow moving waters of larger streams and in lakes (North
Carolina Mussel Atlas). This species is thought to be hybridizing with
Lampsilis ovata and Lampsilis cardium through the westernmost parts of
its range (Nedeau 2000).
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Eared False-Foxglove (Agalinis auriculata)
Pennsylvania Endangered Plant Species
State Rank: S1 (critically imperiled), Global Rank: G3 (vulnerable)

Identification

Eared false foxglove is an herb with a simple hairy stem 12 to 16 inches high. The
purple, one-inch flowers bloom in the upper leaf axils, forming a leafy spike.
Bloosoms are funnel-shaped with five lobes and four stamens. One pair of stamens is
longer than the other. The fruit is a capsule about 1/2-inch long. Eared false-foxglove
is so-named because the uppermost leaves have lobes that stick out at the base,
reminding botanists of earlobes.

Biology-Natural History

Eared false-foxglove, an annual, is a member of the Figwort Family
(Scrophulariaceae). The flowers resemble the garden foxgloves of the genus
Digitalis to which they are related. Eared false-foxglove blooms in August and
September.

Habitat

This plant grows in prairies, open dry woods and fields. In Pennsylvania, it is
currently surviving at only two locations, on limestone gravel on the edge of an
abandoned zinc mine. This species is extremely uncommon, with an historical range
extending from northern New Jersey, across Pennsylvania and Ohio, to southern
Minnesota, south to Virginia, Alabama, Tennessee and Missouri. A second species
of Agalinis grows from Kansas south to Texas.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
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State/Province
Status Ranks
SX – presumed extirpated
SH – possibly extirpated
S1 – critically imperiled
S2 – imperiled
S3 – vulnerable
S4 – apparently secure
S5 – secure
Not ranked/under review

Photo Credit: Kathy Regan, The Nature Conservancy

Reasons for Being Endangered

Of 16 known Pennsylvania locations, populations of
eared false-foxglove can be found today at only two.
Several populations were destroyed during road
construction. Many of the historical sites in eastern
Pennsylvania may have suffered the same fate. This
species is endangered or threatened in nine other states.
Eared false-foxglove has been extirpated from Indiana,
Maryland, New Jersey and possibly Wisconsin. Habitat
destruction for development is the leading cause of this
species decline.

Management Programs

Eared false foxglove is a candidate for listing under the Federal
Endangered Species Act. It is one of five species in Pennsylvania
to receive funding for status survey and monitoring work through a
cooperative agreement with the USF&WS. A 5 year plan has been
developed to search for historical populations and to protect known
sites. Environmental assessments using PNDI will help to avoid
impacts to any new and existing plant locations.
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Small White Snakeroot
Ageratina aromatica
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Photo source: PNHP

Description
Small White Snakeroot is an herbaceous perennial with a hairy
stem that may grow to 2 feet (ca 60 cm) in height, but may be
much shorter. The leaves are oppositely arranged, short-stalked,
egg-shaped to broadly lance-shaped, toothed on the margin,
variably hairy, thickish in texture, and to 3 inches (7 cm) in length
and to 2 inches (ca 5 cm) in width. The white flowers, appearing
from August to October, are individually minute and are
aggregated in small clusters, or “heads”, at the tips of the branches.
The fruits are minute, dry, one-seeded, with a tuft of hairs at the tip
that promotes wind dispersal. This species greatly resembles a
very common and widespread species, White Snakeroot (Ageratina
altissima), but the latter tends to be a larger plant with larger,
thinner, and more sharply toothed leaves, and is found in a wide
variety of habitats.

Distribution & Habitat
Small White Snakeroot has a range from southern New England south into the Gulf Coast states. In Pennsylvania,
it has been documented historically mostly in the southeastern counties. It grows in various types of well drained
openings and open woods, but is especially a characteristic species of the serpentine barrens in the southeastern
part of the state.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
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State/Province
Status Ranks

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Small
White Snakeroot to be a species of special concern,
based on the limited number of locations that have been
recently confirmed. It does not have a PA legal rarity
status, but has been assigned a PABS suggested rarity
status of Rare.
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periodic mowing or prescribed fire, may be needed to create the
proper successional stage and ecological conditions for this
species to thrive. Quarrying and habitat loss are threats in some locations.

NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S3 – Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Salt-marsh Water-hemp
(Amaranthus cannabinus)
……….…………………………………………………………………...………………………………..
Description

Photo source: PNHP

Salt-marsh Water-hemp is a perennial herb with a hairless
stem that may grow up to 8 feet (2.5 meters) in height. The
leaves are alternately arranged, lance-shaped, not toothed on
the margin, up to 6 inches (15 cm) in length and 1.5 inches (4
cm) in width, with a well developed stalk at the base and
pointed at the tip. The flowers, appearing from July to
September, lack petals and are greenish in color, and are
arranged in elongate spikes at the top of the stem. The male
and female flowers occur on separate plants. The individual
fruit is sac-like, to about 4 mm in length, and contains a single
seed.

Distribution

Salt-marsh Water-hemp has a distribution from Maine south
along the coast into Florida and west into Louisiana. In
Pennsylvania, it has been documented in a few southeastern
counties along the Delaware River.

Habitat
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Salt-marsh Water-hemp grows in intertidal
marshes, mudflats, and river shores, where it is
subjected to daily fluctuations in water levels.

Pennsylvania Distribution
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State Status & Conservation

The PA Biological Survey (PABS) has assigned Salt-marsh Water-hemp a rarity status of Rare. The species has a
very limited state range and a specialized habitat, yet appears to be relatively successful in maintaining itself, and does
not appear to be endangered or threatened with extirpation. The habitat of this species has threats from exotic species,
dredging and filling, and water pollution.
NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 ─Globally Secure; S3 ─ Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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PNDI-Listed Plants of Hickory Run State Park
Screwstem
Bartonia paniculata (Michaux) Muhl.
Gentian Family (Gentianaceae)

State status S3, N/TU
Global status G5

Description - Screwstem is a very inconspicuous little plant. Its slender upright
stems appear in August, and are only about 6--8 inches tall with just a few short
branches. The leaves are represented by tiny scales. Small greenish-purple or
greenish-white flowers occur at the stem tips. Two species of Bartonia occur in
Pennsylvania, they are very similar in appearance and are distinguished most
readily by the arrangement of the scale-like leaves. Those of B. paniculata are
alternate while B. virginica has at least some of the leaves opposite.
Habitat - Screwstem is a plant of bogs and peaty lake margins; it frequently
grows in sphagnum moss. At Hickory Run State Park it is growing in several
locations in open, spahgnum-carpeted wetlands on pipeline rights-of-way.
Range - This species occurs from Newfoundland to Florida and Mississippi
mostly along the coastal plain, and in the interior to Kentucky, Missouri, and
Oklahoma.
In Pennsylvania screwstem is mostly found in the southeastern corner of the state.
It also finds suitable habitat in the bogs of the Pocono region.
flowering stem
of screwstem

Traditional Uses - none recorded
Management Issues - Sphagnous habitats such as hummocky lakeshores and bogs are usually
protected by their high moisture levels and low pH. While forest succession can occur over the
long term, changing both light and moisture conditions, beaver activity acts to keep other areas
open.

Fact sheet prepared by Ann F. Rhoads and Timothy A. Block,
Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania,
100 Northwestern Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19118

Small Beggar-ticks
Bidens discoidea

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Photo source: USDA-NRCS PLANTS
Database

Description
Small Beggar-ticks is an herbaceous annual with a hairless stem that may grow
to 2 feet (ca 60 cm) in height. The leaves are oppositely arranged, divided into
3 stalked leaflets with the end leaflet of each leaf having the longest stalk and
the largest blade, lance-shaped, pointed at the tip, toothed on the margin, and
to 4 inches (10 cm) in length and to 1 inch (2.5 cm) in width. The flowers,
appearing from August to October, are individually minute and are aggregated
in small clusters (“heads”) at the tips of the branches. Each head is subtended
and exceeded in length by 3-5 leaf-like bracts that lack hairs on their margins.
The features of the bracts are important, as other species of beggar-ticks are
distinguished from Small Beggar-ticks by having more numerous bracts that
have hairs on their margins. The fruit of Small Beggar-ticks is dry, oneseeded, flattened, tipped with a pair of projections, or “awns,” that have small
upwardly-pointed barbs along their length that cause the fruit to dislodge and
cling to clothing, and give the species its common name.
Distribution & Habitat
Small Beggar-ticks ranges from Nova Scotia to Ontario and south into Florida and Texas. In Pennsylvania, it has
been documented historically in a scattered pattern, but particularly in the northeastern counties. It grows in
various types of wetlands, including swamps, lake shores, vernal ponds, and bogs.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
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State/Province
Status Ranks

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Small
Beggar-ticks to be a species of special concern, based on
the moderate number of locations recently confirmed
and the wetland habitat. It does not have a PA legal
rarity status, but has been assigned a PABS suggested
rarity status of Rare.
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Conservation Considerations
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The viability of populations of Small Beggar-ticks and its habitat
#
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may be enhanced by creating buffers and protecting the natural
hydrology around wetlands and controlling invasive species.
Due to the similar appearance of this species and other species of beggar-ticks, care must be taken in
identification. It is likely that more populations of Small Beggar-ticks will be documented.
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NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S3 – Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Brown Sedge
Carex buxbaumii

………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………..
Description
Brown sedge is a grass-like plant that grows from long creeping
rhizomes. The stems are 20 to 40 inches (0.5 to 1 meter) tall and are
red-tinged at the base. The leaves are linear and elongate and about
3/16 inch (1.5 to 4) mm wide. The individual flowers are tiny, either
male or female, and are clustered in cylindrical spikes near the top of
flowering stems. Female flowers are enclosed by pale green sac-like
structures, called perigynia, each of which is subtended by a strongly
contrasting brown to dark purple scale that has a bristle-tip.
Distribution & Habitat
Brown sedge has a transcontinental range across North America. In
Pennsylvania, it occurs mostly in the southern half of the state. The
species grows in wetlands, including marshes, swales, meadows, and
swamps, especially those with calcareous substrates.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers
brown sedge to be a species of special concern,
based on the relatively few occurrences that have
been recently confirmed and its wetland habitat. It
has a PA legal rarity status of Undetermined, and
has been assigned a suggested rarity status of Rare
by PABS.

Conservation Considerations
Creating buffers around wetlands, controlling of invasive
species, and protecting the hydrology will help to maintain
occurrences of brown sedge.

NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S3 – Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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EBONY SEDGE (Carex eburnea)
Sedge Family (Cyperaceae)

Pennsylvania Endangered
State Rank: S1 (critically imperiled), Global Rank: G5 (secure)
SIGNIFICANCE

The ebony sedge has been given a status of Endangered on the Plants of
Special Concern in Pennsylvania list by the Pennsylvania Biological
Survey and the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources,
based on the relatively few historical and recent records that have been
documented in the state. More field work is needed in order to justify
this status, since the plant may have been overlooked due to its
inconspicuous appearance and because its habitat is not always easily
accessible.

DESCRIPTION

The ebony sedge is a low, grass-like plant with extremely slender,
elongate leaves and very small, three-sided, black, nutlet-like fruits in
terminal clusters that appear in late spring. The fruits may persist for months after maturing. The plant has creeping, underground
stems. It is one of the more easily distinguished species of the large and complex genus Carex.

HABITAT

The species grows in a variety of habitats in its range, but in Pennsylvania it is typically found on cliffs, outcrops, steep slopes and
banks, often on northerly exposures, that are composed of limestone or calcareous rock.

RANGE

The ebony sedge is widely distributed in the more northern and cooler portions of North America. It is known from several scattered
locations in the northern or mountain counties in Pennsylvania.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe (2007)

State/Province
Status Ranks
SX – presumed extirpated
SH – possibly extirpated
S1 – critically imperiled
S2 – imperiled
S3 – vulnerable
S4 – apparently secure
S5 – secure
Not ranked/under review
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Yellow Sedge
Carex flava

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

Description
Yellow Sedge is a perennial grass-like plant with three-sided aerial
stems that may grow to 2 feet (0.6 m) in height. The leaves include a
sheathing basal portion and an elongate and narrow blade that is
alternately arranged and averages about 3/16 inch (2.5-5 mm) in width.
The minute flowers, which appear in spring, are clustered at two or
more points on the upper stem, with the male flowers at the very top
and 1 or 2 female flower clusters lower on the stem. The plant is most
recognizable when fruiting in late spring and early summer, when the
female clusters resemble small burs. Each cluster consists of numerous
individual sac-like structures, or perigynia, which are about 1/4 inch (56 mm) in length, being broad at their base and tapering to a slender
beak-like tip, and enclosing the 3-sided fruits.
Distribution & Habitat
Yellow Sedge has a transcontinental range across the cooler regions of
North America. In Pennsylvania, it is considered a northern species,
and has been documented historically in the glaciated northwestern and
northeastern counties. The species grows in fens and limestoneinfluenced wetlands.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Yellow
Sedge to be a species of special concern, based on the
limited number of locations recently confirmed and the
very specialized habitat. It has a PA legal rarity status
and a PABS suggested rarity status of Threatened.

Pennsylvania Distribution
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Conservation Considerations
The viability of populations of Yellow Sedge and its habitat
may be enhanced by creating buffers and protecting the
natural hydrology around wetlands and controlling invasive
species.
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Variable sedge (Carex polymorpha)
Sedge Family (Cyperaceae)

Pennsylvania Endangered
State status S2 (imperiled) Global status G3 (vulnerable)
Description -Variable sedge is an herbaceous perennial with grass-like leaves.
The flowering stalk is usually stiffly erect, 12–20 inches tall, and contains a cluster
of male flowers at the top and 1–3 spikes of female flowers below. Flowering
stems first appear in May and remain intact through the summer with the fruits
persisting in place.
Variable sedge is most similar to Carex vestita, with which it often grows.
However, C. vestita has minutely hairy perigynia (the sac-like structure that
encloses each female flower) compared with the smooth perigynia of variable
sedge, and a taller, more upright leafy shoot. A rhizomatous growth habit allows
variable sedge to form extensive clonal colonies of leafy vegetative shoots.
Flowering or fruiting stems are often few and are found mainly in openings, light
patches, or along woods road margins. The shoots are annual, but each year the
rhizomes elongate and branch, and new shoots are produced at the tips.

Range - Variable sedge is a globally rare species found
only in the northeastern United States. Its range extends
from Maine to West Virginia and is centered in the
Pocono region of Pennsylvania.

fruiting stems

Management Issues - According to a study of variable sedge habitat at Nescopeck

rhizomes

State Park by Jamie Horvath, Morris Arboretum intern 2001–2002, the sedge occurs in
sites where the forest is dominated by white oak or red maple and the canopy is 70–90
percent closed. Because most populations are located close to streams, soil moisture is
assumed to be an important factor.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe (August 2007)

State/Province
Status Ranks
SX – presumed extirpated
SH – possibly extirpated
S1 – critically imperiled
S2 – imperiled
S3 – vulnerable
S4 – apparently secure
S5 – secure
Not ranked/under review
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Short’s Sedge
Carex shortiana
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Description
Carex shortiana is a tufted perennial grass-like plant from 8 to 35 inches (2-9
dm) in height, with 3-sided stems, particularly near the base. The leaves are
up to 12 inches (30 cm) long and ⅓ inch (1 cm) wide. The flowers are held in
densely packed, cylindrical spikes that become dark brown as they mature.
Clusters of 3 to 6 spikes are produced at the top of each flowering stem. The
lower spikes usually contain all female flowers while the upper spikes have
female flowers at the top and male flowers below.
Distribution & Habitat
Short’s sedge can be found from Ontario and New York south and west to
Virginia and Oklahoma. In Pennsylvania, the occurrences are mostly in the
southern half of the state. It grows in wet meadows, bottomlands, swamps,
or in moist woods, especially on calcareous substrate.
Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers
Short’s sedge to be a species of special concern,
based on the relatively few occurrences that
have been recently confirmed and the wetland
habitat. It has a PA legal rarity status of
Undetermined and has been assigned a
suggested rarity status of Rare by PABS.

Conservation Considerations
Creating buffers around wetlands, controlling
invasive species, and protecting of wetland
hydrology will help to maintain occurrences of
Short’s sedge.

NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S3– Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Sprengel’s Sedge
(Carex sprengelii)

…………………………………………………………………….………………………………….……..
Description

The Sprengel’s Sedge is a grass-like plant to two feet in height
with linear, elongate leaves and dangling clusters of long-beaked
fruits that appear in late spring. It is one of the more easily
distinguished species of the large and complex genus Carex.

Distribution & Habitat

Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

Sprengel's Sedge is widely distributed in the more northern and
cooler portions of North America. It is known historically from
the eastern and central counties in Pennsylvania. The species
grows in moist soil on bottomlands and stream banks and also on
cliffs and rocky slopes.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

Pennsylvania Distribution
Carex sprengelii
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State Status & Conservation

The Sprengel’s Sedge has been given a status of Rare on the Plants of Special Concern in Pennsylvania list by the
Pennsylvania Biological Survey and the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, based on the relatively
few historical and recent records that have been documented in the state. More field work is necessary to determine if
the species is of conservation concern.

G5 ─ Globally Secure; S3 ─ Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Clinton’s Wood Fern
Dryopteris clintoniana

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description
Clinton’s wood fern grows from 1½ to 3 feet (4.5-10 dm) tall. Fertile fronds,
which have the reproductive spores on the underside, are deciduous and erect.
Sterile fronds are smaller, evergreen, and mostly prostrate on the ground. The
leaves are divided into leaflets, or pinnae, which are themselves lobed or
toothed. The lowest pinnae are triangular in shape and about twice as long as
wide. The fertile pinnae are not turned at an angle to the plane of the overall
leaf, unlike the more common crested wood fern (Dryopteris cristata).
Distribution & Habitat
Clinton’s wood fern has a range from eastern Canada south to the Middle
Atlantic States and the Great Lakes states. In Pennsylvania, it has been
documented historically in numerous widespread counties. It grows in
swampy woodlands.
Photo source USDA-NRCS
PLANTS Database

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers
Clinton’s wood fern to be a species of special
concern, based on the few occurrences that have
been recently confirmed and its wetland habitat.
It does not have a PA legal rarity status, but has
been assigned a suggested rarity status of
Threatened by PABS. About 15 populations,
mostly of them in the northwestern region, are
currently known from the state.

Conservation Considerations
The viability of the known populations of Clinton’s wood fern
and its habitat may be enhanced by creating buffers around
wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S2 – Imperiled in Pennsylvania.
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Flat-stemmed Spike-rush
Eleocharis compressa

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description
Flat-stemmed spike-rush is an upright perennial herb that grows from 6
inches to 2½ feet (1.6-8 dm) tall, and forms colonies because of its
underground stems. The aerial stems, which have a compressed or
flattened appearance, make up most of the plant since the leaves are
reduced to sheaths at the base of the stem. The minute flowers are held
in a single spikelet, up to ½ inch (13 mm) long, which is located at the
top of the stem. The tiny fruits mature in summer and fall and are about
1/16 inch (about 1 mm) long.
Distribution & Habitat
Flat-stemmed spike-rush has a large range through much of North
America. In Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically in
scattered counties, especially along the lower Susquehanna River. It
grows on river shorelines and riverbed rock outcrops, which are subject
to annual scouring.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Photo source:
John Kunsman (PNHP)

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers flatstemmed spike-rush to be a species of special
concern, based on the few occurrences that have
been recently confirmed and its specialized
habitat. It has a PA legal rarity status and a PABS
suggested rarity status of Endangered. Fewer than
10 populations are currently known from the state.

Conservation Considerations
Flat-stemmed spike-rush appears to be restricted to riverine
habitats in Pennsylvania. The viability of the known
populations will require maintaining the natural hydrology of
the rivers, with the seasonal fluctuations and scouring, as well
as retaining the natural conditions of the shorelines, riverbed
outcrops, and islands. Invasive species may be a threat at
some locations.
NatureServe conservation status ranks
G4 – Apparently globally secure; S1 – Critically imperiled in Pennsylvania
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Ellisia; Waterpod
Ellisia nyctelea
………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………..

Photo source: Tony Davis (PNHP)

Description
Ellisia is a spring annual herb that grows 4 to 16 inches (1-4 dm)
tall. Its stems are light green or light purple and usually hairy along
their length. The leaves tend to be oppositely arranged on the lower
stem and alternately arranged on the upper stem. The hairy leaves
are up to 4 inches (10 cm) long and deeply dissected into toothed
lobes. The flowers appear in April and May and grow individually
from the upper leaf axils. The ¼ inch (6.5 mm) flowers are whitishblue and have 5 petal-like lobes that are fused near the base to form
a bell shaped flower. The sepals are united near the base and persist
on the usually 4-seeded, capsule-like fruit.
Distribution & Habitat
Ellisia occurs throughout much of the United States, but is
apparently absent from northern New England, the Southeast, and
the West Coast. In Pennsylvania, it grows on damp, shady stream banks with rich alluvial
soils and sometimes in disturbed ground.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Conservation Considerations
Protection of Ellisia will require maintenance of known
populations and preservation of rich, shaded stream bank
communities. This may include sustaining appropriate
hydrology, removal of invasive plants, and establishment
of buffers that can moderate the effects of scouring events
and run-off. Management of the known sites requires
long term monitoring of populations.

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Ellisia to be
a species of special concern, based on the relatively few
occurrences that have been recently confirmed. It has a
PA legal rarity status and a PABS suggested rarity status
of Threatened. The rich shady stream banks that Ellisia
depends upon are highly influenced by flooding events.
Alteration of the natural flood cycle, dam building,
increased erosion, and clearing of floodplain forests all
affect the quality of suitable habitat. Populations are also
threatened by loss of habitat from development and
displacement by invasive plants.

Pennsylvania Distribution
Ellisia nyctelea
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White Trout-lily
Erythronium albidum

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description
White trout-lily is a perennial herb, producing a stem 4 to 6 inches (1015 cm) tall. The leaves are basal and paired, usually spotted or mottled,
elliptic or lance-shaped and up to 6 inches (15 cm) long. The white
(sometimes slightly tinged with blue or pink) flowers are produced singly
at the end of long stalks in late April and early May. The flowers nod
downward and have white 6 petals/sepals that curve strongly upward.
Distribution & Habitat
White trout-lily has a distribution from Ontario and New York south into
Texas and the Gulf Coast states. In Pennsylvania, the occurrences are
rather widespread throughout the state, particularly along the major
rivers and streams. The species grows in bottomlands, floodplains, and
lower slopes, especially on limestone substrates.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Photo Source: PNHP

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers white
trout-lily to be a species of special concern, based on
the relatively few occurrences that have been
recently confirmed. It does not have a PA legal
status, but has been assigned a suggested rarity
status of Undetermined by PABS. meaning that
more information is needed before a more definitive
rarity status can be designated.
Conservation Considerations
More field surveys are needed to determine the range, abundance, and
ecological requirements of the white trout-lily before a more definitive
conservation status, if needed, can be assigned.

NatureServe conservation status ranks

G5 – Globally secure; S3 – Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Goldenseal
Hydrastis canadensis
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description
Goldenseal is an herbaceous perennial with a hairy erect stem that
may grow to 1 foot (ca 30 cm) or more in height. The plant receives
its common name from the thick yellow underground stem, which is
often considered to have medicinal value. The number of leaves per
stem is usually 3, with a stalked pair at the top and another longstalked one at the base. The leaves enlarge greatly after flowering.
The leaves are veiny-looking on the surface and prominently 5-7
lobed, often with a maple-like shape, and are also finely toothed on
the margin. The white flower, appearing in April and May, occurs
singly on a short stalk above the base of the uppermost leaf. The
flower has no petals and loses the sepals quickly, so the bloom
consists only of the male stamens and the female pistils. The
individual fruits are 3/16 inch (5 mm) in length and 1-2 seeded, and at
maturity are aggregated together and resemble a raspberry (but
should not be ingested).
Distribution & Habitat
Goldenseal ranges from southern New England to Wisconsin and
south into Georgia and Mississippi. In Pennsylvania, it has been
documented historically mostly in the southern and western counties.
It grows in moist woods, particularly on limestone and diabase
substrates.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Photo source: Andrew Strassman (PNHP)

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Goldenseal
to be a species of special concern, based on the limited
number of locations that have been recently confirmed
and potential of collection for herbal medicine. It has a
PA legal rarity status and a PABS suggested rarity status
of Vulnerable.
Pennsylvania Distribution
Hydrastis canadensis

Conservation Considerations
The viability of populations of Goldenseal may be
threatened by intensive logging, invasive species, excessive
deer browse, and especially collection of the plant for the
herbal medicine trade.
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NatureServe conservation status ranks
G4 – Apparently globally secure; S4 – Apparently secure in Pennsylvania
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Forked Rush
Juncus dichotomus
………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………..

Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

Description
Forked Rush is a perennial herb with rounded, slender stems that may be from 1
to 3 feet (3-9 dm) tall. The leaves are elongate, about 1/16 inch (2 mm) wide,
rounded in cross-section and indented or channeled near the top, and only about
⅓ to ½ as long as the length of the stem. The flowers, appearing in late spring
and summer, are grouped in an open branched cluster at the top of the stem.
Flowers have 6 pointed petals and sepals that average about 3/16 inch (5 mm)
long. The petals and sepals remain around the fruit, a brownish, many-seeded
capsule, as it ripens.

Distribution & Habitat
Forked Rush has a range mostly near the Atlantic coast from Maine south into
Florida and west into the southwestern states. In Pennsylvania, it has been
documented historically in some southern, particularly southeastern, counties. It
grows in moist to damp old fields, openings, clearings, and open woods.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers
Forked Rush to be a species of special concern,
based on the few occurrences that have been
recently confirmed. It has a PA legal rarity status
and a PABS suggested rarity status of Endangered.
About 15 populations are currently known from
the state.
Pennsylvania Distribution
Juncus dichotomus

Conservation Considerations
The viability of populations of this species and its habitat
may be enhanced by creating buffers around wetlands,
controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology around wetlands. Active management – such as
fire, mowing, or invasive species removal – may be required
to maintain the proper successional stage at sites where it
grows.
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NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally Secure; S1 – Critically Imperiled in Pennsylvania
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Swamp Dog-hobble
Leucothoe racemosa
………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………..
Description
Swamp Dog-hobble is a deciduous shrub or small tree that may grow up
to 9 feet (3 m) in height. The leaves are alternately arranged, sharply
toothed on the margin, egg-shaped to elliptic, pointed at the tip, usually
more-or-less hairy on the veins below, and typically 1 to 3 inches (3-8
cm) in length. The white flowers, appearing in May or June, are
grouped in slender, elongate clusters, with all the flowers tending to
point to the same side. The individual flowers, about 3/8 inch (7-9 mm)
in length, have a tubular or bell shape. The fruit is a globe-shaped,
many-seeded capsule.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Photo source: PNHP

Distribution & Habitat
Swamp Dog-hobble has a mostly coastal range from New York west
and south into Texas and Florida. In Pennsylvania, it represents a
southerly species and has been documented historically in numerous
southeastern counties. It grows in wetlands, particularly swamps, wet
thickets, and the margins of ponds and streams.

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey considers Swamp Doghobble to be a species of special concern, based on
the relatively few occurrences that have been
recently documented and the wetland habitat. It
has a PA legal rarity status, but has been assigned
a rarity status of Undetermined and a PABS
suggested rarity status of Threatened. About 30
populations are known from the state.
Pennsylvania Distribution
Leucothoe racemosa

Conservation Considerations
The viability of known populations of Swamp Dog-hobble
and its habitat may be enhanced by establishing buffers around
wetlands, controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands
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NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally Secure; S2S3– Imperiled to Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Golden Club
Orontium aquaticum

……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………..

Photo source: Sally Ray (PNHP)

Description
Golden Club is an aquatic perennial that often grows in
standing water, with its leaves and flowering stems extending
above the water line. This species belongs to the same family
as Jack-in-the-pulpit and grows up to 18 inches (46 cm) tall.
The leaves are oblong to elliptic, dark green, and velvety. The
leaves are up to 12 inches (30 cm) long and repel water so
that they always appear dry. The flowers are yellow and
bloom from April to May. The tiny flowers are carried on the
golden-yellow tip of club-shaped flowering stems. These
swollen flowering stems are white directly below the flowers.

Distribution & Habitat
Golden Club occurs from New York and Massachusetts south
to Florida and west to Texas. In Pennsylvania, it can be found in lakes, ponds, oxbow floodplains, and wet shores
where it grows rooted in the muck beneath the water.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) has assigned the
Golden Club to the Watch list. Populations can be
negatively impacted by poor water quality, deer and
waterfowl browsing, conversion of land for
development, and accompanying hydrologic changes.
This species has disappeared from many sites in
southeast Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Distribution
Orontium aquaticum
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invasive species, and protection of wetland hydrology will
help to maintain populations and encourage new population
growth. The management of known sites requires long term
monitoring of populations. Potential sites for restoration should be evaluated.

NatureServe conservation status ranks

G5 – Globally Secure; S4 – Apparently Secure in Pennsylvania
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Wild Kidney Bean
Phaseolus polystachios
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….………..
Wild Kidney Bean is an herbaceous perennial vine that twines over
other vegetation and may grow to 10 feet (9 m) in length. The
leaves are alternately-arranged, divided in 3 leaflets that are
untoothed on the margin, broadly egg-shaped to rounded, with the 2
lower leaflets often somewhat asymmetrical in outline, and moreor-less hairy on the lower surface. The flowers, appearing from
July to September, are slightly less than ½ inch (10-12 mm) in
length and have 5 purplish petals, with the central one somewhat
coiled or spiraled. The fruits are several seeded pods that closely
resemble cultivated beans.
Distribution

Wild Kidney Bean has a distribution across much of eastern
North America. In Pennsylvania, the species has been
documented historically mostly in the southern half of the state,
particularly in the southeastern counties.
Habitat

Wild Kidney Bean grows in various habitats, including open
woods and woods borders, thickets, and on banks and slopes.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2008

State/Province
Status Ranks

State Status & Conservation

Wild Kidney Bean has been assigned a rarity status of Tentatively Undetermined by the PA Biological
Survey, meaning that additional field surveys and information are required before a more definitive
status can be given. At present, approximately 6 populations have been documented, and the species
may have declined in frequency compared to historical levels. Some populations have threats from
habitat loss, invasive exotic species, and excessive deer browsing.
NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S2 – Imperiled in Pennsylvania
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Photo source: Rocky Gleason (PNHP)

Identification

Spotted Pondweed
Potamogeton pulcher
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Description
Spotted pondweed is an aquatic perennial herb that grows in standing
water. The stems of this species are up to 20 inches (5 dm) long and have
dark purple spots. The leaves are of two types, floating and submersed.
The floating leaves are oval to elliptic, rounded or heart-shaped at the
base, and have long, purple-spotted stalks. The submersed leaves are
broadly lance-shaped, up to 1⅛ inches (3 cm) wide, and short-stalked or
stalkless. The flowers are produced in dense spikes that are ¾ to 1½
inches (2-4 cm) long. Individual flowers are inconspicuous and have 4
small, greenish petals or sepals. Spikes are held above the water and can
be seen June through August.

Photo source: Andrew Strassman (PNHP)

Distribution & Habitat
Spotted pondweed occurs from Maine south to Florida and west to Minnesota and Texas. In Pennsylvania, it
grows in shallow, acidic streams, vernal ponds, in swamps and on muddy shores.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey considers the
spotted pondweed to be species of special
concern, based on the relatively few
occurrences that have been confirmed, the
wetland habitat, and the regional rarity. It has
been assigned a rarity status of Endangered.

Conservation Considerations
Conservation of spotted pondweed will depend upon the
protection of existing populations and maintenance of their
wetland habitat. This may include removing invasive plants and
creating buffers to help protect populations from the effects of
run-off or flooding. Sustaining appropriate water levels will also
be important for maintaining high quality habitats.
NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S1 – Critically imperiled in Pennsylvania
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Riverine Sand Cherry
Prunus pumila var. depressa

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

Description
Riverine Sand Cherry is a deciduous shrub with a low,
spreading, mat-like appearance, from only a few inches to
less commonly 1 foot (.3 m) in height. The branchlets are
hairless. The leaves are alternately arranged, stalked,
toothed on the edges, have a long and narrow shape with the
blade tending to be widest at or near the tip, mostly 1-3
inches (2.5-7.5 cm) in length, usually hairless on both sides,
and pale green to somewhat whitened below. The white
flowers, which appear in May and June, are aggregated in
small clusters at the end of the branchlets, with the
individual flower having 5 separate petals that are about ¼
inch (4-8 mm) in length. The fruit has the typical cherry
features of a fleshy and edible pulp surrounding a single
seed, and at maturity is purplish-black and about 3/8- ½ inch
(10-15 mm) in diameter.

Distribution & Habitat
Riverine Sand Cherry ranges from New Brunswick to Ontario and south into New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Pennsylvania, it represents a northerly species and has been documented
historically in a number of widespread counties along the major rivers, but appears to be most frequent along the
Delaware River. The species grows on islands and shores that are subjected to annual natural events such as
flooding and ice scouring.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Riverine
Sand Cherry to be a species of special concern, based on
the limited number of locations recently confirmed and the
specialized habitat. It does not have a PA legal rarity
status, but has a PABS suggested rarity status of
Endangered.
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Prunus pumila var. depressa
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Conservation Considerations
The viability of populations of Riverine Sand Cherry and its
habitat may be enhanced by maintaining the natural hydrology
and natural vegetation of the river shorelines and islands and
particularly in controlling invasive species.
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NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5T5 – Globally secure; S1 – Critically Imperiled in Pennsylvania
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Upland Sand Cherry
Prunus pumila var. susquehanae
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Photo source: PNHP

Description
Upland Sand Cherry is a deciduous shrub with erect but low
growing stems up to 1 foot (.3 m) in height. The branchlets
are hairless. The leaves are alternately arranged, stalked,
untoothed or toothed on the edges, have an elliptical shaped
blade tending to be widest near the middle and mostly 1-2
inches (2.5-5 cm) in length, usually hairless on both sides, and
pale green to whitened below. The white flowers, which
appear in May and June, are aggregated in small clusters at the
end of the branchlets, with the individual flower having 5
separate petals that are about ¼ inch (4-8 mm) in length. The
fruit has the typical cherry features of a fleshy and edible pulp
surrounding a single seed, and at maturity is purplish-black
and about 3/8-1/2 inch (10-15 mm) in diameter.

Distribution & Habitat
Upland Sand Cherry ranges from Maine to Manitoba and south into North Carolina, Ohio, and Arkansas. In
Pennsylvania, it has been documented historically mostly in the eastern, particularly the northeastern, counties.
The species grows on bedrock outcrops, rocky openings, barrens and thickets, especially on mountain tops and
ridges.
Current State Status
North American State/Province Conservation Status
The
PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Upland Sand
Map by NatureServe 2010
Cherry to be a species of special concern, based on the
limited number of locations recently confirmed and the
specialized habitat. It does not have a PA legal rarity status,
but has a PABS suggested rarity status of Threatened.

State/Province
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Pennsylvania Distribution
Prunus pumila var. susquehanae
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Conservation Considerations
Most populations of Upland Sand Cherry in Pennsylvania are
situated in remote areas where the habitat is likely to be kept in
a natural state. Active management, such as the use of prescribed fire, may be beneficial in maintaining these
areas or in creating additional habitat. Excessive deer browse, especially on plants that are blooming, may be a
threat at some locations

NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5T4 – Globally secure; S2 – Imperiled in Pennsylvania
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Northeastern Bulrush (Scirpus ancistrochaetus)
Plant Species of Concern
State Rank: S3, Global Rank: G3

Identification

Northeastern bulrush is a tall sedge with short thick underground rhizomes from where the leaves
emerge in May. Superficially, sedges seem to be “grass like” plants; however, there are many
differences between sedges and grasses. With practice, the two families are easily distinguished
from each other. Leaves are three angled, narrow, green to whitish or brown, and have basal
sheaths. Flowers are individually difficult to see without magnification. The grouping of flowers
or the inflorescences are more obvious, sometimes resembling the exploding of a fire work. The
branches holding the inflorescence droop with age. The fruits, or achenes in this case, are very
small, about 1/ 30 of an inch across.

Habitat

Populations of northeastern bulrush are recorded from Quebec south to West Virginia.
Throughout its range including in Pennsylvania, it is found growing on the edges of seasonal
pools, wet depressions, beaver ponds, wetlands, and small ponds.

Status

Only 50-60 populations exist throughout its entire range. Pennsylvania has the largest number of
occurrences. The decline of this species is attributed to multiple threats: degradation of habitat
from road construction and upland runoff, destruction by off road vehicles, and conversion of land
for other uses.

photo source: PNHP

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe (July, 2007)

Conservation

Slight variations in the natural fluctuation in the water level can harm this plant. Therefore, activities that impact the water table and
degrade the plant’s habitat such as development, ATV use, agriculture, quarrying, and dredging have been known to destroy several
historic locations. Other potential threats to the species include deer browsing, fire, and natural succession.
Management of this species may include enhanced protection from nearby road construction, the implantation of practices to alleviate
pollution from upland runoff, and continued protection of current sites from development. Surveys of potential habitat for new populations
have been proven to be successful and should be continued. Habitat restoration projects are possible for sites that have suffered
degradation. The northeastern bulrush became the second plant in Pennsylvania to be listed as a federally endangered species. Because of
this special status, activities that pose a direct harm to the species would be subject to regulation by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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Nodding Trillium
Trillium cernuum
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description
Nodding trillium is a perennial herb that grows up to 16 inches (4 dm)
tall. The leaves occur in a whorl of 3, with the leaf blades being stalkless
or nearly so, oval to diamond-shaped, 2 to 6 inches (5-15 cm) long, and
hairless. The single flower has a drooping stalk and hangs below the
leaves. Each 1 to 1½ inch (2.5-4 cm) flower has 3 white to pinkish
petals backed by 3 alternating green sepals. The petals curve strongly
upward toward the bottom of the leaves. The blooming time is in April
and May.
Distribution & Habitat
Nodding trillium can be found in the U. S. from Maine south to Virginia
and west to North and South Dakota. In Pennsylvania, it occurs mostly in
the southeastern counties, where it grows in rich, moist woods.

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2007

Photo source: John Kunsman (PNHP)

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey considers nodding
trillium to be a species of special concern, based
on the relatively few occurrences that have been
recently documented. It does not have a PA
legal rarity status, but has been assigned a PABS
suggested rarity status of Threatened. Habitat loss,
land conversion for development, and displacement
by invasive species have all played a part in the
decline of nodding trillium populations. Many of the
remaining rich, moist forests in southeastern and
south-central Pennsylvania have become
increasingly fragmented, which further degrades
habitat quality. Over-abundant deer populations have
also contributed to reduced nodding trillium
numbers.

Conservation Considerations
Maintenance of known populations and preservation of the
communities where nodding trillium grows will be crucial to its
survival. Creating buffers around fragmented habitat and
removal of invasive species will help to maintain populations
and encourage new population growth. The management of the
known sites requires long term monitoring of populations.

NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally secure; S3– Vulnerable in Pennsylvania
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Spreading Globeflower (Trollius laxus)
Pennsylvania Endangered Plant Species
State Rank: S1 (critically imperiled), Global Rank: G4 (apparently secure) T3 (vulnerable subspecies)

Identification

Spreading globeflower is a showy plant with palmately cut, lobed leaves,
three to five inches wide. Large terminal flowers, up to 1 1/2 inches in
diameter, are yellow or cream-colored. The petals are tiny, but the five to
seven large sepals are brightly colored. The plant grows from five to 20
inches.

Biology-Natural History

Spreading globeflower is a member of the Buttercup Family
(Ranunculaceae) with flowers that appear like large buttercups. Trollius is a
perennial herb that blooms in mid-April. The leaf size increases
significantly after blooming. The distinction between eastern and western
spreading globeflowers is not clear. The western plants, extending from the
Rocky Mountains to the west coast, are thought to be members of a
subspecies (ssp. albiflora) which have white flowers and are less rare.
Photo Credit: Paul Wiegman, Western Pennsylvania Conservancy

North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe (August 2007)

Habitat
State/Province
Status Ranks
SX – presumed extirpated
SH – possibly extirpated
S1 – critically imperiled
S2 – imperiled
S3 – vulnerable
S4 – apparently secure
S5 – secure
Not ranked/under review

Spreading globe flower grows in rich swamps, wet
meadows and wet woods from Connecticut and New
Jersey west through New York and Pennsylvania to
Ohio. In Pennsylvania, its range is limited to the
glaciated sections, where wetland habitats are
calcareous (alkaline).

Reasons for Being Endangered

Eight of 15 historically documented spreading globeflower sites
have been destroyed because the wetlands where they existed
were drained or filled for agriculture and housing development.

Management Practices

Spreading globeflower is a candidate for listing under the
Federal Endangered Species Act. One site has been acquired by
the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy. The Nature
Conservancy is trying to protect four sites in eastern Pennsylvania. A coal mine was modified to prevent disruption of the
hydrology at a western Pennsylvania location. Surveys for this and other wetland plant species of special concern continue to
be concentrated in the glaciated sections of the state.
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Netted Chainfern
Woodwardia areolata
Description
Netted Chainfern grows from 1½ to 2½ feet (5-8 dm) in height, and may
form small colonies due to the presence of creeping underground stems.
The leaves are easily distinguishable into vegetative and fertile types. The
vegetative leaves have a typical fern-like appearance, being green,
flattened, and divided into 7 to 12 very deep lobes (or distinct leaflets on the
lower part of the leaf) that are not further subdivided into smaller lobes.
The leaf veins are conspicuous and have a net-like or chain-like
arrangement, as the common name implies. The fertile leaves of Netted
Chainfern are dark colored, much narrower, not flattened and leaf-like, and
have spore-producing structures on their underside. The vegetative leaf of
this species resembles the leaf of the Sensitive Fern (Onoclea sensibilis), a
common species in Pennsylvania, but the lobes in Netted Chainfern tend to
be alternately arranged along the leaf stalk while the lobes of Sensitive Fern
tend to be oppositely arranged.
Distribution & Habitat
Netted Chainfern has a distribution centered mainly on the Atlantic coastal
plain from Nova Scotia south and west into Texas and Florida. In Pennsylvania, the species has been
documented historically in scattered counties, particularly in the Delaware River drainage. It grows in swamps,
seepages, wet woods, boggy wetlands and along the margins of streamlets.
North American State/Province Conservation Status
Map by NatureServe 2010

State/Province
Status Ranks

Photo source: Andrew Strassman (PNHP)

……………………….………………………………………………….………………………….………

Current State Status
The PA Biological Survey (PABS) considers Netted
Chainfern to be a species of special concern, based
on the relatively few occurrences that have been
recently confirmed and the wetland habitat. It has no
PA legal rarity status, but has been assigned a
suggested rarity status of Threatened by PABS.
About 30 populations are currently known from the
state.
Pennsylvania Distribution
Woodwardia areolata
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Conservation Considerations
The viability of populations of netted chainfern and its habitat
may be enhanced by establishing buffers around wetlands,
controlling invasive species, and protecting the natural
hydrology surrounding wetlands.
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NatureServe conservation status ranks
G5 – Globally Secure; S2 – Imperiled in Pennsylvania
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